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INTRODUCTION

There is a major thrust in education today to involve students in
learning experiences which relate to the development of good citizen-
ship skills and attitudes. Its main goal is to enable young people
to become effective in their roles as members of our society by
providing them with insights which will motivate them to positive,
intelligent action and support in their communities, and equip them
with the essential performance skills. Law-Related Education
addresses these citizenship goals.

LRE, a rapidly growing, nationwide movement, seeks to provide American
youth with an understanding of the legal process and the legal system.
Common objectives shared by all concern enhancing students' understanding
of and commitment to justice, improving civic decision-making skills and
encouraging responsible and knowledgeable participation in civic life.
These objectives are met in part in on-site and simulated decision-making
activities using factual data in assessing legal problems. A common
assumption of these programs is that Constitutional, statutory and due
process concepts and issues are better understood and appreciated when
students, teachers and the legal community plan and work together.

\Law-related projects have proliferated rapidly in the last ten years and
there are now about 500 in the United States. These projects have attracted

i

the support of a number of state and local bar associations, law schools,
judicial organizations and units of state and local government including law
enforcement agencies. The American Bar Association has provided significant
leadership through the creation of a Special Committee on Youth Education
for Citizenship which, since 1970, has stimulated interest, provided
information and conducted curriculum research and development activities
aimed at strengthening educational programs. Recently, U.S. Secretary of
\ ducation, Honorable T.H. Bell, reaffirmed the commitment of his department
lo the goals of Law-Related Education.

T\le Georgia Center for Citizenship and Law-Related Education (GCC-LRE) is an
ovitgrowth of efforts of the State Bar of Georgia and the State Crime
Omission (LEAA) to initiate LRE into four school districts in Georgia in
1978. These school systems have subsequently implemented high school LRE
coUrses into their programs. Georgia State University received a federal
gKpit in 1980 to formally establish a Center to assist these and three other
systems in LRE teacher awareness, training programs development and coordinat-
ing relationships with civic and community legal agencies and services. The

Center's services are now available to all school systems in Georgia to assist
in :i.RE.

EWING LAW TO LEARNING is designed to assist secondary teachers and school
systems in individual classroom instruction, in staff development workshops,
and in curriculum design. It consists of a diverse collection of materials
that have proven useful in the teaching of law-related education. It has

been designed to follow the general secondary curriculum related to citizen-
ship; government, and other law-related education units and courses. Many

of the materials can be adapted for use with middle grade students.
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TITLE: A Variety of Approaches Useful in the Teaching of Law-Related
Education

CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System

DESCRIPTION: This section provides teachers with a useful array of
teaching techniques and suggestions.

PUBLISHER: INVOLVEMENT: A practical Handbook for Teachers, Secondary

Level. Vetter, Donald P., Paradis, Gerald W., and Ellery,
"Rick" Miller, J & I -- Law-Related Education Program for
the Schools of Maryland. The Auspices of the Maryland
State Bar Association, 1976. Reprinted by permission.

ADVERSARY APPROACH - A SIMPLIFIED CLASSROOM TRIAL TECHNIQUE

Advantages:
1. By using ADVERSARY, the students can be introduced into trial pro-

ceedings without much of the complexity of doing a mock trial.
2. It saves much time. Generally ADVERSARY can be done very easily

within one classroom period.
3. There are no minor roles. Each student is critically involved as

a major character.
4. Since the students are working in triads, shy or reluctant people

are not forced to role play or act in front of others.
5. This can be an ideal method of developing a full mock trial. Simply

add the roles as you wish. For example, on day two, each side may
have a witness or have a jury involved, etc.

Instructions

1. The activity can be done with any size class.
2. Arbitrarily divide the class into groups of three. If anyone is

left over, have them act as observer.
3. Have each participant in each group decide upon a role, such as

judge, plaintiff or defendant. They will rotate roles for three
rounds.

4. Using the role descriptions below, read the brief statements about
each role.

5. Select a case and distribute FACTS of the case to all of the groups.
Do not disclose the ISSUE or the DECISION at this time. To extend

this activity, simply bring in more cases.
6. Have the participants role-play within their individual groups.

The plaintiff speaks first, then the defendant. The judge may ask
questions before he makes his decision and gives his reasons.

7. Have judges explain decisions to the whole class.
8. It is likely that there will be more than one decision per case.

Point out that, as in a real courtroom, there are many variables
that enter into a decision; e.g., the judge, the testimony, how
well the case was presented, etc.

9. Read ISSUE and DECISION to class, if appropriate.
10. Rotate the roles and repeat the process twice with a new case each

time.
11. The folloWing questions are suggested for debriefing the activity:

1. Which is most difficult role to play? Why?
2. How well (realistically) did the participants play their roles?
3. What were the issues in this case?
4. Were the judge's decisions "fair"?

3



Role Descriptions

JUDGE The judge must see that both sides have a fair chance to present

their cases. The judge should not interrupt or dominate the

proceedings.

PLAINTIFF This person has accused the defendant of doing or not doing

something which he/she thinks is unfair. He/she is the one who

has asked the court to hear the case. In a small claims court,

the plaintiff is asking the judge to make the defendant pay her/

him an amount of money (under $500). He/she speaks to the judge

first.

DEFENDANT This person has been accused by the plaintiff. He/she has been

summonded into court and is probably appearing against his/her

will. He/she listens to the accusation and then either tries to

prove it untrue or gives reasons to justify his/her actions.

ADVERSARY APPROACH adapted from: Law in American Society Journal of the
National Center for Law- Focjsed Education, Volume Two, Number Two, May,

1973. "Pro Se Court: A Simulation Game", Arlene Gallagher and Elliott

Hartstein, pp. 26-30.

SIMULATION APPROACH

A simulation activity, involves participants in a hypothetical situation

or setting that is based on a simplified but operating model of the "real

world". The participants, in turn, are generally called upon to react to

a specific predicament, process, or problem that has been singled out for

emphasis in the simulated social environment or setting.

This instructional method tends to:

Build upon and further the development of a student's imagination,

ingenuity, creativity, and/or critical thinking skills.

Promote the free expression and analysis of a student's attitudes,

opinions, beliefs, and values.

Place the student in a situation or setting involving some particular

problem, process, or predicament that is often found in the real

world.

Call upon the student to assess the situation, to consider alternative

courses of action and modes of behavior, and to test his or her

decision regarding the matter under consideration.

Require careful preliminary planning by the instructor and initial
warm-up exercises, trial activities, and preparation time for the

participants.

Necessitate extensive debriefing and in-depth analysis of the
experience of the participants by both the teacher and class
following the completion of every activity.

4
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WHY USE SIMULATIONS?

There are a number of distinct advantages associated with using

simulations. Research studies, for example, indicate that these activities
often produce high degrees of student interest in the subject matter under

consideration. This can be attributed to the fact that simulation
exercises present material to a class in a manner that is not only exciting

and enjoyable but refreshingly different from the traditional approaches to

instruction. In addition, these modes of instruction focus on academic
subject matter that is generally relevant to the daily livesoof students,
provide students with a means of expressing and "testing out their feelings

and views, and encourage student-student interaction rather than the
traditional teacher-student or teacher-student-teacher interaction pattern.

Many simulations also foster a cooperative spirit in students and
promote empathy for, and understanding of, others. Through preliminary

group planning activities and the actual enactments that call for the
resolution of a specific predicament or problem found in the "real world",
an exercise may be used to illustrate the advantages of cooperation,
heighten student sensitivity to the feelings and welfare of others, and

further a class' urderstanding of the problems faced by society and its

various social groups.

Thirdly, simulations are, by their very nature, designed to teach
communication, clarification, and critical thinking skills. Student inter-

action in an activity, for example, may not only heighten awareness of the

effect of verbal and non-verbal behavior on others, but reinforce such
communication skills as expressing oneself clearly and listening carefully

to the view of others.

In facing the specific problems or predicaments posed in the exercises,

students may also experience a number of attitudinal changes. They are

likely to gain confidence in dealing with adversity and frustration, become

more open to new experiences, learn to tolerate ambiguity, to develop

patience, and exhibit a greater willingness to revise their position or

behavior if they have been proven wrong. In addition, students may learn

to think more critically. They are likely to improve their ability to
analyze situations, to define alternative courses of action, to explore the

consequences of each, to deal with chance happenings and bad luck, to
evaluate their actions and decisions, and to accept valid criticism.

Exercises using simulations, also offer a fourth advantage over
traditional forms of instruction. They are able to encourage in students
feelings of efficacy regarding the world they live in. By having students
work with simulated social processes and problems, many of the simulations,

games, and role playing episodes are able to lead students to an awareness
of the consequences of specific behaviors, of the force of chance and/or

bad luck, and of the potential strength or group to influence or alter
or alter our social or legal system.
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Lastly, instruction based upon simulations, games, or role playing,
offers insights into, and helps clarify, misinterpretations and misconceptions
regarding the core values of American society and its subcultures, the
processes and institutions associated with our social and legal system, and
the concepts and ideas discovered through the study of history and related

social science disciplines.

SIMULATION APPROACH adapted from: Gerlach, Ronala A., and Lamprecht, Lynn W.
Teaching About the Law. Cincinnati, Ohio: The W. H. Anderson Company, 1975,

pp. 213-215.

ROLE PLAYING APPROACH

A. Role playing has been used effectively by many teachers to help solve
classroom interpersonal problems and to teach human-relations skills

in the classroom. Role playing also has been used to facilitate subject
matter learning through the dramatization of literary and historical
works and historical or current events. In all these uses, role playing

provides the student with a dramatic confrontation and clarification
of (1) his/her relations with others, (2) his/her information about
and expectations of society, (3) his/her evaluation of himself/herself
and his/her life style, and (4) the ways in which academic material
may be relevant to his/her daily tasks.

Basically, role playing calls for a student's stepping outside the
accustomed role that he/she plays in life, relinquishing his/her usual
patterns of behavior in exchange for the role and patterns of another
person. This other role may be that of a real person or may be entirely

fictitious. Role playing has a tremendous potential for the average
elementary and secondary school classroom.

Students can examine and discuss relatively private issues and problems
without anxiety. These problems are not focused on the self; they
are attributed to a given role or stereotype. Thus, children can avoid

the normal anxiety accompanying the presentation of personal matters
that may violate rules and regulations. This experience may result
in greater individual insights into behavior and a better understanding
of the place of rules and behavioral standards. Such learning can best

be accomplished in a nonjudgemental situation where "correct" solutions
are not the goal.

Role playing may also be used to demonstrate less personal but pervasive
problems between and among people and groups. Social problems, to the
extent that they reflect conflict between man and man, can be dramatized
fruitfully in the classroom. For instance, classroom portrayals of
problems of prejudice may lead to greater understanding of the dynamics
of this phenomenon and some clarification of ways of dealing with its
occurrence. Such understanding need not be purely abstract, on the
theoretical or moralistic level; it can include the alternative behaviors
that are available when one is a witness to an act or feeling of racial,
religious, or economic bias.

11 6



Further, small-scale examples of political events, instances of
political decision making, or dilemmas facing criminals and courts
of law can be examined in the classroom. These portrayals may help
make the student aware of selected social problems and the human
meaning for those involved. They may help him/her to examine thought-
fully different ways of resolving social and personal conflict and to
identify the advantages and disadvantages of each path. The exercises

may not reduce conflict, but they may give the student skills to deal

with his/her world more effectively. He/she may come to see the ways
in which some of these universal social issues are reflected in his/her
own relations with other individuals and groups and how they bear

upon the decisions he/she must make in his/her own life.

B. Principal Responsibilities of the Instructor

Role playing in the classroom works best when there is an attempt to
follow a definite sequence of steps. The sequence outlined below
allows for a logical ordering and development of the role-playing
session. It has been tested successfully by teachers:

1 PREPARATION AND INSTRUCTION, the first stage, covers problem
selection, warm-up, and general and specific instructions to
participants and audience. It involves the selection by the
teacher, with or without class help, of an issue or problem
to be worked on. After selecting the problem, the teacher
needs to warm up or relax the students and give them practice
and security in public performance and expression. The
explanation of the general problem situation should make clear
the educational purposes of the drama and the relevance of the
issue or problem for the entire class. The teacher is now ready
to brief the actors, to explain in detail the exact role each of
them will play. The final step in this stage is to delineate
the roles of the audience, the students who are not acting out
the dramatic roles. These students can observe the general
interaction of actors, or they can be charged to watch for
specific actors or for specific events.

2. PRAMATIC ACTION AND DISCUSSION, the second major stage, covers
both the role playing itself and th3 subsequent discussion and
interpretation of the action. Sufficient timo hould be allowed
during the improvisation for students to becor- thoroughly
immersed in the problem situation, so that they can take full
advantage of the situation's promise for discovering and practicing
alternative ways of acting. At the conclusion of the drama, it
is important to bring the class back to everyday reality, to
dissociate the actors clearly from the role they played. This is

important so that critics and other students can concentrate on
the role behavior and not on the actions or person of the actors.
The post-role-playing discussion may take several forms and
involve several different students or groups of students. The
role players or the audience, or L,th, may contribute to an
analysis of the dramatic session. A final important focus of this
learning experience should be the student's ability to apply the
examples and lessons of this new role behavicr to his/her own
interpersonal experiences.



3. EVALUATION, the final stage, must follow the enactment and

discussion of the role-playing situation. In this stage the

teacher and pupils review the successes and failures of their
role-playing experience. The purposes, procedures, and effects

of such a learning experience should be analyzed so that
teacher and class can make decisions about the need for additional
role playing or reenactment of the scene. The teacher will

certainly want to make a further personal evaluation of the
experience in the light of his/her original diagnosis and
goals; she/he will want to consider what verbal and behavioral
evidence there is to show that the students have learned

from the experience.

ADAPTED FROM: Role Playing Methods in the Classroom by M. Chester and R.
Fox, Copyright 1966, Science Research Associates, Inc.

SOCRATIC DIALOGUE APPROACH

4. Guidelines for Use of the Socratic Method

The role of the instructor should be that of a guide helping participants

through questioning to examine and clarify their own views and opinions

and to develop sound reasoning. Socrates held the belief that all men

possess knowledge within themselves and that the role of the teacher

is to help individuals bring forth this knowledge rather than to pass
their own knowledge on to their pupils. Socrates believed that the

activity of the learner's mind is essential to education and that
knowledge must become a part of the individual's own experience before
it is learned. Socratic method may be used effectively to conduct

such activity or discussion groups, tutorial groups and seminars.

HOW TO PROCEED

1. Identify topics or issues or help participants identify topics

or issues to be discussed. For example, the instructor can
begin by describing a factual situation concerning a decision
to build a nuclear power plant in a particular community. He/

she can then ask the participants to identify the different and
possibly conflicting interests, that might be involved.

2. Initiate the discussion of the issues by means of carefully
chosen questions which focus attention on the relevant issues.
For example, the instructor might ask the class to discuss. who
would benefit from and who would bear the burdens of a nuclear
power plant in a given community. The issues can be elaborated

by developing in detail thy: answers suggested by the class. The

class will have a greater interest in the issues if they have
contributed to the discovery of answers to the questions.

3. Question and answer technique can be sued to help participants
clarify their own ideas and to appreciate the implications of
their ideas.

8
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For example, suppose an individual endorses democratic decision-
making procedures but says that persons holding certain opinions
should not be allowed to vote or that results of a fair vote
need not be enforced. The instructur might then generate critical
analysis of these views either through further questioning of the
individual who expressed them or by questioning other members of
the class about the logical consistency of the views expressed.

4. Raise further questions to stimulate discussion about alternative
solutions to a particular problem or lead participants to reflect
upon how the principles formulated for a particular case could
be applied to analogous cases. The instructor might also raise
questions which promote thought about issues not given due
consideration or neglected entirely in previous discussion. In

short, by choosing carefully the questions he asks, the
instructor can give shape, direction and momentum to a class
discussion.

B. Principal Responsibilities of the Instructor

1. To identify or help participants identify issues or topics for
discussion.

2. Through questioning guide participants to bring out their own
views and opinions and examine and clarify these in an attempt
to further refine or rethink this knowledge.

3. Encourage participants to participate freely.

SOCRATIC DIALOGUE APPROACH adapted from Handbook for Area Coordinators
published by the Law in a Free Society project of the gate Bar of
California, copyright 1972.

MORAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Kohlberg's Staves of Moral Development

Kohlberg's stages of moral development help teachers recognize the
levels of moral awareness in the classroom. Kohlberg has found that moral
awareness develops in a sequence of stages. People in all cultures progress

through the same sequence. Stages are sequential and cannot be skipped.

Kohlberg found a universal and natural sense of justice that was
intuitively known by a child. The particular aspect of justice expressed
is evidence of the stage of moral growth. While movement through the stages
is always toward a higher level of morality, progression is not automatic.
Moral growth is facilitated as people interact with others. When students
are exposed to discussion and the conflicting views of others, they have

the opportunity to compare and draw new moral conclusions.

9



Koh berg's first three stages describe a code of moral conduct based

on external rewards and punis:lments, a dependent approach to behavior. In

stages four through six, the moral reasons for behavior stem from personal

beliefs and conscience, an independent approach to behavior.

The stages may also be classified by social orientation. The first

two stages describe a preconventional morality level. At these stages,

people are less influenced by the accepted norms of society. The third and

fourth levels have a conventional orientation level. Both of these levels

are tied to social expectations of behavior. The fifth and sixth levels

are at a postconventional level. They support a morality which springs

from personal conscience, not bound by convention.

In abbreviated form, the six stages of moral development are:

Stage 1 - "Avoid Punishment" orientation'
Stage 2 - "Self-Benefit" orientation
Stage 3 - "Acceptance by Others" orientation

Stage 4 - "Maintain the Social Order" orientation

Stage 5 - "Contract Fulfillment" orientation

Stage 6 - "Ethical Principle" orientation

Kohlberg describes a Premoral Stage through which most students will

have passed by the time they enter classrooms. At this stage, the person

knows good as anything pleasant and bad as anything painful. Infants are

premoral in their inability to understand rules, authority or consequences.

Thus, there is no sense of obligation or of action in terms of."I should".

The pleasure search is not impeded by any considerations whatsoever.

The six stages which Kohlberg outlines will more likely apply to

school age children. The distinguishing characteristics of these stages

are as follows:

STAGE 1 -- "Avoid Punishment" orientation. At this stage, persons respond

to rules, and are concerned with: (a) how authority will react; (b) whether

they will be punished or rewarded; (c) whether they will be labeled "good"

or "bad". The physical consequences determine whether an action is good or

bad. Decisions are based on a blind obedience to an external power in an

attempt to avoid punishment or seek reward. Morality exists in actions rather

than in persons and standards. The ultimate "wrong" is getting into trouble.

STAGE 2 -- "Self-Benefit" orientation. At stage two, persons realize that

each individual has an idea of what is "right" or "best". They are

concerned with: (a) the needs and motives of others; (b) the idea that one

good turn (or bad) deserves another. Fairness and sharing are interpreted

in a practical manner. Self-interest is the compelling motive. Human

relationships are built on the premise of exchanging favors or revenge.
What is right is serving one's needs, or the needs of others for a "fair"

return. What is "fair" is doing something for others if they reciprocate.

Such naive "back-scratching" equality is based on exchange and reciprocity.

15 10



STAGE 3 -- "Acceptance by Others" orientation. People see what is "right"
from another's point of view as well as from their own. They are concerned

with what others think. They strive for behavior which pleases others. At

this stage, people are influenced by: (a) the feelings of others; (b) what
others expect and approve; (c) beliefs about what a righteous person would
do. This is the morality of maintaining good relations and of conforming
to the general will. People adopt the stereotyped images of acceptable
majority behavior. For the first time, behavior is judged by intention,
and we hear the familiar, "He meant well".

STAGE 4 -- "Maintain the Social Order" orientation. People consider "right"
from the perspective of what is best for society. They examine the
consequences of their actions for the group and society. They value: (a)
"Doing their duty"; (b) respect for authority; (c) preserving the social
order for its own sake; (d) rules as determiners of "right" behavior; (e)
fulfilling the requirements of authority and society. Individuals obey
rules for their intrinsic value. Moral decisions are based on fixed rules
which are "necessary" to perpetuate the order of society. Laws and rules
are right because they exist: they are obeyed without question. Stage 4
marks the beginning of a sense of sacredness of human life as part of the
social, moral or religious order.

STAGE 5 -- "Contract Fulfillment" orientation. The individual respects
impartial laws and agrees to abide by them. The society agrees to respect
the rights of the individual. The U.S. Constitution and the Declaration
of Independence are based on these principles. Aside from what has been
democratically accepted, morality is a matter of personal choice. Moral

issues are solved by the passage of laws based on general principles, e.g.,
'the greatest good for the greatest number'. People at Stage Five believe
laws should be changed when they infringe on human convictions. Persons
at this stage choose to change laws rather than break them when such
change is possible. Where it is not possible, they may choose to disobey
Wiat they consider to be an unjust law and willingly suffer the consequencs.
This differs from the rigidity of STAGE FOUR'S "law and order" orientation.

Stage Five people define rights in terms of individual standards as
sanctioned and codified by society. Outside of the legal area, personal
agreement is the binding element of obligation.

STAGE 6 "Ethical Principle" orientation. Conscience is the directing
agent at this stage. Respect for each person's individuality is paramont.
The values are believed to be valid for all humanity. The individual

complies with rules to avoid self-condemnation. Thus, at STAGE SIX, morality
is a decision of conscience based on universal ethical principles. The

action must be good in itself and consistent with these principles. The

individual makes his or her decisions on the basis of these principles.

MORAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH reprinted from: Mattox, Beverly A. Getting It
Together Dilemmas for the Classroom Based on Kohlberg's Approach. San Diego:
Pennant Press, 1975.
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RESOURCE PERSON APPROACH

Here is a checklist of suggested preliminary procedures that should help

insure the possibility of having a successful classroom visitation by a resource

person dealing with a law-related topic.

The key to success is to share information and ideas with your guest

as far in advance as possible. As in most classroom activities, success

or failure of a classroom visit by a resource person is usually determined

in the planning of the appearance. Many of the ideas presented here can

also be adapted to field-trip situations.

INFORM YOUR GUEST ABOUT: Checklist

A. Characteristics of the Class
1. Grade level, size
2. Socio-economic background
3. Legal and political sophistication

B. Context of Presentation
1. What are you currently studying?
2. Where does presentation fit in?
3. What are your goals for presentation?

C. Objectives of the Presentation

D. The Amount of Time Needed and/or Available

E. Appropriate Methods of Instruction
1. Lecture
2. Mini-lecture 'th discussion (Socratic)
3. Panel Discussion
4. Debate
5. Role-playing
6. Other inquiry methods

F. The Materials and Equipment
1. Are hand-outs needed? If so, will you duplicate them?

2. Any A-V equipment necessary?

G. Preparing the Class
1. Cases should be read and discussed prior to visit
2. Have students prepare questions in advance

3. In a role play, discuss procedures with students.
Assign and explain roles in advance.

H. Follow-up Activities
1. Ask resource person for suggested follow-up activities
2. Use de-briefing techniques to solicit feedback from students

I. Have You Shared the Evaluation with the Resburce Person?

J. Ask Resource Person to Evaluate the Presentation from
This Perspective.

12
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BRAINSTORMING APPROACH

A. Brainstorming is an intense experience that is strongly focused on a
single topic for a limited period of time. It provides a very
different and stimulating student interaction of time -- the kind
of variety that most groups enjoy immensely. Finally, the unleashed
and concentrated mental power generated in a brainstorming session
guarantees both individual and group achievement.

It is in the problem-solving area that brainstorming probably
succeeds better than any technique yet devised. The strategy was
first utilized in industry as a means of overcoming obstacles,
solving problems and finding new and creative approaches to un-
satisfactory or inefficient procedures or systems.

The concept is very simple. A group of students is given a single
problem or obstacle and asked to "storm their brains" for ideas.
To increase spontaneity and rapidity of ideas, each participant is
encouraged to call out his thought the instant an opening presents
itself. Each brainstorming session usually intensifies into an
exciting rapid-fire, off-the-top-of-the-head group experience.
Stimulation and motivation build as each participant contributes
and interest mounts to higher and higher levels.

The ideas generated tend to serve as catalysts for new responses.
Creative and effective thougi.ts begin to evolve from this group
process. In contrast, individuals often react in traditional
patterns and rarely have an innovative "brainstorm" without the
stimulus of multiple sounding boards.

B. Advantages of Brainstorming: The advantages of brainstorming are many
as cited by teachers and students who have used the technique.
According to experienced users of the procedures, brainstorming:

(1) Is stimulating and provides a varied instructional approach.
It generates enthusiasm and eagerness to join in by its open
invitation to participate and its rapid, free-wheeling approach.

(2) It is highly motivating. Students who usually allow their
verbal, articulate classmates to dominate question-and-answer
periods get the urge to participate. They are not "put down"
or degraded for "wrong answers" and feel a real sense of
contribution as their suggestions are noted on the project
sheets. On the other hand, those who dominate traditional
classroom situations are also stimulated to get their ideas
out and on the record.

(3) Increases "task focus". The brainstorming group is kept on
target with very little pressure from the group leader because
of the structure and ground rules. Editorializing, personal
commentary, rejoinders, eloquent speeches, and the other
destructive activities of committeedom are eliminated in this
process.

13



(4) Promotes spontaneity and creativity. The members of the group
begin to link ideas and "bounce suggestions off the group" in
a sounding-board procedure that gathers momentum as the session
continues. Mental power is fully unleashed in this positive
atmosphere.

(5) Is efficient and productive. Scores of ideas and suggestions
or problems and obstacles can be listed in a few minutes.
Parallel suggestions and obstacles lead the group toward
sound "next steps".

(6) Involves participants in the ownership of ideas. The participants
feel greater kinship for their product as they assume group
ownership of their ideas and suggestions. Problem solving is
made much easier when communal commitment is guaranteed.

(7) Provides a permanent record and aids in developing solutions to
problems. The results of the sessions can easily be reproduced
or reused to design alternate procedures and programs for solv-
ing problems or meeting objectives. The production of the
group takes on value as a permanent evaluation record and as
testimony to individual and group effort.

C. How to Proceed

(1) Divide the class into small groups (4-6). Arrange them in
separate sections of the classroom making sure that someone
in the group has paper and pencil to write down the ideas
suggested in the brainstorming session (a recorder).

(2) Explain briefly to the class the guidelines for brainstorming:
[a] express no negative evaluation of any idea presented; [b]
work for quantity, not quality -- the longer the list of ideas,
the better; [c] expand on each others ideas, piggyback, hitch
on, elaborate whenever possible; [d] encourage zany, far-out
ideas; [e] record each idea, at least by a key word or phrase;
[f] set a time limit and hold strictly to it.

(3) Ask each group to evaluate their results as a group, and then,
if necessary, come up with the best 3, 5, or 10 answers. Set
a time limit.

(4) Share the results of each group with the class.

(5) You may wish to evaluate the process of brainstorming in tern
of efficiency, strengths, weaknesses and how to improve its use
as a class.

Source of BRAINSTORMING APPROACH: Dunn, Rita, S., and Kenneth, J.,
Practical Approaches to Individualizing Instruction: Contracts and Other
Effective Teaching Strategies. West Nyack, N.Y.: Parker Publishing
Company, Inc., 1972.
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The Case for
t e Case Study Approach

Isidore Starr

Things haven't changed much since Alexis
de Tocqueville wrote, "Scarcely any political
question arises in the United States which is not
resolved, sooner or later, into a judicial question."

Even as early as the mid 1800's,
de Toqueville was able to observe one of
the most salient characteristics of the
American people, our habit of "con-
stitutionalizing" our conflicts, of re-
solving them through judicial interpreta-
tion of the Constitution. With the

passage of time, de Toqueville's obser-
vation has become truer than ever.

Leery great issue of our time, from A
(abortion) to Z (zoning), comes before
our courts, and landMark cases often
offer an illuminating picture of the clash
of values and the resolution of difficult
issues.

Important case decisions are readily
accessible (see box on pp. 14-15) and can
easily he adapted to excellent classroom
exercises, since the opinions contain
everything you need to present an issue
fully. Case studies also offer an intro-
duction to ways of thinking. To observe
well-trained minds grappling with some
of the perplexing issues of the day can be
an object lesson in decision-making and
conflict resolution.

Below is a case that may well be of
special interest to leachers and students,
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent
Community School flistrict. 399 U.S.
.S03 (1969). In recent years the Supreme
Court has entered the schoolhouse to
decide matters of concern to school
officials and to students and their

parents. Amor.2 these confrontations
arc the issues of corporal punishment,
the subject of the major article in this
issue, suspension and expulsion of
students, and freedom of expression.
Tinker is the most important ruling of
the Court in this latter area.

The Facts
A good way to begin is by presenting

students the facts of the case. The facts
are sometimes set forth clearly in the
text of the Court's ruling and can be
reproduced easily. More often, how-
ever, the instructor will have to edit the
facts to meet the maturity level and the
reading skills of the students. The
following statement of facts is an edited
version and includes the facts as pre-
sented in the majority and dissenting
opinions.

In December, 1965, a group of adults
and students decided to publicize their
opposition to the Vietnam conflict by
wearing black armbands during the

Isidore Starr is a lawyer, Professor
Emeritus of education at Queens Col-
lege, and former president of the
National Council fur the Social Studies.
Ile is the author of dozens of books and
articles on law-related education.
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holiday season and by fasting December
16 and New Year's EN e. Several of the
students present had engaged in similar
activities in the past, and they decided to
participate in this activity.

The principals of the Des Moines
schools heard about the plan and, on
December 14, adopted a policy that
forbade the wearing of an armband to
school. Students who refused to remove
such armbands would be suspended
until they complied.

On December 16, several students
who knew about the regulation wore
armbands to school: Paul Tinker,
8 years old and in Coe second grade,
Hope Tinker, I I years old and in the
fifth grade, Mary Beth Ti1,1,:er, 13 years
old and in junior high school, and
Christopher Eckhardt, a I 6-year old
high school student. The following day,
John Tinker, a I 5-year old high school
student, wore his armband to school.

The students were suspended and
were told not to return to school unless
they removed their armbands. They
stayed away from school until after New
Year's Day, when the planned period
for wearing the armbands had expired.

Several incidents took place on the
day the students wore their bands. There
were comments and warnings by other
students, some poking fun at them, and
an older football player warned other
students they had better let the pro-
testors alone. A math teacher had his
lesson practically "wrecked" by dis-
putes with Beth Tinker.

The suspended students, through their
fathers, filed a complaint with
United States District Court, asking for



Fortas: "State-operated
schools may not be en-
claves of totalitarianism."

an injunction ordering the school of-
ficials not to punish them. In addition,
they sought nominal damagesa small
or token sum of money, usually $1.00,
to show that legal injury has been

suffered.

The Issues
With the facts in the hands of the

students, the next step is to ask them to
identify the basic issues as perceived by
the opposing parties. One way to do this
is to organize the students into small
groups in which they place themselves in
the position of the students or the school
administrators.

In this case, the facts suggest a wide
variety of issues. Students new to law
studies and the case study method will
probably perceive these issues in moral
or practical terms: is it fair that students
he deprived of their opportunity to ex-
press their political opinion? Will wear-
ing the armbands disrupt the learning
process? What about the responsibility
of the school to maintain order?

By examining the Constitution and
Bill of Rights to determine which 'pro-
visions arc relevant, however, students
can begin to translate these general con-
cerns into legal/constitutional issues.
Does the First and Fourteenth Amend-
ment protection of free speech apply to
students in the school? If it does, is

wearing a black armband considered
speech which is protected by these

Amendments? Is the free speech protec-
tion absolute, or can it be limited in
certain circumstances? If so, what are
those circumstances, and do they apply
here?

The Arguments
Once the issues have been identified,

have the students convert these into per-
suasive arguments for presentation to
the Court. This exercise should help
students see new dimensions to the
issues and gain further insight into
how these issues can he framed under
our Constitution. The following sum-
mary of the actual arguments may pro-
vide a model.

In a criminal case, proof is necessary

beyond a reasonable doubt, but since
this was a civil proceeding, the at-
torneys for the Tinker children only had
to prove by a fair preponderance of the
evidence that their side was right.

I, was argued, in the first place, that
thfr wearing of armbands was the equi-
valent of speech and was thus protected
by the First and Fourteenth Amend-
ments. The First Amendment prohibits
Congress from abridging freedom of
speech, and the Supreme Court has ex-
panded this prohibition to states under
the Due Process Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment ("No State shall .

deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law
. . . ") by interpreting 'liberty' to en-
compass the fundamental rights guar-
anteed by the First Amendment.

The second line of argument was that
the action of the school authorities was
capricious, arbitrary, and unreasonable
because it simply singled out one form
of expressionthe black armband
rather than prohibiting the wearing of
all controversial insignia. Furthermore,
the administrators had permitted the
wearing of political campaign buttons,
and even the Iron Cross, in the schools.

The action of the school authorities
would have been understandable if they
could show that trouble might ensue in
the school. However, the school system
did not have a history of disruptions
and, in any event, a few armbands in a
school system of I8,0(X) students, the
plaintiffs argued, dic; not warrant the
action of the school administrators.

The attorneys for the School District
responded with equally effective argu-
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ments. Amendment X of the Consti-
tution vests the states with power over
the educational system. Acting in the
name of the state and with the powers
vested in them, school authorities have
the responsibility to take measures to
protect the health, welfare, and safety of
the students under their supervision.

The school regulation against black
armbands was necessary to preserve dis-
cipline in the school. The Vietnam War
was a divisive conflict marked by public
protest meetings, draft card burnings,
and a march on Washington. A former
student of one of the high schools had
been killed in Vietnam and some of his
friends might have reacted strongly to
the wearers of armbands. Students at
one of the schools had been heard to say
that if black armbands were permitted,
they would wear armbands of another
color. The situation seemed rife with
rumors of trouble and the school admin-
istrators were best qualified to judge the
situation. The regulation against the
black armbands had been necessary to
maintain discipline in the school and to
prevent any interference with learning.

The Decision
The United States District Court, the

lowest federal court, dismissed the com-
plaint and ruled in favor of the school
authorities. The case was carried to the
United States Court of Appeals, where
the judges were divided equally on the
issue. This meant that the lower court
decision was affirmed. The plaintiffs
then carried their case to the Supreme
Court of the United States. The decision
was 7 to 2, For whom?



At this point the students can he told
how the case was decided. but this
means that they will know the answer
without additional thinking. To cow
tinkle the suspense, present the clacs with
excerpts from the majority and dis-
senting opinions, without identifying
which they arc. Students then have the
opportunity to choose the line of rea-
soning which appeals to their minds or
feelings. This Rivet the instructor an

opportunity to examine with students
cogency of reasoning, tangential com-
mentary. the nature of judicial decision-
making, and the personal philosophies
and emotional reactions of the judges.

The Opinions
Justice Fortas wrote the opinion for

the majority. The following excerpts
indicate how he approached the issues.

the wearing of armbands in the
circumstances of this case . . was
closely akin to "pure speech" which, we
have tepeatedly held, is entitled to com-

_prehensive protection under the First
Amendment . First Amendment
rights, in light of the special charac-
teristics of t he school environment,
are aN,ailable to teachers and students.
It Carl hardly be at gued that either
students or teachers shed their
constitutional rights to freedom of
speech or expression at the schoolhouse
gate. This has been the unmistakeable
holding of this Court for almost 50
years

In our system, state-operated schools
may not he enclaves of totalitarianism.
School officials do not possess absolute
authority over then students. Students
in school as well as out of school arc
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"persons" under our Constitution.
They are possessed of fundamental
rights which the State must respect, just
as they themselves must respect their
obligations to the State.

. . . Certainly where there is no find-
ing and no showing that engaging in the
forbidden conduct would "materially
and substantially interfere with the re-
quirements of appropriate discipline in
the operation of the school," the
prohibition cannot he sustained .. . the
record fails to yield evidence that the
school authorities had reason to
anticipate that the wearing of the arm
hands would substantially interfere with
the work of the school or impinge upon
the rights of other students Clearly,
the prohibition of expression of one par-
ticular opinion, at least without evidence
that it is necessary to avoid material and
substantial interference with schoolwork
or discipline, is not constitutionally per-
missible.

Justices Stewart and White wrote con-
curring opinions. Justice Stewart did not
agree that the First Amendment rights to
students are "coextensive" with those of
adults, but he nonetheless supported the
majority decision. Justice White also
supported the majority but pointed out
that there is still a distinction "between
communicating by words and communi-
cating by acts or conduct." Exposing
students to concurring opinions such as
these can suggest new perspectives on
the majority opinion and open up new
topics for discussion.

Justice Black's sweeping dissenting
opinion was surprising to those who
associated him with some of the land-
mark freedom of expression rulings of
the past. The fnllowing excerpts convey
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Black: "The beginning of a
new revolutionary era of
permissiveness"

the flavor of his thoughts and feeling
on the subject of school discipline.

While I have always believed that
under the First and Fourteenth Ame:.d-
ment neither the State nor the Federal
Government has any authority to
regulate or censor the content of speech,
I have never believed that any person
has a right to give speeches or engage in
demonstrations where he pleases and
when he pleases Nor does a person
carry with him into the United States
Senate or House, or into the Supreme
Court, or any other court, a complete
constitutional right to go into those
places contrary to their rules and speak
his mind on any subject he pleases. It is
a myth to say that any person has a
constitutional right to say what he
pleases, where he pleases, and when he
pleases.

(And) if the time has come when
pupils of state-supported schools,
kindergartens, grammar schools, or
high schools, can defy and flout orders of
school officials to keep their minds on
their own schoolwork, it is the beginning
of a new revolutionary era of per-
missiveness in this country fostered by
the judiciary.

. . The original idea of schools.
which I do not believe is yet abandoned
as worthless or obi of date, was that
children had not yet reached the point of
experience and wisdom which enabled
them to teach all of their elders . One
does not need to he a prophet or the son
of a prophet to know that after the
Court's holding today some students in
Iowa schools and indeed in all schools
will he ready, able, and willing to defy
their teachers on practically all
orders ...

This cage, therefore, wholly without
constitutional reasons in my judgment,
subjects all the public schools in the
country to the whims and caprices of
their loudest-mouthed, but maybe not
their brightest, students. I, for one, am
not fully persuaded that school pupils
are wise enough, even with this Court's
expert help from Washington, to run the
23,300 public school systems in our 50
States. 1 wish, therefore, wholly to dis-
claim any purpose on my part to hold
that the Federal Constitution eomnels
the teachers, parents, and elected t :hool



officials Ili surrendet control of the
Ante, lean public school system to public
school students. I dissent.

Justice I larlan also dissented. Ills
argument was hased on the proposition
that "school officials should he ac-

corded the widest authority in main-
taining discipline am' good order in their
institutions." Therefore, in cases of this
type the burden of proof rests on the
complainants to show that the hoard's
action was motivated by other than
"legitimate school concerns." There
was no proof here that the school
officials intended to prc ';1)it the ex-
pression of an unpopular point of view,
while at the same time permitting the
expression of the majority opinion.

Critique
'Fhe linker case is the law of the land,

but that does not mean that it is above
criticism. The case study method should
include an opportunity to criticize the
opinions of the Court on the measuring
rod of desirable public policy. This stage
allows students to take the concerns that
they discovered in the issues and argu-
ments phase and apply them to the

actual decision.
Students should he encouraged to

react freely to ,he interplay of the
Forms-Black confrontation. For ex-

ample, Justices Fortas and Black express
very differed conceptions of education.
Which one's views are more desirable
for turning out good citizens? Is

Fortas's opinion realistic and desirable,
or will it place burdens on school
administrators? Does Black's opinion
reflect wh:1t is truly going on in schools?
What consequences would it have for
teaching and learning?

Application
An essential part of the case study

method is speculating on how a con-
stitutional principle would be applied in
other cases. Other fact situations permit
students to deepen their understanding
of the issues and more closely analyze
the conflicting values. How would they
decide them in the light of the Court's
general standard, established in Tinker,
that scitool officials can restrict freedom
of speech only if they can reasonably
predict that the speech will materially
and substantially disrupt discipline in
the school. Consider the following:

Case I. A student named Guzick came
to his high school wearing a button an-
nouncing a Vietnam moratorium dem-
onstration and carrying pamphlets urg-
ing students to participate in that event.
The school has a rule, oral but not
written, against the wearing of insignia
not related to school activities. This
forty-year-old rule had resulted from
rivalries of fraternities and sororities.
The principal ordered Guzick to remove
the button. He refused and was sus-
pended. The school had once been all-
white, but it was now 30% white and
70% black. Racial tensions had been

Materials on the Bill of Rights
Many excellent materials provide you

with information on important cases
which have arisen under the Bill of
Rights. In addition to those listed below,
you will find information on cases in
this month's Curriculum Update (pp.
23-25), and the boxes on pp. 30-31.

Print
Isidore Starr, The Supreme Court and

Contemporary Issues (1969). This
paperback discusses Supreme Court
decisions through excerpts from impor-
tant cases, providing case backgrounds
and decisions, and noting the signifi-
cance of decisions. The hook costs
$4.00. Order from Encyclopedia Britan-
nica Educational Corporation, Cus-
tomer Service, 10th floor, 425 N.
Michigan, Chicago, III. 60611.

evoked in the past by the wearing of such
buttons as "White is Right," "Black
Power," and "Happy Easter, Dr.
King." On a number of occasions, fights
had occured. Does the Tinker case rule
apply here? What are the similarities and
differences between the two cases?

Case II. Dallas school authorities
knew that some students in the schools
would wear black armbands to show
their opposition to the war in Vietnam
during the Vietnam Moratorium on Oc-
tober 15, 1969. Anticipating disruptions
in the schools, the superintendent of
schools prohibited the weal ing of black
armbands on that day. A number of
students wearing such armbands were
suspended. Those who wore white arm-
bands were not suspended. On previous
occasions students had worn peace sym-
bols and had not been punished. Does the
Tinker rule apply here? What differences
and similaritieS do you see?

Case III. Charles James, an English
teacher in the eleventh grade of an up-
state New York high school, wore a black
armband to class on November 14, 1969
to show his sympathy with the Vietnam
Moratorium. When his principal asked
him to remove it, he refused, stating
that as a Quaker, he was opposed
to killing. James was suspended on the
ground that his act was political and
his conduct was unethical. James was
later reinstated, but after once again
wearing the armband, was eventually
fired. Upon losing an appeal to the state

William Cohen, Murray Schwartz,
and DeAnne Sobul, The Bill of Rights,
A Source Book (1976). This paperback
source hook on constitutional law
covers judicial review, freedom of
religion, criminal due process, equal
protection of the law, the Fourteenth
Amendment and federalism. The cost is
$4.96, $4.40 for the teacher's hand-
book: schools get a 25% discount on
both hooks. Address orders to Glencoe
Publishing Co., Front and Brown Sts.,
Riverside, N.J. 08075.

Donald Parker, Robert and Karen
O'Neil, and Nicholas Econopouly, Civil
tihenie.s Today: Case Studies and the
1 ow (1974). This paperback presents the
legal bases for the rights of the accused,
equal opportunity under law, property
rights, and freedom of religion, speech,

press, and assembly. The cost is $4.32,
$3.24 for school people. Address orders
to Houghton Mifflin Co., Dept. M, One
Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 02107.

Franklyn S. Haiman (ed.), To Protect
These Rights (1976). This series of
books, published in conjunctidn with
the American Civil Lilderties Union, in-
cludes six hooks: Due Process of Law,
Freedom of Speech. Racial Equality,
Religious Freedom, Rights of Privacy,
and Woman and the Law. Each book
includes discussions of and excerpts
from dozens of cases which show the
evolution of constitutionally protected
rights. Each book costs $5.75. $4.31 in
classroom sets; the complete series is

available for $29.50. Address orders to
National Textbook Co.. 8259 Niles
Center Road. Skokie, Ill. 60076.
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commissioner of education, he sued to
he reinstated in Ins job, asking for
$25,000 in damages. Would the linker
rule apply here?

Here's what cite!, court decided:
('ace I. In Gwick r. Debrus, 431 E. 2s1

Ct)4 (19701, the United States Court of
Appeals upheld the school authorities.
l'he existence of a long-standing rule
against the wearing of non-school
related buttons or insignia, the racial
composition of the school, the at-
mosphere of tension, and the racial con-
frontations of the past justified the
actions of the school officials. As for the
issue of freedom of expression, the

Court said that "America's classrooms
will lose their usefulness as places in
which to educate our young people if
pupils come to school wearing the
badges of their respective disagreements
and provoke confrontations with their
fellows and then teachers." The Su-
preme Court refused to review this case,
letting the decision stand against
Guzick.

Case II. In 811113 v. Dallas Independent
School District. 436 F. 2(1 728 (1971), the
United States Court of Appeals over-
ruled the trial court's decision in favor
of the school authorities. The appeals
court concluded that the regulation
"cc as improvised . . . for the occasion."
Although disruption was a possibility,
this did not justify suspending "the
exercise of what we are taught by Tinker
is a consitutional right." In the words' of

die court, " . we believe that the
Supreme Court has declared a consti-
tutional right which sel:ool authorities
roust nurture and protect, not ex-

tinguish, 1111leSC they find the circum-
stances allow them 110 practical alterna-
tive."

Case III. James lost in the United
States District Court, but won in the
United States Court of Appeals. James v.
Board of Education, 461 F, 2d 566
(1972). The District Court decided
that James had ignored the New York
State Education Department ruling re-
lating to neutrality and objectivity in
presenting controversial issues, such as
the Victmlni Moratorium. The Appeals
Court, however, decided unanimously
in favor of James on the basis of the
Tinker case. They concluded that James
had exercised his right to freedom of
speech symbolic speechin a school
atmosphere where there had be:n no
disruptions. The court pointed out that
school officials had permitted other
signs such as "Peace with Honor," indi-
cating that the school board's regulation
against political activity in the classroom
may he no more than "the fulcrum to
censor only that expression with which it
disagrees." The Supreme Court refused
to review, thus upholding the decision in
favor of James.

Alternative Approaches
1 here arc, of course, other ap-

proaches to the case study method. An

entire case, properly edited for maturity
level and reading skills, can he dis-
tributed with instructions that the
students discover the facts, arguments,
issues, and die opinion or opinions of
the judges. An alternative method is to
assign to small groups the task of dis-
secting I he ease.

On a more sophisticated level, where
there are majority and dissenting
opinions, the students can be presented
with two sets of facts drawn from the
opinions. Their assignment is to note the
differences in tone and detail of the
statements, Then, two sets of opinions
are handed out, without disclosing
which are the majority and dissenting
opinions. The assignment at this point is
to match the facts with the opinions.

Films and film strips can be easily
used in the case study format. Stopping
the media at the proper point to examine
the facts and the issues sets the stage for
evoking the opposirig arguments from
the students before resuming the film.
Even better, students can he asked to
role play appropriate parties to the ease
and even to act as judg. and jurors prior
to the disclosure of the decision.

Creative intelligence and imagination
earl do wonders with the ease study
method. It adds a dimension to learning,
provided the instructor does not fall into
the routine of presenting "one damned
ease after another." Rigid , ;mtines can
he the bane of a student's life in the
classroomand a teacher's, too. 0

Milton R. Konviti (ed.), Bill of Rights
Reader: Leading Con.Stinitional Cases
iSth rev. ed., 1973). This compendium
of important Bill of Rights cases is an-
other good teacher resource. It contains
explanatory essays and excerpts from
trials and decisions. The cost is $19.50;
address ()Wets to Cornell University
Press, 124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, N.Y.
14850.

Fihns
Our l n.ing Rtgldc Seri's

(1067-(r9). This series of six color, sound
16nun. films, some %%Oh teacher's
guides, explores basic Bill of Rights con-
cepts by recreating actual eases and
incidents and exploring the carious
issues presented. lie films, %%Inch often
include individuals who cc ere actually
ins olscd 111 the cases, are open-ended

and are designed to encourage dis-
cussion. They vary in length from 20 to
35 minutes. The first figure following
the title indicates their purchase price,
the second the short-time rental fee.

treedom to Speak: People of New York
v. Irving Femer ($325, $17); Justice
Under taw: The Gideon Case ($290,
$17); Free Press v. lair Trial by .1ury:
The Sheppard Cast' (5360,52 I); Equal-
in. Under taw; The California Lair
Housing Cases ($255, $14); Equality
Under Law: The Lost Generation o.1
Prince Edward County ($245, $14);
1.therts' Under Law--the .Schempp Case:
Bible Reading in Public Schools ($460,
$24). The films may be ordered from
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 425 N.
Michigan, Chicak.o, Ill. 60611.

Bill of Rights in Action (1969-1976).

This series of twelve color, sound 16mm.
films, each about 20 minutes long.
explores key Bill of Rights issues. In

each ease, the incident is presented and
arguments on each side made. The judg-
ment is left to the audience. The first
figure following the film's title is its sale
price, the second its rental fee. Capital
Pun/chin:0:1 ($315, $25): Pe Facto
Segregation ($320, $18); Equal ()ppor-
timits' ($295, $18); I-reedom of r/re Press
($310, $18); Freedom of Religion ($285,
$18): Frety/orrr ,Speech ($285, $18):
Juvenile Late ($335, $22); Privilege
Against Sell-Incrimination ($335, $18):
Trial ($295, $18); Women's Rights ($330,
$22); Due Process of Low ($325, $18).
Order from REA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan AN ell0e, P.O. Box 1795,
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406.
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TITLE: Suagestipns to Teachers Preparing for a Field Trip to Court
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: This article contains instructions and information related

to field trips to court.
AUTHOR/EDITOR: Judge Dorothy T. Beasley, State Court cf rulton County, Georgia
PUBLISHER/EDITOR: Reprinted with permission from the Improving Citizenship
Education Secondary Handbook c 1981 by Fulton County School System. These
materials prepared pursuant to grant from Title IV-C of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (Public Law 93-380).

TO TEACHER:

The following suggestions will mdke your field trip more
pleasant and effective.

Instructions:

Read and implement!
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SUGGESTIONS TO TEACHERS PREPARING FOR A
FIELD TRIP TO COURT

by
Judge Dorothy T. Beasley

State Court of Fulton County

1. The Court is a public institution, providing the people with the judicial services assigned
to this Third Branch, and except in certain limited circumstances,is open for observation
and inspection by the citizenry.

2. While the public is welcome at any time, without any pre-arrangement, a class visit will
be more productive if the teacher inquires about the court calendar several weeks
advance of setting a date for the court visit. The Calendar Clerk of any court can advise
the teacher what kind of cases are scheduled for that day, whether civil and/or criminal,
whether jury and/or bench trials, whether probation revocation proceedings, whether
only motions, or whether no court proceedings at all! The Calendar Clerk can also
usually recommend an appropriate and interesting proceeding to observe, in connection
with the teacher's particular objectives in conducting the field trip. Or the judge can
make this recommendation.

3. Advise the judge whose court you will be observing, when you expect to come, so that
the judge can in advance prepare to take a short recess and speak to the group of stu-
dents.

4. The students should be prepared to ask questions and might discuss this in advance in
class or at least think about it individually.

5. Probably the most productive observation is that of an entire short trial, either civil or
criminal. Observing small bits and pieces seems to leave the students confused and unin-
formed about how that small segment fits into the entire picture. Unless the class is
studying only criminal law, or only civil law, it does not matter which is observed. The
judge can be asked to describe the difference, if the students do not already know it.

6. A brief discussion in class of the procedure of a trial should be had. A brief outline will
do, just so the students know what is happening at each stage of the trial or how the
segment they are observing fits into the whole picture. Attached is an outline.

7. A brief discussion in class before the visit about the rights of the parties should be had,
particularly if a criminal trial is to be observed. The rights they will observe being pro-
tected in practice should be related to the United States Constitution for them, so they
learn that the Constitution is a living document. For example, the right of an indigent
criminal defendant to have a lawyer appointed to represent him at the expense of the
tax payers.

8. Before the class enters the courtroom, the teacher should ask the bailiff or deputy
sheriff in attendance where the class should sit, so that it can file in quietly and in an
orderly fashion. Ask to sit as close to the front as possible, so that everything can be
heard clearly by the class. Many judges will allow students to sit in an unoccupied jury
box or on the close-up benches normally reserved for prisoners.

9. If the proceedings are not audible, ask the bailiff or deputy sheriff in attendance if he
would ask the judge to have everyone speak louder.

10. Instruct the students that there should be no gum-chewing, feet-shuffling, or loud talk-
ing in coup. Discuss with them the dignity of the proceedings and the respect which
must be shown, not for the judge as a person, but for the office and for the institution
of a court of law; it is the final determiner of disputes in our society.
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11. When you advise the bailiff or deputy sheriff in attendance that the class is ready to
come into the courtroom, give him a note with your name, the name and address of the
school, your telephone number, and a description of the class (such as, 22 students from
7th grade class in U. S. History).

12. If the class is one studying careers, the judge should be asked to describe the various jobs
related to the operation of the courts in our society, such as sheriffs, clerks, probation
officers, lawyers, court reporters, law clerks, etc. The court operates as a team, not
simply as a judge.

13. Most of all, have a good time and a happy learning experience!

THE PROCEEDING OF A COURT CASE

1. The case is called and the parties araiounce whether they are ready or not.

2. If a jury requested, the jury is selected by a process of questioning known as voir dire. If
a judge is to try the case rather than a jury, this step is omitted.

3. The attorney for the plaintiff in a civil case, or for the State in a criminal case, has the
opportunity to make an opening statement, briefly outlining what he expects the evi-
dence to show.

4. Then the attorney for the defendant has an opportunity to make a similar opening state-
ment.

5. The evidence is presented, by way of live testimony from witnesses as well as documents
and physical evidence. Sometimes charts and diagrams and other demonstrative evidence
is also used. Since the plaintiff in a civil suit, and the State in a criminal prosecution, has
the burden of proof, that party presents its evidence first. Then defendant presents his
evidence. Then the plaintiff or State may present rebuttal evidence.

6. After all of the evidence is presented and both parties "rest", the attorneys for each side .

present their closing arguments to the jury or judge. This is the opportunity for the
attorneys to try to persuade the jury that the side which that attorney represents
should prevail in the case. The argument is based on what the evidence showed, in the
context of the applicable law.

7. The judge then instructs the jury what the law is, to be applied by them to the facts as
they find the facts to be from the evidence in the case. If there is no jury, of course, the,
judge need not give himself the instruction on the law. Normally, the judge and the
lawyers will discuss what law is applicable, before the lawyers present their final argu-
ment.

8. The jury, or the judge if there is no jury, then deliberates and reaches a decision ("ver-
dict",as to who wins. If it is a civil case, the decision by the judge or jury must include
how much money is to be awarded. If it is a criminal case, the judge always decides what
the sentence will be, except that only a jury can impose th.. death penalty.

9. After the judgment is pronounced, the case is over unless the losing party wishes to ap-
peal to a higher court. This concludes the trial, as an appeal will be considered by another
court on another day.
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Name of Court:

Judge:

Case Brief;

IMPROVING CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION PROJECT

FULTON COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

COURT FIELD EXPERIENCE FACT SHEET SUMMARY

Name of Case:

Facts as Presented by the Prosecuting Attorney

UNCONTROVER TED IMPLIED

Facts as Presented by the Defense

UNCONTROVEPTED IMPLIED

Point of Law Involved in Case :

Arguments Advanced by Both Sides:

PROSECUTION DEFENSE

Points of Law Applicable to the Case as Presented by Judge in his Charge to the Jury:

Examples of Protection, or Lack of It, of the Rights of the Accussed:

Terms and Procedures Used in the Courtroom Which are not Familiar to You:

9 ()
A./ I.
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Decision and Opinion of the Student:

Decision and Opinion of the Jury or Judge:

Debriefing Notes from Class Discussion Following the Trip:

Evaluation of the Trip:

Suggestions for the Next Field Trip to the Courts:
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TITLE: The Ring Game
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System

DESCRIPTION: Students investigate the necessity and purpose of rules
through a classroom game.

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Atlanta Public Schools, John Evans, Chairman,
Law Education, Division Instructional Planning & Development, ISC. Reprinted

by permission from Middle School Law-Related Program c 1980, p. 3.

TO TEACHER:

This activity should enable students to explain how and why laws are

created. It also helps to develop a definition for law as well as

som basic ideas related to fairness.

Instructions:

Step 1: The teacher enters the room and announces that the class
will begin its study of law by playing a game (which usually
elicits some positive feedback from the students).

Step 2: At this point, the teacher gives several rings (or paper-
clips, bottle caps, pencils, etc.) to the first student in

each row. Once each row has an equal supply of materials,
students are told to begin playing.

Step 3: Obviously, students are confused by the lack of directions
and shortly several may become quite upset or confused.
After a minute or so, the teacher gives in to their demands
and "explains" the game, telling the students to pass the
clips to the back of the row and then back to the front,
one at a time. The first team to finish wins.

Step 4: Start the students and then quickly stop them. Tell them

they forgot to pass the clips over their left shoulders
only. To this, they complain of never having been told of
this rule. Don't respond to their complaints.

Step 5: The rings or clips come back to the front and they start
again, this time to be stopped because one of the rows has
more (or fewer) boys (or girls). Because of this "reason",
that row will have to pass two extra rings back and forth
in order to win.

Step 6: Now the Name re-starts and is allowed to conclude.



Step 7: When the "winners" are announced, most of the remaining
students are likely to be angry about the way the game was
run. This anger is the basis for discussion which follows.

The following questions can serve as a beginning: "What made
you angry about the way the game was played? Why was it

unfair? In the responses, three key elements need emphasis:

(A) A game can't be enjoyed without a clear and consistent
set of rules announced to all participants before it
begins;

(B) The rules can't be changed in the middle of the game
without feelings being hurt; and,

(C) Certain groups of individuals can't be discriminated
against arbitrarily.

The class should be asked to try to see the relationship
between the rules of "The Ring Game" and society's laws.
One way to do this is to ask: "Why would a course in the
law start off with a game about rings?"

Before leaving the game completely, try to develop a
definition for law based on the class experience in the
game. ("The set of rules a group or community uses to
regulate the conduct of the people within it.")
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TITLE: There Ought to be a Law
CATEGORY: Introducing Law and the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: By preparing proposed laws, students experience the

difficulties of meeting standards of fairness, non-conflict
with existing laws, etc.

FROM: INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS: Rights of the Accused, Freedom
of Expression. A Resource Manual for Teachers, p. 46.
Institute of Political and Legal Education, EIC, South,
RD4, Box 209, Sewell, N.J., 08080. c December, 1976,
2nd revised edition. printed with permission.

"There ought to be a law..." How many times has each of us uttered
or thought these words? This phrase has almost become an American
folk saying like "You can't fight city hall!" It is used most often
by angry citizens upset over some situation, condition, or practice
which they feel could be remedied if only there were a law on the
books to deal with it. Any new law must start as an idea.

1. Write the phrase "There ought to be a law..." on the chalkboard
and then ask the students to complete the sentence by volunteer-
ing ideas about their own particular concerns. For example, there
ought to be a law...

- - banning beverages sold .:11 non-returnable bottles
- - requiring a traffic signal at the corner of Main and Church

streets
-- lowering the mandatory school attendance age from 16 to 14
-- requiring jury trials for juvenile criminal cases
-- etc., etc.

2. The teacher should then select several of the suggested subjects
for new legislation and divide the class into groups assigned to
draft the proposed laws. Make sure that the student who proposed
a particular law is one of those in the group assigned to write
it. Give them 15-30 minutes to do this.

NOTE: Urge the students to be as precise as possible in the language
they use in writing the laws. The wording should clearly define the
law's rule (purpose, scope, limits) as well as its enforcement apparatus,
so that ambiguities and interpretation problems can be minimized. They
will probably find it difficult to frame a law that is both general in
nature yet not open to a wide variety of interpretations.

3. Conclude the lesson by having each group read its drafted law to
the class, and then discuss strengths and weaknesses of the law
as written.

In looking at the proposed law, have the students recognize
possible conflicts with existing laws; infringements on the rights
of others; legislation already dealing with parts of the proposal.
This particular aspect can lead to an interesting discussion as
well as some research into the above conflict areas. Many times
people are not aware that there are particular laws already on
the books and it is just a question of possible lack of enforce-
ment.
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TITLE: Clarifying Values on Legal Issues

CATEGORY: Introduction to the Legal System

DESCRIPTION: This activity is designed to expand students' under-
standing of the wide continuum of positions on any
legal issue; each having positive data supporting
it and each resulting in different consequences.

AUTHOR/PUBLISHER: Adapted from "Spread of Opinion" Strategy
Values Clarification, Sidney B. Simon, Leland W.
Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum. Hart Publishing,
Inc., New York, 1972, P. 127. Louis E. Raths is
credited as originator.

TO THE TEACHER:

The purpose of this strategy is aimed at helping students
see the wide range of possible positions on any law-related issue.

Divide the class into groups of five or six. Let each group

choose or assign them a controversial legal issue. Some might be:

Death Penalty
Welfare Fraud
Drug Pushers
Child Abusers
Legalized Gambling
Curfew for Juveniles
Runaways
Gun Control

Have the group identify five or six possible positions on
their issue. The authors suggest that "the students might identify
an ultra-conservative stand, a conservative stand, a moderate stand,

a liberal stand, a radical stand, and a revolutionary stand." The

students each take one of these positions and write a paragraph
defending it. Members thinking of other positions may write more
than one statement each to cover all of these positions.

Once this procedure is completed, members of the group reveal
their own position and discuss the issue. The authors write that
"If all the groups in the class are working on the same issue, each
group's continuum is displayed for all to see and a class discussion
may follow."

Other variations include having each group member select the
position closest to his/her own and rewrite or add to the paragraph
so that it expresses his/her own viewpoint. This could then be
dittoed and handed out to the class for further discussion. One more
variation is to "have spreads of opinion of all the groups on all the
issues posted on the walls; the class can walk around the room viewing
each group's work. Then each member of the class may be given a
chance to state aloud his own position on any of the issues."

It should be emphasized at all times that none of the positions ,

is "right" or "wrong". Students should then identify positive and
negative consequences of each position both to the individuals concerned
and to society in general.
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TITLE: Misdemeanor Vs. Felony
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System
AUTHOR/EDITOR: M. Scott
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: DeKalb County Workshop 1978, printed with

permission.

TO TEACHER:

The case studies (see P. 34) help students understand the
differences between misdemeanors and felonies. Consult with a
lawyer or judge concerning sentences, i.e., are there specific
stipulations in Georgia law or is it left to the judge's discretion
to consider circumstances, personal records, etc.

THE LAW CASE STUDY I

Using the motor vehicle of dnothererson without his permission
is a misdemeanor even if the intention is to return it after its use.
Stealing a motor vehicle is a felony punishable by imprisonment for
one to five years. The penalty for taking another person's property
depends upon the circumstances of the act and upon the article stolen.
Stealing watermelons is a misdemeanor, for example, while stealing
cattle is a felony. Purse snatching is classified as robbery and may
result in a twenty-year prison term. Using slugs in vending machines
or coin telephones is also taking something that doesn't belong to
you and is punishable as a misdemeanor. It is also a crime to receive
property which one knows to have been stolen from someone else.

CASE STUDY II

Disorderly conduct is an offense punishable by imprisonment,
fine, or both. Examples of disorderly conduct are: (1) using threaten-
ing, abusive, or offensive language in public; (2) congregating with
others on a public street and refusing to move when ordered by the
police; (3) shouting or making noise outside a building at night.

CASE STUDY III

Burglary is breaking into and entering another person's home
or place of business which contains articles of value with the
intention of stealing or committing any felony. Some buildings close
to the dwelling house are considered as part of the home, and an
apartment or a rented room in a boarding house is considered the
dwelling house of the person renting it. The punishment for burglary
is one to twenty years in prison.

CASE STUDY IV

Some acts of "malicious mischief" are misdemeanors; others are
felonies. Examples of misdemeanors are: (1) cruelty to domestic
animals; (2) defacing guide-posts or altering markings on them; (3)
obstructing a highway; (4) injuring telegraph wires or fixtures.
Examples of felonies are: (1) destroying books, papers, etc., with the
intent to.defraud another [1-4 years]; (2) setting fire to fences,
grain, hay, etc. [1-3 years]; (3) poisoning water in any spring, well
or fountain [2-20 years].
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

CASE STUDY I

TAKING ANOTHER'S PROPERTY -- LARCENY

Bob and Tom were walking down their street one evening when they saw
Mr. Smith's new sports car parked in his garage. They knew the Smiths were
at the high school P.T.A. meeting.

Bob said, "I've always wanted to drive one of these. The keys are in
the car; let's ride around the block."

Tom agreed. They got into the car and drove halfway around the block,
and then the car stalled. The boys became frightened, abandoned the car,
and returned to their homes. Mr. Smith's neighbor, however, had seen them
take the car and had phoned the police. Mr. Smith got his car back undamaged
and no one was injured. Nevertheless, Bob and Tom had actually committed the
crime of using a motor vehicle without the permission of the owner which is
punishable as a misdemeanor.

CASE STUDY II
DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Larry and Joe boarded a crowded bus when returning from school one after-

noon. They ran up and down the aisle, snatching papers and magazines out of

the hands of the other passengers. They meant it all in fuh but actually they

were guilty of disorderly conduct.

CASE STUDY III

BREAKING INTO ANOTHER PERSON'S HOME OR BUILDING -- BURGLARY

Jack and Dick had a long-standing feud with Harry. When Harry and his
family left town for a vacation, Jack and Dick decided to break into Harry's
home and steal his prize stamp collection. About 11:00 o'clock one night,
they managed to force the latch on the cellar door and entered the house.
Before they reached Harry's room, they heard noises in front of the house whic
frightened them. In running away, Jack dropped his wallet and so they were

identified. Nothing in the house was stolen or damaged and no one was hurt.
But actually, Jack and Dick had committed burglary.

CASE STUDY IV

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF

Following a big football victory, a group of boys were celebrating and
decided tt kould be very funny to turn street markers around so as to confuse
motorists and pedestrians. A local resident called the police, and the entire
group was charged with malicious mischief.
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TITLE: Felony and Misdemeanor Case-Types in Georgia
CATEGORY: Teacher Information
DESCRIPTION: Listing of felonies and misdemeanors from the Georgia

Code, 1981. Several have been deleted from each category.
SOURCE: Georgia Code, 1981, Appendix A, p. 74-79.

TO THE TEACHER:

This list will be an excellent up-to-date accurate resource for many
of the activities in this manual and will give an accurate reference per-
taining to Georgia law.

FELONIES

1. Advocating the overthrow of government
2. Aggravated assault

3. Aggravated battery
4. Aiding escape
5. Aircraft hijacking
6. Armed robbery
7. Arson
8. Bad check (drawn on out-of-state bank or $500 or more)
9. Bail jumping on felony

10. Bigamy
11. Bribery
12. Bribery of r.ontestant
13. Burglary
14. Carrying a concealed weapon (second offense) *
15. Carrying a pistol without a license (second offense)*
16. Carrying firearms while on parole or probation of felony
17. Child molestation
18. Commercial gambling*
19. Conspiracy in restraing of free and open competition
20. Conspiracy to commit a crime (which is a felony)*
21. Criminal interference with government property (destroy,damage, deface
22. Criminal possession of explosives
23. Criminal possession of an incendiary
24. Cruelty to children
25. Damaging, destroying or secreting property to defraud another
26. Distributing material depicting nudity or sexual conduct
27. Distributing obscene materials (to minors)*
28. Enticing a child for indecent purposes
29. Escape (after conviction or while armed with dangerous weapon)
30. False imprisonment
31. False official certificates or writings
32. False public alarm (concerning explosives)*
33. Fraud in obtaining public assistance (over $500)
34. Forgery (first and second degree)
35. Furnishing alcohol to a minor
36. Habitual violator, driving without license
37. Hindering apprehension or punishment of a criminal
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o credit card
c

38. Illegal use of credit card; falseSe 5 ft;-tateMerflts as 0 .p.:

condition or identity; Cr orgerytof'

credit card fraud; criniina,
I osse sien

c- ecl i t card the' "i

Y (3.tained; un-
criminal receipt

credit c-r

frau dentl
°"oods anPd service

lhancial
credit card;

authorized use; publicati,
of

invfocriii'atiodn yegardi

devices, means or Methoos'.frioo a fraud ornLsc

forgery

theft of
telecommunication services r

schemes,

39. Impersonating an officer

40. Improperly influencing action

41. Incest

action

42. Inciting to insurrection
43. Influencing witness
44. Instigating mutinY in I3enal ti utOris
45. Interference witil custody ins t

46. Involuntary manslaughter'
47. Kidnapping
48. Machine guns; illegal sal,,
49. Malicious confinement of :f etc.

50. Marrying a bigamist
Aahe person

51. Motor vehicle theft
52. Murder
53. Officer or employee improperly influencing another

officer
sdr in

54. "Peeping Tom" 13/ "I-
-icer or

employee

eaVe °PP g devices55. Possession, sale and di
stri b tion of

56. Possession of dangerous we u
mvides

57. Possession of illegal drufl!plon

58. Possession of tools for tT
. of a crime

"e
commission

59. Rape
60. Robbery
61. Seduction
62. Shoplifting (over $100)

63. Shoplifting (fourth offense)
64. Sodomy
65. Soliciting or accepting

ribe
66. Statutory rape b

67. Subornation of perjurY or false swearing
68. Terroristic thra5ts
69. Theft by extortion
70. Theft of property or sepvic
71. Theft of trade secret A.(1) es kl)

72. Treason
73. Unlawful eavesdropping and

c officer

74. Vandalism to a place of wo,surveillanCe

75. Violation of oath by PUbli'shiP.

76. Voluntary manslaUghteti,iatscotic

77. Violation of Uniform
78. Violation of Georgia Contr A (VGCsA)

oiled Subsof more than one ounce of ses
anyP

sion of
substance; sale Of any drulrijuana;

controlled
other
Possession
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MISPEMOW-

1. Abandonment of containers with snap locks

2 Abdsi
ve or obscene language

.

3. Adultery
commercial gambling4. Ad

tery

Dail jumping on forceable misdemeanor

6. Bail jumping on misdemeanor wfltissrf.of:n Igh degree of aggravated nature

7. carrYlog a concealed weapon ( aseh)

8. carrying a pistol without a license
*
(first offense)*

9. causing a convict to work on Sunday
10. commercial gambling (prior to July, 1977)

11. commercial gambling, advertising of
l

12. Conc eairacing

y to
death

commit a crime (which is a misdemeanor)*13. CorinmisP
nal defamation14. C

Criminal interference with g
Criminal trespass

government property (obstruct entrance or exit)*
15. Crim
16.

17.
cruel ty to animals

18. Damaging, injuring, interfering with public, or municipul property

19. ceadlY weapons at public gatherings
Deceptive business practice20. pece

or private property
21. Discharge of firearms on or near a public highway

22. Disorderly conduct

Distributing obscene materials*23.

24. Endangering security interests
25. Enforcemeht of the separation cf powers provision of the Constitution

26. Escape (prior to conviction)
acknowledgment of appearance or oath27. False

report of a crime
28. False fire alarm*

29. False
30. FireWorks, manufacture, possession or sale

31. Furnishing weapons to minors

32. GaMbling3alse name3. Giving f
34. Inciting to riot
35. improper solicitation of money by use of violence

36. Involuntary manslaughter
Keeping a gambling house

38. Keeping a place of prostitution

39.
Litter on hi ghway or on land or water of another

40. Loitering

41. Misuse
of National or State flag

42. Obstructing highways

43. Obstruction of officer

44. pandering*
45. participation in indecent exposure in plays, night club acts, etc.

46.
47. pointing a gun or pistol at another

48. pos sessing non-tax paid whiskey
49. possession of gambling device or equipment
50. possession of marijuana (less than one ounce)

prostitution
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52. Publication of name or iaentity of female raped or assaulted

53. Public disturbance
54. Public drunkenness
55. Public indecency
56. Purchase of alcohol for a minor
57. Receiving funds for enforcement of penal laws or regulations
58. Reckless conduct
59. Refusal to disperse
60. Refusal to relinquish telephone party line in case of emergency;

false statement as to emergency in order to obtain line
61. Riot
62. Simple assault
63. Simple battery
64. Solicitation of sodomy
65. Theft of property or services* (1)
66. Theft of a trade secret* (1)
67. Unlawful assembly
68. Violating the Sabbath Day
69. Violating the Georgia Controlled Substance., Act (VGCSA) [possession

of not more than one ounce of marijuana]
70. Wearing masks

These offenses may be either a felony or misdemeanor depending on
the particular elements of the alleged offense.

(1) The following crimes are felonies if the dollar amount exceeded
$200 and the indictment or accusation was July 1, 1978 or later:

Theft by taking
Theft by deception
Theft of lost or mislaid property
Theft by receiving stolen property
Theft of services
Theft by conversion
Theft by bringing stolen property into the state
Theft by receiving property stolen in another state

If the dollar amount i's-$200 or less and the accusation is July 1, 1978,
the crime is a misdemeanor.

On any indictment or accusation before July 1, 1978, the above crimes are
felonies if the dollar amount exceeds $100 but misdemeanors if the dollar
amount was $100 or less.

TRAFFIC CASES

1. Driving on wrong side of road
2. Driving too slow
3. Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs (DUI)
4. Driving without inspection sticker
5. Driving without insurance (failure to show proof of no-fault insurance)
6. Driving without tag
7. Eluding an officer (fleeing)
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8. Failure to yield right of way
9. Following too closely

10. Hit and run
11. Improper lane change
12. Laying drags
13. Leaving the scene of an accident
14. Overlength
15. Overwidth
16. Pedestrian under the influence (drunk on highway)
17. Racing on highway
18. Reckless driving
19. Running stop sign (light)
20. Soliciting rides (hitchiking)
21. Speeding
22. Unlawful use of driver's license



TITLE: Up Against the Law

CATEGORY: Introduction to the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: See below.

PUBLISHER: Reprinted from Models for Teaching, March, 1974, by
permission of the publisher, Croft-NEI Publications, 24
Rope Ferry Road, Waterford, Connecticut, 06386, Copyright,
Bureau of Business Practice, Inc.

SUPPLEMENT: Prepared by Wiley Wasden, III, 1981 Summer Intern, Center
for Citizenship and Law-Related Education.

Model for Teaching: Laws

Skill: Synthesis

TO THE TEACHER:

This model presents a series of activities through which
students can sharpen their understanding of the relationship between
a society's mores and its written laws. They will conduct research

on specific laws in order to form opinions about the usefulness or

need for the laws.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

The student will do one or both of the following:

(a) Conduct research on a law of his/her choice and write
an essay in which she/he gives logical reasons for the

abolition of that law;

(b) Conduct research on an area in which she/he feels
a law is needed and write an essay in which she/he

outlines that law and gives logical reasons for its
proposal.

INTRODUCTIONAL PROCEDURE

Preassessment

It's important that students know the meaning of the term law
before beginning this unit. In informal discussion, ask them for
definitions, turning to a dictionary only as a last resort. They

should recognize that laws are formalized and usually enforced by a

controlling authority.

Ask them why laws are made, on what they arerbased. Try to

elicit the response that most laws derive from moral values, customs,
necessity, etc.
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TEACHING STRATEGIES

A. Show your class a handful of newspaper articles. Tell them
you've collected a series of news stories that deal with people who
have run afoul of the law. Read without comment selected parts of
two or three articles about fairly common types of law-breaking, such
as breaking and entering, speeding or assault. Now introduce the
following:

"Abigail Alvord, wife of John Alvord of Northampton, being
presented by the Grand Jury to the court for wearing silk
contrary to law, had her case dismissed when it was shown
that the accounts of several witnesses were mistaken. Two
others brought into court at the same time were found guilty
of wearing silk in a flaunting manner, wearing long hair
ano other extravaganzas not becoming a wilderness state and
the profession of Christianity and religion" (See page 44)

-Students will probably express some surprise at the last "crimes".
Allow them discussion time to express their shock. To such questions
as: "Is that really a law?" or 'Can they get away with that?" parry
with responses such as, "Why don't you think it could be a law?" or

"Don't you think the court was right?" As students probe deeper into
this incongruity, they'll recognize that the crimes of wearing silk
and having long hair don't fit with their values of what's right and
wrong. As their surprise turns to suspicion and disbelief, inform
students that the cases you just referred to were, in fact, real cases
presented to the presiding court in Northampton, Massachusetts in the
latter part of the sixteenth century. Ask students if they can think
of other American laws made antiquated by social change, e.g., pro-
scriptions against missing church Oh Sunday or "being a scolding wife".
Help students to see that while many laws, such as those dealing with
murder or robbery, have remained with us for long periods, others have
come and gone as values and cultural situations have changed over the
years.

B. Divide students into five groups. Give each group a set of
four laws they are familiar with through their daily lives (e.g., city
ordinances, state transportation laws. See p. 44 Some Georgia Laws"
for suggestions). Ask each group to identify the basic value or values
of our society which have been formalized through these laws. As

each group reports to the class, students should see more clearly
how our values are reflected in our laws. (You may wish to conduct
the same exercise using three or four school regulations and giving
students time to discuss the values that underlie them. For example,
a school rule against smoking may be the formalized expression of the
school's feeling of responsibility for the health and welfare of
students, in loco parentis.)
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C. Select three common laws and write on chalkboard or separate
poster boards. Choose the laws from different areas of social concern.
For example, a law from the economic side of life might read, "The
maximum number of cigarette cartons untaxed by this state shall not
exceed two." You might include a public safety law such as, "Occupancy
of this room by more than 90 people is illegal." and a moral law
against pornography. Ask the class how these laws are typical of laws
that reflect society's values in the particular categories mentioned.
Elicit more examples in each categerY.

Encourage students to extend the number of categories to other
areas. Then give the students a week to come up with a list of laws,
not through library research but by personal observation. Discuss
with them various ways to gather the needed information: signs in
public places and on private property, references made in commercials
to truth in advertising laws, labels or other tags on merchandise,
etc. Students should prepare an index card for each law they locate
during the week, and include on the card a brief synopsis of the law
as the student perceives it, a reference to where it was found, the
function of the law, and an underlying value that may have prompted
it.

As each student finds a new category of law during his/her
research, instruct him/her to write it in a space you have provided
on the chalkboard. By the end of the week, such categories as
education, politics, property rights, personal liberty, and ecology

may be added to the list. In a series of class discussions, your
students can use the information they have collected to exchange informa-
tion about previously unknown or unnoticed laws.

The relationship between law and justice should be discussed.
Particular students who have been in trouble with the law, and inner-
city students almost as a whole, will have strong feelings about laws
they feel to be unjust and about discrimination on the basis of their
age. Students from minority groups will have much to say about "Jim
Crow" laws and de facto discrimination which exists often despite
repeal of such laws.

D. The question of compliance may come up in discussion. Should
one obey an unjust law? Two opposing views are represented in the
following books, which are suitable for fairly good readers and might
be discussed in groups and then in classwide debate: Henry David
Thoreau's Civil Disobedience (available along with Walden in several
paperback editions), which argues for ethical noncompliance; and
Abe Fortas' Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience (Signet paper-
back), which argues for obeying the law while working to change un-
just laws. (See supplement to "Up Against the Law" P. 46, for brief
statements of Thoreau's and Fortas' positions.
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Survival tactics should be part of any discussion of the law
with high school students. How can a teenager avoid getting into
trouble with the law? What are his/her rights? How should he/she
handle himself/herself in confrontations with the law? At this point,
a resource speaker from some area related to Juvenile Justice Services
could discuss these and other related questions.

POST-ASSESSMENT

As a ,follow-up to these discussions, remind your students that
it won't to long before they, as voting citizens and community leaders,
will have' the opportunity to effect the laws under which they'll live.
Ask each student either to choose a presently existing law .he/she would
like to see abolished, or to propose a new law he/she feels is needed.
Each student should then conduct research either on the law for which
abolishment is suggested, or on the area that the proposed law
would be concerned with. Once research is completed, each student
should write an essay in two parts. The first part should describe
the law he/she wants abolished or added (and how it should be administered
and enforced). The second part should present logical reasons for
wanting the stated change, and include reference to the social or moral
values the change would help enforce.

Criteria such as: evidence of research and analysis of the topic;
evidence of an understanding of the relationship between social values
and society's laws; evidence of creative effort in the presentation
of views; evidence of logical presentation of ideas backed by references
should be discussed with students and then become the basic standards
for evaluation.
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SOME GEORGIA LAWS

(TO BE USED WITH "UP AGAINST THE LAW" ACTIVITY)

TYPE OF CASE

JUVENILE One must be 18 to be a barber
One must be 18 to play money for bingo or prizes
One must be 3 years old to be on a canoe or a pedal

boat on a State lake
One must be 12 to visit the pediatric section of the

hospital

CRIMINAL-FELONY It is against the law to:

Advocate the overthrow of the government
Commit bigamy
Swear falsly
Furnish alcohol to a minor
Instigate mutiny in a prison
Be a "Peeping Tom"
Steal a trade secret

CRIMINAL-MISDEMEANOR

It is against the law to:

Commit adultery
Conceal death
Cause a convict to work on Sunday
Be cruel to animals
Solicit money through the use of violence
Litter a highway or the land or water of another
Misuse the national or state flag
Wear a mask

TRAFFIC It is against the law to:

FAMILY

Drive too slow
Lay a drag
Hitch-hike
Drive on the wrong side of the road

A divorce may be granted in the case where the female
is pregnant at the time of the marriage unknown to the
husband.

One must be 18 to marry without parents' permission (unless)
pregnant.

A divorce may be granted where one party of a marriage is
mentally ill.
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TYPE OF CASE
FAMILY CONTINUED

A man who marries the mother of an illegitimate child
becomes the stepfather of that child.

A divorce may be granted after a desertion of one party
for at least one year.

Funeral expenses of the wife are a primary liability of
the husband.

On the death of a person who holds custody of a child
after the divorce, the right of custody automatically
goes to the surviving parent.

The mere maintenance of friendly relations with the wife
of another and enjoyment of her society are not in violation
of the legal rights of the husband.

ANTIQUATED LAWS FROM 1816 PENAL CODES OF GEORGIA:

The burning or setting fire to, or attempting to set fire
to, a house in a city, town or village is punishable by
death.

The denying of God, or a future state of awards and
punishments, shall be punished upon conviction with
being incapacitated to give testimony in a court of
justice or of serving in any office of honor, profit
or trust in the state.

An idiot shall not be found guilty or punished for any
crime or misdemeanor with which he may be charged.

Killing a slave in the act of revolt is justifiable
homicide.



SUPPLEMENT TO "UP AGAINST THE LAW"

DEFINITION: (A) CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE -- The process of committing an
illegal act (which violates Law 1) as a duty to try and

get Law 2 (thought of as immoral) changed.
(B) THE DISOBEDIENCE of laws which are themselves un-

just.

POSITIONS: Henry David Thoreau -- believed in ethical ,ion-compliance

of the law. Thus, if one feels that a law is unjust, he/
she may dissent from the majority view and practice civil

disobedience.

Abe Fortas -- believed that no one should disobey Law I

to get at Law 2. He advocates the position of obeying
all laws while working in other ways to change unjust

laws.

QUESTIONS AND IDEAS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION:

(1) If a law is morally objectionable is that enough to

justify breaking it?

(2) What about punishment? If a person adheres to civil
disobedience to do what he believes is morally right,

should he be punished for it?

(3) If one upholds to the civil disobedience doctrine that

being right is more important than being in the majority,

who is to decide this? Who is to say whether something

is right if not the majority?

Thoreau -- if one is right, there can be a majority of

one.

(4) What justifies the use of civil disobedience?

EXAMPLES:

A. Failure by the government to prevent or provide for
redress for wrongs that the government does not
cause to people?

B. A judge interpreting a law incorrectly and the
government not acting to correct this?

One thing that should be looked at is the cost and
convenience of civil disobedience to the state and
participants and whether a particular wrong justifies
it. This can depend on the time needed to right the
problem constitutionally weighed against the harm
done while the law goes on uncorrected.

(5)
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Example: For instance, in which situations might
civil disobedience be warranted?

(1) Wrongful death sentence of prisoner
(2) Nuclear disarmament
(3) Slavery
(4) Problems in Northern Ireland
(5) Civil rights movement

(6) Discuss the statement: "Civil disobedience may not be
democratic, but it improves democracy and might even
help preserve democracy".

Example: Gerrymandering -- the drawing of legislative
districts with the intent of disfranchising the
majority or securing it an influence disproportionate
to its size.

SOURCES

Ethics - Vol. 86, pp. 323-331, July, 1976. Civil Disobedience and Punishment
by A.D. Woodey, University of Virginia.

Political Quarterly, Vol. 45, pp. 206-215. Apr/June, 1974. When is Civil
Disobedience Justified? By Stanley Anderson

The Rise and Development of the Gerrymander in Politics and People. By:

Elmer C. Griffith, 1907 by Arno Press, Inc.
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TITLE: Georgia Court System, U.S. Court System
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and tie Legal System
DESCRIPTION: Lesson plans provide activities designed to acquaint

students with both the state and federal court systems.
AUTHOR/EDITOR:
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Reprinted with permission from the Improving

Citizenship Education Secondary Handbook() 1981 by Fulton County School
System. These materials prepared pursuant to grant from Title IV-C of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Public Law 93-380).

TO TEACHER: This unit gives students an in-depth exploration into the
court system and includes general information, activities,
and tests.

Instructions:

Implement the unit on its own or as an accompaniment to a larger
study of the court system.
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BEST COPY NIRLA
LESSON TOPIC Gcorria Court System, S. ourt

GRADE LEVEL: Secondary

CONCEPTS: Courts, jurisdiction

TERMS: Original, appellate, Georgia Supreme Court, Georgia Court of Appeals, Superior Court,
State Court, Juvenile Court, Probate Court, Justice of the Peace Court, Municipal
Court, U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Court of Appeals, District Court

OBJECTIVES: Students will he able to:

1. List state and federal courts using a telephone directory.

2. Collect information on the jurisdiction of state and federal courts using a telephone
directory.

3. Discuss the courts and their jurisdiction in the state and federal court system.

4. Decide to which court a person would go given a specific situation.

5. Explain the differences between original and appellate jurisdiction.

6. Match statements about the federal courts with the appropriate court being de-
scribed.

MATERIALS: Supreme Court of Georgiaa booklet prepared in 1978 by Joline B. Williams, clerk;
this free booklet can be obtained by calling the clerk's office, 404/656-3470.

Handouts: "Courts and their Jurisdiction," "Fact SheetGeorgia Court System,"
"Fact SheetU.S. Court System," "SituationWhich Court?," "Article III,"
"Federal Courts," "Where Should the Case Be Heard?".

Transparencies: "The Georgia Court System," and "The U.S. Court System."

PROCEDURE 1. As a preparation for and introduction to this lesson, have students do the follow-
ing homework assignmentUsing your telephone book, list on Handout "Courts
and Their Jurisdiction" all of the courts available to a Fulton County resident
in the Georgia Court System and in the U.S. Court System. Based only on the
information found in the telephone directory also have students include what
they think is the jurisdiction of each court (the kinds of cases the court has
the power to deal with). Handouts "Fact SheetGeorgia Court System," and
"Fact SheetU.S. Court System" provide fact sheets on this information. Al-
though they should not be given to the student at this time, they may be help-
ful to the teacher now.

In class using the completed Handout "Courts and their Jurisdiction" students
should be asked for the names of courts found by looking in the telephone book.
On the chalkboard, the teacher should write "Georgia Court System" and "U.S.
Court System." For each court name the student should indicate which system
it should be listed under and what types of cases are dealt with in this court (juris-
di:Aion I: this should be written on the chalkboard. When this has been completed,
show transparency, "The Georgia Court System." After students have looked at
the ,,liagram, noting where each court is located, discuss (starting at the lower
lovols working up) each court using the information on handout "Courts and
their Jurisdiction". The same should be done with transparency "The U.S. Court
System." Be sure students understand the difference between original and ap-
pellate jurisdiction. Students should understand that most judicial opinions in
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appellate cases are based on prior court decisions. At the conclusion to this part
of the lesson, the teacher could distribute Handouts. "Fact SheetGeorgia Court
System," "Fact SheetU.S. Court System" to be reviewed for homework that
night.

3. The next day, students could play the game "SituationWhich Court?" Have stu-
dents divide into groups of two or three. Pass out handout "SituationWhich
Court?" Be sure it is turned down so students cannot read it. Instruct the students
that only one hand out must be turned in per group. For each situation on the
sheet, the students should write the name of the court to which' the individual
would go. No notes can be used. When an appropriate amount of time is up, as
designated by the teacher, all sheets must be turned in. After sheets have been col-
lected, go over the situations and have students discuss their answers. While the
teacher is determining which group completed the handout most accurately, (this
team could win a prize), the students should read Article III of the U.S. Constitu-
tion. Have them complete Handout "Article III" while reading this section of the
Constitution.

4. Review the answers to handout "Article III". Using transparency "The U.S. Court
System" explain the courts in the federal court system. Have students distinguish
where there is original and appellate jurisdiction. Handout "Fact SheetU.S.
Court System", should be helpful to the teacher and students at this time.

5. The next day, students could be given Handout "Federal Courts" which is a work-
sheet on the federal courts. Have students match the given statements with the
proper court. When students have completed this activity review the statements
and answers.

6. Handout "Where Should the Case Be Heard?" can be used for review or as an
evaluation.



Fact SheetGeorgia Court System

1. Supreme Court
a. Court of last resort (highest court in the state)
b. Has only appellate jurisdiction
c. Jurisdiction encompasses the review and correction of error of law from specified

trial courts in cases that involve the construction of the Georgia or U.S. Constitutions
or treaties between the U.S. and foreign governments, questions dealing with the
constitutionality of any Georgia or U.S. statute, cases involving title to land, equity
cases, validity of or construction of wills, cases of capital felony convictions, habeas
corpus cases, cases involving extraordinary remedies, divorce and alimony cases, all
cases certified to it by the Court of Appeals for review and decision, and cases the
court has the power to require by certiorari to be certified to it from the Court of
Appeals for review and determination.

d. Seven justices who elect one member as chief justice and one as presiding justice
(serves as chief justice when the chief justice is absent or disqualified).

2. Court of Appeals
a. Jurisdiction for the review and correction of errors of law in all cases in which juris-

diction has not been conferred by the Constitution on the Supreme Court.
b. Has greater work load than Supreme Court
c. Nine judges who elect one member as chief judge
d. Usually sit in three divisions of three members each; if there is a disagreement on a

decision, then the opinion of the full nine judges is required.

3. Superior Court
a. Highest ranking courts in the State with original and general jurisdiction
b. Has exclusive jurisdiction in cases of divorce, felonies, cases respecting title to land,

and equity cases, also adoption cases except when such authority is granted to juve-
nile courts

c. Has appellate jurisdiction from certain inferior tribunals, (e.g probate courts and
justice of peace courts)

4. State Court
a. Has county-wide jurisdiction
b. Jurisdiction over misdemeanor criminal cases and concurrent jurisdiction with su-

perior courts in civil cases of unlimited amounts
c. Uses a six person jury
d. Examples of casessimple assault, traffic offenses in unincorporated part of county,

prostitution

5. Juvenile Court
a. Exclusive original jurisdiction over juvenile matters except where the act alleged is a

capital offense
b. Special handling of delinquent (criminal cases), deprived (being mistreated or de-

prived by parents), or unruly children (parents cannot control) below the age of 17
c. Rules are gvncrally more relaxed; the assumption is that juveniles do not have the

mature judgment of adults and therefore should be given special consideration
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N

Georgia Court System

APPEAL

SUPREME COURT

7 Justicessits en banc (as a whole body). No orig.

final jurisdiction, Exclusive appellate jurisdiction in

cases involving: interpretation of the language of

U.S. or Georgia Constitutions or treaties, constitu.

tionality of laws, title to land, equity, wills, capital

felonies, habeas corpus, extraordinary remedies,

and divorce, The Court also prescribes a code of

judicial conduct for state judges and regulates he

admission of attorneys to practice in Georgia.

Certiorari or I Certified Questions

APPEAL

APPEAL

COURT OF APPEALS

9 Judgessits in 3 divisions of 3 Judges each, No

original jurisdiction, Appellate jurisdiction for all

cases On appeal from lower courts for which the

Supreme Court does not have exclusive jurisdic

APPEAL

JUVENILE COURTS

159 Courts (one for each countyl. In

100 counties, juvenile court is presided

over by the superior court judge. In

59 counties, a separate juvenile court

judge is provided, Exclusive original

jurisdiction over juvenile matters.

SUPERIOR COURTS

159 Courts (one for each county), with 110 judges, org

anired into 42 circuits, Exclusive original jurisdiction in

cases involving divorce, equity, title to land, and all

felonies, Superior Court can hear all cases not specifical

ly reserved for other courts, Also, exercises appellate

jurisdiction for all trial courts of limited jurisdiction

which have not been provided a right of direct review of ,

the Court of Appeals or the Supreme Court,

0.4.araftwor.,//.0~.maamOWly

MEM /11 An=
STATE COURTS

60 courts, organized within 61 coun

ties, with 19 judges, Actually, a special

court established for specific.knties

(e.g., State Court of Fulton County)

with concurrent jurisdiction with

superior court for misdemeanors and

mos' civil cases in county. No ex

clusio jurisdiction, and generally no

appellate jurisdiction,



FactSheetU.S. Court System

I. Supreme Court of the U.S.
a. Highest court in the land
b. Nine justices appointed for life by the President with the advice and consent of the

Senate

c. One of the justices is designated the Chief Justice; when there is a vacancy in this
position the President can fill it with either one of the eight associate justices or a
person who is not a member of the Court

d. The court meets on the first Monday of October and continues until June
e. Corrects errors which have been made in decisions in trial courts
f. Can bring uniformity when two or more lower courts have reached different results
g. Usually has appellate jurisdiction; has original jurisdiction in cases affecting diplo-

matic representatives of other nations, suits between states, and cases involving a
state and the federal government.

2. U.S. Courts of Appeals

a. Twelve intermediate appellate court circuits (including one for the District of Columbia)
b. The eleventh circuit includes the following states: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and

temporarily the Canal Zone
c. The eleventh circuit court reviews cases in Atlanta
d. Judges usually sit in panels of three; only a few times a year for very important issues

will the whole court meet to review a case (en banc)
e. Hears appeals from District Courts in the circuit where parties seek review of legal

matters they thought were erroneous
E Most judicial opinions are based on prior court decisions
g. Hears appeals from the U.S. Tax Court as well as government agencies such as the

Federal Trade Commission, etc.

3. U.S. District Courts
a. Federal cases arc originally tried and decided here
b. Each state has at least one court; Georgia has three districts (Atlanta is in the

Northern District of Georgia); a district can be divided into divisions with several
locations where cases can be heard

c. Has jurisdiction in disputes involving the Constitution, federal laws, and treaties,
controversies where the U.S. is a party. between citizens of different States (in civil
cases greater than $10,000), between citizens of the same State claiming lands under
grants of different states, between a State or the citizens of a state and foreign states
or its citizens, and admiralty and maritime cases.

4. Courts of Claims
a. llas nationwide jurisdiction
b. Citizen or corporation may sue the federal government for money damages where

the sovereign immunity of the U.S. has been waived by Congress
c. Claim must be made within six years
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5. U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
a. Hears appeals from Customs Court. the Tariff Commission, and the Patent Office

b. Usually meets in Washington, D.C. with all six judges hearing each case

6. U.S. Court of International Trade
a. Determines controversies concerning the classification and valuation of imported

merchandise (customs taxes or tariffs)
b. Sits at New York City and from time to time at other major port cities

7. U.S. Tax Court
a. Decides controversies between taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service involving

the underpayment of federal income, gift, and estate taxes
b. Conducts trials in numerous cities

8. Territorial Courts
a. In Guam, the Virgin Islands, the Panama Canal Zone, and Puerto Rico these courts

serve the same function as U.S. District Courts
b. In all except Puerto Rico these courts also handle local matters

Article III

1. Which courts are listed in this Article?

2. How long do judges hold their offices?

3. What types of cases go to the federal court system?

4. Can any cases start at the Supreme Court? Explain.
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CERTIORARI

U.S. Court System

.weemo 10

U.S. SUPREME COURT

9 Justicessits en banc. Exercises appellate jurisdiction by

certiorari, Original jurisdiction in cases involving diplo

mats, suits between states, arid suits between a state and

the federal government.

CERTIORARI

COURT OF CLAIMS

7 Judges, Original jurildiction

for any claim against U,S.

12 circuits, with 1 court in each circuit, and 4.15 or more

judges per court. Usually hears cases in ljudge divisions.

Appellate jurisdiction only.

CERTIORARI

1

COURT OF CUSTOMS

AND PATENT APPEALS

5 Judges, Heirs appeals from

Customs Court and Patent

and Trademark Office,

COURT OF

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

9 Judges hearcasesteparately,

Exclusive juriadiction in civil

suits under tariff law,

TAX COURT

16 Judges separately try

cases involving tax matters,

) J9

FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS

90 District Courts in U.S., with 1.27 judges per count,

Original jurisdiction to try most federal cases. With a

few exceptions, appeals go to Court of Appeals.

TERRITORIAL COURTS

Established for Puerto Rico,

Virgin Island, Guam, and

Canal Zone,



COURTS AND THEIR JURISDICTION

Georgia Court System

Court Jurisdiction

U.S. Court System

Court Jurisdiction
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UNITED STATES COURTS OF APPEALS and UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS

ADAINiSTAATIVE OFFICE OF

MI UNITED STATES COURTS

Circuit Boundaries

State Boundaries

---- District Boundaries
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SituationWhich Court?

Instructions: For each situation described below, write the name of the appropriate court
in the Georgia Court System to which the individual would go. Choices include: Supreme
Court, Court of Appeals, Superior Court, State Court, Juvenile Court, Probate Court, Jus-
tice of the Peace, Municipal Court.

1. Sue, age fourteen, is described by her parents as totally unmanageable. She
has been habitually disobedient of reasonable and lawful commands of her
parents.

2. Bob was found guilty of murder and given a sentence of death by the trial
court. He felt that the judge admitted evidence in the trial that should have
been ruled inadmissible.

3. Sue's father was caught shoplifiiing a $150 item.

4. Phyllis sued Dr. Jones for malpractice.

5. Jane and Paul went to get a marriage license.

6. Celina pleaded not guilty of the offense of prostitution.

7. The middle school filed a complaint for truancy on Linda.

8. Kelly accused Kim of abandoning her and their five month old baby, leaving
them with no financial support.

9. Brenda is picked up in downtown Atlanta for disorderly conduct.

10. July and Marvin get married.

11. Sandra and John went to settle their divorce. Sandra felt that the judge had
not ruled fairly.'

12. Julie and Peter wanted to get a divorce.

13. Adam felt that he was improperly declared a delinquent by the Juvenile
Court.

14. Sylvia sued Mr. Landers for $15,000 for physical problems resulting from
their automobile accident.

15. Joe was found guilty of burglary. The judge owned the store that Joe broke
into.

16. The court ruled that the property at the corner of Elm Street and Market
Street belonged to Jim rather than Paul. Paul knew he had legal grounds to
appeal the decision.

17. Mr. Allen died leaving a will.

18. Sally Sanders wanted to become the guardian for little Katie.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

19. Jdrie, fifteen years old, was picked up by the police for shoplifting.

70. Stand hits Bill with his fist causing him to fall to the floor in great pain.

21. A group of friends, celebrating their college graduation are picked up by the
police at 2:00 a.m. for violating the city noise ordinance.

22. It is 3:30 a.m. and the police need to get a warrant for. Paul's arrest.

23. Jason killed Bob as he had planned to do.

24. Pam was charged with selling and possession of large quantities of illegal
drugs.

25. Jennifer was picked up by the police in Central City Park for public drunk-
enness.

76. Susan, in the eighth grade, breaks into a neighbor's house and steals jewelry.

27. Barbara was involved in an automobile accident. Her attorney felt that the
judge made erroneous legal decisions in her trial.

28. David's parents were killed in a. car accident, and David has no relatives. He
is in the third grade.

29. In an unincorporated part of the county, Gerald commits four traffic of-
fenses while a policeman. waits.on a side street watching him.

30. Lance standing in front of the Omni carries around a knife with a four inch
blade.
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Federal Courts

1, Trial a. Supreme Court

2. Nine justices b. Courts of Appeal

3. Atlanta is in the 11th Circuit c. District Court

4. Usually the first court that is asked to correct
errors at the trial level

5. Over 90 courts

6. Highest court in the land

7. Deals only with principles of law or
constitutional issues of great importance

. . 8. Where to go if you want to sue someone living
in another state

9. Some of the courts meet regularly in Atlanta

10. 12 circuits

11. Judges usually sit in panels of three

12. Each state has at least one
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Federal Courts

Answer Sheet

1. Trial a. Supreme Court

2. Nine justices b. Courts of Appeal

_L 3. Atlanta is in the llth Circuit c. District Court

4. Usually the first court that is asked to correct
errors at the trial level

5. Over 90 courts

6. Highest court in the land

7. Deals only with principles of law or
constitutional issues of great importance

8. Where to go if you want to sue someone living
in another state

c 9. Some of the courts meet regularly in Atlanta

h 10. 12 circuits

h ,11. Judges usually sit in panels of three

c 12. Each state has at least one
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Where Should the Case be Heard?

1. Employee of the State Department
seeking back pay

2. Counterfeit

3. Food stamp violation

4. Murder in federal penitentiary

5. Interstate transportation of stolen cars

6. Violating Selective Service laws

7. Committing fraud using the telephones
and mail

8. Person disagrees with the customs inspector's
decision on how much to tax one's imported
goods

9. Violations of antitrust laws

10. Airplane crash

11. Purchase of faulty product from a national
mail order catalog

12. Petitions from federal prisoners

13. Condemnation of land for a military
base

14. Not making house payments on a Veterans
Administration loan

15. Skyjacking

16. Kidnapping someone for 48 hours

17. Assassination of the President
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ViivreShould The case be gear d,

A rtswer Sheer.

1. Ern P bYee of the State go epariment
seeking back pay

_I 2. Counterfeit

3. Food stamp violation

4. Murder in federal penitentiary

b 5. Interstate transportation of stolen cars

b 6. Violating Selective Service laws

7. Committing nand using the telephones
and mail

h 8. Person disagrees with the customs inspector's
decision on how much to tax one's imported
goods

9. Violations of antitrust laws

b 10. Airplane crash

b 11 . Purchase of faulty product from a national
mail order catalog

12_ 12. 11titions -from federal prisoners'

13. Condemnation o Hand fora military
base

h 14. plot making tiouseRyments on a Veterans
Administration loan

12_ 15. Skyjacking

_32_ 16. Kidnapping someone for 48 hours

b 17. Assassination of the Pres: tent
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TITLE: The U.S. Constitution: Article III, Sections 1 and 2

CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: Students read and discuss sections of the Constitution

related to the Supreme Court

AUTHOR/EDITOR
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Close-Up Foundation, Perspectives '81

Reprinted with permission from Close-Up Foundation, pages -80.

TO TEACHER: This exercise is designed to provide students with
and understanding of the authority and basis of the Supreme

Court.

Instructions:

Step 1: Have students read Article III, Sections 1 and 2 (see

handout).

Step 2: Answer and discuss the related questions.
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ARTICLE III, SECTIONS 1 AND 2 THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

SECTION 1: The judicial power of the United States, shall be vested in
one Supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from
time to time ordain and establish. The Judges, both of the supreme and
inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall,
at stated Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall
not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.

SECTION 2: The judicial power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity,
arising under this Conztitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties
made, or which shall be made, under their Authority; -- to all Cases affect-
ing ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls; -- to all Cases of
admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction; -- to Controversies to which the
United States shall be a Party; -- to Controversies between two or more
States; -- between Citizens of the same State claiming Lands under Grants
of different States, and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and
foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls,
and those in which a State shall be a Party, the Supreme. Court shall have
original Jurisdiction. In all the other Cases before mentioned, the
Supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact,
with such Exceptions, and under such Regulations as the Congress shall
make.

The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachment, shall be by Jury;
and such Trial shall be held in the State where the said Crimes shall have
been committed; but when not committed within any State, the Trial shall
be at such Place or Places as the Congress may by Law have directed.

ARTICLE III - QUESTIONS

1. Which courts are listed in this Article?
2. How long do judges hold their offices?
3. What types of cases go to the federal court system?
4. Can any cases start at the Supreme Court? Explain.

SECTION 1 - QUESTIONS

1. Which courts are listed in this Article?
2. How long do judges hold their offices?

SECTION 2 - QUESTIONS

1. What types of cases go to the fes:eral court system?
4. Can any cases start at the Supreme Court? Explain.
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k. THE SUPREME COURT

Perspective on the Supreme
Court

An Interview With the Late Supreme Court
Justice Tom C. Clark

The interview was conducted on August 23. 1976. in
Justic Clark's chambers in the Supreme Court, ex-
lusively Ji»- Perspectives. On June 13. 1977. Justice
Tom C. Clark died after more than 50 years as a
lawyer and judge. He screed as attorney general from
1945 to 19.19 when President Harry Truman ap-
pointed him as all associate justice of the Supreme'
Conn. He was a member of the Court until 1967.
resigning because of a potential conflict of interest
whu h arose when his son. Ramsey Clark, teas named
Attorney Cr eral.

Clio". Justice Warren Burger ealog,i:ed Tom Clark.
saving that -no one ill the past thirty years has con-
tributed more to the improvement of justice.- Even
alter leaving ihr .Su preme Conn. he continued work-
ing tor a better system of justice. The Close Up Foun-
dation will :1/nays be grateful for Justice Clark's

ontibutimis to the education of the thou-
sands o/ onr .citalents with whom he shared his time
and wisdom through innumerable seminars. as well as
through

QClose Up: Woodrow Wilson once called the
Supreme Court -the halance wheel" in our system.
Justice (Rol-ert 11.) Jackson said that the Court's func-
tion was nothing less than being an arbiter between
rival forces in the society. After your many years of
service on the Court. how do you see its role in our
political system?
AJustice Clark: Well. I think that Chief Justice
(Warren) Burger put it pretty well when he said, "If
woo want to p1av a baseball game, what do you have?

You have an umpire'. otherwise the game is going to
end up in a riot belore the nine innings are played." I
rather think that the Court is somewhat of an umpire.
It considers what the Congress proposes, or what the
executive disposes. or what sonic individual claims,
and rules uvoil 111C111 he comparing them with the law
as laid down by the Constitution ... and then calls
the strikes and the halls.

The Watergate case was a good example of how it
is the Supreme (-:flirt's responsibility to decide
ss hether or not (lie Congress or the president has exer-
cised the :tinhorn% given..them in Ole constitutional
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way. I attended a conference in London a few month
ago after a thousand years without a written bill of
rights, the English are contemplating drawing one up

and the people there were quite frank about their
impressions of Watergate. They seriously questioned
what might have occurred to our federal government
during Watergate if the judiciary had not been a
separate, independent branch.

You also should remember that we on the Court
serve another role. If the decisions of the other two
branches are in keeping with constitutional doctrine,
we use our authority to uphold them. And if a citizen
doesn't voluntarily follow the rules laid down by the
Congress or by the president or by other courts, why
then it's our job to enforce those rules so that he will
stiffer some punishment or reprimand.

QClose Up: Justice William H. Taft once said that
courts are composed of people, and one would be fool-
ish to deny that courts are not affected by the time in
which the justices live. How much do you think the
needs of the times affect the decisions of the Court"
How is public opinion brought into the process of tak-
ing cases and making decisions?

AJustice Clark: Well, I served 18 years on the bench
and frankly, I myself doubt if any public clamor or
any political manipulation on the Court can be effec-

tive. I did get quite a few letters from all over the
country about various things, but I don't think any of
those things influenced my thinking on legal matters
which were involved.

Yet, we are influenced by the necessities of the
time. Every year there are new cases, new people who
come "knockin' on our door" with constitutional
questions which need to he resolved. Take for exam-
ple, the criminal field. We started out with the case of
Griffin v. Illinois* in which Griffin said, "I'm being
charged with murder, which is a felony, and I ought to
he entitled to read the transcript of what went on in
the courtroom. I'm just a layman and couldn't re-
riember everything. Without a transcript, I wouldn't
he able to appeal to a higher court." So when this
came to us (the Supreme Court) on appeal, we ruled
that defendants are entitled to a transcript.

But once they got the transcript they couldn't tell
much about it without a lawyer and they commenced
again to "knockin' on our door." In an old case before

became a justice, the Court had ruled that only in
felony eases should a lawyer be appointed. Exceptions

Editor's Note: In the case of Griffin v. Ifinnoi.s 119561 the Supreme Court
ruled that a defendant who is ppcaling a court decision slapuld not he
denied a copy of the transcript of his trial because of inability to pay for it.



wee. made to this caa.a er the years as additional
cases came. befotirthe Court, until %%salad the Gideon.
case. this one we ruledath ateoer-3 ontac cased ofa
crime was entitled to a lawyer. What happened was.
Ili. v kept *knockin' on our door, and finally we ex-
tended th.J ruling to misdemeanors as well.

tiu vo: had it going full sway. That's because of
ill: neces,imt-, that were brought to our attention.
Now vou sa . weren't those broughl heroic? Poti-
sibl\ they CFC. 1)11 11111 With the impact that they were
brought to us.

The same was true in segregation. We had one
ease YlnLii had to do with segregation in the ,ield of
graduate edlicalion. We ruled that this was as uncon-
stitutional and later there came the ease of Brown v.

LI'', ,irnm*** which was on the grade school
lei el. hien other questions came up. What about pub -
lie iiecommudations? What about swimming pools
and things like that? And the first thing you know
,hev're "knock in on the door." I don't know whether

say knit the individual citizen who felt the pinch
knocked on the door. Or whether the lawyer looking
out saw the pinch and tricql to minimize it. I rather
think that the pinch was what caused it.
Q----Close Up: Do jou think our Founding Fathers
had thi,, in mind in making the Constitution vague
and almost ambiguous in parts?
A--Justice Clark: Those people who wrote the Con-
stiluion did Ina lack tor a choice of words. People like
Nladison and Jefferson may not have had a thesaurus

hich we ha% c today, but they didn't need it.
I hey intentionally used phrases like -due process

of law.. What is "due process of law?" "Due" to one
justice might he an entirely different matter than it
may he to ine. I think they did it deliberately in order
to keep the Constitution from being a straight-jacket
or existing in a vacuum. They knew that the country
was going to develop and change; they had great
hopes tor it changing from the standpoint or the ad-
anccment of s,ience and literature. 'they wanted to
put the Constitution in vague terms so that a later
generation might he able to interpret it, so that the
necessities 01 the limes would be met.

I know that some justices think there are some ab-
solutes. but I believe there ,ire any absolutes in
the Cunstituton. You have to read a whole amend-
ment. not ju.1 read a single clause of it. And when vou
read a whole amendment, I think it leaves the door

' Note: to ro'. tin t it the Gnarl ruled Thal
itch nit.ints ate ctitIlid .1 Itis%ser appointed the eourt tl the% are

101 \ISICS

Vide: fa r,rur,rriw,r 1145,41 Ihe Court ruled
',Int.', It, he unconstitutional !see the thos% a Case

1?0,'IIII\ the Sul"' mr ( (11.11erIm tor (lime (lewd% on the Grtiew/ .11)(1
L .151 L.
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open to interpretation and I believe this was delib-
erate.

Even though we may call it vague and open to in-
terpretation. it's interesting to look and see how
few amendments we have had. Counting the Bill of
Rights, which was ten amendments -passed in a pack-
age, we only have 26 amendments in all, If you com-
pare it to New York State, which has over 300 amend
merits and wrote its last constitution in 1938. I think
it's pretty amazing.
QClose Up: That brings us to the question or .judi.
cial review." When the Supreme Court declares an act
of Congress or an action by the president unconstit4-
tional, is this not taking on a legislative function?
A--Justice Clark: In a technical sense, I don't think
they do. But from a practical view, why certainly they
legislate. "I-his is not really done to initiate change.
That's the Congress' power and responsibility. It can
see that something is wrorig in an area and then hold a
hearing on it and pass a law. The Court can't do that.
The Court has to wait until the question is brought
before it in a lawsuit. From the standpoint of in
itiating change, our function is not legislative at all.
From the standpoint of the practicalities of change,
one could say there is some judicial legislation.



QClose tip: You wrved is Attorney General befori
being appointed to the Supreme Court. I wonder if
you would COMMent on the differences between these
two high positions'?
AJustice Clark: It is definitely quite a transition.
When I came here I sat next to Bob (Justice Robert
H.) Jackson, who was a former attorney general, and 1
said, -Bob, how long did it take you to get acclimated
here?" He said it took close to live years. That may
sound like a long time, but when you compare the cir-
cumstances and the atmosphere and the climate that
are here with that of the Justice Department, they are
definitely two different worlds.

When I was attorney general, I would have 50 to
75 phone calls in half a day. I had about 1,000 lawyers
working for me and that didn't include the FBI. I had
live secretaries in my immediate office and about ten
across the hall who wrote letters. Here I spend my

"The real strength of the position of the
Court is probably in its indispensability to
government under a written Constitution.
It is difficult to see how the provisions of a
150 year old document can have much
vitality if there is not some permanent in-
stitution to translate them into current
commands and to see to their contempor-
ary application."

Justice Robert H. Jackson (1946)

days writing opinions. hearing cases and discussing
with my fellow justices. I have only a handful of clerks
to help me. I'm only 200 yards from the dome of the
Capitol. but it might illSt as well be 200 miles.

QClose Up: Supreme Court justices arc perceived
much differently by people than arc almost any other
public official.. Some of the others are "Hollywood-
ized.- treated like superstars. Justices seem to be held
abow this sort of treatment. Whether you arc a stu-
dent, tourist or one Or the country's foremost lawyers.
you are filled with a tremendous feeling of awe and
respect for the building. its atmosphere and the men
of this court. Could Voti Stir something about your own
sell- concept as a justice?
AJustice Clark: Now. its true that judges are

.human beings. We don't have horns, we really don't.
We act. just like other people do. But I rather think
that it has proven true that Most of the 101 justices
that have sered mere have been a little more incon-
spicuous than they were in other positiOns. I think it is

more from a justice. You have to be more careful in
what you say and in what you do. Our main function,
when a case is presented, is to study it over and decide'
just what we think that the Constitution requires us to
do, regardless of what the clamor might be to the con-
trary.
QClose Up: One thing intrigues us, looking at your
long history on the bench. Of' all the cases in which
you, have had a part, are there any that stand out as
being most important and most difficult?
AJustice Clark: I'd say it would have to be the case
of Baker v. Carr, * the one on reapportionment, At the
time I did not realize the full impact that it was to
have, but looking back, I feel that its effects have been
considerable. Every legislature. at least once and some
twice and three times, has reapportioned its state
since 1963. As a consequence. the case has affected
the lives of every person in the U.S. One sure thing is
that a politician recognized the power of the vote, If
the vote is of equal weight, then every person knows
that he has the same voice in the selection of' leaders as
does the fellow who is walking the other way, We've
had a lot of problems with reference to people not tak-
ing too much interest in government and public af-
fairs, and reapportionment at least helps to alleviate
that by restoring, some confidence in just what your 1

vote can mean.

QClose Up: Just a final question and an opportuni-
ty to summarize. It seems that the experience of the
average person with the judicial system might be in a
traffic court, maybe family court or small claims
court. These are all cases where decisions are fairly
easy to comprehend and the effects are cry tangible
and immediate. Could you oiler an explanation which
will help the students to understand both how and why
the decisions that are made in this building affect
their lives?
AJustice Clark: Well, of course. the reason their
lives are affected is that quite a number of our cases
affect their rights and duties as citizens. Some of our
eases. say business or antitrust matters, wouldn't have
a direct effect on all the people, but many of the cases
we've had in recent years have had a direct bearing
upon everyone. We've been charged with the defense
of the Constitution and I say that's the most impor-
tant document that this country has. You may not al-
ways realize it, but that document, the Constitution.
plays a major part in your freedom and in your op-
portunities to do the things that you enjoy doing.

I'd like to say that I hope that young people. will

Editor's Note: In Baker e. ('are (1462) (ht. Court ruled that federal courts
had the pt ucr to Puree changes In the way 111 11101 a state legislature ap-
portions electoral districts. if thtti Oolated the 14(11 Amendment's equal

good that it is hl,, I V, ay beCZIIINO the public expects proectimi clause.
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take greater interest in the judiciary. We don't have
any way to go around blowing our horn and we want
people to be better acquainted with the judicial proc-
ess. This will help us to improve the process and it
will help immeasurably "en people learn more of
how this process works at. the necessity for it. I hope
that if they find that the courts are slow, or if they feel
that the courts should be less ponderous, why, they
would speak up. They speak their minds pretty freely
and I'm proud that they do. It would be of untold
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benefit to us to have reactions of that kind. It's not
that we would change immediately, because we have
to go slowly on these things, but I think in the long
run, why, they'd have considerable impact.
Close Up: We really want to thank you so much,
Justice Clark, for this opportunity. We know that our
students will surely appreciate the uniqueness of this
chance to learn from a man with the experience and
the wisdom that is yours.



TITLE: Examples and Issues for Discussion and Supreme Court

Resources that Relate to Arrest
CATEGORY: Introducing the Legal System and the Law

DESCRIPTION: Ideas for class investigation and discussion related to

Constitutional amendments, legal/moral issues, and Supreme

Court cases relating to arrests.

SCHOOL SYSTEM: GOVERNMENT, Curriculum Guide - 9th Grade. Muscogee

County School District, Columbus, Georgia. Appendices A,

B, and C. Printed with permission.

Examples for discussion:

1. Freedom of Religion: Daily devotions are held in the school

auditorium by a group of teachers and students. Attendance is

vr'untary.

2. Freedom of Press: Terrorists kidnap the children of a powerful

industrialist. An enormous ransom is demanded to make industry pay

for the pollution of the environment. The FBI orders the press to

keep it quiet so that more violence will not erupt.

3. Right to Bear Arms: The President has ordered that all handguns must

be turned in at the local police station due to the excessive increase

in crime involving handguns.

4. Search and Seizure: Your school received a bomb threat. The police

search all lockers. An illegal substance was found in three of the

lockers. Charges were brought against the people responsible for

the lockers.

5. Double Jeopardy: A jury found a murder suspect innocent. When the

case was dismissed, the defendant stood up and laughed at the jury

saying: "I fooled you!" The judge immediately reversed the decision

and sentenced the man to the electric chair.

6. Private Property: The major's son was killed at a hazardous inter-

section. In the interest of safety the major ordered that the property

owners on all four corners must turn over title to 50 feet of their

property for the widening of the intersection. No payment was made

since it was in the best interest of the majority.

7. Rights of the Accused: A known Mafia leader is due to stand trial

for murder. In a previous trial, the witnesses against the defendant

had fatal "accidents." In the interest of the safety of the current

witnesses the Justice Department ruled that the witnesses would for-

ever remain anonymous.

8. Cruel and Unusual Punishment: A couple convicted of child abuse have

their children taken .rom them and they are ordered never to have

another child less they are prepared to spend 10 years in jail.

9. Reserved Rights: A woman was denied a position because she was female.

The judge threw the case out of court on the basis that business

owners can hire anyone they want.

10. You have fallen way behind in paying off a debt to a local merchant.

The merchant brings suit against you and the judge decrees that you

must work off that debt by working for the merchant without pay for

a year. (Amendment 13)

11. Under the laws of Georgia, you are still classified as a juvenile.

You have been arrested and charged with robbery of a grocery store.

You insist on the right to a lawyer during the inquiry proceedings.

The judge denies your request on the basis that you are still a

juvenile. (Amendment 14)

12. You and a companion have been arrested for possession of cocaine.

The police question you. After a few minutes, both of you sign

confessions. (Amendment 14)
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APPENDIX B

How would you suggest that the following issues be solved?

1. An argument occurs between two neighbors as to where a fence
dividing their property should be placed.

2. Looting, rioting erupt periodically in the lower-income neighbor-
hoods of the city during the summer.

3. The Board of Education has voted to step-up school integration by
expanding the busing of students. Many parents are upset.

4. A nuclear per plant is in the process of being built fifty miles
from Columbus along the river. Some groups in the community want

the plant - others are bitterly opposed to it.

5. A high school principal allows a group of students to form a
committee to recommend how $1,000 in the school-renovation fund will

be spent. He assures the committee that its recommendations will be

followed. The committee decides to use the money to build a student
lounge area to be used by the students during their lunch period.
The principal rejects the plan.

6. Bob wants to get a job after school so that he can have more spending
money. Neither parent wants him to get a job. His mother wants him

to study after school. His father wants him to join the swimming

team.

7. You live in an area of the city where garbage collection is infrequent.
Flies and rats thrive. Calls toihe Sanitation Department have not

been heeded.

8. The city council is considering two alternative routes for a highway
project. Both routes are ground routes through residential sections.
You live in a home that is right in the path of one of the proposed

routes.

9. You are a candidate running for the U.S. Senate. Most political

observers predict you will win in a close race. Just four days prior

to the election, you find out that your staff had stationery printed
with your opponent's letterhead and mailed out letters designed to
arouse prejudice against him.

10. Your county has a high degree of industrial air pollution. Air
pollution seems to increase the occurrence of a higher rate of a wide

variety of diseases such as emphysema, bronchitis, and respiratory
cancers. The death rate in your county has risen above the national
death rate.
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APPENDIX C

Supreme Court decisions that relate to arrests:

Miranda v. Arizona (1966)

The U.S. Sui,reme Court set down the procedure to be used by the police
in advising an individual of his constitutional rights prior to questioning.

Chime] v. California (1969)

Supreme Court ruled that an arresting officer must have a search warrant
before he can make a search of any premises farther than an arm's reach
from the arrested person.

Gustafson v. Florida, U.S. v. Robinson (1973)

Court ruled that (1) police have blanket authority to make a thorough

search of any person who has been lawfully arrested, even without a
search warrant; (2) any evidence found in such a search can be used to
prosecute the arrested person for a crime other than that which caused

his arrest.

Harris v. New York (1911)

The Miranda decision forbade the use as evidence of statements made by

defendants not advised of their constitutional rights, but in the Harris
decision, such statements may be used to impeach a defendant's testimony
if he takes the and in his own defense.

U.S. v. Watson (1976)

Court upheld,the right of police officer to arrest without a warrant
(in a public place) for a misdemeanor or felony committed in his presence
if there were reasonable grounds for making the arrest.

U.S. v. Santana (1976)

The Court ruled that when a suspect is first seen in a public place
and then retreats into his or her home to avoid arrest, the police do

not need a warrant to enter the home in order to make the arrest.

In many cases, the Court has allowed police to make warrantless arrests

of cars where police have probable cause to believe that the car contains

something they have a right to seize.
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TITLE: Simulation: Supreme Court Conference
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law and the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: Students become decision-makers through the role play

and study of an actual Supreme Court case.
AUTHOR/EDITOR:
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: "Simulation: Supreme Court Conference/The Supreme
Court and Science, A Decision for a Brave New World?" Volume XIV, #4, p. 12
and p. 23; Bill of Rights in Action, Constitutional Rights Foundation, Todd
Clark, Editor, Los Angeles, November-December, 1980. Used with Permission.
TO THE TEACHER:

Before beginning the activity, read or discuss with students the
factors involved in Supreme Court hearings:

WHEN the Supreme Court agrees to hear a case and make a
decision, several factors enter into the decision-making process.
First of all, the Court must work within the existing law. The
Court is bound to follow precedent in cases where the legal issues
are similar, unless it decides to take the drastic step of over-
ruling it. Because the legal system works best when the law is
consistent and predictable, the Court hesitates to overturn prior
decisions unless it has to.

Secondly, since the Court decisions guide lower court rulings,
they must provide both flexibility and adequate explanation. That
is, saying enough to guide lower courts, but not saying so much
that the lower courts can't apply the ruling to slightly different
situations. Finally, the Supreme Court tries to develop majority
opinions based on the strongest consensus possible. This helps
to avoid confusion among the lower courts and limits widely
different lower court interpretations of what the law is.

In the following activity, "Supreme Court Conference," you
decide a case applying these principles and in the same way
Justices do when they hold a case conference.

Instructions:

Step 1: Have each student read a copy of the "fact situation".

Step 2: Give students five minutes to write a brief summary
of their opinions and the reasons behind them.

Step 3: Divide the class into groups of nine.

Step 4: Each group should pick one Chief Justice and assign the
remaining Justices,. numbers 1-8.
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Step 5: Starting with Justice Number 8, each person should gifi their

opinions in order. (Hint: each Justice should keep a tally

of the Justice's opinions for and against as the questions

are given).

Step 6: Break up the group and for 10 minutes hold a free
discussion of the case among various justices and groups

of justices. Justices will want to try to persuade others
of their viewpoint and also try to form coalitions in

order to form a majority opinion. Discuss your opinion

and your reasons for it.

Step 7: Form a group again and take a final vote on the outcome

of the case. Debriefing Questions:

A. What basis did you use to formulate your initial opinion?

B. Did you get others to agree with you? If so, what did

you bargain with to get them to change their mind?

C. Did you change your opinion? Why or why not?

Step 8: Have students read and discuss "The Supreme Court and

Science: A Decision for a Brave New World?" after giving

them the facts below.

FACTS: Dr. Ananda Chakrabarty applied for a patent for a new

bacterium he had developed. The new micro-organism breaks down
petroleum into simpler substances and is useful in cleaning up

oil spills. Existing patent laws limit patents to new
"manufactures" or "compositions" of matter, and don't permit the

patenting of laws of nature, physical laws or abstract ideas.

The Patent Office had decided Dr. Chakrabarty's work fell into

the latter category. Underlying this issue was a much bigger

one. That is, whether the Court would approve, as a police

matter, products and life forms that are developed through

sophisticated scientific techniques of gene-splicing. Gene-

splicing involves the transplant of recombinant DNA from one

organism to another. The arguments revolved around the
desirability, in social and moral as well as legal terms, of

patenting new life forms. Should the Supreme Court sanction

the manipulation of life at its most fundamental level?
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STUDENT MATERIAL

The Supreme Court
and Science
A Decision for a Brave New World?

In a headline-making decision, the
Supreme Court has ruled that man-
made micro-organisms can be
patented (Diamond v. Chakrabarty,
100 S.Ct. 2204, 1980). In doing's°, the
Court resolved a narrow legal question
and opened the doors to a scientific
and political controversy.

Media across the country
announced the decision with both
praise and criticism. Playing upon the
fact that living organisms can now be
patented, the news stories focused on
the reactions of scientists and political
commentators. Few news articles
reported that the ruling itself was
actually a narrow one (referring only to
this specific case) or that the Court's
decision rested on the interpretation of
the ambiguous language of the patent
laws. Instead. the news stories
focused on the emotions that were
aroused by the decision.

What was before the Court was a
request by Dr. Ananda Chakrabarty to
get a patent for a new bacterium that
he had developed. To decide the issue,
the Justices reviewed the patent laws,
particularly the limitation that patents
can be granted only for new
"manufactures" or "compositions of
matter."

In a 5-4 decision, the majority of the
Court decided that when Congress
enacted the patent laws it intended
them to include a wide scope of
discoveries. This is not to say that
Congress intended no limitations,
Chief Justice Burger wrote for the
majority. The laws of nature, physical
phenomena, or abstract ideas such as
Newton's law of gravity or the
discovery of a new plant in the wild are
not patentable. But in this case, the
majority ruled, Dr. Chakrabarty had
produced a new bacterium with
markedly different characteristics
from any found in nature. The
bacterium in question break down
petroleum into simpler substances
and are useful in the clean-up of oil
spills. The patent laws could be
rewritten by Congress, Burger pointed
out, but until they are, they encompass

Chakrabarty's new bacteria.
In limiting its ruling to the particular

language of the patent law, the Court
refused to answer the profound moral
and social questions that revolve
around "genetic engineering." Genetic
engineering is the term for the
technology of gene-splicing in which
building blocks of recombinant DNA
from different organisms are snapped
together to produce new forms of life.
Strictly speaking, Dr. Chakrabarty had
not used these controversial
techniques, but the Court decision
clears the way for granting patents to
products that are developed through
gene-splicing.

The Court refused to define the
impact of gene-splicing technology on
society. Chief Justive Burger noted
that some of the briefs, or legal
research papers, submitted to the
Court,

"present a gfuesome parade of
horrors. Scientists, among them
Nobel lauretes, are quoted
suggesting that genetic research
may pose a serious threat to the
human race... W3 are told that
genetic research and related
technological developments may
spread pollution and disease, that
it may result in a loss of genetic
diversity, and that its practice may
tend to depreciate the value of
human life. These arguments are
forcefully, even passionately '
presented; they remind us that, at
times, human ingenuity seems
unable to control fully the forces it
createsthat with Hamlet, it is
sometimes better 'to bear those ills
we have than fly to others that we
know not of.'

The Court, however, will not be the
one to decide the nature of these
horrors. Social policy must be made
by others. Burger wrote, "What is more
important is that we are without
competence to entertain these
argumentseither to brush them
aside as fantasies generated by fear of
the unknown, or to act on them. The
choice we are urged to make is a
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matter of high policy for resolution
within the legislative process after the
kind of investigation, examination and
study that legislative bodies can
provide and courts cannot.

Whenever the issue does come
before Congress, it will no doubt be the
subject of heated debate. The
potential horrors will be paraded
before the people of the country for
them and their representatives to view,
The task will be to decide to what
extent humans, should seek to
manipulate genetic life at its
fundamental level and under what
restraints this should be done.

Some will argue that new life forms
should be patented in order to provide'
a commercial incentive to industry
and science. These advocates argue
that the legal protection offered by a
patent is a necessary inducement to
scientists and researchers who
otherwise may not be willing to
continue their work, fearing that
someone else may steal their idea. In
response to this, however, some
people worry that pure scientific
research, the basic ongoing activity
that led to discoveries like penicillin
and polio vaccine, could be rejected in
favor of a quick profit. To what extent
will big money influence the future of
science?

But the ruling may lead to benefits
in the medical area where patents are
pending on insulin for the treatment of
diabetes and the anti-viral drug
interferon that is now being tested
against.cancer. But despite these
possibly desirable outgrowths of the
ruling, a deeper and more troubling
question remains.

As a recent editorial in the Christian
Science Monitor pointed out, to justify
patenting (,qanisms, those who seek
patents mu.t argue that all of life's
properties can be reduced to physical
and chemical components. Is society:,
ready to accept the notion that life has
no sacred or vital properties? Are we
ready to say that all the elements of
We can be found in the laboratory?.
How that question is answered and to
what extent we are willing to
manipulate life forms is a question that
must be decided by society as a
whole. The Supreme Court Justices
have made it clear that they will not do
it for us.
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TITLE: A Visitor From '3uter Spaff:r.

CATEGORY: Introduction 16 Law and the Legal System
DESCRIPTION: Students explore the Bill of Rights through a simulation game.
AUTHOR/EDITOR:
PUBLISHER /SCHOOL DISTRICT: Prepared L.- Donalj Vetter, Linda Ford, et.al., for
Law-Related Education Program for th!,-. Schools of Maryland, Inc.,(i)1978,
"Responsibilities an( Rioht'.; in Sc -:: s", p. CR-11. Used with permission.

TO TEACHER: This activity enable: students to develop an awareness and
an understanding (Y.7- the free,loms prJtected in the Bill of
Rights.

Instructions:

Step 1: Distribute the handout 'Visitor from Cuter Space".

Step 2: Have stu&rts complete the handout and then tabulate their
responses in .-Tie o' the following ways:

(A) What are the ,ights ycy.i designated as most important?
Why?

(e) What arc. the rights you wol-& willing to give up? Why?

Step 3: Conduct an ir-depth discussion of the reasons for their
ranking.

(A) At the ec!cl of the discussion, praise pupils who fought
t keep their rights and expressed their displeasure at
giving them up to aliens or humans.

(B) Highlight the possible effects of "authority" on the
willingness of various persons to give up their
Constitutional rights.

(C) Make a point of telling students that many Americans
have fought and died to maintain these rights.

(D) You may wish to draw an analogy to the Nazi Germany
situation and bring in the concept of the underground
resiszance movement.
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A VISITOR FROM OUTER SPACE

It is the year 1993, and you are living a quiet, prosperous life

here in Georgia. You are quietly watching television with your family

when a special news bulletin comes over the TV station. You immediately

see that this is not the normal type of news bulletin because there is

what looks like a very strange creature on the screen -- the only thing

which is familiar is that he is speaking in English. He tells you that

he and his people have gained control over all of the communications

networks in the United States and that everyone had better pay attention

to what he has to say. You change the channel -- and just as he said --

there he is on every station. He begins to speak very loudly, and you

gather your family around because you are beginning to worry about what

he is going to do. His speech is as follows:

"My name is STHGIR and I am from the planet NOITUTITSNOC in another

galaxy where the inhabitants are far superior to the beings on this planet

EARTH. Just as we have gained control over the communications of the

United States, we have the ability to take complete control over every one

of your lives. We do not want a war between our planet and yours, but we

do want to control some things so that we can live in peace and harmony

with you. We have looked at some of your laws and the way your government

operates and have found it to give coo wch freedom to the individual.

Therefore, we are going to conduct e. survey 'r.1 try and arrive at a necision

in which both you and we are happy. As I have said, we do not want to

take everything away from you; but, we can't allow you to continue to live

as you have in the past. Therefore, I am giving you a list of tr.1 of the

rights which you now have according to your Constitution. You are to

look over the list and decide which of the ten are most important to you.

We will allow you to keap FIVE of the ten rights, the five which get the

most votes from all the citizens of the United States. You are to Prank

the following rights in the order in which you would give them up, with

"1" being the one you would give up last and "10" being the one you

would give up first. After you have completed your ranking, you will

receive further instructions."

Right to bear arms
Right of freedom of speech
Right to legal cou;;e1
Right to protection from cruel and unusual punishment

Right to freedom of press
Right to a jury trial
Right to freedom of religion
Right to peacefully assemble
Right protecting self-incrimination
Right to privacy
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TITLE: Law in Select Cultures
CATEGORY: Introduction to Law
DESCRIPTION: Suggestions showing the historical development of law,

utilizing and integrating such related subject areas as history,
religion, philosophy, psychology, English literatire, and drama.
Much of the source material suggested is in the form of drama
or classical studies.

AUTHOR/EDITOR: Irma N. Matson, Law-Focused Education Institute; DeKalb
County, 1978. Printed with permission.

TO THE Tr,_,',dER:

The law itself as well as the attitudes toward the law of the culture
is a prevailing theme in literature, in history, etc. A variety of sources
for investigation are suggested. Following the reports, the students
could be involved in a session on moral decision-making, i.e.:' What is
best in the context? If the context changes, should/do the laws change?
The Rights of the Accused could be used here.

The example from the Merchant of Venice can be adapted to other
sources.

INSTRUCTIONS

Student Reports: Students will choose a topic on which they will
give a ten-minute oral presentation to class. Students should turn in
note cards and bibliography on completion of presen7ation for evaluation.

The Law of -Primitive Man
The Code of Hammurabi
Level VII, "The Law" from The Source,

by James A. Michener
Old Testament -- Leviticus -- Mosaic

Code
Development o7.- Law in the Hellenistic

Period
The Trial of Socrates
The Laws Cc DrT,co in Athens
Roman Law
The Justinian Code
Canon Law
The Trial of Joan of Arc, by George

BernarJ Shaw
"Inherit the Wind" - Scopes Trial
"The Crucible" by Arthur Miller -- The

Salem Witch trials
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"A Man for All Seasons" by Bolt,
Trial of Sir Thomas More

Galileo Galilei
Magna Carta
English Common Law
The Role of Medieval Universities

in the Development of Law
Parliamentary Goverment
Mohammed and the Law
Merchant Law
The Nuremberg Trials
The Catonsville Nine (Father

Berrigan and Dissenters of the
Vietnam War)



14ere the following rights as guaranteed in the U.S. Constitution

reflected in the assignment reviewed?

RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED

No arrest without probable cause.
Equal protection of the laws.
Due process upon being arrested:

To be advised of the rights to remain silent, to speak but that
anything said may be held against the accused, to have an
attorney present before speaking, to make a limited number of
telephone calls.

No coerced confessions.
5ue process after being arrested and booked:

To reasonable treatment and protection while in custody; to be
informed of the charges; to be represented by an attorney, and if
indigent (without financial means) to have one appointed by the
court or to defend oneself; no excessive bail; to have a preliminary
hearing on whether there is enough evidence for a trial; to have a
fair hJring and defend oneself; to be informed of the date of the

trial.
A speedy and public trial.
A fair and impartial trial:

To be tried by a just and unbiased judge; to appear in person; to
have an impartial jury; to require witnesses to appear and testify;
to confront adverse witnesses and cross-examine them; to be heard

in ;:erson if desired and to refrain from being a witness against
(ieself; no double jeopardy; nu cruel and unusual punishment if
convicted; to appeal conviction to a higher court to correct errors

in the trial.

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE ACTIVITY

Teacher relates the story of Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice
in a conversational tone. Include only main characters; omit subplots.
Reproduce the-outline for the students to follow as the teacher tells the
story.

The Facts of the Case:

Antonio, a wealthy Christian in Venice, and a merchant, owns a number
of ships which are at sea carrying cargoes from around the world.

2. Bassanio, a joung protegee of Antonio's, and last of the red hot
spenders wishes to court Portia, a lady of great wealth; but he

has no money to do this in style (servants, costly gifts, correct
attire, etc.). He is just about broke.



3. Antonio, while he hi,

in shipping) offers
a son to him.

.,!ady cash to lend (his money is tied up

,crow a tidy sum for Bassanio, who is like

4. Antonio and Bassanio go to Shylock, a Jew and moneylender who hates
all Christians and especially Antonio, to borrow 3,000 ducats.
Antonio signs a bond suggesting in jest that if he does not repay
the loan in 3 months, he (Antonio) will forfeit a pound of flesh.

5. Bassanio goes to Belmont, courts Portia, wins her hand, and the
wedding date is set.

6. Antonio's ships are reported shipwrecked; he is bankrupt and cannot
repay the loan.

7. Shylock vows to have his revenge and insists that the Duke of Venice
bring Antonio to court to give sentence.

8. Issues at stake: are the laws of Venice to be trusted? Will they
be enforced?

9. Confrontation between Shylock and Antonio in court.
10. The outcome of the trial.

Assign small groups one or two of the following questions; and, after
group consensus, have them lead class discussion on their questions.

QUESTIONS FOR GROUP DISCUSSION:

1 fs this a civil ca'e or a criminal case, or both?
2.. If you decide it is a criminal case, has it met the procedural

requirements for a civil/criminal case? See charts.
3. Was there an accused? A plaintiff? Who was the defendant?
4. Wm was the trial instigated?
5. Were tne rights of any of the parties involved abrogated at any time?
6. Were punitive damages awarded?
7. Could a charge of conspiracy be brought in the same suit?
8. If this case were heard today, 4hich of the amendments were vThlated?
9. if you were the judge, what judgeent/verilict woLld you have rendered?

10. In terms of Kohlberg's theory of moral decision - making,, at what level
were the principal characters operating? (See p. for a brief
explanation of Kohlberg's levels of moral reasoning.)

FURTHER ACTIVITY: Assume Shylock has appealed the decision to the Supreme
Court. Take a position and render an opinion stating reasons

r,.a your
report.
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ACT IV THE MERCHANT Or VOICE

Portia: Do you confess the bond?

Antonio: I do.

Portia: Then must the Jew be merciful.

Shylock: On what compulsion must I? Tell me that.

Portia: The quality of mercy is not strain'd.
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven

Upon the place beneath; it is twice blest;,

It blesses him that gives and him that takes; (1)

Tis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes

The throned monarch better than his crown;
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power, (2)

The attribute to awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;

But mercy is above this sceptered :.;way;
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God's

When mercy seasons justice. Therefore, Jew,

Though justice be thy plea, consider this,
That, in the course of justice, none of us

Should see salvation; we do pray for mercy;
And that sEIme prayer doth teach us all to render

The deeds of mercy. I have spoke thus much
To mitigate the justice of thy plea;

Which if thou iollow, this strict court of Venice

Must needs ;le scnt-,.e 'gainst the merchant there.

Shylock: My deeds upon Jij h.2a!! I cr: ie the law,

The penalty ano f'orftit of my bond.

Portia: Is he not rli';cnarge the money?

Yes, here I t ..;=.1^ if from him in the court;

Yea, twice the sum; if that will not suffice,

I will be hound to pay it ten times o'er,

On fOrfeit of my hands, my head, my heart;

If this will not suffice, it must appear
That malice bears down truth. And I beseech you, (3)

Wrest one the law to your authority;
To do a great right, do a little wrong,
And curb this cruel devil of his will.

Portia: It must not be; there is no power in Ven'T.e (4)

alter a decree established;
'',4117 be recorded for a precedent/
Any} 0,--v an error by the same ::xamOle

rush into the state: it cannot be.

1. At what level of moral decision-F. king does this take place'

2. Could one apply this to argue agaThst capital punishment?

3. To do a great right, do a little wrong? Can you think of any recent

events in our society where this remedy has been suggested or applied?

4. Once a decree is established, what machinery can be set in motion to

change undesirable laws?
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TITLE: When Do You Need A Lawyer?
CATEGORY: Introductory Law
DESCRIPTION: An introductory activity to help students to understand

that leoal services are essential in many situations other
than criminal cases.

AUTHOR/PUBLISHER: Pproduced with permission of the National Street Law
Institute, 605 G St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001. Street

Law a Course in Practical Law, 2nd Edition, (Student text)
West Publishiing'Company, 1980, pages 27-28, and in teacher's
manual, page 41.

TO THE TEACHER:

One of the most important things a person needs to know is when to
get a lawyer. Many people think of seeing an attorney only after they
get into trouble, but perhaps the best time to consult an attorney is
before the problem arises.

Preventive advice is one of the most important services a lawyer can
provide. You should consider consulting an attorney about a number of
common situations, including the following:

* Buying or selling a home or other real estate
* Organizing a business or making a major purchase
* Changing your family status (e.g., by divorce or adoption)
* Making a will or planning an estate
* Signing a large or important contract
* Handling accident:, involving per tonal injury or property damage
* Defending a crin1 charge or bringing a civil suit

Of course, there al limits to L,le services a lawyer can provide.
If your problem is one that requires a business or economic decision,
a good businessperson may be a better adviser than a lawyer. For many

other problems, a teacher, doctor or friend may be a better source of
advice.

WHEN IS A LAWYER NEEDED POLL

STEP 1: Compile the results and record them on the chalkboard after
having the students fill out the following poll.

STEP 2: Ask students to explain the reasons for their decisions.
STEP 3: For which of these situations was there the greatest dejree

of disagreement? Why?
STEP 4: Ask students to investigate how one would secure an attcrrLj.
STEP r;: As a follow-up activity, invite an attorney or law student

to speak to the class to comment on each of these situatioz-!s
and to explain the role of an attorney.
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STUDENT WORKSHEET

WHEN IS A LAWYER NEEDED?

Each of the following involve situations in which an attorney may or may

not be needed. Circle the appropriate response to indicate those situations

in which you feel an attorney should be consulted.

YES MAYBE NO 1.

YES MAYBE NO 2.

YES MAYBE NO 3.

YES MAYBE NO 4.

YES MAYBE NO 5.

YES MAYBE NO 6.

YES MAYBE NO 7.

YES MAYBE iiO 8.

YES MAYBE NO 9.

YES MAYBE NO 10.

You run into another car in a parking lot. Your

insurance agent indicates the company will pay costs

for bodily injuries and property damages.

You borrow your bruLher's car without his knowledge

and he reports it to the police as stolen.

You buy a new stereo for $300. At a party one month

later, the receiver and speakers blow out. You return

to the store and they tell you they are sorry but

tkeir ereos only have a two-week guarantee.

You decide to trade in your old car and buy a new one.

Your friends are caught robbing a local store, and

they name you as one who helped plan the robbery.

The principal suspends you from school for two days

because of an article you wrote for the student

paper criticizing the school dress codes.

You apply for a job and are turned down. You think

you are rejected because of your sex.

You do not want your family to inherit the $10,000

you have saved. Told you will die within a year,

you want the money to be used for cancer research.

You and your mate find that you can no longer get

along and you want a divorce.

You earn $5,000 working in a restaurant during the

year. You want to file your federal income tax

return.



ANSWER SHEET FOR TEACHER

WHEN DO YOU NEED A LAWYER?

1. So long as your insurance company agrees to handle the cost of all
personal injuries and property damage, there is probably no need to
retain counsel. If you are sued for more than your insurnance coverage,
you may wish to hire your own attorney.

2. This problem can probably be resolved informally. Your brother can

explain the situation to the police. However, if the police arrest
and book you before the situation is clarified, you may want to
retain an attorney for the purpose of seeking an expungement of your
arrest record.

3. The law implies a warranty which may run beyond the term of the
written guarantee. The buyer in this case can seek assistance from
local consumer protection agencies or sue in small claims cour-.
An attorney is probably not required to secure redress.

4. Car buyers need good advice, but not necessarily from an attorney.
Assistance in reading the contract of sale and the financing
agreement may be available at your bank. A good mechanic's advice

may also be invaluable.

5. You would definitely want an attorney in this situation since you
will probably be charged with a serious crime. Even though you did
not take part in the robbery, if the charges are true, you may be
liable for criminal conspiracy, or as an accessory.

6. You don't have a constitutional right_to an attorney in school
suspension cases and you may not believe a two-day suspension is a
serious enough matter to warrant an attorney. However, you may still

want to hire one or find out if a Legal Aid Society or the American
Civil Liberties Union will assist you. You'll also need to find out
whether your school system will allow a lawyer to be present at :.he
hearing.

7 Before hiring an attorney, you should contact EEOC or a local human
rights commission. They may be able to mediate a resolution of the

problem. If they are unsuccessful, an attorney can help you bring suit.

You should go to a lawyer specializing in wills. If you do not have
a valid will specifying that you want the money to go to cancer research,

your estate be distributed according to your state's intestacy
laws which may result in your family's inheritThg your savings.

9. If there are contested issues involved, such as child support, custody,
alimony, or property division, you should consult an attorney. If

there are not, you may wish to handle the 'orce yourself. You should
ask your family court clerk whether you can file the ::.-r.)rce papers pro

se (in your own behalf).

10. You do not need a lawyer for filing your income ta: you

have questions and want some free assistance, you c he

Internal Revenue Service. In addition several busih x tax
preparation assistance for a charge.
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TITLE: Opinion Poll -- First Amendment Rights

CATEGORY: Individual Rights -- Constitutional Law

DESCRIPTION: A freedom of expression opinion poll to allow students to
examine their values concerning the First Amendment rights
of freedom of expression.

PUBLISHER: INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS: Rights of the Accused/Freedom of Expression,
A Resource Manual for Teachers, pp. 113-115. Institute for

Political and Legal Education, EIC South 4d. 4, Lox 209.
Sewell, N.J., 08080,0Decembci, 976, Second Revised Edition,

printed with permission.

TO THE TEACHER:

NOTE: This activity is designed to accompany a unit on
Individual Rights.

OBJECTIVES: (1) To introduce students to the topic of freedom of
expression by having them indicate how they feel
about related issues.

(2) To provide students with a means for compc,ring
their positions on various freedom of expression
issues.

INSTRUCTIONS: Students should respond individually to the opinion
poll (p. 90) on the Student Handout. Responses may
be tallied and discussed by the whole class or by
small discussion groups.

Have students keep a copy of the poll so that they can
refer to it later to see if their feelings about any of
these issues have changed.

After the poll is tallied, questions that should lead
students into a study ^c first amendment rights could
be:

Who should control information and censorship?
Who should have free speech, etc., and why?
What could be the consequences of each?
What could be the alternatives of each?
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STUDENT HANDOUT *

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION OPINION POLL

Instructions:

Select the response which most closely indicates the way you feel about each item.

SA = Strongly Agree _

AS = Agree Somewhat
DS = Disagree Somewhat
SD = Strongly Disagree

Item:

1. In a democracy an individual should be able to say anything he wants to.

2. There is never justification for government censorship in any form.

3. The -,eople of the United States really believe in freedom of speech.

4. Atheists should not be allowed to speak in a public high school.

5. Any government censorship should be imposed by the Congress.

C. The President should be allowed to impose censorship during a time of war.

7, An individual should be allowed to say anything he wishes during a time of war.

E. Public libraries should not be allowed to have books that have dirty words or pictures in

!kern.

4 A Communist should not be allowed to speak in a high school.

10. The. President of the U.S. should not allow newspapers to print stories that he thinks are not

in the public interest.
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STUDENT HANDOUT

11. I would rather ha4ve my minister, priest, or rabbi rather than my parents determine what 1

should read.

12. Each community should have a citizen's revie oard lo determine what books or magazines

are to be sold by area dealers.

13. Only religious groups should determine if books, movies, and magazines are obscene or

pornographic.
14. The Supreme Court of the U.S. should determine what books, magazines, and movies should

be banned.

15. Only the Congress should have the right to determine what book stores should or should not

sell.

16. Each community should determine what books, magazines or movies are to be available to

the public.

17. State legislators should determine if a book, movie, or magazine should he perr,i,ited to be

distributed in that state.

18. Books on Communism should be banned.

19. Anti-war demonstrators should not be allowed to demonstrate again' nment.

20. An individual should not be allowed to give speeches in favor of

21. When the U.S. is at war, newspapers should not be allowed to y ,tor:t itical of our

conduct of the war.

22. Democratic government is impossible without an informed people.

23. The news media are a threat to continued democracy in this culintry.

24. The government should exercise some control over the "libe Lelevision news commenta-

tors.

25. Reporters should not be allowed to criticize religion in this country.

26. Since the President is elected by all of the people, he alone should determine what is in the

best interests of the U.S.

27. Reporters should not be permitted to criticize decisions made by the President or Congress.

28. Local television stations should monitor network news programs and censor them if they feel

that the facts or opinions should not be broadcast to local viewers.

29. "R" rated movies shown on television should not be censored.

30. Student and parent boards of review should determine what books should not be permitted

in school libraries.

31. Teachers should be permitted to seize any book or magazine of a student.

32. School administrators should determine what books and magazines a teacher is permitted to

use in the classroom.

33. Black militants should not be allowed to speak at public rallies.

34. The Federal Communications Commission should determine the content of programs on the

Public Broadcasting System.

35, Ku Klux Klan rallies which condemn Blacks, Catholics, and jews should not be allowed.

36. Educational television should not be allowed to carry programs that depict values that are

different from those of most Americans.

Teachers who express unpopular views in'the classroom should be fired.

38. !f the evidence shows clearly that the President is guilty of a criminal act, then the people

should not be told of this fact for fear that his authority will be undermined in both this country

aild abroad.

39. The government should be allowed to classify anything it wishes as secret in the interests of

national security.

40. Most people don't know what's good for them so that the government must see to it that

they don't hear or read anything that's dangerous for them to hear or read.
91

* From: INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS: Resource manual for Teachers, pp. 114 & 115,
Institute for Political and Legal Education, 1976. Printed with Permission.
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TITLE: Right to Privacy
CATEGORY: Individual Rights -- Constitutional Law

DESCRIPTION: An activity to lead students in a discussion designed to
help students explore the personal implications of the
right to privacy and their related responsibilities.

AUTHOR/EDITOR: Developed oy Staff of National Street Law Institute.
Reprinted by permission.

TO THE TEACHER:

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS TEACHING STRATEGY: RIGHT TO PRIVACY

METHOD: 1. At the beginning of class, distribute ccpies of the "Information

Sheet" stating that the school office requires the requested

information for record keeping purposes.

2. Allow students time to read and complete the handout.

3. If students object to the nature of information requested,

ask why and use this as a lead into the nature of the right

to privacy.

4. If students do not object to providing the requested information

collect the handouts and then throw them into the trash in front

of the students. At this point, begin a discussion of the natur

of the right to privacy.
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NAME:

Home Address:

INFORMATION SHEET

'STUDENT ID #:

Telephone: Are you employed?

'How many hours per Week? , Address:

Name of Supervisor or Reference: Telephone:

Your Age:' Date .of Birth: Place of Birth:

Social Security Number:

Have you ever been arrested? If yes, wer.e yoU convicted?

)

Charge and dates:

Have you ever been stopped by the police If Yes; why?

Have you ever been treated' for drugs and/or alcohol?'-Explain:-
A /.

Name of School: Address:

NaMe of Principal.:

Have you ever been suspended for ditciplinaryreasons? -

Explain nature of the offense:
)

Grade point average throughout high school:

Are you now or have you 'ever been a member of a group which advocatei the over-
throw of the United States Government or its Constitution? If yes,name
of organization:
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TITLE:. Search. and Seizure

CATEGORY: Individual Rights/Constitution Law
DESCRIPTION: Search and seizure issues are examined using landmark court

cases and current situations in the context of due process,
substantive and procedural.

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL District: Repfinted with permission from the. Improving
Citizenship Education. Secondary Handbook c 1981 by Fulton
County,School System. These materials prepared pursuant
to grant from Title IV-C of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (Public Law 93-380) pages 17-20.

TO. TEACHER:

CONCEPTS: Search and seizure, due process. TERMS: Evidence, search
warrant, probable cause, FourthAmendment. OBJECTIVES': Students will be
'able to: (1) List and explain the rights guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution; (2) Discuss the conflict of rights between the
government and the citizen with regard to search and seizure of evidence.
MATERIALS: Handout, "Search and Seizure".

PROCEDURES: (1) .Ask students' what the phrase "search and seizure" means.
Then explain that the phrase refers to any search of a

-person, object, or place by law enforcement officers for
evidence related to a suspected crime and the seizing
of that evidence.

. (2) Distribute handout, "Search and Seizure" to students.
sand hale them read the Fourth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution and discuss its meaning and its' guarantees.

(3) From the handout, also have students read the summary
of the U.S. Supreme Court case Mapp v. Ohio and discuss
the following questions: (A). you were a member of the
Supreme Court, how would you ,rule if the. Mapp case 'were
appealed to your court? Why? (B) Justice. Clark, express-
ing the majority opinion of the Court, said that as a
matter of "due process", evidence obtained by a search
and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment is in
admissible in aostate or federal court:- What do you
think the term "due process".meani as it pertains to
Mapp'Sinvolvement with the justice syiltema CC) Do
you think. the Fourth.AmendMent's limitations on searches
should apply to a person's place, of business as well
as home? To his/her garage; automobile; telephone
conversations made from a public telephone? tin 1967 in
Katz v. U.S., the Court overturned the conviction of
a man who had been bugged by the FBI wben he used a
telephone booth for illegal betting.)

(4) Our system of law protects the privacy of a citizen's
home as well as his/her personal and business papers,
from unreasonable-intrusions. Police can legally invade '

/ this privacy if reasonable grounds exist. To be reason-
able, there would have to be a probable-cause to believe
that a crime has been or is about to be commit4ed, or
evidence of a crime is concealed in the place to be
searched.

1
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There are two kinds,Of 'searches and seizures. One is
with a search warrant, and the other is without. Can
you think 'of examples when a search warrant ghould
not be required by police? Ask and 'discuss' with

I 0

students.

( ) Have students read the hypothetical dilgmma, "To
Search or Not to Search" on the handout. Discuss
with theni.not only what the principal should .do but
why he should do .it. Should one ever consider break-
ing the law to make changes? What about Rosa Parks',
sitting down in the front of the bus instead of in
the rear (as required of all blacks in Alabama in ,

1955)? How does one go about correcting social
. injustice without breaking the law?

(6), Discussion of the questions after the cage stidY.should
g de the, students in clarifying their own, values
c cerning appropriate means of approaching' the
problem of effective social ch nge. As an extension
activity, the students may lo 2\for a local newspaper
article. which. is relevant to the problem. presented
in the case study. If the newspaper article is used
as an extension' activity, the possibility of peace-
ful protest and negotiation may seem more realistic
to those who are inclined toward violent. protest.
Class consensus is not the necessary.outcome. However,
it is hoped that the teacher would facilitate class
discussion of the consequences of William's and
Roger's proposed actions.

(7) As further follow-up, the teacher might want to assign
some students to read and report on Dr. Martin Luther
King' s Letters from a Birmingham Jail.
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SEARCH AND. SEIZURE

eUnitV States Constitution

Fourth Amendment. The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effect's, against unreasonablesearches and seizure, shall
not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by oath or affirmdtion, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the person or things to be searched.

Mapp v. Ohio

367 U.S. 643 (1961)

On May 23, 1957, three police officers in Cleveland, Ohio wanted to
questiout a. certain person about a hombing incident. This person was reported
to be hiding in Mapp's home. Without a search warrant, the police forced
their way into her house. Once inside, they found obscene material during the
course of their widespread search of the house. Thesematerials were used to
convict Mapp of "having in her possession certain lewd and lascivious books,
pictures, and Photographs." Under Ohio state law at the time, evidence
obtained in an unlawful search seizure was still admissible in avriminal
pr6secution. The case was app ed to the United States Supreme Court.

To Search or Not to Search r

A community near Atlanta has been so shocked by the increased sale and
possession of "pot and pills" by students in the schools that the school board
has pasd a rule allowing principals to search student cars in the parking lots
when necessary. The student body president at the high school thinks this
violates Fourth Amendment rights: Do you agree, and why or why not?

The principal at the high school must decide whether or not to begin
searching student vehicles. Some students say they will defnonstrate against

if he does. If he doei not, search, then he will have t5,,explain to the
su erintendent and school board. What should he do and Aihy?

4-,14
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EVIDENCE INADMISSIBLE

court Upholds Strcingu lotion Case Ruling

THE DENVER POS1 Wed:, Se1.3,1280

By FRANK MOYA MISS CONLEY'S body was discov.
Denver Post LegalAffalts Writer ered in a maintenence room at the

The Coldrado Supreme Court tiles, country' club several' bolus after she,
day upheld a lower court order sup. had been reported missing. Lowe, a
pressing the confession of an excon maintenence man at the club who pre.
vicl in the)trangulation of an IIyear viol* has served a prison sentence
old girrat the Pinehurst Country Club. for a sex.related offense, was arrested

In affirming a ruling by former ben several hours aftere body' was
ver District Judge .Joseph Quinn, the covered..
high court agreed, that 'Denver police

Alter Lowe was brought to the po
improperly questioned James A. Lo

after Lowe/had suggested he want

speak to a lawyer,,As a cons

Lowe confession to the Julie

sta Denver Homicide. Detect

to live John Wycoff took Lowe to a room

epee, at the station and asked him: "Do you
1979 h

h 9,,, ow w y you are
strangulation of Michelle Conley he did and later gave a campletecon
'couldn't be used as evidence at trial, fession that was lape.recorded,

the high court said in a 641 ruling. Wycoff tailed to ask Lowe if Lowe
Quinn, who since he, ruled on the wished to waive in,s against seg.

cofVs intitial question to Lowe was cal. Year .susPensien of his license, can be

culated to obtain incriminating infor 10b guilty of a felony it caught drive

mation before Lowe had been advised Ing again during the fivelear period,

of,hluights. The subsequent questibn.. ' The court rejected several coastitu

ing, during which Lowe confessed 'and tional challenges to the law that had

gave permission to have his' locker been raised by attorneys for Dely

searched, was tainted by the earlier, Kenneth McKnight, but at the same;

illegal question and therefore Is inad 'time sent McKnight's case back to the

missible, the. court said. tri addition, lower court for another hearing.

the high court found-that it the time The high court said McKnight is en

Lowe confessed, it wasn't shown that have

he had knowingly and voltintarily de or aot he was Oriving because of a per

tided to waive his'rights Fang emergency.

In other coo Tu the high In the absence of an emergency in,

court upheld 'the constitutionality of such cases, a judge is:required io nenf

the state's 11' itual traffic offender tence the driver toaprisontemlow.

law, under which i driver whose bad ever, if an emergency was present' the

ving record has. resulted in a Oe judge maY Pint Probation.,
case has been appointed to the 'high

incrimination and hiS right to have an,
court; didn't participate in the, dee' attorney present when he asked tai

MOIL , tial question. During Lowe's conies.

IN ADDITION to the confession, the sion, Wycoff failed to stop the' inter
high court also upheld Quinns suppres. view when Lowe expretsed misgivings

sion of evidence that was seized from a about the .intalliew while it was in
Iocke( belonging to Lowe after Lowe Progress,

voluntarily gave the police permission
IN AN OPINION written by Justice

to search the locker, The high court
George Lahr, the high court said Wy

said that evidence was Omissible

because the perchission was obtained

while the police were Auestioning
'Lowe illegally,

.Although the :SuppressiOn rulings

were upheld by the six justices who

participated in the decision, Justice

Luis sliovira said in a concurring .opin.

ion that he did so reluctantly, Rovira

urged that the U.S. CongresS enact a

law giving criminal defendants aright

to take action against police officers

who violate ttleir rights as an altema-

live to the 'exclusionary rule" a

,courtcreated rule( that requires that
evidence illegally taken by police from

defendants not be used at trial.
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TITLE: Fair Trial and Free Press
CATEGORY: Individual Rights/Constitutional'4Jaw,
DESCRIPTION: Critical thinking/decision-making skills are developed

utilizing two case studies, Sheppard VS. Maxwell,' 1966 and
Gannett Vs. DePasquale, 1979 concerning freedom of the pret'S,
due process, and constitutional rights.

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTOCT: Reprinted with permission from the Improving',
Citizenghip Education Handbook c 1981 by Fulton County
School System. These materials prepared pursuant to 'grant
from Title IV-C of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (Public Law 93-380) pages 25-28.

TO THE TEACHER:

CONCEPTS: Free press, due'process, constitutional rights
TERMS Coroner, bludgeoned, inquest, indict, seditious libel
OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to:-

(1) Identify and paraphraSe those rights which an aecused,
person has when involved with the criminal justice

systeM. ,

(2) Apply 'skills Oflegal reasoning to real.and hypothetical
cases involying constitutional issues:

(3) Analyze the conflict between two-democratic values --.
free'preSt and the guarantee of a fairtrial and
discus's the consequences of. balancing hem, --

MATERIA. Handouts: "Sheppard ,v. Maiwell',":.VGannett w. PasqUalerKand:
_.vision Making". . f

PROCEDURES: (1) Begin with a discussibn of...the Bill OfAlig,ts. Howeve6.
just having students read.and memorize such rights
not Productive without analyzing how the courts have
wrestled with interpreting:and applying rights 'to new
situations. - Briefs of. two casei: "Sheppard v. Maxwell"
and "Gannett v.-DePasquale". are included for studentS.
to See'thatftwo or more- constitutional rights may
conflict.:Upon reading the cases and.tdentifying the 4.
facts, the issues, And.the opposing arguments, students
can use the decision-making diagram Whelp prepare an
opinion on the matter.:.

(2) Before any dedisions.are given orally, a "fish-bowl"
exercise may:be:Used with the class. Nine chairs may
be set up at.the front of the room. Names of the
Supreme .Court Justices who served at the time the
case Wa0eard'may be placeTon the backs of the
chairs..41hen the "Supreme Court" flagiAreri its opinion,
the calsS can then be invited to'participate.

(3) After-both cases have been discussed or,roie;played,
the teacher may want tohavesfudents summarize what
-they have, learned and, how they Oink the conflict
'between free preSs'and fairtrial should be balanced.

1L13.
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SHEPPARD V. MAXWELL

384 U.S. 333 (1966)

On July 4; '1954 Dr. Sam Sheppard reported to police that his pregnant
wife had been bludgeoned to death in their upstairs bedroom. A prominent
medical doctor of Cleveland, "Dr..Sam" told police that he had been dozing
in front of the TV downstairs when he was awakened by a cry &oil upstairs.
He ran upstairs and saw a "form" next to his wife's bed. As he struggled with
this "form;" he was struck on the back of the .neck and knOcked uncoil-
Scious. When he recovered, he discovered that his wife was dead.

Even though the coroner did not believe his :story, Sheppard was not
charged with anything for weeks. Family and friends had removed him to a
nearby clinic operated by hislamily to care for lis injuries. Meanifhile; a
series of editorials begin 'appearing in the local newspapers charging a
cover-up and that "somebody was getting away with murder." An inquest
was held on July 21st in a school gymnasiurn packed with reporters, TV
crews, photoRaphers, and newsmen. Dr. Sheppard was questioned in full
view of hundreds-of persons, and afterwards the coroner announced to the
udience that he could order Dr. Sheppard held for grand jury, bui he would
of do so. -

Throughout the next week numerous local newspaper stories were pub-
lished which implied Sheppard was the real suspect, that he' had, been
involved with other women, and that police were ;stalling because of the
physician's prominent status in the community. The same day that a front
page editorial demanded, "Quit StallingBring Him .... "I.,lice arrested
Sam Sheppard. On August .17th he was indicted for muidice and his case
came to trial on October 18th, just two weeks before both the judge and
prosecutor were up for reelection.

A list of prospective` jurors was published in the newspapersi and even
though cameras were not, allowed in while court was in session,, during
re cameras flashed and TV crews moved in to catch the- partiCipants
on film. Every juror except one later testified to reading opinions about the
case in the Cleveland papers, and most of them saw, broadcasts and heard
radio commentaries relating to the case. Most of the media coverage' was
very biased against Dr. Sheppard.

The judgerefused to grant the defense attorney's motion to continue the
trial at a later date or relocate it in a-less emotionally charged environment.
He said-that the court could not control everybody reporting about the case,
noncoula it continually harass the jury about listening to the trial commen-
taries. When one -columnist reported .a charge by, a female convict that
Sheppard was the father of her illegitimate child, however, the judge iii-
structed the jury, to pay no attention to that type of "scavenging."

.
Sheppard was convicted of murder andsentenced to life prison. After

10 years of appeals, the case was finally heard by the Supremetourt in-1966.
F. Lee Bailey, nofamous as ia defense attorney,;argued, that Sheppard was
denied a fair trial because of the fiial judge's failure to prote:ct hiin from the\. massive prejudicial publicity pervading his trial. As a member of the 'U.S.
Supreme Court, how would you rule on the issues in this. case?
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GNNETT VS. DEPASQUALE
(443 U.S. 368, 1979)

TwO men were being tried for' murder in a County Court in NeW York. Their
defense attorneys requested that both the public and the press be excluded
from the pretrial hearing becanse all the buildup of adverse publicity was
preVenting the defendants from receiving a fair trial. The District Attorney
did not object to. cloaing the hearing, nor did a reporter who was presentthat
day. The judge granted the motion.

The next day the judge received a letter from the repiorter's publisher Which
asserted the right of the presSto cover the hearing. The publisher requeSted
access to a transcript Of the proceedings of the hearing. The judge eventually
scheduled a hearing about this request but afterwards decided that although',
the press had a constitutional right of access to the pretrial proceeding, such
right had to be balanced against the constitutional rightclf the defendants to a
fair trial. Under the circumstances presented the judge decided that the
interests of the press and public were outweighed by thedefendants' right to a
fair trial.

The New York Supreme Court on appeal held that the judge's ekclusionary
brders transgressed the public's vital interest in open judicial proceedings and
constituted an unlawful prior restraint in`violation of the First and Fourteenth 0

Amendments. The .Court of Appeals of New York, on appeal, upheld the
exclusion bf the press and the public from the pretrial ptoceeding. Nov, the
case has come before the U.S. Supreme COurt. If you were a Supreme Court
Justice, ho'w would you decide upon this issue, and what would be your
reasoning?

1 5
WM.
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TITLE: The Right to Bear Arms
CATEGORY: Individual Rights and Due Process and-ConstitutionaLaw
DESCRIPTION: A det' led summary of the gun control issue including

histo ical, 2nd Amendment and subsequenflaWs and
event , and a survey of the impact and issues related
to the current 1968 federarlaw.

AUTHOR/PUBLISHER: Cochran, Ellen D. "The Right to Bear Arms",%STR.EET
LAW NEWS, Vol. 1, Issue 1, Spring, 1981, Pgs. 2-4,
Natiohal Street Law Institute, 605 G Street, N.W.,
Suite 401, Washington, D.C 20001. Used with pprmissio

TO THE TEACHER:

ti

The author of this article, Ellen D. Cochrane, made the follow-
ing statement in her excellent analysis of the guncontrol issue:

GUN-CONTROL AND LRE THEMES
For Taw-related educatrolp, there are several

familiar themes in the gu control issue. While '

stronger gun control legislation, capable of sustainin-
constitutional challenge, could be passed at the federal
level, it sent unlikely. that Congress will take this
action. Should well organized lobbying efforts by gun
control oppohents have greater influence with Congress
than the results of national pUblic opinion polls which
indicate that amajority of Americans favor tightening
of federal laws?

There are millions of law-abiding owners of handguns.
How seriously would their rights be restricted by banning
publiC access to handguns? How well would banning
public access to handguns protect society from violent
crime?

Information on both sides of the issue can be obtained
by writing Handgun Control, Inc., 810 18th Street', ,N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20006; and The National Rifle
Association, 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C., 20036.

Ms. Cochrane's entire article is reprinted for both teachers and,
students. It is an excellent resource for debate, discussion pre-
paration for sociological surveys, U.S. History and U.S. Constitution
courses, and for personal understanding,
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

FOR STUDENT and/or TEACHER:-

'POINT/COUNTERPOINT

.",.:THERIGHT TO BEAR ARMS.

.8y. Ellen 6. cool-doe

I

* 21,456 murders in 1 91.9,- * Represents 2% of all violent
.crimes. in 1979

* Estimated 150 million firearms
. . ..

in private hands s

, * Only 1/4 of 1% of all fire-
arint used in violent crimes

J

,

Gun control it a .14edurring- issue in this country:' The attempted
assassination of President..keagan dramatically refueled the debate
just as attention was dwindling from the death. of John Lennon.

The debate over'gun. cOntrbf is highly ernotioriaVand Often
speculative The arguMeritS fanger. frath Slog-ant like "Guns don't kill
peopl e, people ki 'peoil to Tifglify .soecidus analogies between
countries with Strict gun control jaw§ and thet U.S. Arguments Often
obscure or distOrt the. fundatheritai dOriflitt underlying the gun control
dilemma: an § right to -own.fifeaffitt versus SOCiety's,
need to be protected ffbiti.vitileride..

Certainly, a fraMeW6rk: must;; ettabliStied one iSt6 under-
stand "or . debate" public policy' 611: ate gun7;;OntrOl issue.. The material
whith follows surndaffieS the Cu-rrelit feittlOPM law, "considers the
historical. context- and VW, Orip6Sing;Viel4 of the Setbrid AMendMent and
defines, the' of COntf61§-66§§ible,..

WHAT IS. THE CURRE-NT_
. .

In summary, the Gun,. Control Act _of:1968: (See page10 for.
detailed outline) .prohibits the-sale t6 or .possession of firearms
by anyone who is (1) convicted of Or under indictment fora felony;
(2) a fugitive; (3) an adjudicated Mental def&tive;- or (4) an un-;
lawful user of ,drugs.. Dealers May not nandgunS to anyone, under
'21 years of'sage','or shotguns arid. rifles to` anyone under 18 years of
age. Purchases of firearms must be Made within the buyer's State of,
residence. .(The exceptions are rioted in ttle detailed summary of the
law at the end of this artitle..). IderitifidatiOn- stowing age and
place Of residence is required of the buyer; as well as hiS or her
.signature on a statement tertifying afoisitity .tO purchase the
firearm. Anyone who manufaCture§,- impOrtS deal.s firearms
must .be federally liCensed and. Must: Maintain records of all sales.

The Gun Control ACt6f.1968, was= pasted lay COngreSs in response
to the political assassinations Of the' early 60's and the volatile
social environment of that detade. Congress' stated purpose Of the
law was to support law, enforcement Officialt in cOMbating crime and
violence without .restricting discouraging private ownership or
acquisition of firearms by law-abiding citizens.



Both opponents and advocates of gun control criticise the current,

law. Opponents .of gun control argue that the law has nohad any
effect in reducing interstate sale of firearms and is burdensomely

restrictive for collectors and'hunters wanting to purchase a fire-

arm out of state. Gun control advocates claim that the law is
ineffective because it is full of loopholes and not restrictive

enough.

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE SECOND AMENDMENT

The belief that the individual has the,right to have firearms

is derivedfrom the Second Amendment,of the U.S. Constitution: "A

well-regulatedmilitia, being necessary to the security of a free
state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be

infringed."
Ratified in 1791, the Second Amendment intended to limit the

Size and power of a nationalstanding (professional) army and
guarantee the states' 'right to a militia. The state militia was
viewed as a protection' against the possibility of a tyrannical

central government using the national army against ,the states.
This fear of a central government grew out of the coloni41

experience.. Under.British rule, the colonists were considered to
be English subjects; yet wereideprived of many of their rights under

English law. While recognizing the need of a standing army to serve

the country, the drafters-of the Bill of Rights also believed that

an armed citizenry was required as a fundmnental)check against the

possible tyranny of a central. government.
In 1903, the state militias.were renamed the Nati5nal Guard,

were put under the direct authority of the President, and were

provided arms by the Federal government.

THE COPSTITUTIONAL DEBATE

Opponents of gun control view the Second Amendment as
guaranteeing an individual's right to keep and bear arms:.
They reach this interpretation in two ways: first,,through
the definition and purpose of the militia, and second,
through their view of the intent of the, amendment.

The Militia Act of 1792 established two classes of
the militia: the "organized mili.tia" which met regular137

for drills and training, and the "enrolled 'militia"
which was a listing of all able-bodied males between 17
and 44 years of age. -'

The U.S.'Militia today retains the two, classes: the "organized

militia" which consists of the National Guard, and the "unorganized

militia" which consists of aliablezbodied male citizens between/the

ages of Tand 45. (See Title 10 of the U.S. Code, Section 311.)

Opponents of gun control argue that, since the militia was
established as a. check against federal tyranny, the NatiOnal Guard
cannot serve that purpose because it is under federal control.
Therefore, the "unorganized militia" must be the militia protected

01 thp Second Amendment and its members retain the right to "keep and
klear arms."

ef,
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Second, the intent of the Amendment is viewed by optionenti Of
gun cpntrol as, protecting the right to keep and bear arms for self-
defeAse as well as the common defense. The use of firearms was a
necessity for the4settlers of this country both as self-defense
and as a tool for obtaining food. Opponents of gun control suggest
that the framers of the Constitution and Bill of Rights considered
/the right to gun ownership as unquestionable.

/1 Gun control advocates basically do not view gun control as a
, constitutional issue. They argue that the purpose of'the militia

was (1) to provide the states a counterbalance-to the nattonal
army;.and (2) to provide national defense in the event of foreign
invasion. An armed citizenry in modern society cannot possibly
fill either function unless citizens were allowed to keep and bear
arms in common military use, such as tanks, machine guns, etc.
Since the ownership of modern weapons of war is prohibited with
no constitutional restrain, advocates suggest that the question
is where'do we draw the line of firearms control.

Furthermore, the gun control advocates point out that the
militia is in fact a national militia. The organized militia of
the U.S. Code is the, National Guard and is under federal regulation.
The "unorganized militia" is all other members of the militia
eligible to be drafted by the federal government.

COURT DECISIONS

Most people agree that the Bill of Rights do not contain absolute
frOdoms, but rather individual rights which must be balanced against
the collective rights of society. This is evidenced 'in the court
cases which have dealt with challenges to state and federal gun
control laws as being unconstitutional.

In cases challenging state guri control laws; the courts have
upheld the state laws. The courts have held that the right to
keep and bear arms is not an individual right that prohibits the
states from restricting.gun ownership. ,

In a 1939 case challenging the constitutionality of the National
Firearms Act of'1934, the Supreme Court upheld Congressional power
to restrict certain types,of individuals (e.g., convicted criminals)
from possessing firearms: The Court also upheld the mandatorY
registration and taxation of certain types of firearms (e.g., sawed-
off shotguns) [U.S. v Miller, 307 U.S. 174 (1939)].

WHAT IS "GUN CONTROL?"

Gun control is an imprecise phrase referring to any, of five
types of restrictions which, can be put on firearms.

1.. Market restrictions could limit the number of manufacturers,
importers and dealers of firearms. It could also limit the
number and type of firearms manufactured, imported and retailed.
ArgUments against this type of restriction are

A. by limiting the supply, the cost will go up;
B. the illegal gun traffic into the, country mill increase;
C. only "favored" or well-connected manufacturers, importers,

and dealers will be licensed; and,
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by itself, it denies access only to those who can't
afford firearms not'to criminals or the insane.

. Registration of all firearms purchases is simply a listing
vof Owners and serial numbers of the firearms owned. Com-

mon objections to registration are

A. massive amounts of costly paperwork would be requtred;
.B. it creates the potential for governmental invasion of

privacy and confiscation of arms, especially if records
are computerized; and,
it does not deny felons or mental defectives access to
firearms:

3. Permissive Licensing is similar to registration but allom
for restricting felons' or mental defectives' access to
firearms. It would require the buyer to apply for a
lidense and require .process for establishing the buyer's
eligibility. Permissive licensing could be applied to
rifles and shotguns-only, or to handguns as well. Objections
to this form of control' are

A. massive amounts of costly paperwork;
B. the potential for federal invasion of privacy;
C. the possibility of an unreasonably lengthy waiting

period through bureaucratic red tape and lost paper
in processing applications; and,

D. the inability to adequately screen out mentally disturbed
buyers of handguns.

. ,Restrictive Licensing would requik the purchaser to establish
a legitimate purpose, for owning a firearm. The inherent
problem with such a law is defining "legitimate.purpose".
Generally, restrictive licensing is discussed as a control
on handguns, not on rifles and shotguns. New York's
licensing law on handguns defines legitimate purpose as a
job requirement. That is, police, military, officers,
security guards, etc., are able to obtain' licenges. Argu-,
ments against restrictive licensing are

A. those persons whose jobs require-that they carry hand-
guns are issued them by their emplOyer; and,

B. self-defense is not considered a "legitimate purpose".
,Yet, this is the most common reason people give for
buying handguns.

5. Prohibition of possessing firearms or only handguns is
the most stringent of possible controls. Prohibition of
all firearms would effectively ban hunting and all sports
shooting. It is not seriously proposed or considered.
Prohibition of "Saturday Night Specials" is seriously
considered. "Saturday Night Special" refers to any cheap,
unreliable handgun. Objections to any Prohibition laws are:



A. the potential for a police,staie in which onlY taw
enforcement and military .Officers have arms;

(-B. the-fear that prohibition-of handguns will lead to
prohibitioh of all firearms; and,

C. the necessarily arbitrary definition of "Saturday
Night Specials (e.g., under $50, $75?).

Some have suggested that violent gun-related crimes can be
reduced by means other than restrictions oh guns. While an explora
tion of "alternative gun control" programs is beyond the scope of
this article, recommendations include stiff, mandatory sentences
for\the criminal use of- firearms and restrictions on the manufacture,
sale\and possession of ammunifion.

THE GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968,

* It is unlawful for anyone to engage in the firearms business unless
they are a federally licensed manufacturer, .importer or dealer pf
firearms.

* It is unlawful for anyone ekcept a licensed manufacturer, importer,
dealer or collector to ship, transport or receive flearms in inter-
state commerce. Exceptions:
1. A person may mail a legally owned firearm to a licensed,dealer

for repair or customizing and the dealer may return the fire-
arm to its legal owner in interstate commerce.

2. A dealer may also sell or mail firearms to law enforcement
officers for use in their official duties,

* It is unlawful for any person not licensed to transport into or
receive in his or her state of residence any firearm obtained *

outside that state. Except:
1. If .a firearm is acquired by inheritance and the heir can

legally purchase or possess such a firearm in his or her state
of residence.

,

* It is unlawful for anyone not licensed to transfer, sell, trade,
give, or deliver any firearm to any person'not a licensed dealer
who resides in another state; except :,
1. A person may loan or rent a firearm twanother for temporary

use for lawful Aiorting purpbses.

It is unlawful for a licensed dealer to sell or deliver:

a rifle'or shotgun or ammunition for these to anyone under
18 years of age;

-- any other firearm or ammunition to anyone under 21 years of age;
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-- any firearrior ammunition.o anyone where the purchase or
posspsSion by such person would vi.o ate any.. state or local.
law; '

-- to anyone who the licensee knows or haS.reasonahle:capse to
.

believe does not reside in the state

Exceptions:
1. Does not apply"to the sale or delivery of a rifle or shot-

sin to a resident of an adjacent state if such transaction
allowed by both states; and, %\

2. to.kperson hunting or participating in a shooting contest
out4of-state whose rifle or shotgun has been lost, stolen
or broken and ,give the 'name of the chief law enforcement o

officer in the person's place of residence. The dealer must
send a copy of the.sworn statement to the named officer.

* It is unlawful for a licensed dealer to sell alirearm to anyone
not appearing in person unless the buyer submits a sworn statement
that such purchase does not violate any federal, state or local
law and gives the name and address of. the Chief law enforcement
officer of.the buyer's residence. The dealer must send by
registered mail or certified mail a copy ofrthe statement and
description of the firearm to the named officer, and delay ship-
ment,at least 7 days after the dealer receives the postal. return
receipt.

* .it is unlawful for any licensed dealer to-s11 or dispose of any
firearm or ammunition to anyone the dealer knows or has reason
to believe is:

under indictment for, or has been convicted of a felony;
a. fugitive from justice;
an unlawful user of or addicted to, marijuana, any depressent
or stimulant drug, or narcotic drug; or,

-- has been adjudicated as a mental defective or has been
k - committed to a mental institution.

* Any violations of these provisions are punishable by imprisonment
up to 5 yrs. or a fine up to $5,000 or both.

* Transporting or receiving a fai rearm or 4MMhition withyeason to
believe it will be used'or with intent to-use it to comnit a
felony is punishable by up to 10 yrs; imprisonment or $10,000
fine or both.



TITLE: Will'Handguh Control elp or Hurt Crime Victims?

DESCRIPTION: Arguments pro a d con on Handgun Control are paired and "aret
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PUBLICATION: "Bill of Rightsvin Action: Crime and Its Victims, Vol. XII,
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TO.THE TEACHER:. .BeloW are four situations. to introduce thedilemma to
students.

Ms. Miller, age 20, attended a large university.. She carried a small°,
pistol in her purse for protection, since she sometimes had to walk on/cIplis
at night One evening, while walking to the school library, Ms. Miller w s
attacked a young man who attempted to rape her. Ms. Miller was able to'
grab her pistol during the struggle and shot her attackgr,twice in the heti&
He died soon after. DO YOU THINK MS. MILLER WAS JUSTIFITO INJULLING'HE
ATTACKER?

Late one ni t, Mr. And Mrs. Black were awakened by noises; After
getting his handg n, which he always kept in the bedroom; Mr. Black moved
cautiously toward the part of the house where the noises were coming from.
Suddenly, a. ShadoW darted toward th.p front.door. Mr. Black fired. When
he put the lights on, Mr. Black found a dead man on the floor. Burglary
tools were scattered where the man had fallen. No weapon was found on
the burglar. DO YOU,THINK MR. BLACK WAS JUSTIFIED IN KILLING THE BURGLAR?

<1.

W. and Mrs. Manlow often fought with one another. Recently their
fighting had become quite bitter and violent. One night Mr. ManloW came
home.drunk and started to beat up his wife. At one point during the
battle, Mr. Manlow slugged his wife so that she fell against the night-
stand in the bedroom. As her husband approache reready to hit her
again, she grabbed a handgun from the nightstand rawer and fired point-

,blank at. him. He died instantly. DO YOU THINK M . MANLOW WAS JUSTIFIED
IN KILLING HER HUSBAND?

Mrs. Jacobst a widow aged 53, was afraid of prowlers and burglars,
so she bought a revolver for protection. One night she heard sweone
moving around her back yard. She got her revolver and shot three times
into -the darkened yard. Her neighbor's son, age 17; was found in the
yard dead. He' had been returning some garden tools his father had
borrowed earlier from Mrs Jacobs. DO YOU THINK MRS. JACOBS SHOULD BE
PROSECUTED FOR KILLING HER NEIGHBOR'S SON?

Teachers may wish to share the following statistical information and
find updated 1980 statistical information for comparison.



STATISTICAL',, NFORMATION (1978)..

Guns -- especially,ihandgyns -7, figure prominently in crime after,

crime. For examolre, in 1974;,handguns were ,uted to murder 11,000 persons

in the United,Sta es. At ;the, same time,' however, people are increasingly

arming themteiA with guns. for self-protection.

It has b esti, Orthat about half of all American families

possess at 1 one ft arm in he home, And the nation's gun supply

is growing. 1974; out 2.5 'Mon handguns were manufactured in

the U.S. A er;ha 'f- million we e imported from other. countries: Todayi

America e) than 45 million handguns.

$6,,, , .

On polls indicate that Americans generally support y,

1 laws.' A Harris Survey published in 1975 reported
its in4the U.S. favdred a federal law requiring all

i'all'Iun purchases. On the other hand, a law which would

,a;!.' r,h/
eVrivate ownership of handguns in Massachutetts was ,

vreje */ e,'voters of that state in 1976:

21,--;/
vfor'fifty years, federal laws have existed regulating the sale and

distribution of firearms.. In addition, state and local governments \

ae'passed other gun control. 'laws. Yet, many people argue that stronger

, ,IiwS',/ such as those which would require.handgun registration and
licensing

re, needed.

IT .

In the following Chart, the major arguments for and against stronger

handguncontrol laws are summarized. 'After reviewing both sets of argu-

ments', decide for yourself if stronger handgun control laws would help

or hurt crime victims.

. (

HANDGUN CONTROL ARGUMENTS:

Those Opposed-to,Stronger Handgun
Control Laws Say...

1. American citizens have a. legal
right toxin handguns under the
Second AMendment of the'Bill of

Rights.

Those in Favor of Stronger Handgun
control Laws-Say...

1. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
several times that the Second
Amendment guarantees states the
right to maintain militias, not
private citizens the right to

own guns-

Americans may have been forced to
own handguns for self-protection
when this country was an uncivilized
wilderness.. But today, modern police
apartments exist to protect the
public.

2. Americans have owned handguns
throUghout our country'.s history.
New handgun controls would
destroy this time-hOnored
tradition.



flANDGUN CONTROL ARGUMENTS -,CONTINUED

Those Opposed to Stronger Handgun
Control Laws Say...

3. Stronger gun control laws will
make it more difficult for,
citizens to protect themselves
and their families. Crime is a
threat to everyone, and the police
are not usually around when a
criminal appears.

4. There is no evidence which proves
that existing gun control laws
have reduced crime and violence.
New York City has the strongest

--handgun control law in the
nation, yet crime and violence
are more. serious there than in
many other cities without strong
gun laws.

6

Those jh Favor of Stronger Handgun -

Control laws Say...

3. A person who possesses 'a hand-
gun for protection is more
likely to be killed with hig
oWn gun by'a relative-or a
friend, than 0 person who does
not own a handgun is likely to
be killed by a criminal: The

best protection is not to have
a handgun in the home.

4. We have never had strong gun
- control laws 'covering the

entire nation.. Making hand-
guns more difficult to obtain
in the U.S. should significantly
reduce crime and violence.

5. Longer prison terms and the death 5.

penalty should be imposed more
frequentlx on criminals who use
handguns. This will rethme\crime
more (eifnlictively than additional

gun c rol regugations. "Guns do
not kill, people do."

6. Additional gun control laws will 6.

be difficult to enforce.. Criminals -

will still be able to get hand-
guns illegally.

Even if gun control laws do reduce
the use of handguns; criminals
will simply shift to other weapons.

8. 20,000 federal, state, and local
gun control laws already exist.
Additional laws will place too
much of a bdrden on sportsment
and otherlaw-abiding citizens.

111

Crimes committed with',guns occUr
so often today because handguns
are so easily avOilable. Criminals
will continue to frequently use
guns as long as there is little
control over their sale and
possession.

Strong registration and ;licensing
requirements will make it more-,
difficult for criminals to quickly
and legally buy handguns. Those
criminals who do manage to get
guns unlawfully will face additional
penalties for illegal possession.

. Guns are more fatal than other
weapon. A person shot with a
gun is five'times more likely to
die than a person stabbed with a
knife.

, The main purpose of handguns is to
kill people. Because so many
handguns exist in the U.S., more
people die by gunfire in this country
each year than in all the rest of
the countries of the world combined.



FOR DISCUSSION

1:- 'What is the best argument'for.stronger.handgun control laws? What
is the'best argument against stronger handgun control laws? 44,

2. Do yoU think .stronger handgun control 'would be likely to help or hurt
crime, victims? 4xplain.

3:f flow do you feel about a law which Would forbid the private ownership
of handguns altogether? ;

4. Find out'from your local police departMent or public library what
state and.local gun control laws exist in your area .

5.. .,Ranic order 1-8 the following strategies to help. crime victims.
Rank the' strategies from most- to least desirable, according to' your
point of view, COmpare your ranking with those'prepared byyour.
classmates..

pore handgun controls
more victim compensation
stiffer prison terms
more use of the death penalty
stronger, police departments
better enforcement of fraud laws
stronger penalties against Child abuse
more rape crisis Centers,
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Used with permission.

TO TEACHER:
t

This one's for you, an article specifically designed to provide
general information as well as useful activities for the teaching of
education-related juvenile law.

Instructions:

Step 1: Read and enjoy.

50°
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CLASSRCIDM STRATEGIES David Naylor

eaching About
Student Rights and

Responsibilities
114
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What 'every student
. .

(and teacher)
should know

Student rights and responsibilities is a
hot topic in our toeici,Y. Within the past
10 yearS, court deciSkuls have helped
transform it frorn a largely, ,ignored and
discredited subject to a subject of vital.
importance, Capable of arousing strong
emotions 81111011fr students, parents.
teachers. and school administrators.

Despite (or pet haps because of) its per-
vasive and volatile character, teachers
oftcr give student rights and responsibil-
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flies willebertb in the classroom. S0n1e.
think d's, gaWoriity of discussion, tot)
friYoloaS anchor) farremovelfrorn "to.
poriant" 5ukject matter to be ',ivies.%
qalstable claSi time. Others see it as tbo

ior c IttsnooM'diStliSsiern, 1.1
veritable Pandora boy capable °fin-
flating student passions and engender-
ing community, wrath. And still others
imagine that it is too complex to deal with
intelligently, requiring more knowledge
than !cachets can be reasonably expected
to have.

In actuality, student rights and respon-
sibilities is'ueither too frivolous. too con-
troversial, or too complex. Properly

handled, the sullgictuan illuminate a host
of vital issues and becomean Integral part
Of the school curriculum. here's a st rue-
lure for dealing with student rights and
responsibilities, o range of issues and ap-
proaches that can he used to teach
students about this topic effectively.

A Rationale
Perhaps the best response to the (rues%

lion, "Why should !teach about student
rights and responsibilities?" is simply,
"You should teach about it because it's
too important to Ignore." Student rights
and responsibilities is an excellent vehicle
for helping students clarify and critically
examine some of the most basic values of
our society, sonic of the most fundamen-
tal characteristics of Our legal system, and
some of the most important develop-
ments of our society. Furthermore, as
Alan Levine and Eve Carey observe in
their very informative and useful book,
The Rights of Students (Avon Books,
1977), students spend a large part of their
lives in and around schools.

Mlle policies that govern the school
have as much impact on students'
lives as most policies formulated by
the President and Congress have on
the lives of adult citizens, It is as im-
portant, therefore, for students to be
able to discuss school policies openly
as for adults to be able to debate free-
ly issues of nationdi polyy.

Student rights also serve as a vehicle
"for exploring moral and ethical reason-
ing, and for fostering a search for effec-
tive ways to deal with contemporary value
conflicts."( Values, Law-Related Educa-
tion and the Elementary School Teacher,
NEA;1976.) By studying t he evolution of
student rights and responsibilities,
Students become more .aware of how
change occurs and More capable of
understanding the importance of Change
in the life of our country. By using. stu-
dent rights and.rcsponsibilitics as a focal
point, teachers can help students under-
stand everything from constitutional law
to administrative regulations, from judi-
cial review to judicial remedies.

And you can teach about student rights
and responsibilities. A growing number
of books, journals, articles, and other re-
sourcesboth print and nonprintare
available. I've noted a number of them in
this article. And many law-related
courses and workshops deal with student
rights and responsibilities. One way to
find out what's available inlrour area is to
contact the ABA's Special Committee on
Youth Education for Citizenship

,,512j21

(YLiFC), at 1155 F. 60th St., Chicago, Ill,
60637.

We have collie too far, learned too
Mitch, and produced too many resources
for the myth of legal complexity to serve
as an effective deterrent. The remainder
of this article, therefore, is designed to
suggest in approach to leaching about
student rights sod responsibilities and to
provide examples of a.varlety of teaching
strategies that you can put to work hi your
classroom.

Issue One
Classification or
Capacity?: Do
Students Have Rights?

Before looking at student rights cases,
teachers should provide a broader per-
spective, The development of student
rights can be described as themove from a
classification to a capacity, an evolution-
ary history which ha,s much in common
with other groups in American society.
For example, in the famous case of Dred
Scott v. Sandford (15 L. Ed, 691 [I 8570,
the Supreme Court defined the legal sta-
tus of a slave. Speaking for the Court,
Chief Justice Roger Taney wrote:

The only matter in issue before the
court, therefore, is, whether .

[slaves) are citizens of a State, in the
sense in which the word "citizen" is
used in the Constitution of the Unit-
ed States.. . .We think they are not,
and that they are not included and
were not intended to be included un-
der the word "citizen" in the Consti-
tution, and can therefore claim none
of the rights and privileges which
that instrument provides for and se-
cures to citizens or t he United States,
Depriving slaves of rights accorded to

citizens was not an isolated instance. As a
result of being classified as "women,"
"juveniles," "prisoners," and "stu-
dents," other groups have been denied
the constitutional rights of citizens.

The importance of being clasiified in
such a way is that once you're included in
the group, the issue of rights becomes
moot; it is no loOgcr germane. It is not
surprising, therefore, to find that in the
landmark case Jalfolsing student rights,
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent
School District C393 1.1.St. 503), Justice
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Abe fowls, %ting lot the 'ittpt ems' '2. Discnss each quotation, using such
t'ouri, AckfloWledged this legacs I le

wrote.

questions hs;
I low arc the wools "child- and

In out sYstent, stateooe I ivied "adult" delisted in ,your state
schoolti may not be CtIOIVC% 01 Iola' te.g,, in Ohio, a "child" is aper-
itarianisni..School officials 110 not: son under the age of 181
possesS (Mullin eaii film II s0s..e'r itieir In v. hat Wass does the lass in o.

students Studntslit'SCJI(Mks..W.ell vide ditto col tic000rsit lot
as out of 1,01001 to e ".p.r,r,ritrti's..Jtijirct...,, "children.' and "adults'"? (e,g.,
our Coast Mit ion, 11teyi ..Urv:...tii)rxf. contracts, mope' ty, mlietifiince.
sensed of filudaniettlal.riglik.s..,WhICI),",;'..: -- ..Caliacity. to commit et lilies. See

. the Sat. must t s'lli:et;Jr-rs1-..4.e;iti*Y"::...;: Alan N, Stissitiati, The Rights of

thriosclci filti..lir'sktlIfi0.:LCP4t4..:!,:, .r'i'otork...lieople !As on 'looks,
timis to die State. ...-.2'.,..:..::,......,, i....:49771 for fur(het information.)....

41 he fur Wentent of:students froluits;.f.iis. .,'.:.:1-okslial CX.I.C111 are patents tree to

stilt:allot' Ina capacity. a fiistOr y.kliar(b..,' -.1iftpoSe roles and regulation; on
by the otissr groups listed. above., t'C's.i-als'..,-;.'. ,.-flie-tr- child! en? Should .hill of
'one of ths most fundamental chitracterts-..''. '.:..,!iirgitt7,protect ions apply to fami-

lies of Our legal sYst.em and of our life' : lyfocitilicts in the pi ivacy of the
as a cooOtty-- chic concept of eftange.ily borne? >,
studying. 304ent rights and responsibilt- :, In what ssays could the school be

tics from this perspective, students in- said.io act in loco parenus (in the

crease then ability; to 'understand the place of parents)? !loss do the
society in ss hich thg)' live and the kinds of .. roles of patent and school stiffer'?

concerns, value conflicts, and inech- Would Bill of Rights protections
anisms that are pin of how society apply in the school?

3. Use a piece Of oaktag or chart paper to
prepare a chart, then ask sindentsio
compare and contrast the legal ohliga
lions or adults, parents, chidden,
school officials, and students.. lin.
courage 'them to suggest reasons for
similarities and differences, and write
their responses for each of these five
groups. Display in a prominent place
iy the room and refer to it as the unit
progresses.

changes.

Sample Lesson One
Tom; .1)0Students Have Constitutional
Rights?
Strutegy. contheting Quotations
Prover/14ns;
I. Give cvch student a copy of the Fortas

quote itnet the two quotes below.
(T)lic constitutional rights of
adults and juveniles are not co-
extovsive.... "The state's
authority over children's ae
tiviws is broader than over like
actions of adults".... (Tlhe con
duct of minors may he colIktitu
tioually regulated to a greater ex-
tent thamthat of adults.

Fede6f District Court Judge Sheridan
in Bykofsky v, Borough of Middle-
tower 1975) :'

It i. abundantly clear front the
development of law over a period
of 1(.0 centuries or more that the
relationship of-the state to chi).
drcn is a parental onc. . .1.11he

stab. stands in loco poremiA to
child; :'n in school. 1 MIS a child
has no more right to 'defy the
sch0 than he does to defy his
own parents.

Federal District Court Judge Young in
Cordova v, Orooko (1.970)

David T. .Naylor is Executive Director of
the Center for Law-Related Education
and Assoe'ate Professor of Education at
the University of Cincinnati.

Issue Two
competing Interests:
Which Should Be
Given Preference?

Sim,: the constitution or the United
States contains no-direerreference to edu-
cation, thesmies hasC assumed the posse;
to control and regulate it. Hut the actual
administration Of schools in almost every
state is delegated by statute to local dis.-
trios. In this way, local school boards
and school officials acquire the authority
to make the rules and regulations which
govern the day -to -day operation of the
schools.

Under common however. parents
had control over the education of their
children. While state statutes have modi-
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lu 1111; many educational obligati-Pus.
Ori occasion, patrols and state officials
have disagreed on childten;ss cdtwat km.
I or example, vomits who want to 7

cale their children at home may well tun
mom oi shift voopuisinv educnllu ut
hiss s,

wishes of htldrrn themsels es have

been Unlined for the most plat, School
conllicts deal with disputes be
tweet( patental ,s1shes and male wishes.
Yet the very triune of out C1111Cilli01111.
sssfim suggests that at least three inter-
ests are at stake those of the state, those
of the patent, and those of the child, 1 be
((glossing exert ise is designed to.help stu-
dents locus on the potential conflict be
tWeen these Otto' interests. The essential
question wised r. "When conflict'. alke,
which interests should be given prefet
ence?"

Sample Lesson Two
. (4#

Topic: WhichItiltirest Should Ile Olsen
Preference?
Sin/tory: Fo
Directions.
is of signil
ems, and t

Choice,
of ilitiareas listed below

students, their par
For-each, indicate

ss hich or this tt ;".trottp you hellos-
should base the tight to dec'ide if a con.
Elio des clops. Place an "x" in the appi 0.
priate space to indicate you' response.

Who Should Control ,
1. Access to.aStutlent's report card?

Student Parent___Schok
.1. Attendance sischool?

Student Parent School
J. Choice Of (het/p..0f elementary or
secondaryjchoolio Attend?

Student .Parent,___
4. Access to st tuktoescores on an 1.0.
tests?

. Student Parent--_,School
5. Selection of what courses or subjects
to study?

Student Parent School,._
6. Nature of the course content?

Student Parent,Sehool
7. Type of nisi t net ional material's Used?

Student tent-- SCS1001
It. Access to a StufPateal lOastO

Student Vat ens School
9. Use of corporai punishment?

St udent....ROPena_ School
10. Participatithirt the flag salute?

Student, 'Parent

Procedures..
I. Distribute a co M of fife exercise to

each suidenr -Review and clarify di-
rections (and items if necessary).

(Continued on page 43)



Classroom Sir
'(Continued from page 16)

. .

2. Use a show of hands to tally
.

student
responses. Record them on the chalk-
board.

3. Group items under appropriate cate7
gorics find discuss results obtained.
Encourage students to share 'reasons
for their choices.

4. Have students suggest criteria for de-
termining whcn each of the interests
(student, parent, *hoot) should be.
given priority:Q.

Issue Three
Conflict and ,

Controversy: What
Role for the Courts?

Silice the famous Brown.v. Board of .

Education deci.lion in-1954, state and fed-.
eralcour ts haWbecome increasingly in-
volved in school matters. The Tinker case
in 1969 g;1(t greater impetuip this trend.

. More and . more, .such school issues 'as
',busing, finance; appearance of students,
and expression of students and teachers,
arbcing decided by the courts. r:

'Dramati'c and controversial remqdies
have resulted. These have included plac-
ing a I3oston high school under judicial
control because of school desegregation
problems and briefly shutting down the

- entire educational system in the state of
New Jerso until the state legislature en-
acted amore equitable system of school
finance.

The dilemma confronting the courts
was discussed by Supreme Court Justice.
Abe Fortas in Epperson v. Arkansas
(393 U.S. 97[1968]), the decision which
invalidated that state's anti-evolution
.statute. Ile wrote:

By and lap, public.educat ion in our
:Nation is coniniitted to. the control
of state and local authorities. Courts

'.do not and catitii.it intervene in the
resolution of conflicts which arise in
the daily operation of school systems

,t and which do not directly and sharp:-
ly implicate basic constitutional

- ues.Dn'theother hand, "[T]he vigi:.
lam protection . of constitutional.' freedom, is nowhere more vital than
in. the community, of American.
school;

I
1

! II,
'Layoff Yourlionor...1'm not half so heinou.sonce you get to know me.

Student rights issues proyide an excel-
lent opportunity for teaching about judi-
cial review and therole of the courts. Ex-
amining these issues -can be usedto fur-

. ther students'understanding of such fun-
damental concepts as federalism, the sep-
aration of powers, and the meaning of
"government of laW."

Sample kerksan Three
Topic: What Role for the Courts?
Strategy: Semantic Differential
Handout: Courts and. Schools: How Do
You Feel?

Have the 6ourts taken over control
of our schools? Some people suggest
that They have. Fort example, court
decisions have forced many schools
to 'alter their dress codes, discipline
policies, and rules governing access
to athletic facilities. How do you feel
about court decisions that force'
schools to change some of their rules
and regulations? Indicate your views

. by placing an "X" on one of the
spaces between each of the paired
words befow.'4Use only one "X" for
each pair of words.

Wise Foolish
Democritic Autocratic
Necessary ____ Unnecessary.......

117 / ,)
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Fair Unfair
Desirable Undesirable
Warranted. Unwarranted
Comforting _ Disturbing
Helpful Harmful
Successful Unsuccessful
-,Procedures:
I. Distribute a copy of the,exercise to

each student. Clarify instructions and
provide sufficient tinie for students to
complete the exercise.

2. Reproduce the exercisq on the board.
or on a transparency. Tally and record
student responses.

3. Discuss student responses: (Note:
This exercise can be used before or
after investigating this issue. If you do
it before, encourage students to ex-
press 'their feelingsand to develcip
hypotheses to be tested as the unit pro-
gresses. If you do it afterwards, ask
students to cite specific examples to
suppprt their views.)

4. Use student responses to explore such
questions as:
If education is a state function, how is
it possible for federal courts to rule on
cases involving school rules and regu-
lations? '
Does judicial, review give too much
power to the courts? How (if at all)
should judicial review be restricted?



V

Issue Four
Students. and the
First Amendment:
What's Permitted?
In the 13ndmark Tinker case,. the Su-
preme qurt held that:

First 'Amendment rights, applied in
light of the special characteristicS.of
the school environment,. are avail-
able" to teachers and students: It can
hardly he argued that tither students
or teachers shed their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or ex-.
pression at the schoolhouse gate.. .

Yet in that same decision, the Court also
recognized the right of school authorities
"to prescribe and control conduct in
schools." "Our problem," the Court
stated, "lies in the area where students in
the exercise of First Amendment rights'
collide with the rules of school authori-
ties." /

You can illustrate the difficulty of this
problem by focusing on /specific clashes
over list Amendment rights. While
many dit rerentteaching strategies can be ,
used.*&xamine such conflicts, two ate
recoriimended especially.

One approach is to. focus on a specific
situation, through, use of an actual or by
potheti;:al case.-The case study method is
an example of this approach, .a variation
of which is provided. in "Sample Lesson.
Five" in this article. An article in the Fall,
1977 Update describes this method in de-
tail. The article is especially useful since it
focuseson the Tinker Case.

The tither approach uses h series of
critical instances. either real or hypothe-
tical. Examples of this approach include
the forced choice exercise below and the
question and answer technique, examples
of which may be found in The Rights of
Students and other titles in the American
Civil I ibeiqes Union Handbook Scrics.

Sample Lpsson Four
Topic: flow Has the First Amendment
Been Interpreted in the $chool Setting?
Strategy: Forced Choice
Directions: Each of the following situa-
tions deals with student claims to First
Amendment rights. Indicate..your beliefs
about each of theie situations by using
one of the following responses. Place the

9.1

AVAILABLE
appropriate letters in the space provided
to the left of each situation.

SA = Strongly Agree
SD = Strongly Disagree

A = Agree D = Disagree
U Uncertain

I Students have the 'right to
'speak out in the classroom
whenever they wish to
their own views known.

2. Students have the right to
wear buttons, armbands,
and other insignia which rep-
resent their views.

3 Students have the right to
picket, hold rallies; and en-
gage in peaceful denionstra-
dons during school hours to
protest school policies.

4 Students have the right to
distribute literature on
school property free from
any type of censorship by
school officials.

5 Students have the right to
publish articles in the school
newspaper that criticize
school policies and/or
school officials.

6 Students have the right to
place messages, notices, and
other material on school bul-
letin bOards to express their
views.

7 Students have the; right to
form their'own Clubs and as-
sociations no matter how
controversial the organiza-
tions are: -

8 Students have the right to re-
fuse to salute the American
flag.

9 Students have the right to
publish .whatever they wish
in school-sponsored news-
papers.

10. Students have the right Co re-
fuse to participate in any reli-

.gious ceremonies conducted
in school.

Procedures:
I. Give each student a copy 6f the exer-

tise. Clarify the instructions and pro-
vide ample time for students to corn-

' plete it.
2. Tally student responses. Encourage

students to express reasons for their
choices.

3. Have students identify some of the
reasons whyschool officials might op-
pose student claims (e.g., interference
wih the proper and orderly operation
of the school; risk of violence or disor-
der; age ancifnaturity of students; cap-.

tive nature of students; invasion of the
rights' of others; desire to impose
moral standards). Ask students to in-
dicate which factors apply in each sit
uation and to assess their value.

4. Use resources such as Levine and
Carey's The Rights of Students to
make students aware of how the
courts have ruled in each of thesesit-
uations.

5. Invite the school principal, superin-
tendent, school board attorney, and
other resource persons to discuis these
issues with the class.,

Issue Five
Student's and
Due Process:
What's Required?

The Fifth and Fourteenth Amend
ments guarantee that no person shall "be
deprived of life, liberty, or property with-
out due procesS of the law." Assuring a
fundamentalfairness in gdvernment pro-
ceedings, the right of due process protects

ithe citizen against unfair, unreasonable,
and arbitrary litws (substantive due pro-
cess) and unfair, unreasonable, and arbi-
trary proceedings (procedural due pro-
cess). .. '

Once students are recognized as citi-
zens, the question becomes whether the
constitutional rights of due process apply
in the school setting. Gradually, though
often reluctantly, courts have been saying
that they do". Howevecourt decisions
are by no means uniform.

For example, no clear guidelines have
emerged on whether s,pdents' hair length
or clothes cair be regulated. Some federal
courts of appeal (the First, Second,
Third, Fourth, Seventh, and Eighth Cir-
cuits) have said that wearing one's hair at
a certain length or wearing a beard is con- '-
stitutionally protected. Other federal
courts of apical (the Fifth, Sixth, Ninth:'
and Tenth) have not been receptive to this,
claim. The result is a confusing set of
standards which vary according tothecir-
cult court district in which the school is lo
cated.

I

Guidelines for procedural due process,
however, are more clearly established.
The Supreme Court's decision in Goss v.'
Lopez (419 U.S. 565 [19751) did much to
clarify students' rights to procedural due



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
process in schools, although troubling
nUest ions still remain.

Sample Lesson Five
Mph': Are Students Entitled to Due Pro-
cess in Disciplinary Proceedings?
Stratev.t.- Case Study .Method (Goss v.
Lopez)
The Facts

During a period of widespread student
unrest in the Columbus, Ohio public
sehool System, School administrators sus-
pended many students for disruptive or

-.disobedient behavior: The suspensions
were for 10 days. School officials refused
to give students a hearing' to determine,
the facts underlying the suspensions.

The students contended that they had
been treated unfairly. They argued. that
school officials had erred by depriving
them of their right to an education with-
.out a hearing to determine the accuracy
of thecharges. That denial,ithey charged,
violated their Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment sight to due process.

The school 'officials disagreed. They .
. declared that neither the U.S. Constitu-

tion nor the Ohio Constitution guaran-
tees the right to an education at public ex.'
pence. Thus, they pointed out, the Due
ProceSs Clause does not apply to suspen--
sions or expulsions from school. Further-
more, they suggested that even if the Due
Process ClauSe does protect a right to
public ,edocation, it comes into effect
only ashen the state subjects a student toa

"severe detriment or grievous loss."
Since the loss of 10 days of school is nei-
ther severe or grievous, the Due Process
Clause does not apply to these cases.
The Issue

Does the Due Process Guarantee re-
quire school officials to grant a hearing to
students before suspending them for 10
days?
The Opinions

Opinion I
I. Education officials and state lcgisla-

turesnot federal courtshave the
authority todetermine rules that apply
to routine classroom discipline.

2. Since Ohio law creates the right to a
free public education, Ohio law may
also create the circumstances under
which that right may be restricted or
taken away.

3.. Education in any meaningful sense in-
cludes teaching each pupil the neces-
sity of rules and the need to obey
them. The school fails the student if it
does not properly discipline him when
punishment is merited or if its discipli-
nary actions are' so formalized that
they invite a challenge to the teacher's
auihority.

4. A decision to require due process pro-
cedures for school suspensions would
turn the teacher-student relationship
into an adversary process. Such a deci-
sion could seriously impair the ability
of school officials 'to maintain order
and decorum.

5. The argument that a student's interest

4.
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6.

7.

2.

3.

in education is infringed by short sus-
pension is too speculative and too in-
substantial to justify imposing a con-
stitutional rule.
If student claims were upheld, due
process protections would likely be
held next to apply to many other rou-
tine school decisions (e.g., grading,
promotion, curriculum require-
ments).
If due process is required in these in-
stances, then it is required .whenever
government infringes any interest to
which a person is entitled, no matter
what the interest or how inconsequen-
tial the infringement. This would give
courts a vast power, a whole new role
in our society. , .

Opinion II
By establishing anblic school system
-and,requiring children to attend, Ohio
has recognized that a student has a.-
right to a public education. This right
is a property interest which is protect-
ed by the Due. Process Clause. .

The Due Process Clause also'forbids .

arbitrary.actions which deprive a per-
son of his liberty. If sustained, these
charges could seriously damage the
students' standing with their fellow
pupils and their teachers, as well as in-
terfere with later opportunities for
higher education and employment.
A 10-uay suspension is not a trifling
matter and may not be imposed in
compete disregard of the Due Process
Clause. It is a serious event in the life
of the suspended child and of serious
conseqUence to his reputation.

I. At the very minimum, students facing
suspension must be given some kind of
of notice and afforded some kind of
hearing. A student must be given oral
or written notice of thecharges against .
him, and if he denies them, an expla-
nation of the evidence and an oppor-
tunity to present his side of the story.
Due process requires at least these
basic precautions against unfair find-
ings and arbitrary suspension.
Students whose presence poses a con-
tinuing dangertto persons or property
or an ongoing threat of disrupting the
academic process may be immediately
removed from school. In such cases,
the necessary notice and basic hearing .

requirements should follow as soon as
practicable.
The Due Process Clause does not re-
quire that hearings in connection with
short suspensions give the student the
opportunity to secure cou nsel, to con-
front and cross-examine witnesses
supporting the charge, Or to call his

5.

6.



own witnesses to verify his versidn of
the incident.

7. Longer suspensions, or expujsions for
the remainder of the school term or
permanently, may require more for-
mal proceedings.

,Procedures (For variations of the case.
study method, see Dpvid T., Naylor,
"Law Stuclie in the Schools; A Corripen-
dium of Instructional Strategies," Social
Education, March, 1977, pp. 174-76.)
I. Present the facts ana state the issue in

Goss v. Lopez (either orally or in writ-
ten forml.

2. Distribute a copy of Opinion I to half
the class and a copy of Opinion II to
the other half.

3. Instruct students to read each of the
seven arguments in the respective
opinions and therrrate each argument
on basis-of its strength. Use a 1-5 scale
for this purpose, with I = very strong
and 5 = .ery weak.

4. Discuss the issue raised in Goss v.
Lopez. (You may wish to divide the
class for this purpose.) Use a show of
hands to ascertain how the class feels
the case should be decided and how it
feels the case was decided by the Su-
,preme Court. Discuss. .

5. Use student rankings to assess and
analyze the strengths of the arguments
advanced in Opinion I and Opinion II.

6. Since the Court decided in favor. of the
students, ask the class to evaluate the
predictions made' in .points six and
seven in Opinion I. t,

Issue Six
Students
and the Courts:
What Lies Ahead?

The development of student rights in
the past 10 years has had an important im-
pact on schools. However, many issues
need further clarification. How many of
the constitutinnal rights of adults should
be extended to students?

In the following exercise, several stu-
dent rights issues, as yet.unclarified, are
presented in a hypothetical format.
Students are asked,to assume the role of
judges and decide these questions. The
exercise is designed to help students
becorhe aware of possible developments
in student rights in the future.

Ate,47-'

"You're taking this truth-in-advertising

Sample Lesson Six
Topic: What Lies Ahead?
Strategy: Hypothetical Situation

How Would You Decide?

I. Mark Duffy isa senior at. Polk High
School. Upon graduation, he plans to
attend a very prestigious college in the
East. That college has admitted Mark

business a link too seriously, Higgins."

her academic performance was satin
factory and that she needed no special
or remedial instruction.
Unfortunately, Carla found that she
could not get a job. When her parents
had her tested by a team of education-
al specialists, it was diScovered that.
Carla was a functional illiterate. She
could only read and write at the
fourth-grade level. Given specialku-
taring by these specialists, her perfor-

on the condition that he succeeds in( mance improved considerably within
getting at least "B" grades in all of his \ only a few months.
courses during his last semester at Carla and her parents believe, that
Polk. school authorities have been negli-
At the end of the semester, Mark re-

0, gent. They sue the school for failing to
ceives 3 "A's", 2 "B's" and a "D" in use reasonable care in providing Carla'
American History. Very disappoint- with adequate instruction, guidance,
ed, Mark meets with the history and superVision. If you were the
teacher and rin i I in effort t
change the grade. He complains that
the teacher's grading policies were ar-
bitrary and unfair.
Furthermore, Mark points out that he
did not know he would get this low
grade until the course was over. He
failed the final exam and got a "D" on
his .term, paper, which was returned
only two days before the class ended.
Mark's efforts to get the grade
changed fail. Without a grade change,
Mark will not be able to attend the
school of his choice. Feeling that his
entire future is in jeopardy, Mark
takes the matter to court, charging
that' his right to due process has been
violated. If you were the judge, Wow
would you decide? Are students enti-
tled to due process protections in the
assignment of grades?

p c pa an e or to judge how would you decide? Is the

2.. Carla Crane graduatedfrom the Mon-
roe City Schools. She was an average
student, received average grades, and
never had a serious discipline or at-
tendance problem. On many occa-
sions Carla's_oarents were told that

120

school system liable for damages?
*3. Cary McDonald. and Charles. Young

are seventh-grade students at Bucha-
nan Junior High School. They are
upset with a Board of Education deci-
sion which removed several controver-

t sial novels from the reading list in their
English course. The Board decision
not only removed the books from the
list, it also forbade teachers frpac-
cepting any of the books, for academic
credit. Cary and Charles argue that
their right to academic freedom has
been violated. Theylake this matter to
court. If you were the judge, how
would you decide? Do students have a
right to academic freedom?

Procedures:
I. Divide the class into groups of three.

Give each group one of the situations
above.

2. Ask students to pretend that they are
judges on the federal court of appeals.
Instruct them to read the facts of the
case assigned to them and to reach a
decision. Indicate that they should



. .

pros 'tic written reasons for their deci-
sions,

3. When students have reached their de-
cisionc, have-sludent "courts" report
the results of their deliberations to the
class. Compare and contrast decisions
and reasons for those decisions.

4. Encourage students to suggest possi-
%le consequences of those decisions
-(e.g., What limits, if any, would they
establish? What effect would the deci-
sion, have on teachers and students?)

5. Re-assemble students into groups of
three. Have each group:write at least
One hypothetical case involving a pos-
sible student rights issue in need of

: clarification (e.g., locker seatches;
rights of elementary students, etc.)
Discuss student responses.

Issue Seven
What Obligations
Do Students Have?

ever, do educatet s provide opportunities
for students to,discuss these responsibili-
ties. The exercise below suggests one way
this might be accomplished. T.he items are
based upon the 1974 '-NCSS Position
Statement on Student. Rights and Re-
sponsibilities. ..(See SoCial Education,
April, 1975, Pp. 241-45)

Sample Lesson Seven
Topic: How Impartant a Responsibility?
Strategy: Rating Scale
Directions: ListCci below are a number of
different responsibilities that studentsare
said to have. Indicate the importance of
each by circling the appropriate number
on a five-point rating scale, where I =
Important and 5 = Not Important.
I 2 3 4 5 A. To attend school

regularly.
1 2 3 4 5 B. To take care of school

property.
1 2 3 4 5 C. To conform to school

rules and regulations. ,

4 5 D. To accept the conse-
quences of one's own
behavicir.

1 2 3 4 5. E. To volunteer informa-
tion to school officials
upon request.
To refrain from interfer-
ing with the education of
other students.

1 2 3

Many educators stress the importance '1 2 3 4 5 F.
of, student responsibilities and bemoan
their lac. acceptance. 'Seldom, how-

"He says he doesn't know how long she's been missing, but it wassometime after
football .season started."

2 3 4 5 G. To he courteous to
school officials and
lellow students.

2 3 4 5 H. To do one's school work.
conscieut iously.

1 2 3 4 5 I. To avoid encouraging
other students to engage
in inappropriate beha-
vior.

12 3 4 5. J. To respect the opinions
and ideas of others,

-Procedures:
1. Distribute a copy of the exercise to

students and clarify directions for its
completion.

2. Tally and then discutls student
responses. Encourage students to sug-
gest other responsibilities they might
haye.

3. Discuss such questions as:, (a) what is
the relationship between student
rights and responsibilities? (b) Should
rights and responsibilities vary with
agee.g. should they be the same for
primary studems as for high school
students? (c) Flow are responsibilities
determined?

4. Use this exercise to help students
assess the degree to which they meet
their responsibilities. Suggest the exer-
cise be titled, "How Responsible Am
I?" and the rating scale be changed to
1 = Always and 5 9 Never. In order'
to respect student privacy do not col-
lect or tally'student responses.

A Few Last Thoughts
Will teaching about student rights and

responsibilities be as predictable as teach-
ing about the Smoot-Frawley Tariff?
Probably not, but it will be a great deal
more lively. Your students will probably
be truly interested in -the topic, and they
(and you) will have a lot more fun with it .

than with Smoot and his cohorts.
You can probably defuse any potential

controversy by following a few common -

sense rules.. Don't let yourself be per-
ceived as an advocate o f student rights (or
of administrative control, for that mat-
ter). Make it clear that youre teaching
about student rights and responsibilities.
Your job is to raise these issues to clarify'
students' I hinking., not to lead them to the
barricades. Make sure all sides have a
chance to be heard, including the school
administration.

The subject is so compelling, the learn-
ing opportunities so numerous, that
teaching about student rights and respon-
sibilities can surely be justified as part of
your professional duty. And if you're
professional about how you go about it
you should have clear sailing. 0
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TQ THE TEACHER:

This article can serve as background material for the teacher
and/or the student. Readers may wish to. outline the points covered:
by "Kogan in his article.

FROM ARREST 0 SENTENCINGE C MI:, LAW PR CESSI
Jason D. Kogan

atm Kogan has'-been an assistant United States attorney for the
District of. Columbia for severQYears. Preftently, he- ft working in
The Superior Court felony trial divisiony but he also has tried
cases" in the misdemeanor, appellate and grand 'Jury diVisions. In
this article written especially for PEgSPECTIVES, he Presents 'you

.with `a clear and informative, step-by-step' narratioti of the criminal
Taw process.

"Stop! Police! You are under arresti" These well-known words May
be uttered during an exciting chase sequence on your- favorite television
series. But these Words are all too familiar to the p6rson arrested
the suspected perpetrator of a- criminal offense. Once a perSdn is arrested:
he enters into the criminal justice system.

ARREST: A restraint on the individual's personal freedom is the initial
and most obvious result of being arrested. Handcuffs may be placed on
the hands to limit their movement.. The polite '!pat doWn" the person's
outer garments to determine if he is tarrying a weapon, and he is allowed
to move physically only when thepolice permit-It If the person is
arrested in a car which is needed as evidence, it will also be seized.

After he is arrested by the police, the< accused becomes cloaked with
certain constitutional rights.- First and foreMost, the arrestee must be
advised of his rights:



You are under arrest.
You have the right to remain silent. You are ndt required to Say

anything to us at any time or to answer any questions. Anything you
say can be used against you in court.

You have the right to talk to a lawyer for advice before we
question you and to have him with you during questioning.

If you cannotlafford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
provided for y9u.

If you want to answer questions now without a lawyer present, you
will still have the right to stop answering at any time. You also have,
the right to stop answering until you talk. with a lawyer.

The arrestee may voluntarily waive hiS rights and speak to the
police if he so desires.

INTERROGATION: From the scene of the arrest, the individual is trans
ported to the police station to be processed. The arresting officer
prepares a report on the crime with which the person is charged. He
also attempts to obtain background information on the arrestee. Finger-
prints are taken and, compared with any that may have been lifted from the
scene of the crime. These fingerprints are'maintained inpolice files
for future identification, purposes. If the arrestee's clothing is needed
as evidence, it will be removed by the.police and replaced with jail-
type or other available clothing. A Polaroid photograph of the suspect,
or a "mug-shot" photograph (a two -part photograph consisting of a front
view, and a side view of the face) are taken. This photograph, along with
photographs of other similar-looking individuals, may be displayed to the
victims of, or witnesses to, the present offense, or to victims of, or
witnesteseo, future criminal offenses.

Depending upon the type of the Crime committed and the nature of the
evidence in the case, further demands maybe made on the physical being
of the arrestee. A judge can order the individual to provide police with
a sample of his blood, with head and pubic hairs, and with handwriting,
printing or mice samples. The arrestee may be ordered to, submit to the
removal of a bullet from underneath his skin or to the taking of a model
of his teeth.° Probably one of the, most common demands made upon an
arrestee, is that he be required,to stand in a lineup to'be viewed by the
victims of, or witnesses to, the crime..`

COURT PROCEEDINGS: PRELIMINARY HEARING, GRAND JURY: Within a reasonable
time after the arrest, the person must be, brought. before a judge or
magistrate and a formal complaint filed. At this point, the'arrested
individual becomes known officially as the defendant. The judge or
majistrate again advised the defendant of his rights and determines
whether or not he should be released on bond or detained in jail pending .
future court proceedings. A lawyer must be appointed for the defendant
if he cannot afford one.

If the defendant is charged with committing a felony (any crime
which carries a possible sentence of more than one year in prison) his
next court appearance is at a preliminary hearing. At the preliminary
hearing, the government is required to present.evidence which shows
"probable cause" to believe tha a crime was committed and 'that the
defendant committed the crime. Should the judge or magistrate find



probable cause, the case is forwarded to the grand jury for its
consideration. The complaint against the defendant is dismissed if no
probable cause is found.

A grand jury is composed.of citizens from the community who must
decide whether probable cause exists to believe a crime was committed
and that the defendant committed the crime. However, unlike the
preliminary hearing, neither the judge, magistrate, defendant nor his
laWyer are present when the prosecutor presents. the evidence to the
grand jury. -Grand jury proceedings are secret. :and riotapen_to-the-Public.
In some jurisdictions court reporters,: may be presentin the grand jury:to
record the testimony of the witnesses. The defendant may, if he wishes
appear as a witness before the grand jury. Of.coUrse,i_the defendant
cannot be forced to testify before the grand jury because he hat the
'right not to incriminate himtelf.

After hearing the evidence, the grand jury may, by a majority
vote, return An indictment against the defendant. An indictment is a
legal document which provides the defendant with notice of all criminal
offenses he is charged with committing. It calls uponJ1Wto stand trial
for.ihese offenses. If the grand jury doesnot vote to indict the
'defendant, the governMent cannot proceed any further againtt the defendant
unlessstap law provides atherwise-

STILL-IN COURT: ARRAIGNMENT., JURY SELECTION: 'Within about ten days
after the defendant is indicted7.4e7iiiigned. before a judge. :At
the arraignment, the defendant must plead-guilty. or not guilty. A plea
of guilty is an admission by the defendant that. he committed the crime(s)
charged in the indictment and makes a trial unnecessary. If :the

defendant pleads not guilty theh he has the. right to, request a jury
trial. In addition, the judge may amend the bond set previously or set
bond if no bond was imposed earlier. An attorney, will be appointed to.
represeWthe defendant if not done at any prtar stage of the-proceedings.

'Before the start of the trial, which may be many months after the
defendant's arrest, the judge rules on any legal issues raised by the

that might result in prohibiting.the government from trying the
defendant or from using certain evidence against. him during...the:trial-
For example, a defendant may claim that evidence was seized illegally
from his home, that the indictment'is defective4orthat.too much pre,
trial publicity will interfere with his right to a_ fair trial. If the
judge rules against the defendant,' then the trial. will begin.

Jury selection, commonly known as voir dire examination, commences
with the questioning of a:large number of prospective jurors concerning
their postible Prejudices for or against the government and for or
against the defendant. Jurors whb admittedly cannot be fair to one side
or the other, or who have specific reasons for being unable to sit on
a case, will be dismissed (called "stricken for cause") by the ,judge.
Both the government and the defendant have a specified number of pre-
emptory challenges (the right to eliminate a'prospective juror for any
reason whatsoever). A final panel of twelve jurors is selected to hear
the case.

THE TRIAL, THE VERDICT AND THE SENTENCE: Once the jury 'is chosen and sworn
under oath, the prolecutor makes an opening statement to the jury in which
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he outlines the government's case against the accused. The defense
attorney may, if.he desires,' also make an opening statement to. the
jury. Since the prosecution has:the burden of. proving the defendant
guilty beyond:e reasonable dOubt, it'must present its witnesses and
supporting physical evidence to the jury. The defendant has a right
to cross-examine each government witness. After the prosecution concludes
its case, the, defendant has an opportunity, wishes, to take the

.witness stand'in'his own behalf or to present any other relevant
evidence. .The defendant cannot be forced to testify if he'does not want
to do so.

At the conclusion of all the testimony, both the prosecutor and the
defense attorney give\-a closing argument to the jury.' During the closing
argument,_ the prosecutor argues to the jury all the reasons why it should
find the defendant gudlty. The defense attorney argues to the jury all
the reasons why it sfiould acquit the defendant. When these' arguments
have been completed, the judge instructs the jury'on the legal principles
to which it mustibe bound in deciding the facts of the case. The jury
then retires to deliberate its- :verdict.

A guilty verdict or a plea of guilty leads to the final stage --
sentencing. Among the many factors which a judge may consider in
determining the sentence to be imposed on the defendant are:. (1) nature
of the offense; (2) possible penalties, (3) prior criminal record; (4)
age of the defendant, (6) employment history, (6) family background,
7) educational, background, and (8) comments frOm- family members,. friends,
sand people in the 'community. The defendant also has the opportunity to
speak for himself at the sentence hearing. Then the defendant stands
nervously awaiting the sentence.

"WHEN JUDGES DO NOT AGREE, IT IS A SIGN THAT THEY ARE 'DEALING'
WITH PROBLEMS ON WHICH SOCIETY. ITSELF IS DIVIDED."

Justice William 0. Douglas
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TITLE: Values Clarification Strategy
CATEGORY: Criminal Law
AUTHOR/EDITOR: Adapted from: Simon, Sidney B., Howe, Leland W. &
Kirschenbaum, Howard. Values Clarification.

PUBLISHER: Hart Publishing Company, Inc., New York, 1972.
SCHOOL SYSTEM: De Kalb County Schools

TO TEACHER:

The purpose of this strategy is aimed at helping students
see the wide range of possible positions an any given issue.

Break the class into groups of five or six. Let each group
choose or have the teacher assign a controversial issue. Some-
related to criminology are:

Death Penalty
lielfare Fraud
Child Abusers
Curfew for Juveniles

Legalized Prostitution
Drug Pushing
Gambling
Runaways

Now, have the group identify five %or six possible positions
on their issue. The authors suggest that "the students might
identify an ultra-conservative stand, <a conservative stand, a
moderate stand, a/liberal stand, a radical stand, and a 'revolutionary
stand ".. The students each take .one of these positions and write a
paragraph defending it. Members thinking of other positions may
write more than 'one statement each to zover .all of these positions.

Once this procedure is completed, members of the group
reveal their own position and discuss the issue. The authors .write

that "if all the groups in the class are worikiiig on the same iss'ue,
each group's continuum is displayed for/all to see and a class .

discussion may follow".

Other variations include having each group member select
the position closest to his own and rewrite or add to the paragraph
so that it expresses his own viewpoint. This could then 'be dittoed

and handed out to the class for further discussion. One more
variation is to '"have spreads of opinion of the groups on all
the issues-posted on the walls; the class can walk around the room
viewing each grours work. Then, each member of the class may be
given a chance to state aloud his own position'on any of the issues".

Teachers can invent their own ideas on how ;O use this
strategy.
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\TITLE: A Future Without Violence,
CATEGORY:rlinaaw
DESCRIPTION: Students make projettions based on evidence collected

and examined in classroom procedures and become more
sensitive to many-faceted societal problems. 8-12

AUTHOR/EDITOR: J. Nalburn
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: DeKalb County Schools- Used with permission.

TO TEACHER:

Explain to students: "Pretend that you live 300 years in the
future. All.viblent behavior has been eliminated from your society
because the causes of violence have been identified and dealt with
effectively.

Instructions:

Step 1: Working in small groups of four to six students, examine
the following causes of crime that were discovered and
eliminated by your future society.

Step 2: After discussion and debate, your group should rank-order
the causes assigning the Number One to the most important
cause, the Number Two to the second most important cause,
and so on until the ranking is completed. A majority must
agree before a small group decision can be made.

Step 3: Each small group should choose a person to record the
ranking.

Step 4: The entire class should dismiss and compare the various,
rankings after each small group has completed step number
three.

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF CRIME THAT MAY BE CONSIDERED:

Television Violence
. Racial Discrimination

Poverty
Athletic Violence
Movie Violence
Unrestricted Gun Sales
Other causes you can think of
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TITLE: Values Continuum
CATEGORYT OREInal Law
DESCRIPTION: Students become aware of what is involved in arriving at a

consensus on an issue and of the factual evidence available
to support a variety of positions 8-12

AUTHOR/EDITOR: D. Smith
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: DeKalb County Workshop, 1978.Used with ermission.
TO TEACHERS:

Purpose

The values continuum serves to open up the range of alternatives possible
.on any given issue. Students begin to realize that on most issues there
are many shades of gray; and, they are more likely to move away from the
either-or, right-wrong thinking which often occurs when controversial issues
are discussed in class. The continuum also encourages students to make a
public affirmation of their opinions and beliefs. Do not accept any opinion,
that cannot be substantiated with factual evidence. This offers excellent
opportunity to analyze prejudicial thinking,. Stereotyping, etc..

4

Procedure

An issue is identified by either the teacher or the class. This issue
may have presented itself during a'cl'ass discussion or it may have been,
prepared beforehand by the teacher. An example is the issue of government
economic controls -- often thought of as socialism vs. capitalism.

The teacher draws a long line on the board 414 with, the. class, determines
two polar positions on the issue. For example, one end position might be:
"Complete government control over economic affairs", and the other end position
might be: "Absolutely no government regulation, of the economic system". The
two positions are placed on the opposite ends of the line, as shown:

COMPLETE
CONTROL

I I I I I I

NO

CONTROL

The teacher then marks a series of points along the continuum saying,
"Between these end-points, there are numerous other positions. L ask each
of you to tell me where you stand on this issue. Briefly describe your
position, without giving your reasons for holding that position. Tell me
how much control you think is desirable and indicate where along. the continuum
you want to place yourself. Later you can share your reasons for your decision..
You may pass if you wish."

Students place their names on the line and briefly tell what their
placement stands for. If five to ten students respond, this is usually enough
'to get a spread of opinion and to give everyone time to determine his own
position. \ After'each student has considered the ;issue for himself, a discussion-
can begin.
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Values Continuum
Page

Additional Tssues

1. How much personal freedom do you have?
2. How much freedom do you want?
3. How do you feel about. ighting?
4. How do you feel about divorce?
5. How do you feel about integration?
6. How do you feel about the draft?
7. How do you feel about gun control?
8. How do you feel about abortion?

AO'
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tfITLE: Police Work and Police Officer. - - -A Guest Speaker
CATEGORY: Criminal Law
DESCRIPTIONS A homework assignment to precede clarhroom conference

with a: police officer or sheriff. If officer is not
available, arrange for a conettee to make an appoint-
ment with representative 'o1 PoliCe Headquarters to
interview on questions that were raised in class
analysis of T.V. observations.-

AUTHOR/EDITOR:

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT; "Society and the Law", DeKalb County
Schools, 197:9, pages 13 and 21. 87.12
Printed with permission:

TO THE. TEACHER:

Discuss with the students the various, police, programs on T.V.
Eirtng a T.V. guide. or Saturday newspaper -in order to inform the
`students of the, exact times these Programs, can be -seen. Then, as
homework assignment, ask thtstudents to view.on of these programs
and complete the "Student T.V. Analysis" Questionnaire (See Page na).

After, all students have watched a police T.V. program, have
them discuss the answers to these questions, in class. Have a polite
Officer present, either at this discussiorr or soon after it, in order
to get the police officer's viewpoint This will allow the students
to compare their personal views with the T.17.._ image and the ,officeri
personal opinion.

--rior to. the Police OffiCer's visit to class, the teacher should,
brief the officer on the purpose of the visit, the characteristiCs of
the students, what infonnation on law enforcement has, already been
covered, and the instructions given to the students in' preparation
for the visit.. It is usually, helpful: fOr the' students to write
questions for the speaker in advance. At the conclusion of the visit -

(preferably the next clay) the teacher might ask the students the
following questions:

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION AFTER. POLICE_ OFFICER'S VISIT/
INTERVIEW:

1. What was the most impbrtant thing you learned from the..

police officer?
2, How do you think the officer felt about the conference'

with the class?3, 'bid the police officer reinforce or change any attitudes
p you previously had about the police ?. How and why?

4; What changes, if any, would you recommend to improve the
public's understanding of law enforcementOffiterS and
what would be the consequences of each ?. a
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STUDENT WORK SHEET
STUDENT TELEVISION. ANALYSIS

POLICE WORK'

Did the police officer in this program .satisfy your expectations
cif the role of a policeman? YES, NO How and Why:

2. List the specific activities that the police officer participated
in during the television program. What aspects of his/her job do
you feel were the most and least realistic in portraying an
officer's typical day? ,

ACTIVITY MOST LEAST

With what parts of the television police officer's role did you
disagree?

4. How would you describe the typical-day in the life of a po4fice
officer?

5. What training and education-mu ft gne acquirb to become a police
officer?

. Why must the Officer continue tostudy and learn new information?
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TITLE: The Punishment Should. Fit the Crime.
CATEGORY: Criminal Law
DESCRIPTION: Simulated decision- making;ng, exercises' to emphasize the

procedures and the al ternati ves.,avai 1 abl e to a Judge in
determining sentences of cobvicted defendants. This is
most suitable as a finaVacetivi ty, and is not recommended
as an i ntroductory exercise.: 84-4 2

AUTHOR/EDIVR: John Evans, Chai man, LawRelated Education , Editor
Middle School Law-Related Education , Atlanta Publ i c
Schools, 1980, pages 88-9T; 94-.95; 98-99; 1 01-1 04; 108 -109.

TO TEACHER:

DIRECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL,ASSIGNMEINITS

1. Student should be issued cases and sentencing form one at a time. Teacher may not
wish to use all ten of the cases. When the first case is completed, the second case js_
issued and so on It would be most helpful to. tha.:student for the teacher to critiqule
first effort.

2. ..When the assignments are completed, students coukilpresent their sentences for various
cases to the class and the class could collectively evaluatethem; or

3. Clasi could construct a chart of the sentences for the assigned cases' to determine.
consensus, variances, and such from' the cases; and

4 Class (or individual) could defend reasons for imposinstheoarticular sentence.

DIRECTIONS FOR SIMULATION/ROLE-PLAXING.EXPEMENCE

Divide .the class equally into four groups. Each '.group will have a specific task to
complete. The'grOups and their tasks are

1. Judgeto conduct the sentencing hearing: and, at its conclusion, pronounce
the court's: sentence. Note steps 1, 5, and.6 in Steps in Sentencing; Procedure.

Probation Officerto recommend to the judge the sentence for the convic-
Dont in the case. Note step 2 in Stept in Sentencing Procedure.

3. District Attorneyagrees with or argues against asobation officer's recom-
mendation and may present own sentencing recommendation. Note step 3 in
Steps in Sentencing Procedure.

Defense Attorney7agrees' with or argues.against probation officer's recom-
mendation and may present own sentencing recommendation. Note step 4
in Steps in Sentencing Procedure.

A fifth individual might be presentthe convicted defendant. If so, defendant
Should be present but not participate in the hearing.



Student Instructions

Exercises in Sentencing The Punishment Should Fit the Crime

Introduction:

These exercises begin after the trial has been completed. The defendant has been
found guilty.' It is now the responsibility of you, as the trial judge, to set the sentence for
the convicted.

The tentence you set must be within the limits of the law, must be fair and equit-
able. As judge, you cannot "make up" a sentence. You must be guided by the limits of the
law.

General Procedure of'a Sentencing Hearing:

After the defendant has been tried and found guilty of a crime or crimes, the
judge faces the'most difficult task of alldeciding what the sentence of the convicted should

be. d

Many factors-"go into making that decision including: (1) the past history of the
convicted person, (2) his/her attitude about the crime of which he/she has been convicted
and (3) what seems to be in the best interests of society.

_In making the decision, the judge usually asks the probation department of the
court topresent a report about the convicted and recommend a sentence. In addition, the
defense lawyer and the prosecutor are given a chance to argue for or against the recom-
mendation of the probation department or to present their own recommendations.

Steps in Sentencing Procedure:

1. The judge usually opens the hearing by summarizing the case and the verdict.;

2. The judge then calls on the probation officer- to give the sentence recommendation.
Although the probation officer represents the state, the officer is usually more sympa-
thetic toward the convicted than the prosecutor.

3. The prosecutor then presents arguments or recommendations for the sentence. Usually
the prosecutor recommends the strongest sentence.

The defense lawyer presents arguments or recommendations for sentence. Usually the
lightest sentence is recommended.

5. The judge may direct questions at any of the above persons as well as the convicted.

The judge may allow these above persons convicted excludedto 'argue the sentence

among themselves

6. The judge, and the judge alone, makes the sentencing decision.



. Informal Probation

Exactly the same as Formal Probation except that the convicted is not under the
supervision of a probation officer, but on his/her overt to conduct himself/herself
within the limits of the conditions of probation.

8. Suspended Sentence.

Here the court will sentence the convicted to a specific term in State Prison and then
suspend the sentence on the condition that the convicted does not violate any of the
conditions set forth by the court regarding the conduct of the convicted. Should the
convicted violate any of the conditions,. he is, brought back into court and the full
sentence in State. Prison is imposed.

Combination of the AboveChoices

A court may combine any of the above choices in a logical manner, and in any Way it
deems best for the interest of society. If you 'use any, combinations, be specific and
careful in writing out the sentence.

10. Death Penalty

If the defendant has been convicted of a capital offense;thacourt may sentence hirri -
to death.

Some suggestions which may help

1. In imposing sentences, you must be specific as to the number of years. For example,
you sentence to 78 years in prison and do not sentencato less than 50 nor more: than

/99 years.

2. In several of the cases you will deal with, the personvill have beentonvicted of more.
than one crime. When this happens, you must sentence the convicted for each: crime.
When sentencing for more than one crime, you can give either: consecutivesentences
sentences to be served one after another or concurrent sentences- sentences-to be
served at the same time



CASE STUDIES FOR SIMULATION ACTIVITY AND SENTENCING RAMS:

Sentencing Choices:

1. State Prison

To be sentenced to. State Prison, the, convicted must be 18 years of age or older.
(ConVicted could be less than 18if tried as an adult.) Convicted would have to be
sentenced to serve a term of more than one year Convicted could be sentenced to
serve time in a minimum, medium or maximum security prison.

County Jail

Convicted tan be sentenced to the County Jail for any term up to one year..

. Youth Training School

Convicted, up to the age of 25, could be sentenced to the. Youth Training School for
first felony conviction only. Convicted is sent here for a specific term. The actual
length of the term is decided by. -the Youth Advisory Parole Board. This board may
parole the convicted when they_feel convicted is ready to return to society or recom-
mend release when the specific term is completed.

4. Fine

For many convictions the conviodted's punishment can be a fine. If the punishrnentjs a
fine, that fine must be paid at th time it is set and never on the installment plan.

5. State Mental Institution

If the convicted is judged 'insane, or if convicted of certaih sex offenses or narcotics
addictions, he/she can be confined to the State Mental Institution. Commitment,here
is reviewed once a year,.when the case and the mental state of the convicted is re
viewed by the Mental Institution Board, releases the convict from the institution or
commits for another year. There is no limit to-the nuMberof years the convict can be
-recommitted.'

6. Formal Probation

A prison sentence for a specific number of years is set by the court but rather than the
convict serving the sentehce in prison, the sentence is probated. This means that the
sentence is served outside of prison on the conditions set forth by the court. In Formal
Probation, the .convicted is supervised by a probation officer to whom the convicted
Must'report at regular intervals: Should the convicted violate any of the conditions to
Which he/she has agreed, then the convicted is brought back into court the probation
is revoked and the convict is sent to State Prison to serve.the remainder of
the sentence.



CASES FOR SENTENCING DECISION AND .FINAL SENTENCING FORMS:

'Module'No. 6

`Student Material

iCASE

Name: Allen Jacobs

Background:

,,, Allen Jacobs is the oldest ofiiwchildren.-Hislfamllylife is,very unstable due to his
father's alcoholism,and gambling. His-parents-were diudrdtki'fiveyears ago. Jacobs dropped
out cif high-school before- completing,the l'ilth:gmdedtiefto4failing.grades and ch(onic tru-
ancy. He has an average The lonfrunskilledljobvilecobvhaehad did not last long due to
fibs nUtnerousarretts.

Pirldr Record:

Age

17

:ArrestRecord

possession of dingerouediligs

18 under the hifluence of
,dangerousqlrugs

ActionliyjuvenileAuthorities

4dt m& prolsation

counsele'd and released

48 :drtig intoxication ihpublic

drunk impublic

19 possesSion of marijuana

19 ,breakingand, entering

19 ';battery,on,a' police officer

'20 :grand theftauto, hit and
run Whilaunder the

-infltienta'of drugs

Current Case:

.juvenliefoampone month

ACticin114eAdult Atithbrities

,:takirttsydell-4fiveAays

LdotInVy 2..jai I-180 edays; ..sentence sus-
'Pdritl ;zth ree,years. probationEil

eount. Aail4thirty:xlayss:plus. ones
Ptdbation

notinty.:4ail".1:20-bays

::.conirnitted 'AeYouth,TrainingSchool;
;Paroled:,after'14 months

Three months after his release from the- Youth :Training 'School, Jacobs was
arrested 'for armed robbery of an automobile. -Jacobs pleaded guilty to the robbery charge
stating that he took the car because, "I needed a ridahome.'"-However, he said that-he never
had a gun, as claimed by the victim. Jacobs stated that-he-pointed his index finger inside his
jacket so that it looked as if he had a gun. No gun was found bythe police'when Jacobs was
'arrested.

There 'are-10 cases in the original.
-a'i$e included.



Case No. 2 (continued)

Verdict:

The jury found Jacobs guilty of armed robbery of an automobile, a felony:

Limits of Punishment:

Upon conviction of armed robbery, th0 convict shall be sentenced to not less than
five years nor more than thirty years in State Prison.

Module No. 6

-Student, Material

Case: 4

Name: Rodney Baker

Background:

Rodney Baker has a long history of unstable behavior. At birth it was reported
that he had possible brain darnage. He was a behavior problem at home and then in school
from the age of three on. Baker never knew his father who had been sent to state prison for
a narcotics offense before Baker was born. His father eventually died in prison. Another
man lived off and on with his mother in a common -law. relationship. Although Baker has a
normal I.Q., his school record shows failing grades, disobedience, truancy and rejection by
his peers. At the age of nine, a psychiatrist classified-him as "emotionally unstable with a
minor brain Ciisfunction resulting in rebelliousness, anti-social behavior and attention seek-
ing." Baker has spent many Years in different institutions because-of his unstable behavior
and delinquency. At the age of 15, a psychologist reported, "Rodney's personality growth is
typical of what one sees in many boys who have' spent a good deal of time in an institutional
setting where they have not been given the warmth, stimulation or identity that is part of a
normal, healthy home and family. setting."

Prior. Record:

Age Arrest Record

8 , petty theft, runaway and incorrigibility

9 burglary

Action by Juvenile Authorities

counseled and released to mother

placed in a home .for disturbed boys;
attehded several different such homes
from 9-15; expelled from one home
at age 15 after hitting another boy in
the face with a rock; placed in a,
juvenile camp



lb camp runaway Youth Authority School; sc.weral

fights with other boys; released on
parole to mother; refused to obey
mother-at home

16 grand theft auto parole revoked; released in mo4her'S
custody pending hearins oh Jr,anct.
theta-auto charge

Current Case:

While awaiting his juvenile court hearing for the grand theft: auto charge, Baker
at age 16, robbed and murdered a 21-year Old liquor store delivery clerk. Following is
Baker's voluntary confession tO the police:

7
"At 1:30 todic, I called.up Bill's Liquor St00-and,1 told I wanted to, order a

case of Colt 45 beer. They said they were going to, bring it right now.- I was in the bedroom P-
talking to some girl. I already had the knife with be because I planned to rob the guy when
he got there. When the'delivery boy brought the bear, I went into the front room and saw
the case of beer being put on the table. I got the, knife out and. put it around his neck and
threw him on the floor and told him, 'It's-a hOldupe" He jtist kept saying, 'Don't.' I just kept
stabbing. I don't remernber how many times, :14e kept giving me a hassel- and finally' he
settled doWri. and he just lay there. I dragged him througlithe bedroom and down the back
stairs.' I. threw' him over the fence into the next yard. I went beck intb,the bedroom and
drank, a couple of the beers. Then I went to the highssch0Of and visited of, myfriends.
I then went to the playground and .shot basketball for an hour or so, When I wasstal3bing
him, my, hand kept slipping down the blade of the knife, endthat's how," cut my, hand."

-

Verdict:

Baker turned 17 shortly after he was arrested' for murder and armed. robbery. A
petition was filed in juvenile. court to try him as an adUlt. After nearly a year's timeduring
which Baker was held in several iiifferent detention facilitiesp-the petition to try him as an
adult was approved. Baker pleaded guilty to first degree murder and guilty to armed rob-

bery. Baker was found guilty of first degree murder and armed robbery. Baker was 17 when
his trial was completed.

Limits of Punishrnent:

Upon conviction of first degree murder, the convicted shall be punished by death
or not less than thirty years nor more than a life sentence in state prison. Upon conviction.
Of, armed robbery, the convicted shall. be sentenced to not less than five nor .more than
thirty years in state priscin.



Module Nos 6

Student Material

Case: 6

Name: Karol Klung

Background:

Age: 22

Karol Klung is one of three children from a stable family. She graduated from
high school and attended college at night for three years. Her 1.0. is aboye average. Klung is
not married. For the past four years she has worked as a secretary at several local businesses.

Prior Record:

Age Arrest Record Action by Juvenile Authorities

warned and released t .15 'loitering

16 speeding fined $30

16 'following too closeaccident fined $75

17 Speeding case dismissed-

18 failure toyieldaccident fined $50

20 disturbing the peace case dismissed; lack of evi ence

20 reckless driving and speeding fined $75 plus 1 year pro ation

20 speeding fined $50

21 speeding fined $200; operator's" li ense revoked
for 12 months

Current Case:

Klung was operating her car on the wrnfig side of.the exposs ay and collided
with another car head-onkilling the operator and injuring three passengers of the second
car. Klung was estimated to4have been traveling at 80 miles per hour at the time of the
collision.

Verdict:

Karol Klung pleaded not guil to the charge of voluntary manslaughter. A jury
found her guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

Limits of Punishment:

Upon conviction of voluntary. rnanslaug er, the convicted shall be sentenced to
not lesi than four years nor more than tWenty ears i state prison.
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Module No. 6

Student Material

Caicos: 7

Name: Robert Thorn

Background:

Age: 34

Robert Thr, n is a college graduate, Thorn haLbeen married,for the past thirteen
years and has two c dren, ages 9 and 5. He has been employed.by the Meek Finance Com-
pany for the past en years as a branch office manager.,

Prior Record:

None.

Current Case:

Robert Thron was arrested on the basis,of acompla
Compitny charging that Thorn had embezzled,$2,00.04romthe.00

Verdict:

Thom pleaded guilt/lathe charge of embezzlement.

Limits,of Punishment:

a Meek Finance.

Tj

Upon conviction of embezzlement the conviatertsirall, be sentenced to. not less:

than two, years nor more than ten years in state prison.
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Module No6

Student Material

Case: 8

Name:' John Berry Age: 22

Background:

John Berry lives with his parents and two brothers. The family has been lifelong

residents of this city. Berry completed the 11th grade of school. His high school record
indicates that he was indifferent toward school as shown by the many failing grades and

poor attendance records. He was on several occasions susliended from school for fighting.

He has an average 1.0. He has held several auto mechanic related jobs and has been at his

current job for the past six months.

Prior Record:

Age Arrest Record Action by Adult Authorities

17 fighting fined $30

17 petty theft probation one year

18 fighting releasedvictim refused to testify

20 burglary 3 yearsstate prison; paroled after
serving one year

Current Case:

John Berry was arrested for'armed robbery and murder at his home. Berry was on

parole at the time of his arrest. He was wounded by an officer's gunshot during the arrest.

Berry was identified by two eyewitnesses of the robbery and murder,

Verdict:

John Berry pleaded not guilty to both armed robbery andmurder. The jury found

him guilty on both counts.

Limits of Punishment:

Upon' completion of armed robbery, the convict shall be sentenced to state prison

for not less than five" years nor more than thirty years; upon conviction of murder the
convict shall be sentenced either to execution or life in state prison. Ato,
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Module No. 0 -

Student Mat Oriel

CASE: State v.

SENTENCING, FORM

The defendant,

(having plead), (been found) guilty, of the followinctoffense(s).
.

CASE NO.

Ttte following sentena(s) is imposed:

,.

This the

This sentence is imposed by the aut
I

I.

ity of

in the year

Judge
Podunk Superior Court
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Module No.

Student Material .

ORDER OF: PROBATION / SUSPENDED SENTENCE

STATE v. CASE NO.
V".

and has been sentenced to servo years In state prison.

The court, having eicamined the cause, it Isordered, adjudged and decreed that said defend

ant serve years In prison with the remainder of his sentence, years
(probated) (suspended).

It is the ordr of this court that the defendant comply with all the following. c6nditionl:

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT IF THE DEFENDANT IS iNVIOLATION OF ANY
OF THE FOREGOING CONDITIONS: HE IS TO BE BROUGHT BEPORE THIS COURT

TO BE DEALT WITH ACCORDING TO LAW.

This the day of , 19

This certifies that I completelyunderstand
the meaning of this order and its conditions
and I agree to them.

Signature of Defendant / Date
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TITLE: Plea Bargaining -- The Decision Is Yours
CATEGORY: Criminal. Justice

DESCRIPTION:' A moral dilemma exercise in plea bargaining and sentencing.,
SOURCE: Unknown

TO THE TEACHER:. tr, ,,

Plea bargaining occurs when a defendant decides to bargain" with the
prosecutor rather than risk the outcome of a jury trial. This can save

time and money for the defendant and the taxpaybr. Usually in exchange-
for cooperating, the defendant is allowed to,plead guilty to a lesser.

charge than that of the actual crime (for, example: manslaughter rather
than murder). The prosecutor must ,consider many things in reachinv a
compromise with the defendant. These include the severity of the crime,
justice for the victim and a fair punishment for the accused.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Students could be organized in groups or the 'facts 'coUld he given to
each-student.

After groups. or individual's reports. on sentencing are
with class:discussion.

Suggested concepts to *analyze include:

A., Punishment as a deterrent.
'B. Punishment as retribution.

PUnishment as rehabilitation.
D. Punishment as isolation.

given, follam
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FOR THE STUDENT:

A CASE OF PLEA BARGAINING - THE DECISION IS YOURS'

.

THE FACTS:

Larry Landon was a popular, bright attractive, sixteen year old. He was

'known for his sharp clothes and red Corvette. Larry was a big spender
and enjoyed treating friends to hamburgers and cokes. He indulged his

many girlfriends with expensive dates and presents. His wealthy father

always picked up the tab.

Adam Rigdo was a smaller than average seventeen year old, the youngest of
eight children. His parents were dead. He lived with a sister, her husband,
and their three children in a two-bedroom trailer.

Working after school at a local fast food restaurant, Adam was able to
make enough, money to pay $5.00 per week room and board to hit sister.

After six months, he had saved enough money to purchase a used motorcycle
so he would have transportation'to and from work. One afternoon, Adam
parked his motoroycle outside of the restaurant by a speed break. During

the evening, Larry Landop raced through the drive so fast that when he hit

the speed break, his car momentarily wept out of control crushing Adam's

motorcycle. He then drove off without mentioning' the dlage to Adam.

Several'witnesses ran into the restaurant and told Adam about the incident.

Later, Larry returned to the restaurant. Adam'asked him to pay for the

motorcycle. Larry laughed at him and refused to pay. Over a period of

several weeks, Adam repeatedly asked Larry for the money.. One evening

Adam encountered Larry outside the restaurant. Larry made ugly remarks,

to Adam., Adam ran into the restaurant, grabbed the owner's gun and
killed Larry.

YOU are the prosecuting attorney. Under the advise of his lawyer, Adam
has entered a plea of guilty and says he does not'want to go to trial.'
The judge has assigned you, the task of`determining a fair sentence.
What will it be? -9

Before making a decision, answer this question. "What is'the purpose
of punishment in our society?" Substantiate your answer and desi',gtP

your sentencing according to your belief.

This activity will be followed by a class dtscussion. You will be asked
to discuss your individual decision in light of your belieft about _the-

purpose of punishment.
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TITLE: THE. CASE OF THE SPELUNCEAN EXPLORERS

CATEGORY: Criminal Justice
AUTHOR/EDITOR: Professor Lon Fuller, Editor
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Adapted, from. 62 Harvard Law Review 616 (1949).

DefOlb County Schools, 1978. Used with Permission.

TO THE TEACHER:

VALUES CLARIFICATION STRATEGY

Pass a copy of the following story to the students._ This story Is
based on the hypothetical case by Professor Lon Fuller, "The Case of
the Speluncean Explorers," 62 Harvard Law Review 616 (1949).

-NOTES FOR. USE IN A CLASSROOM

The teacher can walk around the class. and 9gtAn idea of how the

students are vdting..

Divide the students into groups to serve aS juries and ,hava

them reach a. group decision. (Some groups may not be able to reach

a verdict in the time allowed. Do not force a deoiSionAJOric,with

either t,he groups or the class as a whole drawing out student's ideas

and, reasons.

Students may wish to consider some value issues related to this

case:

1. What is the value of a professorto-Sbaety versus a stu.ant?
2. What other alternatives clialcl the group have used to survive ?,
3. What,if one-of the students had gotten the redM & M7 Would

your feelings about the case be different?
6

NatUral law theories can be brought.intodfScussiori with advanced

Students. Students may wish to research maritime:_Cases 'which are similar.
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STUDENT MATERIAL':

THE CASE OF THE SPELUNCEAN EXPLORERS

Three students and their.geology0ofettorwere caving in

North Georgia when the State Department. of Transportation began

blasting for a new highway. The blast triggered a cave -in trapping the

four explorers in a fiVe foot by five foot cavern with no exit except

the way they came in.

Betides a degree in geology, the professor was,also a math "wiz"

and an economic genius who had.a "sure=f106" plan to end inflation.

was to travel to Washington, D.C. via airplane to confer with the

President that, evening.

Following the cave-in, the professor calculated that there was just

enough air left for four people to survive sixteen hours. He also care-

fully calculated that it would_take-5eViffieen hours before a rescue team

would_be-able to reach them since they had'contacted the local forest

rangers and told them they, would check back with the ,ranger station

after leaving the cave. The time the group planned to be out passed;

and, the rangers having been aware of the blasting in the, area, called

in a rescue team which immediately began work, At exactly sixteen

hours since the mishap, the rescuers reached the cavers and found three

students alive and well and a geologist's pick next to the professor's

body. The professor's skull had three geologist-pick holes in it

You are members of

students who have been

the profetsor.

the jury who must decide the.fate of the three

charged with the purposeful and knowing murder of



STUDENT MATERIAL

The Judge charged you as follows:

"You have seen the evidence presented before this court and have

heard the testimony. The criminal code of:ithis state requires you

to return a guilty verdict if .you find, beyond a reasonable doubt,

that the defendants knowingly, willfully, and purposefully murdered

Dr. Hunter."

The State's statute would require the Judge on a verdict of

guilty to sentence the defendants to either life imprisonment or

death.

Now, write yoCrr, verdict and give -the reasons for deciding the

way you .did.

The evidence admitted into court s'as forrOws:

All three students testified to the folloWing 'facts which were

supported by a handwritten contract proved by "handwriting -experts to

be in the 'professor's own hand with the professore-s signature and the

proven signature of the students.
r.

ITEM 1: "After the cave-in, the professor told us how much
time we had and it was impossible for all of us to
survive the full seventeen hoursAintil we would be
rescued. The professor said three could survive the
full seventeen hours one hour and fifteen minutes
before seventeen hours were up:- or fifteen and three-
quarter hours since the cave in, one of us were to
die. The professor said 'it was useless for .us to all
die when three of us-could go on living. It was then
that 4-he professor came up with the idea that pne-of
us ofier himself or volunteer as.a sacrifice so that
three might live until we were rescued.

None of us wanted to be the sacrifice, so the
professor suggested a game of chance, the loser being

... the one to die. We were against this idea because we
were worried if we were rescued, we would be in :a

*/&# lot of trouble if ,one of us were found dead.
Then the professor said, 'Let's draw up a contract.'
We voted on it and,the vote was unanimous, so the
professor wrote the contract a.nd we all signed it.
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STUDENT MATERIAL

After we .had been in the cave fifteen and one-half
hOurs according to the professor's Timex, we drew
M & M's in the dark. When the flashlight was turned
back on, the professor had the red one, which meant
the professor was to be the one to die. At exactly
fifteen and three-quarters, hours since the cave-in,
each of us took a swing at phe professor's head."

ITEM 2: The pick was the murder weapon; and, any, all, or one
of the blows could have been the fatal blow. The
pick was the cause of death. Each of the defendant's
fingerprints was on the handle.

ITEM 3: The contract was admitted into evidence only to
back up the testimony of the defendants-because
one cannot make a Valid contract to do an illegal
act. The contract reads as follows:

We, the undersigned, in full consideration of the
benefit of three of us surviving, rather than none
survive this unfortunate accident of nature, do hereby
contract and promise that after the fifteenth and one-
half hour has passed will each draw. an M & M candy,
there being only three left, red, green, and brown,
in the dark, and upon turning on the 'flashlight, the
holder of the, red M & M will freely give himself or
herself in death so that the others may live until the
rescue party arrives.

Should I be the one who selects the red. M & M, I
fully forgive and relieve from all liability the
survivors, their heirs and assigns for eternity.

sound mind.

Signed this fourth day of May, 1981.

Dr. Rock. Hunter

Bob Wire
Jim Nasium
Kitty Katz

ITEM 4: Experts proved Dr. Hunter' s calculations to- be correct
as to the length of time four, as opposed to three,
could survive. s Dr. Hunter misjudged how quickly the
Ranger's rescue team could work.

}STEM 5: The final cause of death was attributable to be from
multiple geology-pick wounds to the head, each of which
would have been fatal.



TITLE: Crime-Re ortin Line: "A Girl is Murdered: Thirty-Eizht
Peop e a ch

CATEGORY: Criminal Law
DESCRIPTION: Students examine three personal attitudes on involve

ment in crime witnessing, repartin9, and procedures.
8-12

AUTHOR/EDITOR: M. Scott
PUBLISHER SCHOOL DISTRICT: DeKalb Count

TO THE TEACHER:

Allow students to complete the questionnaire on. Crime Reporting
Line-and related questions. They are not, to,submit the questionnaire
or discuss their responses.

CRIME REPORTING LINE'

. Place a "Crime. Line" on the c.halkboard;

I would ALWAYS. would NEVER
report a. crime report a7FiTne

Students indicate on a sheet of paper their- feelings about
crime reporting and mark where they stand:.alon% the. line.

3.. Briefly, in writing, discuss. the faltowing questians.:,

'A. WoUld-it-Inak-e-anSi-diffeFerideif you, knew. the person
comMitting the crime? Why? 6

B. Would it make any difference if you. knew. theNictlm of
the crime? Why?

C. What are some of the reasons, that people do nat report
'crimes?

4. After coMpleting the q estionnaire, provide each studexit with
a copy of the story ent tled, "A Girl is Murdered:;rhirty-
Eight People Watch" and hem to answer the questions at
the end of the story. When completed, allow students to re-
evalUate their initial responses on the crime reporting form.
A small-group or class discussion may follow.
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NAME:

DATE' PERIOD

A GIRL IS MURDERED:
THIRTY,EIGHT PEOPLE WATCH

DATE: March 13., 1964
TIME About 3:20 AM
PLACE: Queens, a part of New York City

Catherine Genovese, age 28, was coming home from work. She parked her car

about 100 feet froni her apartment hou'se. A man .stood near the parking lot.

Catherine was afraid. She walked toward a police call box. The man came up

behind Catherine; he raised, a knife and stabbed her. Catherine screamed ,, "Oh ,

Amy God, he stabbed me! Please help me! Please help me!"

A man threw pen a window. in an apartment house across the street. He

called, out°, "Let th t girl alone!"

Other windows were raised. The man who had stabbed Catherine got into his

,car and drove away. Then the windows were closed.

Cath 041 rtedout

in agony. "I'm dying. Please, I'm dying."

Windows were opened. The man got into his car and drove away. Again,

the windows were closed.

Catherine staggered to the back of an apartment building*. A few minutes

later'', the man returned. He .found Catherine lying at the foot of the stairs.

He stabbed her a third time and kil led her.

At about ten minutes to four that morning, the police got their first call

from a man who had seen the murder. The police arrived in two. minutes. It was

hard for them to believe what had happened.



For more than 30 minutes, thirty-e.ight people 'h a'd watched a'woman being

slowly murdered. Not one of the thirty- eight people tried to help Miss

GenOvese. Not one of the thirty-eight people even picked up the phone to call
the police while she was alive.

Because the killer had three Chances to finish his job of murder,

Catherine died., If the police had been Called after the first attack, Catherine

might still be alive now.

Reporters asked the thirty-eight people why they hadn't helped Catherine.

What did they say?

"We were afraid to call the police " said one Man and his wife.

"I don't know," a woman said.

"I didn't want to get involved," said another.

"Leave me alone," said still another,

At 4:25 ,AM, -an ambulance came for the -bOdy.

The people came 'outside. Then the ambulance left. The watchers went babk

upstairs.

The story appeared in the newspapers. Readers could not believe what had-

happened. They asked, "Why didn't' one of the thirty-eight people lift a phone

to help the dying girl? Why did they close their-windows?"

Many people tried to explain. Here are two explanations:

* George Serban, a psyChiatrist, Said: "People do nothing because
they feel city life is unjust. They feel they will get hurt if they
act. They feel that whatever they do, they will be the, ones to suffer."

* A.N. Rosenthal , THE NEW YORK TIMES Editor, who infrotea book about
the murder, said "Everybne hunted for stavelone to blame. To my amazetnerit.,
many people blamed the police; but, I began to believe that the target fOr
blame was in our own mirrors."
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?
WHO IS TO BLAME?
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE IF YOU HAD BEEN ONE OF THE WITNESSES?

Before deciding,, answer these questions:

1. One doctor sai di about this murder: "It makes us ask whether
the city is a community or .a jungle." What does he mean?

2. What 'does the editor mean by saying: "The, target for blame was
in our own mi rrors"?

3. Why did the thirty-eight people do nothing? How can "doing
nothing" have As great effect as "doing something"?
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TITLE: Introduction, to Juveniliaow Vocabulary
CATEGORY: Juvenile Justice ,

DESCRIPTION: Students become:familiar with:juvenile justice terms and
definitions.

AUTHOR/EDITOR: Unknown
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT:

TO TEACHER:

Instruct the students that they will be tested on a list of terms
related to juvenile justice.

Instructions:

Step 1: Give each student a list of the terms.

Step 2: Have each student define the terms using a glossary or
dictionary.

It

Step 3: Discuss the terms with, the class.

Step 4: Advise students that a test on the terms will be given
the fol;la ring day.

Step 5: Admini4iEv the test.

ANSWER KEY

INTRODUCTION TO JUVENILE LAW VOCABULARY

1. A

2. G

3. B

4. I

5. H

6. K

7. J

8. M
9. L

10. N

11. 0

12. D

13. C

14. F
15. E

16. Q

17. R

18. P

19. S
20. T
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INTRODUCTION TO JUVENILELAW VOCABULARY

OBJECTIVE: To familiarize the students with vocabUlary in Juvenile law.

DIRECTIONS: Match the definition from the column on the right with the
word at the left by placing the letter next to the
appropriate number as shown in number 1.

1. Apprehend

2. Delinquent Child

3. Crimes Against
Property

4. Delinquent Act

5. Dependent Child

6. Detain

7. Disturbing the Pea

8. Foster Home

9. Gault Case

10. Juvenile. Hall

11. Parens patriae

12. Plea Bargaining

13. Rehabilitation

14. Victimless Crime

15. Warrant

16. Guardian

17. Emancipated Minor

18. Runaway House

19. Probation

20. Status Offense

A. To seize, arrest, or take hold of a person.

B. Crimes that involve destruction of public
or private property, trespassing, and
burglary.

C. Return or restoration of a person to
normal (example: non-criminal) behavior.

D. The defendant will agree to plead guilty
to a lesser charge in order to have a
greater charge against him/her dropped.

E. An older issued by a judge, especially
one directing a law officer to carry
out an arrest or a search.

ce F. A crime based on,moral codes In which
\ there is no victim apart from the person

who conmits the crime; for example: Vagrancy,
gambling, etc.

G. A youth who has camel tted. a del inquent act
and is in need of care or rehabilitation.

H. A youth who is still a minor and/or is
unmarried and/or is unable to provide
himself/herself with food, clothes, shelter.

I. An act which is a crime under local, state,
or federal law.

J. A cannon crime that disturbs or annoys
other law-abiding citizens; it includes
unruly behavior, noisy public drunkenness,
shouting in the middle of the night, etc.

K. To hold a person against his/her will.

L. Established specific juvenile rights.

M. A home for children without parents or for
those who have been taken from their parents.

N. A detention facility for juvenile delinquents.

0. Doctrine that all orphans, dependent children,
and incompetent persons are within the special
protection, and under the control, of the state.

P. Child under 18 who is totally dependent
upon himself/herself for support.

Q. Community -based home for youth who have
run away from home.

R. An adult who has legal responsibility for
a child.

S. Time period during which an offender must
report regularly to a court appointed
officer rather than go to jail.

T. An act which is illegal only if connitted
v a juveni le.
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TITLE: Age Laws in Georgia/Gault Case: 1967
CATEGORY: Juvenile Justice
DESCRIPTION: A *urvey measures student knowledge of age laws in Georgia.

This is followed by an analysis of the Gault case.

AUTHOR/EDITOR: Age Law in Georgia -- Institute of Government - Ed Jackson 1981.

Gault Case: 167 --John Evans,.Chairman, LRE, Atlanta Public Sch

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: ge Laws in Georgia -- University of Georgia,

Athens, Georgia. Printed with Permission.
Gault Case: 1967 -Middle School Law-Related Education

Printed with permission.

To TEACHER:

These activities give students insight into facts and issues involved

in juvenile law.

Instructions:

Step 1: Administer the "Age Laws in Georgia" survey.

Step 2: Discuss the survey with the students.

Step 3: Distribute the "Gault Case: 1967" handout.

'Step 4: Have students read and discuss the case.

Step 5: Familiarize students with the list of related terms.

Step 6. Discuss applicable parts of Amendments 5, 6, and 14.

Step 7: Distribute and discuss the handout with the "Discussion

Questions: Gault Case" and "Decision".
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AGE LAWS ,IN GEORGIA

Officially, the age of majority--when one becomes -an "adult " - -in Georgia
is 18. Nevertheless, there are many laws which grant rights and respon-
sibilities at ages other than 18. 'For the following indicate at what age
the right or responsibiglity apPlieS:, 44

* Attend public schools ,

* ye Get married without; parents' permission
* Get married with parents' permisslon,
* Make a will
* Drop out of school
* Open .a bank account
Adopt a child
Drive motorcycle

* Be charged 'with. a crime
* Change your name
* Choose which parent (if divorced) you want to live with
* Drive .a large truck
* Be a barber or 'cosmetologi'st
* Be a page in, the General Assembly
* Serve on a jury
* Go. to %jail

* Pay-income taxes
*. -Sue in court

* Testify as a witness % in-court
*s Give blood a.

* Write a check
-* Join the military
* Buy something on credit
* Inherit .property or money
* Obtain a:learner's permit to drive
* Be elected to the Germal AssemblY
* Vote lry city; elec
* Purchat beer in age store

mixed drink .1

`See--,an "11-rated" movie
EstabliSh your,,1 e4a1 domici le apart from 'your- parents

tt Operate, a ;motor -boat

p* Own real
* Pay- Social, Security taxes
* Carry a piqA1,
*-,Carry a .

:,Flubt deer; without direct adult supervision
r Work in a hazardous occupation

Work between the ,hours of 9 pm and a
-Work in a retail store
Won in non-retail nora-hazardous° empl

* Be elected Governor
*`Play `bingo for-Money or 'prizes
* Drive-Without an adult in the car
-Re9i$te:r to vote

Yr- Becom'e' citizen of the state
.* Be, in a p ol



k.;

* Pay adult ?are to, see a movie
* Drink beer or wine at home
,Serve beer as a waitress

* Be employeed as a- clerk in a grocery which sells beer

* Be on a canoe or pedal boat in a state park
* Be on a pedal boat without an adult in a state park.
* Be on a canoe without an adult in a state park
* Go overnight, camping in a state park
* Get a :ichilces plate" in a restaurant
*.Ride a bicycle, on a public street
* Visit the pediatric section of a hospital
* Fish without a license
* Hunt without a license 0

* Use dynamite or explosiVes
* Buy and use firecrackers

* Drive an "off-road". vehicle

Institute of Government
The University of Georgia
March 1981



AGE LAWS IN GEORGIA..

Officially, the age of majoritywhen one becomes an . "adult" - -in Georgia
is 4 8. Nevertheless, there are many laws which grant rights ancT respon-
sibilities at ages other than 18. For the following indicate at what agethe right or responsibility .applies.,

,
Kindergarten-5 (by Sept. 1); 1st grade - -6 (by

-* Attend public schools sePt./); deust be in school by 7th birthday
* Get married without parents' perMistton 18 (any age if pregnancy)
* Get married with parents' permission 16
* Make a will 14 _,
* Drop but of school.. .16
* Open° a bank account any 'age
* Adopt a child 25 (if single) or any age (if married)# ro yrs older thanli
* Drive a motorc (for 6-month limited rm.tt a child'
*.Be charged with a crime 12
* Change your name 18 (without parents' permission)
* Choose which parent :(if divorced) you want to live' with 24
* Drive- a 1 arge truck 18 (6-month permit)
*-Be a barber or cosmetologist barber-16, cosmetologist-18

-* Be a page in the General Assembly 12
* Serve on a jury. 18 , c .

* Go to' jai-V Generally, 13 to_juvenile centers; 17 for adult institutions!
* Pay income taxes. any age (if 'you exceed certain income limits)
* Sue in court_layim______:.
* ;Testify as a witness,: in court of age to understand nature of oath
* Give blood 17
* Write a check any age (if you have a checkang account)

'* Join the military 18 (17 with parents' permission)
* Buy something on ,credit 18 (lower acid in certain circumstances)
* Inherit property or money, ,ling_ age
* Obtain a learner's permit to drive 15'

* Be elected to the General Assembly House-21, Senate-25
* Vote, incity elections 18
* Purchase beer In a package store: 19.

* Buy,a mixed drink in a lounge 19 ,

* See an "R- rated" movie 17 (lower ages if accompanied by parent)
* Establish yo.ur legal domicile apart" from your parents 14
*. Operate a- motor boat any age

.* Own real property ,:anv_ age /
. * Pay Social Security taxes any age

* Carry. a 'pistol 21
* Carry a rifle any age .,

*.,;Hunt ,deer without direct adult supervision
* Work in a hazardous. occupation 16
* Work between the hours of 9 pm and 6 am 16
*,Work in a retail store 12
* Work in- now- retai 1 , non-hazardous ,employment 14
* Be elected Governor '30 ,

-*-i-Play bingo for money or prizes '18
* Drive without an adult in the car 16'* Register to vote 171$

,

* Become a citi-zen, of the state ati.YSge .

* Be in a pool hall any age. If alcohol served,"18 (unless with
.. ,parent)
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* Pay adult fare to-see a movie 12
(age up to theater; not set by law)

* Drink beer or wine at home any age if parents consent

* Serve beer as .a waitress 18
* Be employeed as a clerk in a grocery which sells beer anti age

* Be on a canoe or pedal boat in a state,park 3 "

* Be on a pedal goat without an adult in a state park 12

* Be on a canoe without an adult in a state park 16

* Go overnight camping in a state park 18 (if unmarried and not w/pare

* Get a "child's plate" in a restaurant No set by law; up to restaurant

*Ride a bicycle on a public street any age

*.Visit the pedthric section of a hospital 12
* Fish without a license under 16

* Hunt without a license under 16

* Use dynamite or explosives 18

* Buy and use firecrackers not allowed at any age in Georgia

* Drive an "off-road" vehicle
any age - .,

1 os
Institute of Government
The,University of Georgia
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GAULT CASE: 1967

.-6erald Gault was 15 years old. On a June morning, Gerald and his friend, Ronald
Lewis, were arrested by the sheriff. The boys were accused of calling up their neighbor,
Mrs. Cook, and making threatening and insulting remarks.

Mrs. Cook had been shocked and frightened by the telephone call. She called the
sheriff who traced the call to Gerald and Ronald.

The sheriff took the boys to the Children's Detention Home. A probabion officer,
Mr. Flagg, was in charge of the home. Flagg questioned the two boys. They admitted
making the call but blamed each other' for actually making it.

When Gerald's parents 'returned from work, they could not find Gerald. His ,

mother sent an older son, to the Lewis' home to look for him. The brother returned and
told the parents that Gerald had been arrested and was at the Detention HOrne. .

The sheriff had not left a notice at the Gault home telling of the arrest. No one
from the sheriff's office called Gerald's parents.

Mrs'. Gault and her son went to tile home where they learned that a juvenile
hearing concerning Gerald would be held the next day.

Judge McGee of the Juvenile Court conducted the hearing. Those present were:
Gerald and his mother, Ronald and his parents, Officer Flagg and the judge. Each person
had a chance to speak and ask questions. Judge. McGee continued the hearing fora week.

At the second hearing no one could remember exactly what had been said at the
first hearing. There was much arguing as to who said what and who admitted what. Cook
to whom the calls were madewas not at the hearing. At the conclusion of the hearing, the
judge' held that Gerald was a juvenile delinquent and placed him in the State Industrial
School for the remainder of his minority.

This conviction was appealed to the United States Supreme Court.

For this case, the student should be able to correctly use the following terms:

1. Confidential

4. Minority

. Guaranteed

5. Statute

3. Lenient

-Parts of 'Amendments 5 and 6 and part of-Amendment 14 are applicable to this
case study.
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Discussion Questions: Gault Case

1. Gerald Gault was found to have made the threatening and insulting telephone calls.

What is the name we give to this crime?

2. Mrs. Cook was not at either of Gerald's hearings. Should she have-been there? Why or

why not?

3. The sheriff's office did not leave a notice or try to Contact the Gaults when Gerald was

arrested. Should they have notified the parents and if so how should they be notified?

4. Gerald Gault was judged to be-a'juvenile delinquent. What is a juvenile delinquent?

5. A juvenile has a heading and an adult has a trial. After reading this caseand using the
list of selected amendmentswhich of the accused (Gerald) guaranteed rights do you

believe were denied?

6. ,Today in juvenile courts, juveniles are not guaranteed all of th&rights of the accused.

Which two rights are withheld from juveniles?

7. The United States Supreme Court heard the appeal on- behalf of Gerald Gault. What do

you think their decision wasand why?

Decision

Gault's appeal was granted.

In this case, th,e Supreme Court ruled that a juvenile accused of a crime, as Gerald

Gault was, is entitled to the same rights as an-adult accused of a crime with the exceptions

of the right of a trial by jury and the right to a public trial. The withholding of these two
rights is to insure the confidentiality of the juvenile proceedings and to allow the juvenile

court to deal with the accused juvenile offender in a more lenient manner in order to correct
misbehavior rather than make statutory punishment mandatory.

The Court cited these errors in the Gault case:

1. Neither Gault or his parents were given written notice of the charges against

him.

2 No time was allowed for Gerald to prepare a defense.

3. Neither Gault nor his parents were _informed that a lawyer could represent

him.

. Gault was not told of his right to remain silent.

The person who made the charge (accusation) was, not present in' court to
be examined and cross-examined.

No records of the hearings were kept.

The punishment given to Gerald (over five years in a juvenile correctional
institute) was far greater than bould be given to an adult committing the
same offenselnot more than sixty days in jail).
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TITLE: Vandalism
CATEGORY: Juvenile Justice
DESCRIPTION: Students become familiar with basic terminology and issues

related to vandalism.
AUTHOR/EDITOR: Donald P. Vetter and Mary Louise Ortenzo
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Maryland Public Schools- reprinted by permission,

Law-Related Education Program for the Schools of Maryland, 1979.

TO TEACHER:

This is-an exploration of the topic 'Vandalism", with emphasis on
its causes and consequences.

Instructions:

Step 1: Administer anddiscuss the "Vandalism Poll".

Step 2: Define the related terms.

Step 3: Have students read and discuss "The Case".

Step 4: Role-play and discuss the "Caie Situations".



VANDALISM POLL: WHAT DO YOU THINK

After reading each of the following statements below, mark the

appropriate letter(s) in the blank space which most, accurately reflects

your opinion of the statement. There are no right or wrong answers.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree U-Uncertain SD-Strongly Disagree

.1. Vandalism affects everyone in society, relkdless of race,

creed, color or socio-economic status.

Vandalism is simply a juvenile prank and should not be treated

as a criminal offense.

If a juvenile and/or his or her parents agree to make restitution

for vandalism damage, then no formal charges should be placed

against the child.

4.. Children are responsible for their own actions and should not

be, treated so leniently by the Juvenile Justice System.

5. Vandalism is primarily a juvenile related offense.

6. In our justice system, the distinction between juveniles and

adults works to the advantage of- young people by shielding

them from the brutal aspecs of the system.

7. Juveniles who commit acts of vandalism should not be sent to

juvenile detention facilities, regardless of the number of

violations.

8. Our juvenile courts are too lenient on juveniles who vandalize.

9. A juvenile who commits three or more offenses, Such

should be tried as an adult and prosecuted as such.

10. Vandalism is a crime committed mostly by poor less

youths.
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1. Malicious Vandalism:

DEFINITIONS

2. Fun Vandalism:

3. Vindictive vandalism:

4. Burglary:

5. Arrest:

*a.

6. Petitioned to Juvenile Court:

7. Liable:

8. Civil Law:

9. Criminal Law:
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THE CASE

Officer Hanson was called to the school shortly after eight o'clock on a
Monday morning. Tbgether, he and the principal examined the damage.

"They must have come in through the Window," the.principal pointed out.
"This is our photography room, and we've checked all the equipment thoroughly.
There doesn't seem to be anything missing except some petty cash And that
was in the desk drawer."

Hanson mate a brief note in his book as he attempted to avoid stepping
in the developer fluid that had been poured onto the floor. There were
torn strips of film, broken lenses, and smashed cameras and projectoft
lying about on the floor.

"It's all so senseless," the principal said. "All this expensive
equipment destroyed. And wait till you see the art room. They dumped
paint and glue on the floor and smeared red paint on a mural the kids were
working on. The paint has dried and the mural is ruined."

"Can you give me an estimate of the total damage?" Hanson asked.

"At this point, my guess would be about five thousand dollars," the
principal replied, rubbing his chin. "Yes, I'd say at least that much.
They've destroyed some very valuable equipment."

As Hanson was making another note,,a.secretary appeared in the door-
way. "One of the students would like to tee you," she said to the principal.
"It seems to be something important."

"Excuse me a moment," the principal said. While he was gone, Officer
Hanson took photographs of the damage with his police camera. He photographed
the room from three different angles before the principal -returned afid
handed him a slip of paper with the names of two boys on it.

"These boys are both students here," he said. "That's what the girl
wanted to tell me. She's one of the students who was working on the mural.
She says these are the boys who did the damage."

Hanson snapped his camera shut. "Let's talk to her."

According to the girl, she and a friend were walking through the campus
on Sunday afternoon when they heard the sound of glass being smashed in
the photography room. They looked in the window and saw the two boys. Yes,

she knew both of them. There was no doubt about whom she saw. She hadn't .

intended to say anything at first, but when she heard about the mural being'
destroyed -- well, that was too much. She and her friends had put in a great
deal of time and work on the mural.



Hansokasked the principal to check the attendance office. One of

the boys, Rick Glover, was in school. But the other, Eddy Casey was

absent. They sent a messenger to Rick's class to call him into the

principal's office. Rick soon came in and was introduced to Officer

Hanson.
4

"Sit down," Hanson said to the boy. "There was some damage done to

some of the school property over the weekend, and I understand you'and

Eddy Caiey are responsible for it."

Thetoy started to reply, but Hanson held up a cautioning hand.
"Let me tell you, before you say anything, that anything you say can be
used against you. You're not required to make any statements, and if
you want an attorney, you can call one now or at any time, and if you
can't afford an attorney, one will be. provided for you."

"Do you understand what Officer Hanson is telling youn the

principal asked. e%)

Rick nodded. "Sure, but I don't know anything about the damage.
The kids were talking about it this morning. That's the first I heard."

"All right," Officer Hanson said. "I'm placing you under arrest,

Rick. I'm going to call your parents."

The boy broke in, "You don't have to tell my mother, do you?",

"I'm afraid so, Rick. The law requires it.",

"But, I don't want her to find out," Rick said.

Again, Hanson cautioned the boy, "You'd better not say anything

more."

"No, it's all right," the boy insisted. "I know what my rights are.

I'll tell you about it. It was me and Eddy. There was another kid with

us, but he didn't want to go with us. When we told him we were going to

break in, he split. Eddy and me were going to .take a couple of cameras,

but after we got in, we figured it was too risky. So we just looked

around, and we found some money in the desk. We split it. About two

dollars apiece."

The principal broke in, "But, what about thedamage, Rick. Why did

you smash all that valuable equipment?"

Rick looked at the floor and shook his head. "I don't know. We
broke a couple of.things just for fun. We started laughing about it,

and then I guess we just wanted to outdo each other. You know, like one

of those old Laurel and Hardy flicks. We take turns. First you smash

somethng,_and then I smash something. And, we just stand there and watch

each other. It seemed funny at the time."



"Does it seem funny now?" Hanson asked.

The boy slowly shook his head. "It's'not funny at all. We just

didn't think; Uguess. We didn't realize how it would be on Monday

morning. The kids are all talking about it, and they're all uptight.

Man, I'll bet they'd fix me if they knew I did it."

Officer Hanson: made his .call to Rick's mother and told her that

he was taking the boy to Juvenile Hall where he would be handed over to

the juvenile authorities.

That evening, Officer Hanson went to Eddy Casey's house. He was

greeted at the door by Eddy's father. Hanson introduced himself to Mr.

Casey and showed him his identification. There was some vandalism at

Eddy's school Over the weekend," he explained. "I believe that Eddy

was involved in it."

Mr. Casey frowned. He obviously did not like what he heard.

"Come in," he said. He called Eddy into the living room. Mrs. Casey

came with him.

There were two witnesses," Hanson explained, "who saw Eddy and

Rick. Glover inside the school Sunday afternoon."

Mrs Casey asked anxiously, "Is that true, Eddy?"

Before Eddy could answer, Officer Hansbn tom him of his rights,

as he had Rick. "I'm placing you under arrest inany case," he said.

"We're going to recommend that both you and Rick be petitioned to '

Juvenile Court. That means that there will be a hearing so the court

can examine the evidence and question witnesses." He turned to Mr. and

Mrs. Casey. "As Eddy's parents, you can, in this state, be held liable

for damage to school. property. There was about five thousand dollars

'worth of damage. That means that you, as parents of one of the boys,

might have to pay back to the school district as much as twenty-five

hundred dollars."

Mr. Casey was obviously shaken. "Look, Officer,.I don't under-

stand," he said. "Why are you arresting Eddy if we have to pay for the

damages?"

"There is both civil and criminal law invd ved here," Hanson

explained. "When I said you were liable for damages,-I meant that the

school could bring a civil suit against you to pay for the damage. Even

though you pay the money, the state can still hold Eddy responsible for

his own offenses. I'm. arresting him for burglary and malicious mischief."

_ -

"Yob see," Hanson continued, "the law is concerned with a'person's

intent as well as his acts. When the boys entered the school, they

apparently intended to steal some cameras. The fact that they changed

their minds after they got in doesn't alter the situation. Their reason

for entering was to commit an unlawful act. The crime of burglary was

complete as soon as, they were in the building -- even before they.had

taken anything%- As'it turned out, they did steal some money."
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Mr. Casey nodded. "I guess I understand."

"It's the law's concern for an individual's right to be safe'

and secure in his home," Hanson explained.further. "It extends also

to'other kinds of buildings such as stores and warehouses.. The law

holds that a person has the right to the safety and security of his-

property no matter where he keeps it."

"But, in this case," Mr. Casey said, "it seems the damage the
boys did was really more serious -- worse than the burglary."

"That's right," Hanson agreed, "if you want to put it on a

dollars and cents basis. The money they took was just 'a few dollars.

But they very quickly destroyed property worth thousands of dollars.

That's why we have, laws against malicious mischief.".

Mr. Casiy looked at his son. "Is this all true, Eddy?"

The boy looked up. Finally, he nodded. "I was so scared about

it, I cut school today," he said. "I knew they'd be talking about it

and I knew they'd be asking questions." He paused. '"But, I don't.

want to be arrested." He looked at his father. "Do I have to go with

him?"

Hanson stood up. "Your parents have nothing to say about i

Eddy. And, I don't either, really. When something is this sous,

I have the responsibility to place you under arrest andlet the:

court deal with you."

"But, I didn't think A did that much damage,'.' Eddy protested.

"That was Rick's excuse, too," Officer Han'son said. "He didn't

think. That's how so manypeople get into trouble. They don't stop

and think. Did you consider for instance, whose property you were

destroying?"

Eddy shook his head.

"That's why this was so senseless," Hanson said. "It_was your own

property you destroyed. It belongs to you and me and your parents and

*very kid in school. It belongs to all of us, Eddy. And we all have

a responsibility to take care of it. You and Rick chose to ignore that.

Laws exist to be sure that people live up to their responsibilities.

That's what the law is all about."

The hand Officer Hanson placed on, Eddy's arm was firm and strong.
"And that's why you have to come with me," he said.
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HOW DOES VANDALISM AFFECT YOU?

DIRECTIONS: After each of the following acts of vandalism are role-
played in class, list as many possible ways you can
that the act might eventually affect you. If you have

access to your city's ordinances on vandalism, also
list the possible consequences to the vandal who committed

the act.

tr

,l. Several young teenagers are angry at the owner of a local movie
theater, so to "get back" at him, they tear the cushions of a
number of theater seats.

EFFECTS:

CONSEQUENCES:

,2. A group of kids become bored while riding around town one night.
For fun, they turn several street signs around and uproot several
"Stop" and "Yield" signs.

EFFECTS:

CONSEQUENCES:
7

A group of students decide to "get even" with the "Fussy" school
librarian by breaking into an audio-visual storage room and
damaging projectors and record players.

EFFECTS:

CONSEQUENCES:

4. Several boys have a contest to see who can break the most windows

on the back side of a school bAlding:

EFFECTS: '

CONSEQUENCES:

5. To create some excitement several girls at a 'party report a "serious"

fire in their neighborhood to both the fire and police departments.

EFFECTS:

CONSEQUENCES:

6. Several youngsters decide to clean up";the town by dumping several

cartons of detergent into the towns largest fountain or public A
swimming pool.

EFFECTS:

CONSEQUENCES:

/473
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A group' of young people teSt'',the ity of food*. a local
supermarket by opening some packages:amt. pockefibg o tiers.

EFFECTS:

CONSEOUENCES:

$
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TITLE: 'Joyride 'LeAs to Trou6lfe
ii . .

CATEGORY:.Juvenile..Justic6
DESCRIPTION: - .,,,,tudents rOl a - p1 ay

AUTHORIEDIT9 Thelma ,Gibson :l

PUBLT'7DISCNOOL.DISTRICT: DeKal

TO fEACHER:,

,The fol Oing roie-play simulation "is designed to demonstrate the

steps throug 4which criminal proceedings are handled for juveniles.

This role play is suitable to accompany a unit on the Juvenile Court

or a discussion on the most common juvenile offenses. Magic Squares

Vocabulary -- pre- and/or post-evaluation, see P.176_ and Step 7.

Instructions:

a case involving juvenile 'justice.

b County School. System, Spring Workshop,

Step 1: Select students to portray the following rbles:

1 Bob Johnson
2. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson

3. Mr. Larson (probation officer)

4. Mr. Roberts
5. Judge Wright,

Step 2 Give each role, player a copy of "A Joyride Leads to Trouble".

Step 3: -Instruct role pleyers toy familiarize themselves with the

handout and to especially concern themselves with learnfng

the dialogue that discusses what will happen to .Bol.).-

Step '4; On the day of the role-play, inform, the class that three

scenes, will take place. SCENE 1:- in a room at t6e police

"station involving Bob, his fa,ther, ond Mr:_Lawson; SCENE 2:

at Bob's home with his' parents; SCENE 3: in Judge Wright '-s

court involving Bob, the judge, the lawyer, the prObation

officer and Bob's parents.

Instruct stuffent to no all3tatements made which refer

rcilecift the cour

After all three scenes,have been enacted, a classroom

discussjon of thkeVents should begin. A resource person

such as a lawyer,,a judge, or a probation officer, should

be used Otherwise, the teacher may conduct class

discussion..

Magic Squires
post. -

Ton can e part, of evaluatift and/ror



"AJOIRIDE LEADS TO TROUBLE',
MAGIC SQUARES

0"

DIRECTIONS: From the answer column at the left, select the word
that best'fitsithe definition at-the right. Write the number. of
the answer you choose in the lettered square. If your-answers are
correct, the sums will form a magic square. __Added vertically,
hoilzontally or diagonally, the total will be the same. Find the
.number.- t

s

Hearing

Grad Theft
Auto

4." Intake Heari
, 2

CoUrt Clerk

Paroled6

L

P

TheThe Magic number i

Aperion appointed c/. elected to hear and
decide questions of 1awAh.court cases and
make-Sure fair procedUres are followed.

B. A.juvenile court proceeding where judge hears
the case.

(

C_ ,.,faking a car with-out consent of the owner:
D. Attorpey appointed by'the,court to provide legal

ng aid to persons with limited financial resources.
E. Person who keeps court records,bfficial files, etc.
F. ..A ride in a stolen auto.
d. A period during which a young person is under the

watchful eye of the court to make sure certain
rules" are obeyed.

7. Traihing'S.chOol H. Control exercised'
person,

I. Questioning witness
is correct.

A place where juvenileAelinquents are kept.
Conditionally released during good behavior
Due process that provides that an arrested person
has the right to remain silent until proper
procedures are followed.

A juvenile proceeding taking place before a-hear-
ing in which intake, officials 'try to deal with a .

case informally. - . .

Young Person under a certain agewho is truant, unrulY,
or incorrigible.
Confidentiality of a juvenile delinquent's records.

8. Custody

9. Cross-Examin'
tion.

10. Probation

h aUthority over another.

determine if testimony

Jgyride M.

Mirada Righti
N.

Publjc Defender
0:

14. Juvenile
Delinquent

15. :Sealed Record

16.' Judge

A young person below Wcertai age, ranging from
16 to 21.



A JOYRIDE LEADS TO TROUBLE'

It sure has been one of those days, Bob .Johnson 'thought to himself
as he sat at the kitchen table. Much,too hot to .run around, outside. And
too hot to stay indoors. ' - \

Bob thought. of his friends. Most of theft) were away for the day.
Tommy and his parents had gone tb visit his'drandparents. Bill had gone
to camp. Jim had run away from -`home again. -, .

,
, .

.

"I sure wish I had something to do,'"' Bob, said..aloud. "Anything."
1-le crossed the kitchen to the small window that looked out .13n-the,sunny
'street \below. A flashy car caught his eye. It -was, a convertible -=7 red
and white. Man, does that look fast! Bob'thciUght.

Sudaenly a figure came out of doorway, near the car. It was a
young man. Bob recognized him right away. That's Chuck Maynard. Where
,would- he get a, sharp car like that? ,'"ne thought.

But-there was Chuk.' Opening the` dor andisliding behind the
driver's seat. Bob waited. But the 64.r didn't start,. Chuck.'just s'et

there behind the wheel. '

Bob made 'a fast decision on . e' ran 'from the, artment and down the
stairs. In a-minute he was on the street headin il?.the red convertible.

Bob stuck his head inside the, w ,dOW (in the""Pissender' s vide. "How' re

you doing; Chuck?

"Hi; Bob," Chuck said. "Whatl,,t,cloin
1 , , .

.

"Where'd yOu get.theser'wheel man?).';

, .

"They° r'e my uncle's. ,Yeab',/mk uric)?

"Really sharp!"

"Want a ride?" Chuckasked.

Bob thought of going baciet6., !lot apartment. What was the choice?
The hot apartment or a, ride ..ftr a great, recV:ponvertible. ,He thought for
a minute. It might, be fun, he 'thought. "'Let's go," he said as he slid

'ibto .the car. . ,
J

tieChuck reached 'under the dashboawl''and played with some wires. The
engine caught and the car,started.

,
.,,

come you had to fool' with the wires ,;to get it started?" he asked.
Bob was a-little scared. ".Hey, man, if this is,your uncle's car,

, .

how

Chuck:laughed. "OK, so it ain't his car. I just borrowed it, from the

owner for a while. You want out?" - -

O.



Bob thought to himself. What's the harm? We'll just a ride
and then leave the cat somewhere. The owner will get it back: - ''Nobody
will be-short and..I'lLhave a good time for a couple of hours.. 'e looked
at .difuck. "Let's keeWgo;ing,1 he 'said.

The car moved q(iiii,kly through city traffic. Soon they were on a
highway heading for the city's outskirts. BdlYwas really having fun.
The wind blew through hfs.liair and he quickly forgot what a drag the
day had been.

"This is great," he said to Chuck.

"Aren't you glad you came along?"

"I -sure an glad.: This beats sitting: in the house any day of the
week."

.
Bob and Chuck were having too much fun to' see' the blue-and-white

pdlice cruiser swing onto the road behind theft. The cruiser stayed
behind them for a few miles. Suddenly its siren blared loudly.,

Chuck checked the rearview mirror. "It' s the police:: We'll have
to get out of here," he said

Bobr looked back. i The cruiser had:picked up speed, an-d- was:'eluickly,
Closing they distance;. tween them. "Better stop;,:". he said.; ."1. don't
think we can out o sem. :, ,,

, .

`i

But Chuck- j tedped harder' on gas':- pedal The3converti bl e
picked up speed. "No, way," Chuclo:'yel 1 ver. Oa. noise of 'the- Wind
rushing through the, car and the siren. behiffd thent 'I've' been ill trouble
with the cop& before. . I'm already- on: tn. I can't afford to be
caught, again."

The cruiser was getting closer all. tlie time'. The corperttble Was
no match for the police car. The police car came alongs0e. 1364
could see one of the policemen inside wave them over.

Chuck seemed to give up4 He, pul led to the side of the road. "As
soon as I stop, run for it," he told Bob. The car stopped suddenly,
'spinning in the dirt on the side of the road. Chuck,'s door was open
and he was running toward a fence. Bob sat' still. He was, scared.

A shot rang out. "Hold it-right there!" a policeman yelled.
"Unless you thtnk you can run fait than a bullet."

Chuck stopped. The policeman ran,,after Suctaenly the other
policeman was pulling Bob from the convertible.

The policeman put handcuffs on Bob:. Another police car pulled up
and Chuck was taken away. A young policeman got into the back of the
cruiser with Bob: He had a black notebook in his hand.
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"What's your name, son?" he asked.

"Bob Johnson."

"Where do you live?"

'2730. West 57th Street."

"How old are you?"

"Fourteen."

"Where are ,your pg.ents?"

"They're both at work today. My dad works at the Acme Appliance\
Factory downtown. My mother4Works at the Broadway Department Store."

"I want to tell you your rights," the policeman said "From now
on, you have the right, to remain silent. 43/thing 'You say may OPd will
be used against you in a court of law. You have the right to .h ye a
lawyer. If you cannot afford one, we will get one for you."

"I understand," Bob said. The police car started up. Bob sack
quietly into the seat.

"We were just taking a little: ride. We were going- to give.:;

car back," Bob, said The policeman just looked straight aheRd41

When they got to the'police station, p . ut,in a litt
room. He was searched and then left alone,
time.

Suddenly the door opened. His fat
he had never seen before.

"What is all this?" his father asked loudly. "What were you doing

(

Bob' just sat still, looking at his father. He cpu1014t think of

in that stolen car?"

anything to say. His father just got angrier. "Wha
for yourself? Just don't sit there like. a dummy.

"Getting angry won't help, Mr. Johnson.". It was

have to say
hing'."

tiiiistr"4.nge filan

;:speaking. "Let's firiCL out what happened.."

Bob's father 1pOked at the man. "OK, Mr. Larson. You reright, of
cOurse.",

"Bob, this is Mr. Larson. He's a probation officer with the family
court. He'll decide what's going to haven to .you."



Bob looked' at Mr..` .arson. "Will I go to jail?" he asked.

"You're a juvenile because you're under. ]8 years of age., You
won't be going to a regular criminal court. And you, certainly won't
be going to jail -- at least not what you think of as jail," M
Larson said.

"Suppose you tell us what happened," Bob's father said

"I thought I had the right to have a lawyer," Bob said

"You do," Mr. Larson said "Do you want us to get one for you?"

"I don't think that'll be necessary yet," Mr. Johnson said.
"Let's see what happened first."

10
Bob told his story. He told about .sitting in the house and seeing

uck in, the car below. He told of questioning Chuck about the car
d finding out that it was stolen. He told. about how they were going

to return-it. And he told of his arrest.

"Very goad. I think you're telling the truth," Mr,: Larson said.
"NowAhere are three things that I can do. I on send. this case to
a court for. a hearing. Or. I can decide to handle it myself -- just 1 evf

ga. Or I can hold it for :60:; days until, decide:. If I, decide that
you will have-a hearing, it will' have to be within, the next the days."

"What will you do?" Bob asked.

"I haven' t 4104,,ided yet. I want, to see if" you, have eyer
.trouble before "

"This is the first -- and the last -- time."

en

"We'll see. - Meanwhile, I'm going to let you go with yaor father.
I could have you held in a juvenile. home until your ,hearing,
wanted. But I think you will 1 istat c:to your, father. So you can go
now."

"What's going to happen to Chick?" Bob asked.

"Chuck is 18. That-makes him an adult,"'"Mr."Larson said "The
regular court Will take carp of him."

- ,
Bob left with his father. They hardly spoke on the way home.

When they arrived at the apartment, Bob's mother Was waiting. She was
angry. Bob tried to explain what had happened;

,-The phone' rang.. Bob's father answered it It was Mr. Larson.
Bob's fathen listened. Then he hung up.



"That was Mr. Larson," he said. "Even though you, have no record,
you will have to go to a hearing: The charge against you is grand
theft. Auto theft is too big a charge for him to let you off. Your
intake hearing is tomorrow at 9 o'clock."

Bob could hardly sleep that night. He kept thinking of the hearing.
He had nightmares of being in a prison.

When morning came, Bob and his parents went to the family .court:,
building. Bob's father spoke to the man' at a small desk near the.
entrance. The man told them to go to Room 784. They took an elevator
to the seventh floor and walked down:the hall to 784.

The intake office was small. There were several desks scattered
through the room. Bob and his parents were shoWn to a desk 'hear:the back

ktk44_
of the room.

SI

"` °;, ., Bob saw Mr. Larson sitting there. With him was a woman and two men".
he woman it turned.out, was Judge Jane Wright. The others were a clerk

,

'
- nd a reporter They would make a record of what was said

t'

'Tell me what happened," Judge Wright said. Bob told her the story.

"!Does this your4man have any other police record?" the judge asked
Larson.

'No, Your Honor," he Said.-

"Very well. going to,tell you what will happen noW,m- she said.
There will be a:.hearing, the day after tomorrow. At that hearing,, the
people...Who: saw you-in that car will..tell their story. You will tell yours.
The judge will hear about your school record. Then the judge will decide
wliat to do.:.The judge can let you go. You can be paroled. Or the judge
can send you to a training school for a period of 18 months."

"Will there be a jur ' Bob asked.

"No,' juveni 1 es do ribt'.havg,,the ri dht to trial by jury. 2n fact, thi s

;Is not really ,a trial. Just ahearing. You, or your lawyer,.will have the
right to cross-examine the witnesses against you After everyone tells his
story, the: judge will decide. Meanwhile, I will let you go in the custody
0 your parents."

0 and his pa'rents went home. Bob's parents would not let him out
e 'house until the. hearing.- He was bored. But, he listened to them.

He didn't want-o to the school that Judge Wright had mentioned.

The Ileisk' Ofeate came quickly. Bob and his parents went to, meet with
r. Robgrtss-the lawyer the court had assigned to,his case. He told Mr.

Rob_ eiftts his story
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"Well, it sounds as if we can get you off easily if .you tell the
truth and say you did it," Mr. Roberts said.

Bob agreed. They went to the hearing. The judge sat behind a big
bench. Bob, Mr. Roberts,: and ,Bob's parents .sat behind one table. Mr.

Larson sat behind another table with .anotherguan.

The judge opened' the hearing. The man who was with,,,Mr. Larson said it
was his car and that he had seen Bob and another boy get into the car and
drive away.

Bob, told his story. He told it, just as it happened, leaving out'
nothing.

The judge asked Mr. Larson about Bob's past record.

"Bob ha? never been in trouble before, 'Your Honor. And his school
record is very good."

The judge thought for a minute. "Bob, .could send you to .a state
training school for a year ,and a half. But, I think you':'ve 'learned your
lesson, so I'm going to put you on probation for.one ,year. Do you ,knowAlhat

that means?"

"No, sir," Bob said.

'You ,wic141 MaVe to report to Mr..Lorson,-one.day each lnontti. He will check
to see that'you are .staying out of trouble anci:iloinglwell in -school. You

cannot be out of the house aftel'" 11 .at night. And you must obey, your
parents. If you do anything wrong, 'you mill ;be ;-sent .to training-school .

to you understand?"

'"Yes, ar." Bob said

The judge let ..them go. Mr. Larson explained 'that the record of <the
hearing would le sealed-Nso that nobody would .ever know about it

Bob went home wit his parents. 'He thought; to himsel f that lie ),ixas-

really lucky. That' s the last -time I'll ever get in that kinthof-trouble,
he thoUght As he looked out the window.

40. I....-.
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TITLE: Juvenile Rights
CATEGORY: Juvenile Justice
AUTHOR/EDITOR: J. Walburn

PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: DeKalb County Workshop, 1978.

TO TEACHER:

This can be Usedto develop understanding of dilemma of facing
Juvenile Court judges and probation officers, Thiscould be
extended by interviewing.a Juvenile Court officer on Question
#1.

.

Pretend you4re a judge about to sentence a 15 year qld who was.found
guilty of burglary.. He is on probation for stealing from a department store,
performs, poorly in school,. and his, parents tell y2u that they cannot seem to
control him.

Instructions
3S 1

Step l': The class should break up. intosmalil*pups of four to six
students.

,step:Each,groupshouldwriteoutreactionsto-thefollowing
.questions after discussion and deb4te.

Step 3: Each group should select a recorder to write out the answers to
each question finally agreed on by the majority.

Step 4 The entire class should discuss and Compare the varibUs.small
group decisionS.after-each group:hascOmPleted step number three.

6-7

Questions for DiscuStIOn

1. What altertIv0 are open to the judge?

2., What should he co?:

)

3. Should the 15 year old receive the same penalty as someone whogis_25
and committed the same crime?

. The Supreme Court has granted someixf,the same rights-gu'aranteed adults
to juveniles charged with crimes inState "courts. Some of these rights
include the right to-a speedy trial, thexight to be represented by a
lawyer (court-appointed, if necessary), 04,-right to confront and cross-
examine witnesses, and the privilege against self-incriminations. Do

you think juveniles should haVe the same rights before the law that adult
have

-5. . Should juveniles receive, th6Z7Same punishment's adults receive for
committing Omilar crimes?:



TITLE: Child Abuse
CATEGORY: Family Law
DESCRIPTION: A unit providing some activities and basic resources

,

designed.to help students investigate,the current legal
status and the sociological content of child abuse.

AUTHOR /EDITOR: Anne Rogers, Cobb_County_Warkshop, 1978.
"Juvenile Court Proceedings" A Resources Guide to Assist Lawyers
and Law Students for Particfioation in K-8-Law-Related Education T. ..,
Classrooms. Publication of-Phi Alpha Delta rraternity,International,
Juvenile Justice office; Washington, D.C., 2/81: $4.00. Reprinte4.with permission,

TO,THE TEACHER:'

Students should be aware of and understand the problems and
ramifications associated with child abuse. They shbuld also be aware-
of.the increasing incidencei of the problem and have knowledge concern-
ing its symptoms and methods of alleviation. This unit helps to bring
the problem-into the classroom where it can be analyzed and discussed
in,an objective manner. It should result in increased awareness of
the problem and in willingness to take action aimed toward prevention
of the development of "next generation" child abusers. The news
media constant reliorts cases of child abuse and could provide current-f
interest/motiVati n to introduce the study.

. .

Prior to initiating this unit, teacher should become knowledge-
able about'current statistics in ,Georgia,A10,:the, Upited,States.and
should secure resources for student reseafth. It'iS also recommended
that a qualified resource person be secured as a consultant and
aUthoritative speaker during this 'study.

, .

OBJECTIVES ARE:.

Students will be able to:

l Define and give examples of "child- abuse", "Battered child"
'and other related terms.:

2. Identify situations that might lead to child abuse.

3. Suggest reasons why child abuse is on the increase.

4. List and explain some ways to alleviate the increasing rate
of child abuse.

5. Name and locate the public agency(ies) that should be called
upon to help.in child abuse cases in the local .community.

6. Outline steps to be taken in reporting child abuse,cases.

7,r List the common signs of child abuse.

8. State common social-end legal penalties for child abuse `iii
Georgia,

9. .List emotional end physical effects' of child abuse. -'

184 ,
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES:

Administer pre-test (see page,190). It is advisable to do

this a week. prior to beginning, the unit to identify thOse..

areas,in.Which students' knowledge is lacking and would, there -

fore, become those emphasize in the unit.

2: Introducing the unit:

Divide the class into groups of 4-6. Ask each group to

discuss and record group consensusson:

1. What is child abuse?
2. What are its causes?
`3. What can be done to stop it?

Each group will be allowed 10 minutes or more to formulate their

answers before reporting to the clasS. Thdy are not to use resource

material but must rely solely on their own conceptions of the problem.

After the groups haye respOnded, allow a short period of time

for each group to report. Organize the data into categories and
identify those areas where it will be necessary to verify the data,
to research for supportive data, and where the data 'reflects consensus.

of the entire class. This'Nshould identify the questions to ask :

resource persons, the legal definitions needed, what to research for

in the literature, the vocabulary, that needs to be defined; etc.

The teacher can assign research and interview grRups, or serve

as the resource person to supply the basic knowledge essential ,to the

subject. The fallowing activities should help students define their

dilemmas and their understanding of legal issues' involved.

POLICE CALL
.

Divide cl'assAW.gpaups of five members each Wand give each.

group the folloWing7.asstgnMent:--
,

Two will be the police, two the parents, and'o the observer..

Observers must leave the group until it is ready to role-play the
incident because their function is to critique what takes place.

Bring all policemen together and instruWthem,lon Miranda Warning and

Waiver, Probable Cause and General Police ['race-Ores' while each'pair

of parents plan separately. The obsePver instructions include

observing the following:
..4

1. General and fair criti,que of.Ahe.4

2. Were role-plays realistic, too positive, too negative,

unrealistic?

*Adapted from Police,Patrol by Todd ClaPk, COnstitutional Rights°

Foundation, Copyright 1973; by SIMILE II.



1
'Were police role.plays realisti,c; too positive; too, negfttive;
unrealistic?

4.. Were.Jegal rights violated?

Police answer call to local Days. C.aree Center whe ffta suspects
child battering.. Parents are at the Center fon counseling appoint-
ment.

You are to plan and role-plaY the interview of the parents
regarding the questionable injuries to the child.

Consider the two questions that influence, the situation:

1. How will the parents react to the suggestion and/or
accusation of child' battering?

2. How would a child, is is old, enough ,. respond to the
pol ice?

Each group should role-play the incident.Omultanefously and the
observero s critique during.

, general, class. di egossi on- should' include, .

how each, felt in, the role played,, how legeTt rights.must be protected,
etc:" '

CASE STUDY. ACTIVITIES-

Thes, three cases are typical, of: many, the teachei. can put, to-
gether to stimulate discussion of sociological-, causes, of child
abuse'. .

Read each of the foil owing base studies. Give a. yes or no
answer inslicati.ng whether-oricit, you believe. chi ld, abuse might, occur
in each case. State reasOnsi, Or your belief, If your answer, is
yes, 'gi've steps that might be ,taken .to prevent, it. (See page13,88.)

SPEAKER

A. representative from theeloc-i1 Family and CM1dren's,Services
could help the.class. understand the problem of child abuse. Prior
to 'the visit-, have the students prepare a set of que,stions and;topics
they wish to discuss. Have the speaker outline the services the
agency renders and steps taken in reporting incidences of child. abuse. ^

Also include the penalties or. sanctions given to ,child abuser. and the
pros and cons of removing a,child...from the home.'4"1



.A MORAL-DILEMMA QUESTION

One.of the dilemmaS faced .V doctors and school personnel concerns ,

the reporting of child abuse, Ask the students :. ,

"Does a doctor's reporting of.battered child symptoms conflict

.with. the COnfidentiality the doctor owes to the patient?"

Call on members of,the.class to'express,their opinions ,regard
ino the qbove question.. After'a discussion Of-the 'issue, read-the
sfollowing excerpt from Troubled Parents) Their ,Chil-dren,_ d.Georga..
'Protective Services Program, ,

/
- "Georgia laWAGeorgia Code Annotited Section 74-111) requir-eS

mandatory reporting -by certain individuals:whO have ca4se to believe
that a child-h6s been physically injured,.other than by acCidebt,
by a.parent or guardian. -These.individuals include physicians., nurses,
social workers, teachers and oters responsible for, health, welfare,
Or education of children. 'Individuals- making ,reports are provided t
confidentiality andAmmunity from civil or,criminal lability re4U1t7
ing from such reports made,in good'faith."

Contfnue the. discussion.,

1.4



CASE STUDY 'ACTIVITIES'

CASE I

Linda has been divorced eight months. has no skill and must
rely on her ex-husband for What Money she and her 10-month old child
have for food, shelter and Clothing. She has only enough money to
pay -the rent and buy enough groceries f7dr ,one :meal a day. The electric
company and water company are threatening,to cut off their services,
She could work as a waitress at the restaurant on the corner' but has
no friend or relative who could keep her ;baby.. The ,baby is often
hungry and ill and is constattly ,crying. Linda has' tension headaches
when she is "under pressure" and around a lot of noise.

CASE II

When Joe was small., his father often beat him. If the lather
was drunk, as often occurred, The would tie Joe to a tree and ,beat
him until he bled, joel,s mother was Usually out of the nomewhen
:this happened. His parents argued constantly over bills and the
.father's Oinking,- - :

/

Now Joe is 31, married, and has. two Small children. His wife,
works shift work, but her income does not offset their nigh bills or
the money spent on,Joe's constant drinking.

CASE III

Mary has ore 'child, is widowed and lives in a small house near
the middle of -town. She has no car but has access to a day care center,
grocery store, department.store and the shop where she war,ks. Her
-salary is small but occasionally she is able to save enough to treat
her child and herself to ice cream cones in the park. rShe would like

to reMaiTi but has no eligible bachelor friends. She is very lonely.

188
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ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY

1. AGENCY - administrative division of local, state or federal
government.

2. CHILD ABUSE - intentional neglect or injury to a minor.
3. CHILD NEGLECT - a form of child abuse resulting from a 'parent

or 'guardian's failure to perform certain necessary functions
for the child.

4. BATTERED CHILD - one who has been physically abused.
5. , BATTERED CHILD SYNDROME - effects of abuse which has resulted
q, in physical and emotional damage to the child..
6. EMANCIPATED MINOR child under 1,8 who is totally dependent

upon himself/herself for support. C-1
7. ENVIRONMENT - physical and social surroundings of a person.
8. .FOSTER HOME - home for children who are without parents, who have

been given up by their parents, or who.have been taken from their
parents.. .

9. .GUARDIAN adult' w4p has legal responsibility f6r a child.
10. ILLEGITIMATE -. born to parents who are not married to each other.
11. INCEST - marryingor having sexual relations with a person close

12. INTRAPAMILY - within a family, between members of a family.
:13. MAINTENANCE'- Means of subsistence.
14. NECESSITIES - basic 'needs such as food,,shelter and clothing.._
15. PINS -,:anacronym for persons in need of supervision.
16. REHABILITATION - return or restoration of a person to acceptable

behavior.

17. .RUNAWAY HOUSE - community-based home for youth who have'run away
from home.

18. STEP-CHILD - child,who has a parent by his/her mother or father's
remarriage, and has not been adopted by that parent.

19. ABANDONMENT - the giving up of a child or leaving of a child
without supervision. .

20. PARENTS-ANONYMOUS - organihtion a ,potential abuser may call to
get immediate aid (operates very much like Alcoholics
Anonymous).

Cy.
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SUGGESTED VOCABULARY QUIZ:
1Fill-in-theLBlank)

is an administrative, division of the
local , state, or federal government.,

2. A eenis one who has b physically abused.

3. A child under 18 Who is totally dependent upon himself/herself
for suppor,t is called

4. A person's physical and social surroundings are called his

3

who has legal responsibility for a child is called 'a

6. 'A childunder 18 is called a,

7. refers 'tct- 'persons: wha.arit in need..'of
supervi si on.

chi,1 d.

is in:tended.. neglect: or illjtiry to. a

9. . refers,- the., restoration-, of' a person,
to;acceptable.behay.ior,.

i ss an: arganizatitm.-- parents; may, call -which:
operates- to help. prevent a'. parent...froint...abps-ing,..tisther.

IDENTIFY:

1. FOSTER HOME:

2. STEP-CHILD:

3. . 'RUNAWAY' HOUSE:

4.. CHILD NEGLECT:
n

BATTERED CHILD SYNDROME:

190
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Seventh and Eighth Grade:
Juvenile. Court Proceedings
BACKGROUND

Seventh and eighth grades are often difficult times
for the young adolescent. The student can be at an awk-
ward age, influenced by peer pressure and anxious for
approval. This can be an age

0
mischievous behavior

and perhaps some serious problems \with the law. The
sample leSson for the resource person is aimed at helping
to put on a mock jUvenile hearing of a child abuse and
neglect case. The case helps the students have a broader
perspective of the court and the responsit)ilities of court
personnel, The lawyer or law student .'assists With the

hearing by-- makingce.rtain that there are no blatant errors
of due process and by debriefing the case with the stu-
dents. The following hearing and debriefing questions are
from floral(' Problems'-anl Law, Second Edition, West '
Publishing Compahy. 1980. 9

In junior or middle schOol settings, classes are gener-
ally taught in fifty- minute time periods. A mock juvenile
trial may take more than one class period. The time
Consideration will_ definitely need to. he discussed with
the teacher.

PREVIS1T
ilje teachsr should teach a hlief history orthe juve-

nile court andif i3ossible2go over the Gerald Gault case,
a landmark, case about treatment of juveniles by courts.
In re Gault (1967). 387 U.S. 1. 87 S.Ct. I428.18 L.Ed. 2d
527. Students should eunderstand words such as: due pro-
cess. judge and juvenile hearing. Javeniie Problems &
Law has lessons dealing with these areas, as does the
Constitutional Right. Foundation publication. Criminal

Resource Guide

From Phi. Alpha Delta Fraternity
International, Juvenile Justice Offi
February, 1981, Pages 11-57.

Reprinted with permission.

Justice, Scholastic Books, 1978. The attached hearing,
pages 43-57, should be prepared and presented for the
resource lawyer.

RESOURCE PERSON'S VISIT
Introduce yourself and tell students' where you

work; what kind of law you practice, and describe your
law school experience. Any experience with the juvenile
court in a legal capacity with .a specific example could be
highlighted. Have the students put On their hearing for
you.' You need to keep notes of the hearing. After the
hearing, it is important for the students to see that you
thought they did a good job. Point out as many positive
points as. possible. In the debriefing, bring up points of
major law and due process, keeping in mind that they
should .be communicated from a positive standpoint. For
example, "You did a good job with questioning the wit-
ness but it is important to' bring out ... such and such."
Sample debriefing questions are in the last page of the
hearing attachments. Open the discussion for questions
within the time remaining".

FOI.WWUP
Students could present their hearing for another

group of seventh or eighth grade students. incorporating
the changes suggeSted by the lawyer. They could lead up
to. but not provide the decision- or the juvenile judge in
the case. The audience could then _suggest outcomes.
giving rcasonti for their ideas. Afterwards, tht: seventh or
eighth grade teachers could briefly discuss what they
have. learned about the juvenile court. ,

NOte to teacher: tie problem of child abuse and neglect has
been given more pu is attention in recent years. Many more
cases are now being reported because state laws now man-
date certain professionals to report suspected child abuse or
neglect. Also persons reporting cases are protected from
liability through the immunity from liability Clause whiCh.pro-
tecte those who report in good faith. The difficulties that
social service agencies are now facing are numerous: defining
abuse and neglect, responding to large numbeiis of reports,
and providing services to families who have been identified' as
abusing or, neglecting their children. Definitions of child abuse
vary from state to state. Although many state lawb include
definitions of "physical at *se," "neglect," "sexual abuse," and

. "emotional maltreatment," there is often little guidance as to
when andunder_what circumstances such conditions warrant
legal intervention.
Child abuse and neglect is 'a developing area of law. Impor-
tant questions are, being raised such as: ."What degree of
abuse or neglect warrants 'taking a child from his/her hdme?"
and "What responsibilities does a Community have to provide

\ services to help and teach parents so, that they can do a
better job of caring for their children?"

191,
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You might want to take time to involve students in thinking
about some of these questions. A lawyer or social service
worker who ,handles chil,d abuse cases would be your 6est
source of up-to-date information. A resource person such as
a juvenile court worker or social service worker would be able
to help with the mock hearing as described in this lesson.
This person could provide forms used in,Stour local juvenile
court. It may be difficult for the students irho-play the law-
yers, the judge, and the guardian ad litem to think of effective
,questions to as ringnite hearing.. It would be helpful if a
teacher or a source perbon could help,them, develop ques-
tions to ask in preparation for'the hearing. A main purpose:Of
this lesson is to involve the students in understanding how '-
juvenile courts handle child abuse cases and to examine Vie'
issues involved in the problem of child abuse. If you wish to
have students learn more about triaPprocess, ser\Courts and .
Trials, Second.Edition, Law in Action Series.

From Jurettlle Prob/mas mu! Lair, Second Vxlition, Law In Action Series.
NN'est Publishing C'orunany. i9t30.

.
The Hearing

)Juvenile Courts have two hearings to handle child abuse and
neglect cases. The first hearing is the adjudicatory,*or
fact - finding, hearing.. The lawyers ask the witnesses questions,
to bring the facts of the case:before the Court. The judge
makes a decision. If the judge decides it is a case of child'
abuse or neglect, then_ the court has the power to do some-
thing about it.
The second hearing is the disposition'al hearing., At this hear-
ing the court decides what should be done. Usually a social
worker who has studied the possible alternatives makes a
recommendation to° the judge. Thd lawyers_can argue about
this recommendation;. if they don't-think it is fair.. The judge
-makes the final decision. Al-this hearing there is another
lawyer called the 'Attorney Ad' Litem, or Guardian Ad Litem.
This lawyer is appointed by the court to protect' the child's
interest during this hearing. (Ad Mem. means "at the trial" or
"for the suit.") This lawyer's job is to make,surethat what the
court decides to do is in the best interest of jhe child.
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Resfauree Guide

THE CASE
OF:ROBBIE

AND DANNY
LLOYD

..IAN.
4 Child Abuse

Hot Line Service
receives

call of possible

" child abuse.concerning

Robbie
(age 7) and Danny

Lloyd
(age .2). Neighbor

reports
Robbie

has asked

her for food for himself
and his little'brother.

Danny.

Neighbor,
is.concerned

because
he hasseen the boys'

in-Other
leave

the children
home

alone
and'stay

away

° several.hoiirs.

Neighbor
reports

Robbie
lOoks

skinny

and 'sick and his hair, face, hands,
and clothes-are,

dirty.
Child Abuse

Hot Line volunteer
reports

this

call to Division
of Family

Services.

JAN.
10 A'social

worker
from Division

of Family,Servicei-goee.

tc5 the
Lloyd's

home.
He finds no

fo6d in tho home,

heating
only with space

heaters,'
and..n6

'photie.

.
Mrs.:Lloyd saysshe only leaves

the boys alone
when

she has to leave home
and it's only happened

once or

twice':
She said the boys'.grandthother

was supposed

to babysit.
but nevershowed

'up.: She says,she brings

in food every
day for the boys 'and:herself.

The social

worker
asks if-there.is

any/way that Mrs. Lloyd
needs

help.
Mrs: Lloyd

says no. The social
worker

warns.,

her not to leave
her boys alone

at home anymore.

FEB.
12. Child Abuse

Hot Line Service
receives

another
call

from neighbor
concerning

Robbie
and Danny

Lloyd.

.Robbie
has been over to ask for food again, at

o'clock
at night.

Neighbor
said that Danny

was home

alone
when Robbie

came
home

from school
and that

his mother
has not come

back.

.

FEB.
14 Social

Nyorker
talks to Mrs..Lloyd.

He finds out Mrs.

Lloyd has not:had steady
work'for

the past
few

months.
SOCial

worker
notices

scars
on Robbie's

'legs.

I. Robbie
said,his

mother
beat .him

with a strap.

Lloyd saicrshedbes
beat him when he misbehaves'...

I

Note to teRcher: Many cities' and colinties as well as states
have a child abuse hotline service which works ciose/y with the
Farniiy.Ser.Wbes Agency run bthe state. Volunteers receive,
phonebaits of possible childab use and report these calls tb
tlie So el worker who'worics for the .Famly erviCe Agency.
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FEB. 15 S cial worker reports possible case of child abuse and
ru leCt to juvenile court., Social worker writes up (3

petition which states the ,re6sonswhy..rhe case of-Rob
bierand Danny Lloyd is being brought: to cdurt:.

6 ,

. in Stir Circuit Court (.6i 3orksint CeountgiAleanuri
Suuenlit Otalsion

itanoto'eleg. illasouri &We
.25f. 2(0'1110d

PETITION,
IN THE INTERES? OF

Robert Lloyd/Daniel Lloyd PETTON 6-4-aqi
NAME

1042 Wocdacre / FILE NO. Y-Q88
ADDRESS , .

4 21-72/1 31 77
BIRTHRATE t/

The parents or legal guardian Of the,child/childrert-are:

lather deceaS'ed / Mary 1.loy(1,...

(Father)

and they_reilde at:

(Mbflter)'J

1042.Woulacre

The person having legal custody of the child/children is.

Mother.

Cordes now,the Juvenile Officer, within and for.JaCition CoUtIN,
Missouri, and alleges that the child is within Jackson County,
Missouri, and is in need of the care, trbatinent and servites of
the court because:
The environment 0 Robbie Lloyd and' Danny Lloydr.
their own welfare because the person legally IfitipprslUlt: lot
their proper care and supervision fails. or is unable, to propeily
provide such, in that

Robbie and Danny are lett alone rrt home rot-limo-Illy 1.4
several hours at a time
there is unsafe heating in 'their apartment .

Robbie shows scars resulting, from being whipped with at
strap
Mrs Lloyd does not`leed the by properly:
Mrs Lloyd has not been able. to holcia steady job

Petitioner states that this is a physically, psyrliolook ally, and
emotionally harmful environment for the rhihiren to live in

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays Me court to sustairytkis petition
and to order appropriate supervision, care, examinatift treat.
meat, detention, placement, commitment, change of-custOdy: or.
other disposition of said ?hid as provided under provisions of
chapter 211, R.S:Mo as amended.

A cOpy of the foregoing peti-
tion mailed/delivered this

5tIv day of j_12.L. 102. to Juvenit
Leaol Aid, Attorney for laid
child. :

JUVENILE OFFICER

zit
'Officer of Jac

Unty, Missouri

By
DEPUTY'
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Resource (;vide

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
tl

FF.B. 16 Social worker takes Robbierand.Danny Loyd and
places them in foster care until the hearing.

'FEB, 19. Mrs. Lloyd receives notice from juvenile court that she
must appear for a court hearing.

e Tikruit Trawl Of IJarkson (griuntll.
Juvenile Division

Kansas (gill!. tosuitri 64108
625 E. 260 &rept .

NOTIM TO PARENT/GUARDIAN, CHILD
OF COURT HEARING

Roberi'St Daniel Lloyd
IN THE INTEREST OF

(042 Woodocse.
ADDRESS

4-21-72/1-31-77
BIRTHDATE

JII: irisouri

PETitION NO, 64807

FILE NO 39288

Enclosed is a copyof the Petitio to Modify filed irr the
interest, of the above named child(ren). If you have obtained an
attorney to represent your child(ren); I would appreciate being
notified as to his name. Thank you for your co-operation in this
matter.'

The Court Searing is set tor:
DAY:
DATE: ,
TIME: a

Sincerely,

Administrative SuperVisor

FORM 044-COR
3-5M-7/76

Note to students: Fill in the. DAY, DATE, and TIME of the
hearing with the day, date, and 'time when your class plans to
hold this hearing.

Note to teather: The juvenile.court can take'temporary
measures to protect the child by removing him/her from the
home even before the hearing, if it is determined that it is
necessary for the child's Safety.

v...
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CHTL.DREN' OR FAMILY

For your hearing you will need peOple to take the roles of:

Judge
Court reporter

( Clerk
Bailiff
Juvenile court attorney/attorney's

assistant
Defense attorney/attorneys

assistant

Guardian ad litem
Mrs. Mary Lloyd, mother

.Robbie Lloyd, juvenile
Mrs. Martha Cooper, grandmother.
Mr. Barry Horwitz, social worker

Note to teacher: To make additional learning oppcirtunities,
you might have lawyers work in pairs or put on two separate'
hearings, or have the people who observe the trial use an
observation form to look for specific aspects of the hearing.
Remind students that a juvenile court hearing, unlike a trial, is
confidential. Student spectators would not be alloWed in a.

real hearing. Students might discuss why juvenile hearings
are confidential.
To prepare for the hearing, have all students read through the
role descriptions. Then have' students choose the roles they
want or assign students to roles.,,

196
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Resource Guide

TO PREPARE. FOR THE HEARING

Read through the.following deseriptions for the hearing. After
reading what is expected of each persdn, 'decide who will play
each.-Tole at your hearing.

1. Juvenile Court Attorneyohe, student cani3e the attorney
and one can be. the attorney's assistant.

The juvenile court attorney's. job is to prove with "clear and
convincing evidence" that Robbie's and Danny's situation is
harmful to them. You must prove that, for the reasons stated
in the petition, the environment Robbie and Danny live in is
harmful to their welfare. Your job is not to prove that their
mother is guilty of any crime but to prove that the children are
-in fact being abused and neglected.
To prepare for the hearing talk with the social worker and
Robbie. Make sure you understand what their stories are.
Think about the questions you plan to.ask them during the
hearing, Ask the judge to explain the types of questions you
are not allowed to ask (page 201).
At the hearing you will call the social worker to the-witness
stand first. Then you will call Robbie to the stand.

rACI5T°1\1104

"Clear and convincing evidence" is a legal, term de-
scribing a certain degree of proof needed to make a
decision (in other words, how much evidence, how
many facts do you have to establish in order to show
that the conditionabuseexists). The court attorney
has to prove only that there is a very good chance
that abuse happened. It. is not as strict a standard as
"proof beyond a reasonable doubt" which is required
in criminal trials.
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2. Defense Attorney (for Mrs. LlOyd)-r-one student can be
the defense attorney and one student can be th.e at-
torney's assistant.

Your job is to prove that Mrs. Lloyd is taking good enough

care of her children, and that the juvenile court has no right to
step in and tell Mrs. Lloyd'what to- do with her children.
At the hearing-you should try to bring out information that is
favorable to Mrs. Lloyd such as:.

a. Mrs. Lloyd did not leave her boys alone except a few
times when their grandmother didn't show up. .

b. Mrs. Lloyd has-little money, she heats'the apartment,
feeds and cares foe her children the best she can with the

little money she has.
c. Mrs. Lloyd cares about her children and wants them to

live with her.
To prepare for the hearing talk to Mrs. Lloyd. Make sure you
understand the story she will tell at the hearing. Think about
the questions will ask her and the other witnesses.
Ask the judge to explain the types of questions you are not

allowedlo ask. (page 201).

198
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Resource Guide.

Instructions to

It is your job to present the facts as YOU SEE THEM.

ROBBIE
You are the seven-year-old son of Mrs loyd7 This is your
testimony. "I am'seven years old. M brother,'Danny; 'is two
years old. I babysit him when my mo goes out. -Sometimes
she is gone when I 'get home from school and doesn't come
home until after I go to bed.. One day I stayed horde from
schoOl to take care of Danny. I can do things for myself.
I make my own breakfast every day. We don't have much
.food and I get hungry a lot.. My favorite foods are potato
chips and candy bars."

MRS. MARY .LLOYD
You are the mother of two children. You are accused of
abusing and neglecting your children.. This is your testimony.
"I am thirty-five years old. I work odd hours doing cleaning
mostly. The boys' grandmother says she will babysit when I
need to gb out, then she doesn't show up. What am I sup-
posed to do? We are poor. I do the best I can. t think
Robbie is old enough to make his own breakfast and to look
after Danny sometimes. I beat Robbie when he misbehaves.

.Ilhink that is the best way to make him mind."

MRS. MARTHA COOPER, GRANDMOTHER .

You are Mrs. Lloyd's mother and the grandmother of Robbie
and Danny. This is your testimony. "I can babysit but I neybr
°know for sure when I'm supposed to. 1' can babysit at night
but not during the day becauSe of my job. My dau° hter
doesn't like me messing in her business sol.don't o' ter advice
unless she asks me. There were a few times I didri ,show up
for babysitting because I got sick."



SOCIAL. WORKfR, MR. BARRY HORWITZ
You.work for the Division of Family Services. You have been
a social worker for 3 years. You investigate reports of child
abuse. During the hearing the juvenile court attorney will ask

you to 'give a full report on the case of Robbie and Danny
Lloyd. This-is' your testimony:
"On Jan. 10 l'called on the Lloyds to investigate the report
made by their neighbor. I, found that they lived in a small
apartment. Only space heaters were uSed'to heat the '

apartment. These are dangerous around young children.
There was hardly any food, and no phone in the home.
Mrs. Lloyd said she 'only left her boys alone al home when it
was necessary. She tried to,get their grandmother to babysit,
but she had no money to pay babysitters. On the first visit I

warned her that it was dangerous to leave a seven year old
alone with a two year old because in case of an emergency a
seven year old would not know what'to do.. .After the second
Hot Line report I called on Mrs. Lloyd again. I found nothing
changed, in the apartment. I noticed scars on Robbie's legs
that loOked like, they were made with a strap or an.extension
cord. Mrs. Lloyd admitted she beat Robbie with a strap to
punish him. Mrs. Lloyd told me to mind my own business.
and leave her alone."

c..`.

At this time reread the :Report, read pages 193-4and1read '
over yoif'C'testimony at the hearing, page 20Q. Based ilipon
infortnation contained in these readings decide what recom-
mendation you twill make to the judge concerning what should
be done in thiS;.,case. Write down your recommendation:

-include the reasons why you decided as you did.. Before'the
hearing give a copy of your'eecoMmendation to the judge.
Be prepared to explain your recommendation at the disposi
tional hearing.
In cases of child abuSe and neglect a court can:

order counseling for one or more family members
order classes in parenting and child care

- allow, a child to, stay with the family under supervision of
a social worker

place a,child in a foster home for a short time
place a child in a foster home for a long time
commit child or family member to be evaluated by
dOtors

terminate (end completely) parental rights and have
child adopted,by another family
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JUDGE
Your job Ps to lidteri to all the testimony. You sustain or
overrule any objections made. by. the lawyers. Lawyers may
not ask questions that

1. Biowbeat the witness
2. Are leading questions, such as, "You do think this

boy is abused, don't you?"
3. Are biased questions, such as, "How can a mother

like you be re-sponsible for a child?"

(Before, the hearing, explain to the lawyers that they are not
allowed to ask these kinds of-questions.)

After the laSvyers have asked the witnesses.questions; you may
also -question the witnesses'or, the lawyerS. if you don't under-

. stand something. It is yOUr responsibility to depide if Robbie
and Danny are being abused,and neglected. Make your de-,
cision based on facts that are'brought out at the hearing.

If you decide Robbie and barmy are abused and neglected,/
you must then decide whatneeds to be done about it.
You will make this decision after you read and listen to the
recommendation made by.,the social worker. The possible
choices are on page 66.:

Note to teacher: A "court-referee" or "court officer7;Might act
as judge in some juvenileco4rts..
For more inforrhation oh4riileS of queStioning and evidence see
Courts and Trials, Second Edition, Law in Actioh Series, West
PUblishing Co., 1980'.



THE COURT REPORTER
It is your job to take down every word that is said by. the.
law9ers, judge, and witnessed during the: hearing. In actual
hearings court reporters have machines they use to take down
every word quickly. The words you take down becdme a
transcript. If, later on, someone had a cidestion about the
case, they would look at the transcript.. Since you won't be
able to use this machine, try to locate a tape-recorder that you
could use 'the day of the hearing. .

THE BAILIFF
Your job is- to'keep order in the Courtroom. You take care of
misconduct or an emergency; for example, if there is any
unruly behavior or if someone fairits or gets sick.

THE CLERK
Your. job is to swear in the Witnesses when they come up to

the witness stand. It is also your job to handle' any evidence
or docUments.

THE GUARDIAN AD LITEM-
You are the lawyer-who represents only the child. During the
dispositional hearing when the court decides what should be
done with the child, it is your job to make sure that the action
taken i's in the best interest of the child. You can ask the
lawyers or any witness quedtions during the disposition part of
the hearing. k.

).,
Note to teacher: Many juvenile courts do not have either a
bailiff, a clerk, or both. Because it is an informal hearing, the
judge or referee would' handle doduments and evidence-and
swear people in. Since some courts do have both, we have
included these parts in order to have two more students in-
volved in the role play.
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A ill tuvattalikt
I. THE ADJUDICATION

Bailiff: Please remain seated.. The `court of Judge
will come to order.

Judge: What do we have on the docket, today? -

Juvenile court attorney: I-his is the matter of Robert and
Daniel Lloyd. The people present in the courtroom are
(name all people present in courtroom who are involved in
the case.)
The children, Robert, age 7, 'and Darliel, age 2, are in the
courtroom. Shall yead the charges made in the petition?

Defense attorney: Yes.
Juvenile court attorney: (Reads the, petition. Then says) Do

you adrnitor deny this petition?
Defense attorney: I deny the-petition.

Juvenile court attorney: I call to the
stand. t (name of ;first witness)

Judge: Be sworn in by the clerk.
Clerk: Hold .up your right hand. Do you swear that the

testimony you give in this cause will, be the whole truth.,
and nothing but, the truth?

The juvenile court attorney begins que'stioning his, or her
witnesses.' Then the defense attorney can cross-examine
these witnesses. After all the witnesses for the juvenile-court
attorney have testified, the defense attorney may call t
witnesses. Each witness must be sworn ih by thit clerkbefore
taking the stand.

admitmeans agree with, accept as true
denymeans disagree with, declare untrue
If the defense lawyer admits the petition, there is no
need to prove the facts of the case. The disposition
would start then.

I
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17ource Cujde,

Judge: (After hearing' the testimony given by the-wit sses
and asking them 'questiohs of your own, you must decide
if Robbie and Danny have suffered child abuSe and

. neglect. State your decision to the court.)
If the judge decides that this is a case'of child abuse, the
hearing will move directly into the second partthe
DISPOSITION. T If.the judge decides that there is no child
abuse the hearing is over

I. THE DISPOSITION (usually same time)

Juvenile court attorney: I want.to call the social worker back
to the stand. Have you Made a careful, study of the 'case .

of. Robbie and Danny Lloyd? Are you ready to mane a
recommendation to the court?'

--Sociarworker: YeS,. I have Studied the case carefully.' In the
past month. I was able to help Mrs. Lloyd find a steady 'job.
as a waitress. She will work in the .evenings'when her
mother can babysit with the boys. The grandmother has
agreed to do this. Mrs. Lloyd will.have more money' now
to. care for her family. I am still concerned that her way
of punishing her boys Could be harmful to them. Alsd of
concern is the fact that Mrs. Lloyd dabs not knoW the
value of good eating habits. She may not use,her money
to buy nutriticus.food for the boys, but rather may buy ..

snack foods. She needs to purchase a better, safer heat-
er for the apartment. She says she wants the boys with
her. I am recommending "
this 'point explain your recommendations to the court).

Guardian ad !Rein: (Questions the social 'worker. to make sure
that the recommendations are in the best interest of the
boys.)

At this point, each of the lawyers and the judge may ask
questions of anyone involved in the hearing. The mother, the
grandmother, and Robbie can be questioned to make sure
they are willing to follow throughon their responsibilities.
Judge: (At the end of the discuSsioh, the judge statesthe

dispositiOn.).
It is therefore ordered that the juvenile be
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Do you think the hearing was a fair way to. resolve (work
out) this problem of possible, child abuse and neglect?
Did you feel the judge's decision was fair to the'cllildren
and to the parent? Explain your reasons.

2. Were all the facts .necessary, to decide the case brought
out at the hearing?

3. If you had been the neighbor would you have called the,,
child abuse Hot Line Service? Explain why or why not.

4. Social worker, explain the reasons you had for making the
recommendaticfn that you did. Explain any difficulties you
had.
What if you were the. judge in this casewhat do you
think about the way Mrs. Lloyd handled her boys? For
example,' do you think it was all right for her to leave
Robbie and Danny..at home alone?
What kind of help do you think if is most important for. the
Lloyd family to get?

7. What do you think needs to be done to help prevent Child
abUse and neglect?

8. What were some important things you learned from put-
ting on your own mock juvenile hearing?

205
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TITLE:'. Consumer Rights and' Responsibilities

CATEGORY: Practical /Consumer
DESCRIPTION: A brief hisai4ical resume of federal laws and an

7, extensive mit-line for handling consumer complaints
nd contrdt,s have been extracted from several
ources 'providing supplementary material for teaching
consume law.

AUTHOR/EDIT R: . Jones, Columbus/Muscolee Workshop, 1978; and,
Con um -s Resource Handbook, The White House Office of
Speoi Assistant for Consumer Affairs, Consumer Information
Cen Department 532G, Pueblo, Colorado, 81009.
De Ober, 1979, pgs. 1-9. Single copy free.

t_a teaching unit. The information can easily be developed
'Oval unit in consumer law, American History, personal

is suggested that qualified consumer counsellors and /or lawyers
:consulted to clarify specific issues.

CONSUMER RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Prepared by: Linda K. Jones
August, 1978
Columbus, Georgia

TO THE TEACHER: Most of the time, there aren't any real difficulties
with the contraoks we make and the obligations of the contracts are ful-
filled to the satisfaction of both parties. But sometimes, a consumer
gets burne0". A consumer should know the legal rights and the responsi-
bilities which go along with a contract. Consumers who get "burned"
must know what kinds of things can be done to correct the problems.

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to

1. define contract and analyze examples of a variety of contracts
made by consumers;

2. cite examples of major kinds of problems with which consumers
commonly come in contact;

3. describe actions which may be taken by a consumer who purchased
a defective product;

4. cite agencies, aids, and resources available, 'locally and state-
wide.

Although_the Latin words.. caveat emptor (let the buyer beware) still.
apply, the. tonsumer has much more protection. than. 15 years ago. Today,

many rules and laws protect,a consumer (caveat vendor) if the.consumer
As aware and knowledgeable of these."
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John F. Kennedy stated in his 1962, message to Congress that consumers

Have four basic rights:

1) The right to safety --'to be protected against the mdrketing

'of"goods Wich.are hazardous to your health, life, or limb.

2) The right to be informed ---to be protected, against fraudulent

advertising, labeling, or grossly misleading information about

Products,.and to be given the facts you need to make an in-

formed choice in the market place.

) -The right' to choose -- to have, as far as possible, access to

a variety of products and services at reasonable pric

4) The right to be heard -- to beassured that your 1 crests

as .a consumer will get a symOathetic hearing by e government,

and that the laws:that are, supposed to protect ou will be

enforced.

ONLY WHEN YOU KNOW THE RIGHTS WILL" YOU GET THESE IGHlt..

PROTECTION PROVIDED BY-THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1. The 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act ---%prohibits mislabeling of the

contents of food, liquor, and medicine containers.

'2. .The 1907 Agricultural Meat Inspection Act -- provides for federal

regulation and inspection of meat packing plants engaged in

interstate commerce for sanitary plant conditions and meat

cleanliness: -

3. The 1914 Federal Trade Commission Act and later amendments, state

broadly, that "unfair methods of competition in commerce are hereby .

declared unlawful" and "unfair or deceptive acts or prabtices in

commerce also are illegal". .

. The 1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act strengthened food labeling

requirements and extended strict requirements to advertising and

labeling of cosmetics. The act also required that drug advertis-

ing and labels include "all material facts" about a drug, such as

instructions/for use, medical conditions making its use unwise,

and differences of established medical opinion On its effectiveness

The 1939 Wool Products Labeling Act -- requires disclosure of the

true compOsition'of all types of wool products at every step along

their way from the. sheep to the user.

. The 1951 Fur Products Labeling Act -- protects the public against

false labeling and advertising of furs.

The 1953 Flammable Fabrics Act,and especially later amendments,

empowered the Secretary of Commerce to ban the sale of certain

,items of clothes and household furnjshings, ranging from flame-prone

s ves to flammable bedding, if the Secretary determines that a

part, ular product presents an 'unreasonable risk of death, personal

injury or significant property damage". ,

. The 1958 Textile Fiber Products Identifiddtion Act -- establishes

comprehensive standards for labeling and advertising clothes and other

textile products making possible comparison of the characteristics of

materials when you-shop.
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The 1960 Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act and later amend-
.ments .establishes a list of hazardous. household substances subject
to stringent:labeling standards. You can now instantly identify
extremely flammable, corrosive, or highly toxic substances by the
designation "DANGER" on the label. The words "WARNING" or "AUTION"
alert you to less extreme chemical hazards.

10. The 1966 National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act -- the goals
of this law are-to eliminate unsafe automobile manufacturing
practices, to establish safety standards in the design of auto-
mobiles, and to, require,the development and installation'of certain
lifesaving equipment in motor vehicles, and created-the National
Highway Safety Bureau, which is concerned with all aspects of
automobile safety. Amendments in 1974 further required auto
manufacturers to repair safety defects promptly and without charge, ,

and required them to set safety. standards for school buses.
11. The 1966 Child Protection'Act and the 1970, Toy Safety Act -- pro--

hibits the sale of products that are dangerous to'the health and
safety of children -- even if such products 4iave warnings on their

12. The 1966 Fair Packaging and labeling Act - requires manufacturers
of a wide variety of consumer products to state clearly the net
quantity of contents on the package's principal.display panel; and
calls for the elimination of packages of consumer goods (e.g.,
breakfast cereals) that are unnecessarily slack filled (the product
does not fill the package, or the package has too much "air") and
requires that the name and address of the product's manufacturer or
distributor be included on the package. It bans the 'use of such

meaningless terms as "Giarit Quart" and."Jumbo Gallon".-- as well 'as
phony "cents off" and come-ons and non-economical "economy size"'
packages. -

13. The,1966 Freedom of Information Act, and 1974 amendments -- establishes
the principle that the public has ,,a right, with certain exceptions,
to information collected and kept by federal government agencies.

14. The 1967 Wholesome Meat Act -- requires states to regulate meat
processors in their jurisdictions at.,least-as strictly as the
federal governdent does, and authorizes federal aid to states for
inspecting meat plants doing intrastate (with the state) bus'iness
only.

15. The 1968 Wholesome Poultry Products Act -- extends strict federal
poultry inspection standards for poultry plants not doing inter-
state business. ,

16. The 1968 Radiation. Control for Health and Safety Act -- sets
performance standards for certain electronic products and limits
on the amount of radiation that may be emitted by such products as

microwave ovens' and color' television sets.

17. Thea1968 Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act -- sets safety standards
forftransmitting, or shipping gas through interstate pipelines --

as the public's protection against explosions.
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1 . The 1968 Consumer Credit Protection Act (also called the Truth in

Lending Law) -- requires most categories of lenders to disclose

the true annual interest rate on virtually all types of loans and

credit sales as well as the total dollar cost,and other terms of

a loan, prohibits a'variety of cruel and deceptive lending practices

and gives the borrower the right to cancel most types of credit

.
transactions' in which your home is used as collateral for a loan,

prohibits anyone from sending You a credit card you have not

requeSted and provides other kinds of protections against card

thieves running up bills. in another person's name. It also limits

the amount of your wages which may be garnisheed (withheld by your

employer at the order of a court for repayment of an overdue debt).

19. The 1968 Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act -- requires all

large land sales promoters to furnish prospective buyers a detailed

and meaningful report on the land, and spells out' buyerrights.in

the transaction.
20. The 1970 Poison Prevention Packaging Act -- requires childproof

packaging for medicine and.household chemicals to reduce risk of

accidental poisoning.

21. The 1971 Fair Credit Reporting Act -- gives users of credit, buyers

of insurance, or the applicants for a job, the right to learn the

contents of their files at any credit bureau. You have the specific

rights to:
1. Be told the name and address of the credit bureau or similar.'

agency anytime you are denied credit, insurance, or employment;

2. Find out who has received information from your file;

3. HaVe your file treated confidentially, except for legitimate

purposes;
4. Force changes in the file if it is inaccurate, and have the

credit bureau notify, at no cost to you, recipients of false

reports that have been made;

5. Sue anyone infringing on these rights.

22. The 1972 Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act (also known

as the "Better Bumper Law") -- establishes standards'for car bumpers

to reduce damage in low-speed collisions, provides for federal

diagnostic centers to promote better auto diagnostic facilities, and

directs Transportation Departments to.conduct research on the

comparative fragility of automobiles and to give the results of that

research to the public. The act also prohibits used car. - dealers or

private individuals from turning back odometers to hid the true

mileage a car has been driven and requires dealers to give each

buyer a written "Verification" of the mileage if the mileage is

known.

23. The 1972 Consumer Product Safety Act -- establishes a five-member

Consumer Product Safety Commission, which collects, investigates,

and disseminates information relating to death, illness, and

injuries associated with consumer products, conducts studies bn

consumer product safety, deve'lops'safety test methods and devices,

tests products, and assists public and private organizations in

developing and enforcing product safety standards and test methods.

24. The 1974 Fair Credit Billing Act -- an amendment to the Truth in

Lending. Law, effective in late 1975,.protects charge account customers
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against billing error1; permits credit card customers to use the

same legal defenses against banks or other "third party" credit

card companies as they previously had against merchants in the

event an item bought on a credit card and'costing more than

$50 turns out to.be defective.
25. The 1974'Consumer Product Warranty and Federal Trade Commission

Improvement Act requires that a)1 provisions of any warranty be

explained clearly and in simple latguage on (or close to) the

product when you purchase it. The explanation must include: what the

warrantor will do if something fails; who will pay for what; exactly

how you can get the warranty honored.

PROTECTION PROVIDED BY YOUR 'STATE OR CITY

States and cities also have laws and regulations protecting consumers

against such practices as:

1. Charging usurious interest rates on loans (the rates that are

considered usurious vary from state to state).

2. Charging you for extra weight in meat and poultry which has

been injected with water.,

3. Shutting off your gas or electricity or telephone over a weekend

because of late payment of your bill.

4. Changing the terms of an advertised guarantee when you come

to the store to look over the i4m.
5. Failing to post prices of prescription drugs in drugstores.

6. Stating that an item has been "marked down" when it normally has

been priced at its current level.

7. Presenting you with non-itemized repair bills.

8, Selling used goods (such as demonstrator cars and worn furniture

floor models) as new.

The following 'is an excellent resource identifying the process of

resolviig consumer problems. Each of the services identified are

available in some form in Georgia.



The following is escerptedJrom Consumer's Resource Handbook, Section 1,

pages 1-9, see p. . for citation and information about securing a

copy.

SECTION 1

HANDLING CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

An'Ounce of Prevention. .

This section gives step-by-step information on how .to resolve consumer

complaints. We don't feel it would be complete, however, unless it contain-

ed some information on how to avoid problems before they occur.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION CAN SAVE A POUND OF AGGRAVATION.

Here are some questions to ask before making a purchase or signing

on the dotted line. View the following as a "consumer checklist". If

you are in doubt when answering any of these questions, it would be wise

to look elsewhere in shopping for goods or services.

Does the advertiser promise more than the product can reasonably

deliver? Beware of claims that seem too good to be true.

Have you comparison shopped? A little time spent comparing prices

and quality for goods and services can often save a lot of money"

and trouble.
According to your local consumer protection agency or Better

Business Bureau, does the company have a good track record for

reliability?
If you are seeking professional assistance, have you asked about ,

fees, services, qualifications and licenses? .

Have you checked consumer product testing magazines and other

informative sources to see how the experts rate the product you

are considering?
Do you feel you are being pushed too fast to buy or to sign a

contract?
Do you understand the contract and your full obligation --

finance charges, total price, and what happens if.you miss

a payment or want to pay off in advance? If necessary, take the.,

contract home or seek legal advice. Get any oral promises in

writing.
Is there a warranty"? Does it cover parts and labor -- and for

how long? Where do you have to take the item for repair?

What are the company's policies for complaint handling?

Does the company give refunds?

Of course, once in a while even the most careful shoppers find them-

selves buying products that don't work right, services that don't serve well
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and merchants and iminufactures. who are lest'. than enthusiastic about

resolving difficulties. However, most businesses depend on'satisfied

customers to stay in,business. Reputable firms will make an honest

effort to resolve .problems -- but first-you'Must'let them know a

problem- exists.

So, when conserver problems do arise -- as thi;y will -- don't just

sit back and,takelt (or be taken); follow the basic steps outlined below.

1. IDENTIFY ''HE PROBLEM and what you believe would be a fair

settlemeni"of your complaint (i.e., your money back, a .

repair, etc.)-; have doeuMentation available to substAntiate

your complaint (i.e., sales receipt, repair order, warranty,

cancelled check, etc.).

2. GO BACK TO THE PERSON WHO SOLD YOU THE ITEM or performed the

service and calmly, state the problem and what'action you would

Pike taken. If this person is not helpful-; ek to see the

supervisor or manager. Repeat the complaint. Most problems

are resolved at this level; chances are yo will be too.

3. IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH THE RESPON

If the company operates nationally or th

national brand, write a letter td. the ores

consumer official of thesompany.

N'T. GIVE UP.

t is a
or the

4. IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH THE COMPANY'S gESPONSE to your

letter or never receive a response, you may now wish to

contact outside Sources for-help. These include:,

. Action Lines
Better Business Bureaus
Consumer Credit Counselin-
Government Services
Media Programs
Private Attorneys
Public Interest Law Centers
State Licensing Boards and

Bureaus

SAMPLE "COMPLAINT" LETTER

AFL-CIO Community Services
Consumer Action Panels
Federal Agencies
Legal Aid and Legal Services
Pre-paid Legal Services
Private Cbnsumer Organizations
Small Claims Courts
State/Local Consumer Offices

First check to see if thecompany has a local office. If it does, call

and ask for the name and addres's of its national president. If there is

no local listing, Standard & Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors

and Executives is a good reference source which lists over.37,000 American

-business firms. The Thomas Registry lists thousands of products and their

manufacturers. . This book can also be found in many public ljbraries.
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Your letter shbuld include:

'*

State your purchase
Name Product and serial or model number or service

Include date and location of purchase; other details

State problem
Give history of the problem

* Ask for satisfaction.
*. EnclOse copies of all documents
* Ask for action within reasonable time

Include your address, work and home phone numbers

KEEP COPIES OF YOUR. LETTER AND ALL RELATED DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION

YOUR LETTER

Include your name, address and home and work phone numbers.
Type your letter, if possible. If it is handwritten, make

sure it is neat andlegible.
Make it brief and to the-point. Include all pertinent.
facts (i.e., date of transaction, item involved, store)

and what you believe would be.a fair and just settlemeint
of the problem. Attach documentation to support your case;

be sure to send COPIES, not originals.
Remember, the person reading your letter is not,personally
responsible for your problem, BUT may be responsible for

resolving it. Therefore, avoid writing a sarcastic,
threatening, or angry letter; it may lessen your chances
of getting the complaint resolved.
Keep a copy of the letter for your records.

WHERE-TO GO FOR ASSISTANCE

State, County, and City Consumer Offices; What they are and what they do:

If you are not seffsfied with a company's- response to your complaint,

a?good place to go first with an inquiry or a complaint is to your local

consumer office- if there is one in your area. Local consumer offices can

be particularly.helpful since they can be contacted easily by phone or in

person, and are familiar with local buMnesses and laws. -Be sure to take

all your sales slips, &her sales documents, and all correspondence with

the retailer and manufacturer. when you call or visit your local agency.

If tfferei-sno consumer office where you live,:contatt a state

consumer office. Jr' Georgia call Tid=Line, 800-656-70M

If yoU'have a consumer proble6.with a business transaction
occurring in a state other than where you reside, you ShOOld contact,the
state where yOu conducted your business, if possible.



OCCUPATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSING.BOARDS

If you have a problem with professional or occupational services,
you may be able to get help from a state licensing or regulatory board.

The licensing of professions and occupations was started by state
legislatures for the protection of the public health, safety, and welfare
and to guard the public from incompetency and fraud.

.State boards set licensing standards, set -rules and regulations;

prepare-and conduct examinations; issue, deny or revoke license; bring
diciplinary actions; and handle consumer complaints.

If you contact a,state board for help, it will usually b'ring' your

complaint to the, attention of its licensee and it will ,seek a satisfactory
'resolution to your problem. If necessary, the board will cohduct an
investigation, and tak disciplinary action against-the licensee, in the
form of probation, or license suspension or revocation.

Many boards will also have consumer education materials

or. tradesperson. ,

to help
you in selecting a professional

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAUS (BBBsl.,

BBBs are non-profit organizations sponsored by private businesses.
There are 147 BBB. locations across the U.S.today, sponsored by local and
national business. While BBBs vary from place to iplace, most offer a
variety of basic services. Thes e .i general information on products
or services, reliability 'reportsnclude:.\

, background information on local businesses
and organizations, and records of companies complaint handling performances.
Depending on the policy of the i ndividual BBB, it may .or nay not tell you
the nature of the compla int i

.,,,,
reg stered against a business, but all will

:tell you if a complaint,has been registered. BBBs accept written complaints_
and will contact a firm on your 'behalf.- r-

- '

BBBs attempt to settle consumer complaints against local siness
consumer cornpla settled when:

1. The customer receives satisfaction.

firms. A BBB considers a cons

- 2. The customer receives a reasonable adjustment -- in other
words, gets what was Paid for.

3. The company provides Proof that the customer's demands are
unreasonable or unwarranted. ...

. The BBB does not judge individual products or'brands, handle
complaints_concerning the prices of go;la or services, or give legal advice.

.

More than 100 of the 147 BBB5 offer binding arbitration to those who

ask for it, and others are begin Wing g programs. Arbitration is a way for

people to settle a dispute by having an impartial person or board (people
who have nothing to gain or lose -from the decision) decide the outcome
of the dispute. In arbitration, the decision and itparties are bound b3,

can be enforced by the courts. arbitration lightly since you

must follow, the decision that i
Do not enter

.s made.

1.>"
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BBBs also handle false advertising cases. Your local BBB loOks

into local advertising, while the BBBs' National Advertising Division

(NAD) checks out complaints about national advertising.

Four BBBs in Georgia,are:

Better Business,Buread
212 Healey Building

;.Atlanta, Georgia 30335
Phone: 404=688-4910

Better Business Bureau
P.O. Box 13956
Savannah,-Georgia 31402
Phdne: 912-354-7521

MEDIA PROGRAMS

Better Business Bureau
P.O.,Bdx 2085 -
AUgusta, Georgia 30903
Phone: 404 - 722 -1574

Better Business Bureau
P.O. Box 6889
Columbus, Georgia 31906
Phone: 404-568-3031/3030.

More than 100 local newspapers in 48 states, plus Washington, D.C.,

and 50 radio=-TV stations in 28 states offer "Action" or "Mot Line"

services where consumers with problems can get help. They often select

the most severe problems, or those that are most representative of a

number of complaints.

LEGAL AID AND LEGAL SERVICES

Legal Aid and Legal Services offices help people who cannot afford

to hire private lawyers, and who meet financial eligibility requirements.

These offices give legal assistance with problems such as landlord-

tenant; credit; utilities; and family issues,-such as divorce and adoption.

They also work on cases involving social security, welfare, unemployment,

and workers' compensation.

PREPAID LEGAL SERVICES

Legal services are now available to more people through prepaid-legal

plans -- a form, of insurance where consumers, for a small monthly fee,

receive certain basic legal. services. More than 2,000 plans are on file

with the Department of. Labor.

Most plans provide broad coverage for routine personal le al services,

such as' family matters (including divorce, custody and adoption real

estate sales or purchases and landlord-tenant matters; consumer credit

and debt problems; wills and Probate; misdemeanors; and traffic matters.

Felony criminal matters are often excluded.: A typical plan costs $5 to

$2 per month for family coverage.

Some insurance companies have entered, the field and consumer and

labor organizations are supporting prepaid legal services as an employee

fringe benefit. All of these groups believe that basicriegal services

can be provided at a reasonable rate on a broad basis.
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PUBLIC INTEREST LAW. CENTERS .

Public interest law cneters are non-profit, tax-exempt groups

offering legal representation to consumers and others who would not

otherwise be represented before Federal agencies or the courts.

There are nationally more than 100 public interest law centers

involved in consumer, minority, women's, handicapped, low-income, and

environmental issues. Generally, fhey do not handle individual cases;

rather, they represent the views of a number of citizens.

A national clearinghouse for public interest law, firms is operated

by the Council of Public Interest Law, 1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, D.C., 20036. You may also consult your local consumer office,

phone book, or library.

PRIVATE LAWYERS

Private laWyers are legal agents for clientt.in legal and business

transactions. Lawyers can manage your legal.affairs, give legal adVice,

. and present your case in court.

Usually, they do not take cases that involve small sums of money.

These are better suited for small claims cottrts.

PRIVATE CONSUMER GROUPS

Private consumer groups operate in all 50 states at local., state,

and al levels.-

o t cases, these groups are made up of individual consumer.

together to advocate consumer interests.

e consum groups h p individual consumers' with complaints.

Ot s are dedicat ving the broad needs of special population

gro ps such as the elderly, women, minorities, low-income.individuals

d workers. They represent consumers by using their groups to focus

consumer thought and energy on critical consumer issues to bring about

needed improvements in the marketplace... Additionally, many provide

consumer education and information. '.Georgiatbas many.groups in this

category.
,

AFL-CIO COMMUNITY SERVICES

The American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations

(AFL-CIO) offers a number of community services to its millions of union

members across the Nation. Two of these are consumer and debt counseling.

Cohsumer counseling is provided to help union members protect their

savings and learn how to handle consumer problems.
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CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING SERVICES

If you have problems budgetingorour money.,; ,you may want, to consider

seeking consumer creditcounSeliiag, .Many'Organizations? including credit'

unions, family service centersiadd religiousorganizations, offer consumer

credit counseling services.

Another source of help iis theigonsumerIcredit Counseling Service

(CCCS), sponsored by the National0FOUndation,fer,COnpmer Credit,

which is supported by banks,;credit:-oard companies, finance companies

and other financial institutions. CCCS has 219 offices across the Nation,

with services available in al.kstates exceptiAlaska, 'Arkansas, Delaware ,

and Mississippi.
Lik) L;L:

INDUSTRY CONSUMER PROGRAMS

Several :industry association rs can help you with complaints:o , :i
A.,

provide information. These associations are formed by individual businesses

in various industries, which joinitogether,40Jessi4twjth bVsiness problems

and promote the industry. .Whilehthey. do, t ivnOle consumer'complaints,

they usually offer consumer infOrmati . Trade associations,have been

established in just about every fiel of business and consumer interest,

and local, regional and:nationalvgroupsfnumber argund..40;000.

AUTOMOBILE, FURNITURE, AND MAJOR APPLIANCES CONSUMER ACTION PANELS

Consumer Action' Panels (CAPs) are' special officeteStablished by

three industries tochelpseltie 04.oblemsbetween.2.6opsumersandAndustrY

members.

If you have plsobleMS furniture, or. :appl iances,' you

can turn to a CAP for help. But,Temember,lcontacting, a CAP is not the

first step in solving a consumer complaint.

A CAP should be contacted only f, you-have, been unsuccessful in

getting your complaint settled, tTtiher retaileri,,..dealer.or manufacturer.

HOMEOWNER' PROTECTION PROGRAMS;rik... "*,1,1
="111 31.2,-1',

Most bailders provide new homeowners with a one-year guarantee on'

building materials; workmanship; and home accessories, such as refrigerators,

stoves, dishwashers arid heating and air - conditioning' equipment.

tocal and, in some cases, state Home Owners Warranty Councils have

been ,established throughout'thecountry, In order-to determine if a HOW

Council has been establishedinryourareai,coritact the local or state

home builders association nearest- you.: -:Or ask,your builder to investigate

the HOW program in your area:

I -C1,.:;r1



-SECURITIES EXCHANGES AND ASSOCIATIONS

National securities exchanges and associations are membership
organizations for securities brokers and dealers and serve as market
places for the trading of securities. They are registered with the
.SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION (SEC) and are responsible for en-
suring that their members comply with SEC rules and their own rules.
They are also responsible for maintaining fair and orderly markets for
the securities traded. These organizations receive complaints from
,individual investors about their members and about the securities
traded on their floors. They investigate these complaints, and they
may discipline their members for violations of rules or suspend
trading in securities.

o.
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CONTRACTS

A variety of contracts can be setUred'from Todal'busineSses,-etc.

Caw-related education, consumerTand. bu.siness'law texts elaborate or(the

following information. and prOvide.caie studies.

Elements of a Contract

A contract exists whenever two or more parties exchange promises

that.each will do something for the qz)ther. One of the most'important

principles of the law is that in orderfor a contract to be valid, it

-mist be reasonable. Agreements made in jest, or in offhand conversation,

are not usually valid contracts.

An agreement in itself is not necessarily a valid contract. Every

valid contract must contain( certain features: there must be mutual

assent, and con'sideration. In addition, the individuals must be legally

competent, and whatever they intend to accomplish by the contract must

be legal.' It must also be carried out within the specified period of

time.

Mutual went: both parties agree to the terms of the contract.

Legal competence: the law recogntzes the persons have enough

sense to know what he or she is doing at the time the contract,

is made. If the person is not legally competent, the contract

may be declared invalid.

Lawful intent and specified period of time: whatever the parties

are agreeing to do must be 19gal and a period of time must'be

'specified within which the, agreement must be carried on.

' I
Express and'Implied Contracts

Express contract: both parties, indicate that they-are entering

into an agreement with-each other.

Implied contract: both patties to an agreement understand, with-

out any express words, thai_a contract is in existence.

IF YOU ARE SIGNING A CONTRACT, BE SURE YOU.:

1. Get a copy of any contract you have signed;

2. Find out if there are any provisions for cancellation of the-

contract; \

3. Be sure that you understand exactly what the contract means

4. Be sure you are not pressured into signing any contract;

5. Be sure that all blank spaces have been filled in or crossed

out in permanent ink. NEVER LEAVE. BLANK SPACES IN A CONTRACT.

6. Be sure there are no tricky clauses in the fine print.



WHAT IS A WARRANTY WORTH?

When a person buys a product, it-often comes with.a warranty or

a guarantee. As with contracts, the warranty may be express or

implied.

An express warranty: specifies just what is covered by the

guarantee. It may be written or spoken.
An implied warranty (warranty of merchantability): is a guarantee

that the product is what it's supposed to be, and that the
seller is authorized to sell it. If an implied warranty is
broken, the consumer may sue to have the contract cancelled,
the item replaced, or money damages paid to him/her.

Disclaimers - Under some conditions, warranties can be disclaimed; that
is, the seller denies certain responsibilities.



TITLE: Landlord-Tenant Legal 'Relationships

CATEGORY:, Consumer Law
DESCRIPTION: A brief outline of an introduction to students of minimum

essential informatioh regarding landlord-tenant responsibilities.

AUTHOR: Pam. B. Tate, Muscogee County School District, Workshop, 1978.

TO THE TEACHER:

The student will be able to:

1. develop a list-of questions she/he would ask a prospective

landlord about the rental property.

2. evaluate the conditions of the rental property and decide,

if it is'satisfactory.to his/her needs.

3. read/interpret a rental contract to identify the areas that

pertain specifically to his/her obligations and those of

the landlord. '

. identify living conditions thar are not meeting the require-

ments of his/her local housing e.

. lobate professionals and agencies who can assist him/her in

_settling disputes with landlords.

PRELIMINARY PREPARATION

The following lessons can be taught as a short segment of the broader

topic of consumer law. Since most students' initial move into separate

housing will be as renters, not purchasers, of property, it is significant

to inform them of procedures and rights concerning, landlords and tenants.

The student should have already been taught the economic techniques

that would include.budgeting to determine the maximum rental fee 'he /she

can afford. Thesiudent should also know about consumer rights and

'some current regulations concerning contract agreements of all kinds.

Use this to lead into the study of a lease and-other areas Of landlord-

tenant contact:
)

PROCEDURE

1. Discuss various ways to locate property for rent -- newspaper,

) rental agencies, bulletin board notices, signs in yards. During

discussion, list students' siiggestions about questions to ask a

landlord about the property and contract. Also, list the conditions

of the property that a prospective renter should examine.

Discuss with Crass a copy of a rental contract; use opaque projector

or handouts. Identify the parts that pertain to the tenant and to

the landlord and their obligations to each other.

.
Using a copy of your local housing'code, list some of the common

infractions: dangerous electrical wiring, rodents, inadequate

fire escapes, dangerous exit areas, unkempt grounds, faulty plumbing,

kitchen appliances in,disrepair. State names and addresses of those

persons and agencies who can help the dissatisfied tenant Consumer

Protection Agency; Local Municipal or Housing Code; Housing Authority:

attorney, etc.(See P.226)
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Have students write a one-page description of the type of apartment
they would most like to live in when they first become independent.
Ask questions that would require critical analysis, i.e., can you
afford the monthly rent? Can you maintain this apartment? What
will you have to do'before you can afford this apartment? (Answer:
a steady job/income; obtain references; establish credit, etc.)

5. Have students draw up plans of a typical apartment showing a
number of violations of local housing code. Have students form
groups to display and discuss'the violations. Choose several that
seem realistic and have each group write a letter of complaint
about this apartment to one of the agencies that receive consumer
complaints. Have class assess letters for clarity, accuracy,
correct form, etc.
Role playing: act out scene of mediation between tenant (holding

, picture of apartment), landlord (holding statement of back-rent
due), and investigators from Consumer Agency (holding letter of
..complaint). Summarize' by mentioning the different final solutions
to this situation -- landlord improving apartment, landlord fined;
building condemned,.tenant moving to another apartment, tenant
evicted, etc.

POSSIBLE PROBLEM FOR.EVALUATION: Mr. Pureheart's toilet has been faulty
far three months. His landlord, Mr. LeGree, has not had it repaired
despite repeated requests by his tenant. Mr. Pureheart should (a) formally
complain to the local government agency that licenses apartment buildings
or (b) withhold his rent money until there are repairs.

PREPARATION AND RESOURCES:

1. Guides for listing activities at board:'

"A. Questions for li'ndlord
B. Property conditions to examine
C. Obligations' of tenant
D. Obligations of landlOrd
E. Housing code infractions

Obtain blank lease from local rental agency. ,Obtain housing
code at your court house.

3. Write for pamphlets from Consumer Protection Agency, HUD.

4. Writeto and obtain a copy of the Georgia BuiTding Code from:
Building Codes and Safety. Section, Georgia Department of
Community Affairs, Suite 220, William Oliver Building, 32
Peachtree Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia, 30303. Phone: 404-
656.-5529 - Atlanta Metro area; and 1-800-282-5810 - non-local
toll free number. On Page is a reproduction of the brochure
from the Building Codes Section.
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Codes and
the Progressive
Community

Issive construction codes are
p protect the life, health, and
Georgians from the hazards of faulty
struction;.unsafe, unsound, and
ctures and conditions; and the linen-
esulting from unnecessarily high
ld operating costs of houses, build._
ar structures,

of these standards is authorized by
1de, as amended, which states in part:

rning authority of any
lity and the governing
of any county in ,this State
authorized to adopt such

linium standard codes; to
or the local administration of

es: to require building per-
fixing charges therefor; and

le for the inspection of build-
imilar structures to insure.
ice with the standard codes.

erning authorities may con-
h each other or with the
administer such codes, o'nd to
inspection and enforcement
:I and services necessary to
)mplinnce with the code.

69, pp. 546-556; Ga. Code Ann. #84-

:tion codes are promulgated, amended,

s necessary by the Georgia Depart -

nuqity Affairs with the approval of
2ommunity Affairs. Code actions may
y the department or'upon recommen-

ny citizen, profession, state' agency,

ivision of the'State, or the codes
icil of the department authorized by

Act No. 1311, of 1980, pertaining to

s and standards.

ns and amendments or modifications
inimum standard codes require, in

)proval by the Community Affairs
dorsement of the codes advisory

The Codes
Advisory
Council

The codes advisory council plays n major role in

the development and review of state construction
standards. The council is made up of members who

are experts in the various codes areas and who are

chosen to represent the diverse interests of citizens,

builders, financiers, and other groups.

The Georgia Fire Safety Commissioner and the

Commissioner of the Department of Human Resonr-

ces, or their designees, ore ex officio members of

the council. The- remaining members are appointed
by IheCommissioner of the Department of Com-

munity Affairs.

Council members appointed by the Commissioner

are chosen as follows: one representative each from

municipal government, county government, home
builders,'contractors, sayings And loan institutions,
the architecture profession,the consulting engineer-

ing profession, and the mobile home industry; one
electrical contractor from Hie state at large; one
building material dealer;, one plumbing contractor;
and one conditioned air contractor,

The codes advisory council comprises eight commit-

tees, one each in the areas of housing, building,

plumbing, air conditioning, heating, electrical, gas,

and energy.. Staff support is provided by the

Building Codes and Safety Section 'of the Depart-

ment of Community Affairs. -

Advantages to
Local Adoption
of State Codes

Codes protect the life, health, and property of ..,

citizens and thus help provide a'better living

environment..
Adoption of state codes helps prevent instant
slums and therefore contributes to the mainte-
nance of a stable tax base.
By establishing the foundation for a perniit
system, codes provide a means of systematically

updating properties assessments.

The adoption of codes often results In lower
Insurance rates.

.Code adoption is often a prerequisite for,federal

rehabilitation grants,
State codes include updated references to, state

'laws and rules which ma supersede national or
regional model code requirements.
Copies of'state codes and periodic revisions are

provided free to adapting local governments,
In short, the adoption of codes indicates a progressive

local government.

Codes
Enforcement
Training

To assist local inspection officials in their 4ode
enforcement responsibilities, the Departmeni of

Conimunity Affairs sponsors training prograIns
conducted by the University of Georgia Institute of
Government. In addition, the department provides

on -site codes technical assistance. information,fnd
referral services to requesting local governments.
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TITLE: Courts: Small Claims Court
CATEGORY: Consumer Law
DESCRIPTION: Includes.specific information on Georgia Small Claims

Courts and simulation/role playing trial.

AUTHOR/EDITOR: Printed by permission: John Evans, Chairman, Law
Education, Division of Instructional Planning and Development,
Atlanta Public Schools, ISC.

C1'0 TEACHERS:

DESCRIPTION: Information on the purposes, limitations and procedures
of small claim courts in Georgia is presented. Short

case studies of actual cases and legal forms are supplied

for student activities. Court personnel and lawyers in
Fulton County have edited the material for accuracy.
Your county may differ in the' dministhtion of_your
small claims court. Check with your county personnel
prior to teaching this unit.

The forms included within this unit have been edited from the actual
forms commonly in use in small claims courts in Georgia. They were

edited for brevity and simplicity and intended for informational
purposes only.

Objectives: After completing the study of this instructional unit,
student will be able to:

A. Give an accurate assessment of:
1. What types of disputes cab be taken to small claims court.
2. The legal limitations set on small claims courts in Georgia..

3. Make the proper determinations RE: the scope of jurisdiction.

B. Identify methods by which an issue of controversy could be
fairly settled thus preventing a civil suit. List some agencies

which could assist in a fair settlement.

C. Describe the procedure common to small claims court.

D. Execute simulated sample forms essential to filing for a small
claims court suit accurately and completely.

RESOURCES: Each student will need copies of the section. Small Claims

Courts in Georgia. (P. 229)

Instructional Strategies/Student Activities:

1. Each student will need the narrative prior to initiating class
activities.

,

2. Class discussion using the Questions for Discussion (Page 228) as a

guide.
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3. Problem/exercise should be read in class and forms"should be

'distributed as needed to the students. It might prove helpful

for each student to submit his/her first completed form to the

instructor for evaluation prior to issuing the second form` In

Forms.A and C,,students will have the opportunity to express in

writing reasons for the complaint and counterclaim.

Evaluation: Evaluate participation in class discussion,for attain-

ment of ObjectiVes C, and D with a teacher-made test. Attain

ment of Objective D can be determined by scoring the simulated forms

executed by the student.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION"'AND DEBRIEFING THE' SIMULATION:

1. What is the lega 'basis for the existance of a small claims court

in Georgia?

2. Who can sue (a who cannot.sue) in a small claims court?

3. What is the money limit for a suit in small claims court?

4. Give illustrations of the types of suits heard in a small claims

court.

5. What are some of the ways one might use to try to settle a

controversial issue before resorting to a suit in a small claims

court?

6. What are some of the'agencies which may' able to help one settle

an issue prior to filing a suit?

7. What is an attachment, how is it obtained and what does it do?

8. What is a garnishment, how is it obtained and what doei it do?

9. How does one go about determining in which small,claims court to

begin the lawsuit?

10. Be able to define:

a. complaint
b. counterclaim
C. default judgement
d. defendant
e. harass

f. judgement
g. next friend

h. plaintiff
i. summons

j. verdict

Explain the differences between the three options available in settling a

dispute:

Negotiation - discussing an issue to reach a settlement.

Arbitration - submitting dispute to 3rd party whose decision

is binding.

Mediation. - settling between two parties.
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INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

BACKGROUND:

The Small Claims Courts in Georgia are provided for by acts of the

State Legislature. By this legislation, only, the most populus counties

are eligible for such courts.

It was the judgement of the. State Legislature that the less
populus

Counties would have difficuly.in maintaining such a court financially.

SMALL CLAIMS COURTS:IN GEORGIA

In these less populus counties, the Superior and certain county

courts continue to ",hear all small claims suits.

Small Claims Courts are limited in the' money amount of a sot.

Currently,. the legal limit for a suit in a Small Claims Court is $299.99.

WHO'CAN'SUE IN A SMALL CLAIMS COURT?
,

.
.

Anyone'having a claim against a resident orbusiness in Georgia may

sue in a Small Claims Court, provided that county, has such a, court (or

in the Superior Court. if it does not).

Some guidelines for suinvin a Small. Claims Court.

A.. You must sue on your own persdnal claim.

(Your personal injury or your own property loss:)

B. You cannot file suit in 'small claims court against,someone

because your mother, sister, aunt, etc., has a claim against

a person. (A roomer owes your mother two month's back rent.)

C. A personTor a company who has purchased the right to a claim

may not suein small claims court. (As, a finance company buys

a loan contract.)
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FOR WHAT CAN ONESUE?

Smalls Claims Courts are what they chndo foryou.. They
can handle only claims for money and one Can.get a:judgement of up to

$299.99 plus any court. cbsts
.

I

This court cannot force anyone to return property (real.or personal)

nor: can it be used by landlords to evict tenants.

Types of cases commonly brought to small claimscourt include:

Tenant sues his/her fotmer landlord for return of
deposit.

a security

Homeowner sues for money damages from a plumber who did not
`repair his/her water pipes properly.

Car, Owner sues the driver of the car who hit and damaged his/her

car.

Homeowner sues visitor who dropped a lit cigar and caused fire

damage to his/her sofa.

Student is sued because
causing . that student an injury. ,-

. ,

Neighbor is 'sued by homeowner as the neighbor borrowed a work-
able lawnmower and returned it in unworkable condition.

WHYQYOU SHOULD TRY TO SETTLE THE'ISSUE BEFORE YOU SUE

Going to court to sue is a very serious business. It will cost you

`both time and money. You may lose your case as well. Even if you win,

you may have difficulty, or be unable, to collect the money the court says

is owed you

he/She accidently tripped a fellow student

..
The courrdoes not pay you the money

the money fromIthe person you sued. If

° and voluntafily honor the court's judg
additional court procedures to collect
of some of the ways,the court can help y
included in this material.

if y u win. You must Collect
son does not willingly

pay.you, youlhust then use
ey.. There are explanations

coilect the money owed you

If you believe there is little or no chance of collecting your money
by the ways suggested, or if you become convinced that the person you are
considering suing has no money at all, you may decide that suing the person
is a waste of time And money and forget about the whole issue.

One should be aware that he /she, .the Plaintiff,. will have to, pay,
court. costs (or fees) tO:use.a small claims Court: Also, ifjhe persOn

you are suing, thel)efendanti files a legal claimagainst you .(Counter.,
claiM), Ane.judgeMay rule that-you owe the defendant some money:



If the judge believes that you are using the court for no good reason
(as to harass someone)* your case may be thrown out (dismissed) and the
costs you have paid lost.

. The courts are available to help you get what you are owed. They
should be used only as a last reiort. You have nothing to lose by trying
to settle the issue out of count,. Attempts to settle the issue should-be
made before you file suit. Settlement attempts may help a judge to think
of you as a reasonable person.

One of the ways you may try to settle with a person you feel owes you
money is to write him/her a letter and tell him/her how muchyou believe
he/she owes you and why. When you write such a letter, be sure to keep a
,,copy for yourself. If you have receipts to show how much money-you paid
for repair of damage you believe she/he did, send him/her copies of the
receipts. Make sure you keep the original receipts.

If you decide later to take this matter to small claims court, you
have the copy of the letter and the,,original receipts to show the judge
that you have tried to be reasonable and are not suing just to harass the
defendant.

If your problem is with a business and not an individual, another
way to try to settle without suing is to take your,problem to the Better
Business Bureau., The,Bureau may sometimes act as a "middleman" to settle
claims by agreement of both parties.

Another agency from which you might wish to request assistance is the
Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs, State Capitol Building, Atlanta,
Georgia. Telephone: Capitol Office -- 656-1794; Administrative Office --
656-3790. This agency rarely acts in behalf of an individual ; but if there
area number of complaints about the same business or practice;° they may
investigate and institute legal action.

One should keep in mind that in any proposed out-of-court settlement,
you have the right to accept or reject the settlement. If you reject the
out-o:f-court settlement or no such settlement can be offered, you can still
take'-ihe issue to small claims court.

PREPARING YOUR SUIT

If you have not been able to settle your claim for money damages out
of court with the person or business, you may decide that your proper
course- of action is 'to file suit in small claims- court.

Before you file suit, very carefully think through your problem.

Have you stated your problem clearly?

* Can you provide evidence to support your claim?

* Is your claim believable by someone other than yourself?



.

Think carefully about Ow you can.represent yourself and protect your

Own interest.. If you. so desire, YOu may:have a lawyer to representyou

in:thiS claim. If so, the cost of the lawyer's services may be much greater.

tharrthe amount of the claim,.

If order to file suit:in small claims court, you Will need::

* The correct legal name of the person or business You wish to

sue .

The-correct address of the person or business you wish to sue.

The amount of your filing fees in cash.

If you are under 18 years of age, yob must bring someone with

you who is over 18 to act as your next friend. This next friend

will formally act for you in'this'suit as you -are a minor.

It would also be most helpful to have

A firm commitment as to the exact amount of money damages you

wish to-demand.

Receipts and other papers which show substance to your claim.

Copies of letters you have written to or received from the

other party.

Getting the correct name of the person or business you want to sue

is one of the most important steps in filing a suit. You must have the

correct legal name of the person or business you wish to sue or your

claim could be dismissed by the judge.

If you do sue someone or a business and use the wrong name, even

though you may win the case, you probably will not bq able to collect.

the judgement.

If you are going to sue a person, be sure to find and use his full

name, A city directory or telephone book can be helpful for, this. The

correct trade name of a business may be more difficult to find. If you

have difficulty in locating this name in a city directory or telephone

book, check with the Superior Court of the.County in which the business

is located for assistance in locating the exact name.,

You must know the correct address of the person or business you

wish to sue. The correct address must lie -within the jurisdiction of

the small claims court. Because:

* You can use the small claims court of the county where the

defendant lives - or -



If you aresuing.two,people who live in different counties,

you could file suit in the small claims.00urt in, the county"

where at leait one of the defendants live or

* If, the defendant, is a bUsiness,,yoU can use the :small.Claims

court in the county wherg the bUtiness'has an:Office.7 or '7.

You can start the sUit-in'the small'claimS.00urt of the county

where the problem arose.

The easiest,and most trouble-free choice is'to file your suit in the

county in which the defendant lives. If you do this, there, is no question

you have filed your suit id the right court.

One under 18 years of age (a minor) can file suit in small claims

court. Being a minor means that you have to take one additional step in

filing your suit. You must bring someone over the age of 18 with you to

serve as your "next friend" when you file suit. This person must be will-

ing to act a's your "next friend" during the suit. This "next friend" will

'act as and for you during the court proceedings. Often a parent will be

his/her child's "next friend".

- Before you go to file your suit in small claims court, you' should

know the money amount to be stated in your suit. The clerks at the court

cannot tell you if you are owed money or for how much you should sue. That

is not their job.

The amount of money you ask for in your suit must be' equal to the

actual damage or loss you have suffered. In order to "prove" your loss,

tt would be helpful to have bills and/or receipts which show your actual

loss. It would be most helpful to bring any papers you feel would be

helpful with you when you file your suit. Such papers could help explain

your problem to the clerks and make it easier to get the forms filled out

The smalliplaims court is not free. You should bring with you enough

cash to pay the required fees for filing suit. As of. January, 1981, the

cost of filing suit in small claims court in Fulton County, Georgia is

$14.00 if the suit involves one defendant. There is an additional charge

for each additional defendant named in the suit.

HOW TO GET THE OTHER SIDE INTO COURT

After'you have filed the suit, the court will notify the defendant

that you are suing. Thit is called serving the defendant with a

summons. The defendant has 30 days to answer the suit.. Should the

defendant fail to answer the civil summons within the allotted time, the'

court has no choice but to issue a default judgement against the defendant.



°COLLECTING THE JUDGEMENT:.

If the judge decided.in your favor,and awardecryoUthe-plaintfff,

an-amount of money damages plUs"court coststhe.defendant:usually:
.honoi's thelegalObligatiOn andAmys.yOu the'Money.

.

If the.defendant is.'reluctantito 'payyOu the Ourt.Will do what

it can to see that you obtain:fUll payment.',

If the-defendant should refuse to abide by .the court'sdecisiOh
that is, refuse to pay you the.money, you could gO back into court and

have the.cdurt.ittach real or personal property or garnish theAefendant'.s

wages. ti

As a civil judgement is in effect for seven years, an attachment

or garnishment could be made at any point in this time



FOR STUDENT AND TEACHER:

CLASS ACTIVITY: THE SMALL CLAIMS COURT

Mr. Albert Green had signed a year's lease to rent an apartment 'from

Mr. Winston Brown. According to the terms of the lease, Green was to,pay
Brown rent of $200 per month by the fifth day of each month. Another

condition of the lease was that Green was to deposit with Brown the amount
of $200 as a security deposit.

The lease began January 1st of this year. Green made all of his rent

payments on time. In November of this year, Green sent Brown the December
rent-payment along with a letter informing Brown that he did not wish to.`
renew the-lease. Green further stated in his letter that he would be moving
out of the apartment before January 1st and requested that Brown return his.-
security deposit.

Green moved out of the apartment during the last days of December.
When Green did not receive the refund of his security deposit by February 1st,
he wrote to Brown and demanded the return of the security deposit.

In his letter of reply, Brown informed Green that he was not returning
the $200 security eposit as needed repairs caused by Green's damage to
the apartment'exceeded $200.

After thinking about this.matter for several days, Green decided that
he had left the apartment in About the, same condition it was in at the time

'he rented it. Green decided to sue. Brown in small claims court for his money

loss ($200 security deposit).

Green knows that if he wins the case, Brown will be able to pay the'
damages; that he has sufficient resources to cover the cost as:

1. Brown owns the apartment house.

2. Brown has a bank account as Green's cancelled rent checks
show they had been deposited in a- -bank account. 1

Green went to small claims court in the county where he and Brown lived.
One of the clerks assisted Green in filling out the necessary forms for filing
a small claims suit. When the complaint had been filled out,,the clerk assigned
a number (for our example: #131415) to the completed complaint form and Green
paid the required filing fee.

STEP 1

At this point, you should take the role of Green and the court clerk
and fill out the_proper form to begin a suit (Form A). As you are in
the role of the plaintiff, use your home address. As the defendant's
address, use your school's address.

The small claims court was responsible for saving a copy of the plaintiff's
complaint and it was placed in the possession of the defendant, Brown. This
copy was Brown's summons order to appear in court to answer Green's complaint.
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STEP 2

At this point, you should-take the.role of Robert Thomas; Deputy

Marshal. As Marshal, you serve the summons. Complete any one of

the first three methods on Form B.

When the summons is served on Brown, he has, by law, 30 days to answer the

plaintiff's complaint. Within a week, Brown decides that he will enter.

.a counterclaim against Green. Hegoes to the small claims court and with
the help of a clerk, fills out the proper form. The amount of Brown's

counterclaim is $60 plus court costs.

Brown claimed that Green had carelessly stored several household chemicals
in the cabinets around the kitchen sink and their spillage and'seepage
caused a great amount of wood rot to the floor and shelves. Brown further

claimed that it cost $260'to tepair the damage.

STEP 3

At this point, you should take the role of-Brown and the court clerk
and complete Form C for the counterclaim.

Green, of course, is provided with a
sides, plaintiff and defendant, have
relating to the case.

The court, by postal card, notifies
place of the trial T

STEP 4

copy of Brown's counterclaim. Both
completedpopies of all documents

both parties as to the date, time and

At this point, you should take the role of the court clerk, Will. E.
Nilly, and complete Form D. (Trial date - March 4, this year.)

The day of the trial finally comes. The case df Green v. Brown is called
by the judge. .Small claims court is very informiTiFits procedure.
Usually the judge instructs the parties to tell "their side of the issue
in their own words".

First, the plaintiff. presents his case. .Green tells the judge why he
believes Brown should pay him the $200 daMages he claims.. Green has
brought two of his friends, Leo Tarus and Candy Capricorn, as witnesses.
Both tell the judge that they helped Green move out of the apartment and
that Green left the apartment in as good a conditiom as they each keep
theirs.

Next, the defendant presents his case. Brown tells the judge why he believes
he should not Pay Green's claim and why the court should give him a judgment

of $60. He presents as evidence a paid bill from a reputable contractor ',

which shows that the repairs of chemical damage to the kitchen floor of the

apartment in question amounted to. $260. After the case has been presented and
the judge has cleared up any questions he has, he will give the verdict
(decision) for the case.

STEP 5

At this point, you should take the role of the judge
complete Form E. 236
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FORMA

GEORGIA )

FULTON COUNTY )

SMALL CLAIM CASE -- NOT OVEI $299.99'

In the State Court of Fulton County
(Civil Division)

.Silt11 Claims Division
160 Pryor Street, S. W.

Atlanta, Georgia :

COMPLAINT
CASE NUMBER:

PLAINTIFF.

PLAINTIFF'S ADDRESS

71, VS.

DEFENDANT,

DEFENAT'S ADDRESS

Plaintiff sues Defendant for the sume of $

plus court cost by reason of: .

If you claim that you do not owe this amount, you must come to the CLERK.O.F..

THE STATE COURT OF FULTON COUNTY no-later than 30 daysafter-040,f$efVfte
and sign an appearanCe card stating..that:you will appear-:to`::defend 04 case.

If you do not. sign an appearance card, judgement may be taken againstjOtkin

the amount set' out- plus court costs.

The Marshal of the to6t, His Lawful-Deputies and all Lawful. Constables o

said State are directed to serve a copy of this summons upon the named

defendant in the manner provided by law.

Witness the Honorable Gaston Powers Chief Judge of said Court.

This Clerk

You were servedi copy of this complaint on 19



FORM B

GEORGIA, FULTON COUNTY

I have served the defendant

personally with a copy of the within summons at A.M./P.M.

This , 19 .

Deplity Marshal:

It

GEORGIA, FULTON COUNTY

Served the'defendant,
a Corporation,
by leaving a copy of the within action and Summons With

in charge of the office and place of

doing business of said corporation, -lit:Fulton County, Georgia at

A.M. /P.M.

This 19

cto

GEORGIA, FULTON COUNTY

Deputy Marshal

I have this day served the defendant

by leaving a copy of the action, and suthmons'at his most notorious place

of abode in the County.. Delivered same into the hands of

a person described as follows: Age, about

years; weight, about pounds; height, about feet and incEii:

domiciled at the residence of defendant at ----OL/P.M.

This , 19
Deputy Marshal

S

GEORGIA, FULTON COUNTY'

Diligent search made and def dant

not to be found in the ur' diction of this Court.

This 19

Deputy MarshI

(This form is p nted on the back of the copy of Form A retained by the Court.
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FORM C

SMALL CLAIMS CASE' -- NOT OVER $299.99

GEORGIA, FULTON COUNTY

In the State of Court of Fulton County

(Civil Division)
Small'Claims Division

160 Pryor Street, S. W.
Atlanta, Georgia

COUNTERCLAIM
CASE #

PLAINTIFF

PLAINTIFF'S ADDRESS

DEFENDANT' S ADDRESS

Defendant countersuet Plaintiff for the sum of $

plus court cost by reason of

If you claim that you do not owe this'amount, you must sign an appearance

card stating that you will appear to defend this case, within 30 days of.the

service of this notice.

The Marshal'of the Court, His Lawful Deputies and all Lawful Constables of

said State are directed to serve a copy'of this summons upon the named

plaintiff in the manner provided by-law.

Witness the Honorable Gaston Powers Chief Judge of said Court.

This
.Clerk
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FORMID

NOTICE OF TRIAL AND APPEARANCE CARD

PLAINTIFF NOTICE . DEFENDANT NOTItF,

'VS.

The tral for the above case will

be held on:

,19

ROOM 372 at 9:30 A.M.

Will E. Nilly, Clerk
State Court, Fulton County

CASE NO.

,`

VS.

The trial for the above case will

be held on:

19

ROOM 372 at 9:36 A.M.

Will E. Nilly, Clerk
State Court, Fulton County

CASE NO.

APPEARANCE CARD

VS.

CASE NO.

will appear as defendant in this,

case on , 19

DEFENDANT
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FORM E
JUDGEMENT

VS.

CASE NO.

I find for the plaintiff in the amount of $

plus court costs.

I find for the defendant on his counterclaim in the 'amount of

, plus court costs.

I find for the defendant in that 'the plaintiff has no cause for

action.

,This , 19

Recoi-ded and filed

WILL E. 'NILLY, CLERK

GASTON POWERS, JUDGE

4

It is ordered that the above defendant pay to the above plaintiff the sum of

$ , plus court costs.

This , 19
GASTON POWERS, JUDGE



TITLE: Wheels
CATEGORY: --Cclner and Practical Law
DESCRIPTION: Students explore legal issues and answers related to owning

and operating automobiles.
AUTHOR/EDITOR: Walter M. Perkins and Lisa Broido
PUBLISHER/SCHOOL DISTRICT: Reprinted from Wide. on Law-Related Education
by permission of the American Bar Association. "Wheels" by Walter M.

Perkins and Lisa Broido, pages 51-56, Fall, 1979.

TO TEACHER: You will need to provide each student with a copy of the
Update artfcle, "Wheels".

CAUTION TO TEACHERS: This article for, teenagers covers
consumer law, juvenile law, 4th Amendment Rights, etc. All are

related to owning and operating automobiles.' Local state law
modifies each of these Sections. Be certain that you consult
with a Georgia lawyer or police officer prtor to stating that
the specifics are applicable in Georgia.

Instructions:

Students can read discuss the article with legal consultants
or can be divided into groups and assigned'one problem to
investigate with local authorities.
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Aplayer who runsout onto a football field without knowing the game's rules
will probably end up with some broken bones. And a kid whb goes out into
the world without knowing the law will most likely come back bruised.

A recent'pollAevealed that Update readers like to see the Magazine
emphasize practical law skills that young people need to know. They want to-
teach their students how to play the game of law in the U.S.

0 Well, here it is fans! The practical law.section of Update will take a no- non
sense look at important areas of the law that youths can apply to their every
day lives. This inaugural section deals with a topic that is uppeimost in the
minds of moV-OolescentsWHEELS. It discusses how a minor can get rid of
a "lemon,"- what to do after an accident, how the law handles teenagers who
abuse'their driving privileges, and,much more.

We'll be doing pratticar taw sections in forthcOming issues. Let us know
what topics you'd like to see us cover. /..



The used car salesman in our society isgeherally
portrayed as a fast-talking, cigar-smoking slickster in a
loud checkered sportscoat who tells his customers that

his cars- are real "cream puffs" that were "only-driven
to church on Sunday." Although this stereotype_isYprobably
unfair, plenty of kids still get stuck.with "lemons on
wheels" when they buy their first cars. And even worse,
they don't know whit kind'of legal action to take once they
have been taken ,fox a bum ride.

Most courts used to follow the rule of caveat emptor -
Latin for,"let the buyer beware." If someone bought some-
thing that was worthless or defective, it was his tough

hick. Today the laws.a,r, destgned to safeguard consumers...-

particularly if they are minors.
,

For example, the-courts try to protect i-nexperienced

young people frOM Shady business transactions by making it
easier for them to get out of contracts. rf a person under
the age of 18 contracts with an adult,, he can "disavow"
the agreement with few hassles as lonvas it does not 4nvolve
"necessities" like food or clothes.

; .

Thus, if,Joe.Minor is unhappy with the used VW he got
from E-Z Motors, he can return it at any time because it is
not considered a basic necessity. He can take it back for
any or no reason at all, regardless of whether he lied about

his age when making the contract.-g

The_catch is:.thlqt.the.mOst streetwise adults won't take
the Tisk of contracting with a minor. MoSt sellers will
insist,that:4ntomobile be "purchased iA
parent, guardian, orDther;:adUlt.who' iS willtn17qtO take on

.
.

full responsibility for it.

Let's say that Joe has his dad sign for the car. Can

he and his father still return it if it expires a few days
after- they buy it? The answer to 'this query is a qualified

yes. A number of-protections are available to consumers
"like Joe and his, dad in the form of warranties. Warranties
are written or oral guarantees of the quality and/or per-
formance of products that are sold.



Joe and his dathmust be careful to read their contract
carefully -- small print and all -- in, order to know
what kind of guarantees they can "expect for their car.
They should also feel free to negotiate with the dealer
and suggest new clauses wh+ch can be added to the contract.
If the dealer won't stand behind his product (or at least
give a price that reflects this fact), they should take
their business el sewhere.

Most salesmen make specific promises about the
products they sell. These promises are called express
warranties. These guarantees can be either written or
oral, but. the latter is extremely.difficult to prove.
Salestalk, or "puffing" as the courts call it, is not
considered to. be ?an express warranty. Thus, .if a deal er
tells you that an engine "purrs like a kitten," he's.
not really making a promise. If he makes a specific
claim -- telling you that a car will get. 35 miles- per
gallon when it only gets 12 -- you may have a goo.d case,
but it's :still best to get everything in writing. After
all, it's your word against his.

What if the car 'dealer made no promises to Joet nd
his dad, either orallyor in writing? They may s 11 be
protected. The Uniform Commercial Code provides that
certain warranties must be "implied." Implied warranties
are imposed in order to promote higher business standards..
Every seller, whether a professional dealer or, your next-,
dpor neighbor, must offer a general warranty of "merchant-
ability "` which guarantees that the produc t can be used
the way it is supposed to be. Unless the dealer "dis
claimed" his warranty by .clearly stating '(either orally
or in wri ting) that he didn't gtarantee that it would run
but would sell it "as is," Joe is entitled to a working
car.



There are several courses of action that. Joe and his

father can take.if they get stuck.with a sickly "Bug."
They should start by going directly to the dealer and trY-
ing to informally settle things with him. , If this doesn't
work, however, there are Some federal agencies where they
can go for help. The Department of Transportation's
National Highway Safety Administration has a toll free
hotline for auto consumer complaints at (800.) 424-9393.
Consumer. Products conducts a hotline at (800) "638- 2666,

and there is an Auto-Recall hotline at (800) 424-9323.

Every state also has local agencies that disappointed
car buyers can contact. A Chicagoan who buys a car that
doesn't live up to the dealer's promises, for example, can
report thTs to the Consumer Fraud and Protection pivisiOn
of the Illinois Attorney General's.Office. There, a hear-
ing officer will try -to resolve the matter out of court
with both parties. And if this fails, the state may take
the, seller to court under the Consumer Frauds Act or other
Illinois. laws. That would bject .the dealer, to criminal

penalties. --

If the' state won't prosecute, you still have the-
option of filing a civil suit against the seller. Law

suits, however, should always .be the last resort. They

are expensive, time consuming and messy. If all else
fails, though, an unhappy consumer can sue the seller for
"breach of contract" or "misrepresentation" if he fails to -

live up to his end of the bargain. The consumer can even
go as far as suing the manufacturer itself if the maker's
negligence may have contributed to the car's defectiveness.

Can the law always protect you from lemons? No, not

completely. Many minors and adults get shafted on cars
every day. But the law 'is making it harder for sellers

to "sting" their customers, and giving buyers -- whether
minors or adults -- a fighting chance.

WHY INSURANCE COMPANIES
PENALIZE YOUNG DRIVERS

Everyone knows that skyrocketing
gas prices.. are taking all the joy_
out of driving, but many cif us forget
that young drivers ace an even bigger
obstacle to fun on heels -- the
enormous` price of arja0Wance.
-Young people under 21 often pay more

!l!
;

.900 annually for complete
r



a family car on a parttime basis, the easiest way for them
to save money is to, be added to their parents' policy instead
of carrying a policy of their own. If they do have their
own car, they could marry,live in a rural area (fewer
accidents), have a low anndal mileage rate, have a good
driving record, and not drive to work.

But maybe kids should just stop worrying about
insurance. With the gas situation as it is, insurance
rates may soon become_a moot point anyway.

WHAT TO DO AFTER'AN ACCIDENT

You never expect it to happen,
but someday you'll probably be
involved in a car accident. Accord-
ing to. the. National Safety Council,
approximately 30 million motorists
had accidents in 1977. And nearly

one-fifth of these accidents involved drivers who were
under theage of 20.

Amid the post-collision excitement of the piercing
sirens and flashing lights, many drivers end up saying
and doing things that lead to unnecessary .legal actions,
big financial losses, or even jail sentences. Thus; no
matter how shaken up you might be, try to follow these
recommended post-accident DO's and DON'T's.

DO'

* Stop at the scene of the accident. Remember hit-and
run driving is a serious crime which is punishable
by prison or fines, even if you were innocent of
causing the accident. If you panic and drive away,
go back to the scene of the crime as soon as you get
yourself together. Such an action may mitigate the
penalty you will receive fro skipping out at first,

Notify the, police immediately if-someone is injured-

or killed.

Try to get the names and addresses of as many witnesses
as possible. Also take down the badge number 'of
police officers and the names and addresses of any
doctors and ambulance drivers who may be there.
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Why do they have to pay so much? How are the rates

determined? What can they about them?

Insurance rates are determined by actuaries, who
calculate them on the basis of the accidents that have
occurred in the past. The differing rates that drivers

pay are arrived at via a classification system whiel is

based on objective criteria like ("gage, (2)' sex, (3)

marital 'status, (4) age of car, (5) whether or not car

is used in driving to work, and (6) geographical location.-

Why do, the yOung have to pay more for car insurance?

Well, research indicates that younger persons, particularly

below the age of 21, are simply involved in more .accidents.
Reasons for this are legion. A recent report, by the
Organization for. Economic Cooperation and Development
indicated that, "the maturing process of the adolescent is,

generally speaking, far from being complete at the age of

18. "_ Their immaturity shows in."egocentricity, lack of
self-discipline, and the search fbr an oUtlet to work off

energy and emotions."

While young people in general pay astronomic rates,

young men pay even more than young women. In fact, sex

and marital status are considered secondary classifiers after

age and can either drive the rate you pay up or down.

A recent study by the National Association of Independent

Insurers indicated that losses incurred. by young male drivers

are 41 percent more than losses of young female drivers.

-Additionally, ydunq single male drivers incur losses which .

are 84 percent more than losses of young married male

dri vers.

But what about the kid who's in a highrisk categorY

but has a good driving record? Shouldn't he be, exempt from

the higher ,rate? Isn't the classification system unfair

to him? Insurance companies feel that ending the classifica-

tion system wouldn't work, and point out that costs would

actually be increased for the majority of motorists who

are in low-risk categories.

For example, a report of the National Association of

Independent Insurers shows that "if sex and marital status

were eliminated as classification criteria, rates for

young female drivers would have to increase 29 percent in

order to subsidize the losses of young single males."

If all of this sounds depressing, it is. However,

John Schreiner of Allstate says that even if young pecple

fall intb a highrisk category, they can do some things to

lower their insurance rates. Since most youngsters drive



* Exchange driver's licenses, registration certithates,

and insurance company information with the other driver.

Get the names and addresses of any passengers or
pedestrians who might have been involved.

Contact your insurance agent and/or the other owner's

vagent as soon as possible.

* If possible, try to have pictures taken of the damaged

cars, skid marks, or.other physical evidence.

If you collide with an unattended vehicle, try to find

the owner. If that..'s not possible, leave a note with

your name and address.

Fill out accident reports carefully. All states require

that accident reports >be filled out in case of injury

or death, and reports are. also required if the property

damage is in excess of $50 to $300 (depending upon

the state). Be sure to include the location and time

of the accident, the extent of injuries and damages,

the names and addresses of all persons involved, etc.

DOWT's

-

Don't make any statements to, police, motorists, by

or anyone until you' have consulted a lawyer.

When your, emotions are running high, you are prone to

say thing's that are distorted and self-incriminating.

Take the fifth.

If you are the victim of an accident,,absolutely do

not accept any money. The extent of your injury or

damage may be greater than you think, and you may be

_entitled to more than you realize. Accepting cash

may' be regarded, by the law as a full settlement of

'your claim. Don't be tempted by the green stuff.

Don't sign anything without the advice of a lawyer.

Insdrance adjusters will try to get you to, settle your

claim at the lowest possible cost. Even cif. a settle-

ment sounds. like a,good one, hold out for a while.

Don't believe adjusters who tell you that you are

"holding things up" and "may end up with nothing".
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Don't do anything without consulting a doctor. Even

if you think that you aren't hurt, you should make
sure. Whiplash injuries to the neck and spinal cord,
which may eventually cripple, can show up days or
weeks after an accident. Halrline fractures are not
always evident right away. Don't accept a_settle-
ment until you -are absolutely sure that no complications

. will arise. OnCe you sign a release form, it may be

impossible to reopen the case if your injuries become

-more serious..

COPS AND CARS: WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS?

As your students and their friends
cavort about town on their wheels, have
they had occasion to pause and reflect'
on how the Fourth Amendment applies to
drivers and passengers? Probabll not.

Like most young adults, they probably have never
given the fourth a second thought. Hcwever, since the
overwhelming number of police /citizen confrontationi
involve cars, they, should know what their rights are

and how the fourth applies.

In general, the Fourth Amendment prohibits unreason-
able searches and seizures, and sets up requirements for
search warrants. To put teeth into the Fourth Amendment,

judges refuse to accept' illegally seized evidence, even
if it clearly implicates the accused. This exclusionary
rule has caused plenty of controversy. '.

Simple, right? Wrong. As in all constitutional areas
the Fourth Amendment only gives general, minimum guidelines
that must be followed.

Whether a motorist; his vehicle, or passengers can

be seized or searched depends on the reasons for the

initial stop. If the original stop is unlawful, any search

of people or the vehicle is unlawful too. Here are some
hypothetical situations which will show you what can and

cannot be done.



Hypo #1. Paul and some friends are cruising the streets of

alow crime area at a slow but lawful speed, observing all

traffic rules. This particular area has,had.a run .of unsolved

burglaries over the past few weeks. Noticing that a policeman

is observing him from behind, Paul slows down and begins glanc-

ing nervously in his rear view mirror.

The policeman pulls up and orders him to stop. Is an arrest

and subsequent search of Paul and his car' lawful? The Supreme

Court says no. The Fourth Amendment was designed to prevent

arbitrary searches, so investigatory stops must be based on

reasonable groundsof suspicion. Since there were no adequate

.grounds in this case, any contraband found on Paul, his friends,

or in his car would be excluded at trial via the exclusionary

rule.

Hypo P2. Sylvester's car stalls at an intersection. A traffic

policeman comes over to assist him and notices a bag of what

appears to be marijuana on the seat. He arrests Sylvester and

searches hiM and the vehicle, including the locked glove compart-,

ment and trunk. He finds an unregistered .38 in the glove

compartment and a suitcase full of more marijuana in the trunk.

Sylvester thinks the searches are tllegal, but he's only half

right. Under the circumstances, the. body search and searches

of the open areas in his car under his immediate control would

be upheld. Although he was not initially observed doing anything

illegal or acting suspiciously, Sylvester's carelessness with

the grass triggered the plain view doctrine and gave the police-

man the right to lawfully arrest and search him. Since the

policeman was where he had a_lawful right to be (outside of the

car looking in) and since the grass was in plain view, Sylvester's

expectation of privacy was lost.

However, the warrantless search of the, glove compartment and

trunk would probably art be upheld, since they were not under

his immediate control and the police could have waited and

gotten a search warrant from a judge. '"The rationale is that the

police have a right to protect themselves by searching the areas.

"immediately around the suspect, in case he has a weapon. Since

a weapon in a locked glove compartment or trunk is no threat,

they'd have to get °a warrant.
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Hypo #3. Silas is. weaving Merrily down the street; traffic laws

and street signs the last thing on his mind, when he runs a

red light and is arrested. Can he or'his car lawfully be

.searched?

The Supreme Court has said that since an arrest based on

probable cause is lawful -.a body search incident to that arrest

is also valid. It's not clear'whether a search of the car

itself would be lawful.

Some local jurisdictions, notably Nev York, have been

questioning the propriety of arresting, not to mention search-

ing, traffic offenders. Justice Potter Stewart has indicated

that arrests for traffic violations may be unreasonable under

the Fourth Amendment. Thus far, the Supreme Court has not

agreed.

Hypo M. Simon is driving down the street, minding his own

business! A policeman, who had previously received a tip from

an informant that Simon is carrying a loaded handgun, pulls

him over` and orders him out of the car. As he's getting out,

the policeman sees the handgun in his belt and arrests him.

He then searches Simon and his car and finds stolep goods in

both places: Is this a valid search?

As long as the search was timely in relation to the arrest

an&as long as the policeman could demonstrate that he had

previous valid reasons for believing the informant was-reliable,

'it would be considered lawful. Failing to demonstrate the

reliability of the informant would mean that the policeman

lacked probable cause and the arrest and search would be in-

validated.

By the way, the law may be getting tougher on passengers.

The Supreme Court recently upheld a New York law allowing a

jury to assume'that an illegal weapon found in a vehicle

belongs to all occupants,,unless it is found in the possession

of one particular person. We can assume, at least at this point,

that this law will be interpreted to include other types of

contraband as well 256



One last point. How should your students act when the cops
stop and search them? They ought to remember that the streets are
not a good place to challenge what they believe to be an unlawful
search. If they squawk loudly about their rights, they are apt to
make the cops even more suspicious. It is best to remain calm,
observe carefully, and later record exactly what happened.

Q's&A's
CAN DADDY TAKE THE4T-BIRD AWAY?

Probably. If Ws daddy's car, he has a right to say who
can and cannot drive it. Even if"jUnior paid for the car, most of
the time dad has had to co-sign for it, so legally it's his. And
even if a minor legally owns the car and pays for all its expenses
our of his own pocket, his folks can usually have his license
revoked if they want to. Many states require that a parent or
guardian sign the application for a learner's permit or driver's
license of a person who is under 18 years of age. Thus, according
to the Uniform Vehicle Code, any person who has signed the applica-
tion of a minor can request that it be revoked.

There is one drastic measure a youth can take to still have
"fun, fun, fun" in his T-Bird -- he can get married. Most states
free minors from parental control of their licenses if they tie
the knot.
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WHAT CAN YOU DO IF YOU GET CAUGHT IN A SPEED TRAP?

Not much. Any driver who has ever received a speeding.

ticket will probably tell you he was rooked. However, some small

towns really do deliberately; try to trap unwary drivers with un-

expectedly low speed limits on certain stretches of road. Auto

clubs have waged bitter campaigns against such money - making gambits

for years, but they continue to thrive. If a patrolman pdlls you

over for a-seemingly unjust speeding violation, you can't do much

but pay up. If the speed limit was clearly posted, you can't break

the law no matter how unreasonable you think it may be. The only

thing you can do is report it to an auto club or state authorities,

so that others might not be trapped in the future.

-IT THUMBS DOWN FOR THE THUMBER?

Yes and No. According to the Uniform Vehicle Code, hitch-

hiking is legal in almost every state provided thathyou don't

stand on the "improved roadway". In other words, a person can

thu a ride at his own risk if he remains on the shoulders of the

ro does pot interfere with,traffic in any way. However,

Id king on highways and freeways is always out.

ARE MINORS #1 WITH RENT-A-CAR COMPANIES?

No! In fact, they aren't even in the running. None of the

national car- rental agencies leases automobiles to persons under

21 years old. A parent or adult who rents a car in his own name

and then allows a youth to drive it will not be covered by the

company's insurance policy. In the event of an accident, the adult

will be held liable for any damages the youth causes. And O.J.

Simpson will not come running to the rescue.

S\,

MUST YOU BUCKLE UP?

In most states, your,conscience is the only thing that can

force you to fasten your safety belt. Puerto Rico and Brook Park,

Ohio are the two places in the United States which require seat

belts by law. Despite .statistics -showiqg that over 25 percent of

all auto fatalities could have been prevented with seat belts,

John Q. Public won't sit still for a law forcing him to buckle up.



IS RIDING A MOTORBIKE WITHOUT'A HELMET
AGAINST THE LAW OR SIMPLY HARDHEADED?

It's always hardheaded, but whether it is illegal varies

from state to state. It also can depend on one's age. Some state

courts have held that it is,a constitutional exercise of police

power to require the wearing of safety helmets. An injured motor-

cyclist, they, argue, may endanger others on the highway. Other

state, courts have overturned helmet laws. The Illinois Supreme
Court, for example, acknowledged the importance of helmet wearing
in a 1969 case, but added that it could not "...justify the regula-

tion of what is essentially a matter of personal safety."

Thanks to the lobbying of motorcycle groups, many state
legislatures have recently'revoked their helmet laws. But stricter

laws may still apply to kids, since some states have amended their

helmet laws to cover only persons under age 18. By the way, motor-

cytle fatalities have doubled in those states which have revoked

their helmet laws:

IS IT ILLEGAL TO'ABANDON A JUNKER?

Yes, In an effort to protect the environment, many states
now forbid you to get rid of your old clunker on their property.
Abandoning your motor vehicle illegally for more than 48 hours (the

exact time varies from state to state) is usually considered to be

a misdethea or. Authorities are permitted to tow the car away at

your expense. If the car is new, they must make an attempt to
contact the\owner, but if it is very old, they don't always have to.

After 15 diYs (this varies, too), they can sell your discarded car

at a public auction and put the proceeds ip their treasury."
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CAN A CAR TURN INTO
A PUMPKIN AT MIDNIGHT?

Not exactly,
but it can turn into a

headache. Remember

how Cinderella's coach
changed into a pumpkin

as the clock struck

twelve? Well, something
like that happens to
thousands of young drivers

every night. Many states do-not

allow teenagers who are under the:,

age of 18 to drive between the hours

of midnight and 5:00 A.M.. unless there is an adult in the car

or an emergency that makes 'it necessary for minor to drive.

,Violating this rule can lead to the suspension of a youngster's

license for 30-6 0 days. Repeat offenders can even have their

licenses revoked until, their 18th birthday.- There is no additional

fine for leaving glass slippers 'behind.

,CAN 'A COP TAKE YOUR BLOOD AND BREATH?

Yes. According to the "implied consent`law", which is in.

force throughout the country, if,-a person, is'issued an operator's

license he has automatically agreed to have his blood, urine, or

breath tested' to determine his sobriety. A police officer has a

right to ask a driver to take a test if he has "reasonable grounds"

to believe that the motorist has been drinking. A driver cannot

be forced to take such a test, but if he refuses his license can

be revoked or suspended for up to six months. Under many state

laws, drivers have up to 90 minutes to decide whether to submit

to testing and can consult an attorney during this time. That-may

be a sobering experience.


